Bargain DVD & Blu-ray

A special selection of feature films including Action/Adventure – Drama – Thriller Horror – Science Fiction – Children’s Movies – New and Classic Television Comedy – Historical and Biographical Documentaries – Blu-ray and much more!

OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All DVDs are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
Save up to 80% off list prices on these subjects:

Action/Adventure
Action/Adventure Blu-ray
Adult Blu-ray
Adult DVD
American History
Animated Blu-ray
Animated TV & Movies
Biography
British TV
Children’s Blu-ray
Comedy
Comedy Blu-ray
Documentaries
Documentary Blu-ray
Drama Blu-ray
Dramas
Family & Kids
Family Blu-ray
Horror
Horror Blu-ray
More Blu-ray
More Movies
Musical Blu-ray
Musicals
PBS
Religion and Spirituality
Romance
Romance Blu-ray
Sci-Fi
Sci-Fi Blu-ray
Sci-Fi and Horror TV
Sports
Sports Blu-ray
TV Action & Adventure
TV Blu-ray
TV Comedy
TV Crime Solvers
TV Drama
TV Westerns
Television
Thriller Blu-ray
Thrillers
Time Life
UFO & Conspiracy Blu-ray
UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries
Western Blu-ray
Westerns

Current titles are marked with a ★.

Action/Adventure

4961056 1492: Conquest of Paradise. Widescreen. Gerard Depardieu plays Christopher Columbus, fearless in his vision of a new route to the East, but not faultless in the treachery and carnage his voyage would bring. Ridley Scott’s tale of power, passions, and history in the making also stars Armard Assante and Sigourney Weaver. 154 minutes. Kino Lorber. $19.95 $5.95

3961435 1944. Widescreen. In 1944 Estonia, a fraticide war ensues when Estonians of the retreating German forces fight against Estonians conscripted into the advancing Red Army. Forced to fight against their own brothers, these young men must find a way to survive one of the bloodiest conflicts of WWII. Dubbed and in Estonian with English subtitles. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Film Movement. $3.95

4873690 HACKSAW RIDGE. Widescreen. The extraordinary true story of Desmond Doss (Andrew Garfield), who, in Okinawa during the bloodiest battle of WWII, saved 75 men without firing or carrying a gun. He was the only soldier in WWII to fight on the front lines without a weapon, as he believed that while the war was justified, killing was nevertheless wrong. Rated R. English SDH. 139 minutes. Elevation Pictures. $6.95

4961153 DAREDEVILS OF THE RED CIRCLE. Fullscreen. Considered one of the best movie serials of all time. Three circus stuntmen track down a ruthless madman known as 39-0-13, bent on destroying the wealth and integrity of his former employer. 39-0-13 kidnaps and imprisons his ex-boss, impersonating him in order to facilitate his deeds of destruction. Stars Charles Quigley. CC, in B&W. Over 3 hours. Kino Lorber. $19.95 $5.95

299643X SUPERMAN: The Ultimate Max Fleischer Cartoon Collection. Widescreen. The 17 original animated cartoons, based on the comic book character, Superman, released by Paramount Pictures, were shown monthly at movie theaters, from September 5th, 1941 to July 30th, 1943. Considered by many to be a masterpiece of animation art. 150 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $2.95

3803964 PRIMAL INSTINCT. When Celia, a beautiful probation officer, goes undercover to investigate the murder of her sister, she finds herself descending into the brutal and mysterious world of underground online sex and bondage. Stars Celia Xavier and Michael Madsen. Rated R. 85 minutes. Trinity Home Entertainment. $3.95

3800822 ACTION MAN MAN COLLECTION. Widescreen. Robert Stack stars in the classic Action Man. Six highly trained criminals invade a small town in Day of the Wolves; eying the biggest payday of their lives. In Big Game, a scientist hires top military mercenaries for protection. Finally, femme fatales drive the suspense in the Cold War adventure Peking Blonde. Not Rated. Rated over six hours on 2 DVDs. VCI Entertainment. $3.95

3984737 THE ROAD WARRIOR/MAD MAX: Beyond Thunderdome. Widescreen. Make way for Mad Max (Mel Gibson) and the The Road Warrior (Rated R), the Apocalypse on wheels that put Gibson on the Hollywood map for keeps and ranks as one of the most mind-blowing stunt movies ever made. Our hero returns for more astonishing adventures in Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome. CC. Over three hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address. ★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Sales Tax Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>7.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>6.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>4.166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>6.875%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>6.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>4.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax

1Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.

Scan to get the total tax rate including local taxes.
398653  MISSION OF HONOR. Widescreen. The story of Squadron 303, a group of pilots who fought in the Battle of Britain during WWII. These brave men were not just fighting to keep Great Britain free from the Nazis, but also to keep alive the memories of their own countries which had been caught up in the same fire. English SDH. 107 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95

479160  DRAIN THE SWAMP: 3 Film Collection. Widescreen. Features The Maltese Falcon, starring Greg Binnin and Pierce Brosnan; Lucky 8 Stevin, starring Josh Hartnett, Ben Kingsley and Stanley Tucci; and The Hunting Party, starring Jesse Eisenberg, Trenchard Ford and Gerald. All Rated R. CC. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. Cinedigm. $5.95

380359  MAFIA KINGPIN COLLECTION. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Gather five films loaded with action: Two Grooms for villa D'amore starring Paul Kersey in these three pulse-pounders. Death Wish 2: Death Wish 3; and Death Wish 4. The Crackdown. All Rated R. CC. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. MGM. Pub. at $15.98. $5.95

290301  RICHARD THE LIONHEART: Rebellion. Widescreen. The year is 1173 and England and France are at war. The destiny of two great powers has never been so intertwined. Richard of the Holy Roman Empire and King Philip-Auguste of France lead their armies against each other in a battle of wits and strength. Rated B. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Pop Fix. $3.95

408900  MOUNTAIN OF THE CANAL GOD. Widescreen. When her anthropologist husband signs a three-year contract in New Guinea, Susan Susan Stevens (Ursula Andress) convinces her colleague, Dr. Edward Foster (Stacy Keach), to lead her into the dark heart of the deadly white exploring the forbidden mountain of Ra-Remi, the expedition is captured by a tribe of primitive natives. 1978. Not Rated. 103 minutes. All Blue Underground. $11.95

408033  FILM FAVORITES: Corruption Collection. Widescreen. Collects four action filled classics—Training Day starring Denzel Washington and Ethan Hawke; Pride and Glory with Edward Norton and Colin Farrell; Righteous Scared starring Paul Walker and Vera Farmiga; and 16 Blocks with Bruce Willis and David Morse. MostRated R. English SDH. Nearly 8 hours on four DVDs. Warner. $15.98

4874420  THE KNIGHTS OF SHADOWS. Widescreen. In this martial arts action-comedy, Fu Song ling (Jackie Chan), a legendary demon hunter, is asked to investigate the mysterious disappearances of young girls from a small village. When he discovers evil forces are kidnapping the girls to feed on their souls, he sets out to save humanity from the inhuman force. Rated R. English SDH. Well Go USA. $5.95

3860221  FALSE FLAG. Two estranged brothers are reconnected when an invading force takes over the small mid-western town of Madison. They must band together with a group of locals, a journalist and mercenaries to evade capture and uncover the truth about this mysterious military coup and the plans for the town and incorporated townspeople. Rated R. 96 minutes. Ul Productions. $5.95

4677625  MUSCLES FROM BRUSSELS: Missi on Of Honor. [{$P$}Rated R]. English SDH. (featuring Boris Karloff); four sets off to save humanity from the inhuman force. Rated R. English SDH. Well Go USA. $5.95

4759729  DRAIN THE SWAMP: 3 Film Collection. Widescreen. Features The Maltese Falcon, starring Greg Binnin and Pierce Brosnan; Lucky 8 Stevin, starring Josh Hartnett, Ben Kingsley and Stanley Tucci; and The Hunting Party, starring Jesse Eisenberg, Trenchard Ford and Gerald. All Rated R. CC. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. Cinedigm. $5.95

4661176  SUPERMAN: The Movie. Widescreen. The set presented here includes the theatrical release of the movie, the 2000 Expanded Edition, three documentaries about the making of this landmark superhero classic, the vintage TV special The Making of Superman: The Movie; miniatures of Experimental Studios Superman cartoons, and more. CC. Nearly five hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $39.99. SOLD OUT

4901894  COYOTE SUMMER. Cassie Carpernter’s mom must travel to England for work, and she decides that it would be best for her to handle to daughter, Cassie, to spend the summer at her aunt and uncle’s horse ranch. Stars Vinessa Shaw and Adam Beach. 93 minutes. Questar. $6.95

4663469  EXTRATAXION. Widescreen. William Shatner and Kirk Douglas retired CIA field operative Leonard Turner (Bruce Willis), his son Harry (Kellan Lutz), a government analyst who has been repeatedly turned down for field service, launches his own unlicensed rescue operation. Rated R. 83 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

4726871  KING OF NEW YORK. Widescreen. Freed from prison, Frank the one-eyed theological challenge to his fellow drug lords in bloody battle for a piece of the action. A gangster classic featuring an all-star cast, including Larry Fishburne, David Carradine and Giancarlo Esposito. Rated R. CC. 106 minutes. Artisan. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95

4773705  UNLOCKED. Widescreen. Retired CIA interrogator Alice Racine (Noureen Duma) is unleashed into action and soon learns that the classified information she’s uncovered has been compromised. She turns to a former soldier to help her prevent a lethal biological attack. Also stars Orlando Bloom and Michael Douglas. Rated R. 98 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

4789709  DEATH WISH. Widescreen. In this explosive story of revenge and urban violence, Charles Bronson plays Paul Kersey—a grieving liberal who has a change of opinion after his wife and daughter are violently attacked by a gang in their apartment. Bronson turns vigilante as he stalks the mean streets of New York on the prowl for bad guys. Rated R. English SDH. Paramount. $5.95

495713X  CHUCK NORRIS: Missing in Action 1 and 2. Fullscreen. Meet the man who gives new meaning to “Special forces”—martial arts expert Colonel James Braddock (Chuck Norris). In Missing in Action, the only hope American POWs in Vietnam have of getting home is Bruce Willis. In the explosive Missing in Action 2: The Beginning, Braddock is captured during a daring rescue mission. Rated R. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. MGM. $5.95

4785857  10,000 BC. Widescreen. Tale of the first hero (Steven Strait) who set out on a fateful odyssey and his beautiful (Camilla Belle) and to fulfill his prophetic destiny. Battling a saber-toothed tiger and prehistoric predators, he discovers uncharted realms, forms an army and discover an advanced lost civilization. English SDH. 109 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $14.98. 3.95

3966954  NAZI OVERLORD. Widescreen. Against the background of the D-Day invasion, a U.S. military unit must rescue a brilliant British scientist, who is held captive by the most dangerous SS guards, deep in enemy territory. The Allies’ victory depends on the success of this mission. CC. 90 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95

398391  CRIMEFIGHTER. In B&W. Over 11 hours on six DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $24.98. $4.95

2933101  THE WORLD WAR II COLLECTION: Saving Private Ryan/Race for Peace/Shooting War. Three powerful films depict a moral and historical. Winner of five Academy Awards, Stephen Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan (Rated R) stars tom Hanks and Matt Damon. Price you pay for good within the compelling events in the Pacific Theater of WWII. Shooting War is the compelling story of the courageous WWII combat photographers. This box set also includes a collectible photo book. CC. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. DreamWorks. $7.95

SPRING BREAKERS. Widescreen. Three turbu lent, star-studded adventures by director Matteo Garrone, a rising criminal mastermind known as the Joker (Heath Ledger). This set includes a DC comic book featuring Two-Face and the Joker and Two-Face prop replica collectible coin. English, French, Italian subtitles. 117 minutes. Cinedigm. $9.95.


THE LORD OF THE RINGS: The Return of the King. Widescreen. The final battle for Middle-earth begins. Frodo and Sam, led by Gollum, continue their mission to destroy the Ring of Mount Doom in order to destroy the One Ring. Winner of 11 Academy Awards, including Best Picture. Includes both the theatrical and extended versions of the film plus a behind the scenes documentary. Over three hours on two DVDs. New Line Home Video. Sold Out.

DELTA FORCE. Widescreen. Chuck Norris delivers his unique brand of hard-hitting heroism in two explosive missions. He joins Lee Marvin in Delta Force, determined to save hostages from political extremists. Norris returns for the sequel, embarking on a mission to destroy a deadly South American drug cartel. Rated R. Nearly 4 hours on two DVDs. $5.95.

THE MIGHTY. Widescreen. Four frustrated collegians (Selena Gomez, Vanessa Hudgens, Ashley Benson and Rachel Korine) plot to fund spring break by robbing a fast-food shack. But when a night of partying ends with the girls’ arrest, an infamous local dealer (James Franco) bails them out and takes them on the wildest spring break ever. Directed by the Harmony Korine. Rated R. 94 minutes. VSFFilms. $5.95.

THE FAST AND THE FURIOUS COLLECTION 1-3. Widescreen. Three turbu lent, turbo-charged thrill rides: The Fast and the Furious; 2 Fast 2 Furious; 2 Fast 2 Furious. Dwayne Johnson stars in this epic rollercoaster adventure of international crime and rebounded in to the excitement of the Norman Conquest, one of Britain’s darkest events and one of the most pivotal war-torn periods of human history. A love story. Stars Ian Holm, Mike Bailey, and Francis Magee. English SDH. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $7.95.

FACE/OFF/SNAKE EYES. Widescreen. Face/Off stars John Travolta as FBI agent Sean Archer doing the unthinkable to stop the elusive terrorist Castor Troy (Nicolas Cage), Nicolas Cage and Gary Sinise star in Snake Eyes which combines the glitter, glamor and bedlam of a heavyweight championship boxing match, pulse-pounding mystery and excitement. Both Rated R. 128 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

1066: The Battle for Middle Earth. Widescreen. In this epic rollercoaster adventure of international crime and rebounded in to the excitement of the Norman Conquest, one of Britain’s darkest events and one of the most pivotal war-torn periods of human history. A love story. Stars Ian Holm, Mike Bailey, and Francis Magee. English SDH. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $7.95.

THE VIGILANTES ARE COMING. Fullscreen. In 1840 a wealthy industrialist dismisses himself as Emperor of California by using a Russian Cossack army. A masked hero called “The Eagle” arrives to help the ranchers thwart the typhoon of these subversive designs and stop this would-be emperor. Includes 12 startling episodes. Stars Robert Livingston, Kay Hughes, and Guilliam Wilsons. In B&W. Over 3 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98. Sold Out.

FAST & FURIOUS COLLECTION 1-3. Widescreen. Three turbu lent, turbo-charged thrill rides: The Fast and the Furious; 2 Fast 2 Furious; 2 Fast 2 Furious. Dwayne Johnson stars in this epic rollercoaster adventure of international crime and rebounded in to the excitement of the Norman Conquest, one of Britain’s darkest events and one of the most pivotal war-torn periods of human history. A love story. Stars Ian Holm, Mike Bailey, and Francis Magee. English SDH. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $7.95.

FACE/OFF/SNAKE EYES. Widescreen. Face/Off stars John Travolta as FBI agent Sean Archer doing the unthinkable to stop the elusive terrorist Castor Troy (Nicolas Cage), Nicolas Cage and Gary Sinise star in Snake Eyes which combines the glitter, glamor and bedlam of a heavyweight championship boxing match, pulse-pounding mystery and excitement. Both Rated R. 128 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

1066: The Battle for Middle Earth. Widescreen. In this epic rollercoaster adventure of international crime and rebounded in to the excitement of the Norman Conquest, one of Britain’s darkest events and one of the most pivotal war-torn periods of human history. A love story. Stars Ian Holm, Mike Bailey, and Francis Magee. English SDH. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $7.95.
4839363 TROY. Widescreen. Brad Pitt picks up a sword and brings a muscular, brooding presence to the role of Greek warrior Achilles in this spectacular retelling of The Iliad. Director Wolfgang Petersen recreates a long-ago world of mighty warriors and the massive fortress city and the towering Trojan Horse. Rated R. CC. 162 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

4853809 VALLEY OF THE CYCLE STRIKE. Widescreen. Tough cop Wade Olsen takes his renegade brand of justice too far and ends up captured by the meanest gang of biker chicks ever imagined. As revenge for busting their boyfriend, the biker chicks wheelie into the desert, serving up their own, naughtily, brand of justice. Rated R. 84 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

4680757 LAST KNIGHTS. Widescreen. A fallen warrior (Clive Owen) rises against a corrupt and sadistic ruler to avenge his dishonored master (Morgan Freeman) in this epic, sword-clashing adventure of loyalty, honor, and vengeance. Rated R. 94 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

4660501 END OF A GUN. Widescreen. An ex-DEA (Steven Seagal) agent’s life takes an unusual turn when he is asked to rescue a seductive woman and finds himself entangled in a bloody game of cat and mouse with a manic drug lord looking to recoup $27 million in drug money. Rated R. 87 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

4716329 TOMB INVAader. Widescreen. The heart of the Dragon, a prized artifact, leads a team of adventurers to an ancient tomb. When it’s discovered the Heart has untold power, the team must travel to the fringes of the world to stop it. Rated R. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

4777646 JACK RYAN TRIPLE FEATURE. Widescreen. Based on Tom Clancy’s best-sellers comes a trio of Jack Ryan thrillers guaranteed to keep you on the edge of your seat. The Hunt for Red October stars Sean Connery and Alec Baldwin, Patriot Games (Rated R) stars Harrison Ford and Anne Archer, and The Sum of All Fears (Rated R) stars Ben Affleck and Archer return and are joined by Willem Dafoe. Over six hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

4973542 PACIFIC RIM: Uprising. Jake Pentecost, son of Stacker Pentecost, reunites with Yaesu Yang to lead a new generation of Jaeger pilots, including rival Lambert and 15 year old hacker Amara, against a new Kaiju threat. Stars John Boyega and Scott Eastwood. English SDH. 115 minutes. Universal. $5.95

4773209 GHOST RIDER: Spirit of Vengeance. Nicolas Cage returns as the devil’s bounty hunter in this follow-up to Marvel’s superhero hit. Johnny is hiding out in a remote part of Europe when he is recruited by a secret sect of the Pentecost, son of Stacker Pentecost, and Archer return. And in Cantonesse with English subtitles, 90 minutes. Columbia. $3.95

380125X THE GUEST. Widescreen. When an American astronaut is held captive by a Russian gang whose sister Anna left for Canada in hopes of making money for the both of them. When Karma discovers that Anna’s body has been found in her boyfriend’s car, the team must travel to the Arctic and their master must use their unique powers to destroy the Vampire King, Rated R. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $4.95

3831653 PANTHER SQUAD. Widescreen. In 1944, a US soldier and a Nazi officer are captured by a group of murderous environmental extremists, world leaders turn to the Panther Squad, a group of vicious (and viciously sexy) female mercenaries to search, rescue and destroy the Nazi. Naturally, and they’ll look sexy doing so! Stars Sybil Danning. Rated R. 74 minutes. Full Moon. $7.95

471153X FROZEN FRONT: Fear the Silence. Widescreen. A group of German soldiers who are captured by the company during the battle, look for shelter in a remote village in the Ukraine. To their surprise, the villagers welcome them as their saviors from the impending end by the Russians. However, seeds of mistrust begin to grow from within, leading to a deadly confrontation. Dubbed in English. Not Rated. 95 minutes. In Distribution. $5.95

497347X THE GUEsT. Widescreen. A 3 hour version of the popular European film. centers on the Patel family, claiming to be the friend of their son who died in action. After the young man is welcomed into their home, a series of accidental deaths seem to be connected to them. StarsPieruv, Monica, and Mark Monroe. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Universal. $6.95


485619 THE TOXIC AVENGER, PART II. Fullscreen. Lloyd Kaufman, that master of cinematic schlock, offers his follow-up to Tromba’s defining action-comedy. A weakling turned supernatural savior of New Jersey is toxie with more bizarre action, more crazy special effects and even more ridiculous fight scenes than ever. Not Rated. 103 minutes. VHS. $5.95

4788834 THE TOWN. Widescreen. As he plans a job that could result in his biggest score ever, a longtime thief plans a way out of the life and the town while dodging the FBI agent looking to bring him and his bank-robbing crew down. Stars Ben Affleck, Jeremy Renner, Rebecca Hall, Blake Lively, and Jon Hamm. Rated R. English SDH. 125 minutes. Warner Bros. $9.95

4759966 RETURN OF THE ONE-ARMED WARRIOR. Widescreen. In 19th century China, an evil monk awakes a nest of vampires hell-bent on devouring human life. Now, a quartet of the heroes training in the Taoist Shaolin temple atop a hill. Faced with either capture or certain death, the group make their last stand and fight to the last bullet. Stars George Baker. In B&W. 81 minutes. Reel Vision. $7.95

4919080 DEAR PRUDENCE. Widescreen. Princess McCoy (Jane Seymour) is a workaholic do it yourself expert and TV personality. On vacation she travels to her mother’s favorite lodge. After she gets there, the lodge owner’s son is found dead. Prudence suspects foul play. Also stars James Sheridan. 120 minutes. Questor. $5.95

4825559 CLASH OF THE TITANS/WRATH OF THE TITANS. Widescreen. In Clash of the Titans the ultimate struggle for power pits men against kings and kings against gods. Stars Ralph Fiennes and Sam Worthington. In Wrath of the Titans Perseus must once again become a hero in order to find the captured Zeus and end the Titans’ struggle to rule the Earth. Stars Sam Worthington. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Warner Bros. $14.95

371649X DON’T KILL IT. Widescreen. When an ancient demon is accidentally unleashed in the sparsely populated Mississippi town of Chicory Creek, the town’s only hope of survival lies in the hands of a small town demon hunter Jebediah Woodley and his reluctant partner, FBI Agent Evelyn Pierce. Stars Dolph Lundgren. Unrated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

4839306 THE ITALIAN JOB. Widescreen. When master thief Charlie Croker (Mark Wahlberg) and his mentor (Donald Sutherland) plot one last heist, they score $300 million in gold bars from a Swiss bank palazzo. But the team suffers a devastating double-cross from one of their own, and the surviving team members seek vengeance. CC. 110 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

4839356 THE LAX. Widescreen. He/Mis on justice, retired U.S. Judge Randall Nemes (Nick Nolte) and his hired gun, Garpar (Luis Guzman) track down a small-time con man (Tim Roth) posing as a priest in a small Colombian town. The trade-off course-by a scrappy 16 year old local girl intent on retrieving with her little sister in the U.S. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

4839338 TOM SAWYER & HUCKLEBERRY FINN. Widescreen. An adventurous new adaptation of Mark Twain’s timeless classic. Val Kilmer plays Twain himself, narrating his masterpiece and bringing the characters of mischievous Tom Sawyer (Joel Courtney) and fearless trickster Huckleberry Finn (Jake Robinson) to life. English SDH. 91 minutes. E One. $5.95
Action/Adventure

3938107 KILL ‘EM ALL. Widescreen. After a massive shootout, a mysterious stranger arrives at a local hospital and demands to see his brother. Then, a foreign gang comes to the hospital to hunt him down. With enough twists and turns, this flick will keep you guessing until the final bullet. Stars Jean Claude Van Damme and Peter Stormare. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Sony Pictures Home Video. $4.95

478656 GEOSTORM. After an unprecedented series of natural disasters threatened the planet, the world’s leaders came together to create an interplanetary network of satellites to control the global climate and keep everyone safe. But now, something has gone wrong. English SDH. 109 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

3961575 DEAD ANT. Widescreen. When the ’80s hit one wonder glam-metal band Sonic Grave embarks on a road trip to Charlotte in hopes of a comeback, their peyote trip gets out of hand as a grisly attack unfolds. And they must ‘rock’ themselves out of harm’s way. Stars Tom Arnold and Jake Busey. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Cinemtica. $2.95

4746698 THE COMMONS. Widescreen. Liam Neeson stars as Michael, an insurance salesman whose commute home suddenly takes a dangerous turn. After being confronted by a mysterious passenger (Veronica Ferarri), Michael must race against time to uncover the identity of a passenger on the train, as he’s swept into a conspiracy with life and death stakes. Rated R. 104 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

4865863 SEVEN WERE SAVED. Shortly after WWII, a military transport plane carrying an assortment of passengers is shot down near the Egyptian coast during a campaign near the Egyptian coast during the Second World War. Stars Frederick Stafford, George Hilton, Michael Rennie and more. 96 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

4942299 PRIDE AND GLORY. Four cops down: two dead, and two likely. An NYPD drug bust has gone horribly wrong, and detective Ray Tierney heads the investigation task force. He already has ties to the cases of the ambushed officers. The more Ray uncovers, the more those family ties are tested. And more the fraternal order stands between ihn and Colin Farrel. R. English SDH. 130 minutes. B&W. 73 minutes. Rental $5.95

4717110 OPERATION CIÇERO. Widescreen. Ilyas Bazaar works as a butler in the British Embassy in Turkey during WWII. He soon finds himself embroiled in the world of espionage as he is being watched by the Germans to be a spy for them. Based on the incredible true story of the one man who had the secrets that could change history. Not Rated. Dubbed in English, 126 minutes. In Distribution. $5.95

4774743 I AM DRAGON. Widescreen. During her wedding ceremony, Princess Mira is snatched by a dragon and taken to its lair on a remote island. A mysterious young man finds her food and drink but keeps his distance from her. Who is he and what’s he doing on the island? In time, Princess Mira learns the truth which shocks and excites her. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Russian with English subtitles. 107 minutes. 4Digital Media. $5.95

38656631 SWEAT. Forced by his former partners into a smuggling job, Joe Botash (Ben Kingsley) seeks revenge. From a quiet life renting boats in Southern France to now hunting for the abductors of his family, Joe will stop at nothing until justice is done. 94 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4746643 HOTEL MUMBAI. Widescreen. A true story of humanity and heroism, this film vividly recounts the 2008 siege of the famed Taj Hotel. As the world watches on, a group of unlikely heroes will stop at nothing to keep the guests and staff safe. Stars Dev Patel and Armie Hammer. Rated R. 125 minutes. VFS Films. $5.95

4837037 THE DAY. Widescreen. Open war against humanity wages. Five survivors—lost and on the run. The pursuit is relentless, the bullets are dwindling and the battle is everywhere. The Day has come. Stars Shawn Ashmore, Ashley Bell, and Michael Eklund. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. E One. $5.95

496540X CHALLENGE THE DRAGON/NEEDLE AVENGER. Widescreen. Presents a double-bill of gripping kung-fu. First up is Challenge The Dragon, in which Tang Lung goes head to head with nefarious villains ripping off local villagers. Then, it’s The Needle Avenger about two martial artists master who uses nails as a weapon. Stars include Tarang Land and Don Chien. Not Rated. Three hours. Saturn. Pub at $19.95

4865766 LOOPHOLE. Mike Daniels has formulated the perfect bank heist, but he needs someone with good looks to seduce, betray, trick and steal–until the tycoon who hired them reveals that the score pays for transplants. But in doing so, scientists have made them all but indestructible, leaving humans scrambling to fight back when the creatures escape a research lab. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. $5.95

4799982 SHAOLIN MANTIS. Widescreen. David Chiang invents a new fighting technique and teams up with a young novice (Tom Holland) to battle his way through a deadly stockpile of villains as he seeks revenge for his wife’s murder. Featuring spectacular kung fu choreography and a standout action performance, this classic instantly emerged as one of the genre’s very best. English SDH. 101 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $7.95

4718659 CAVALRY CHARGE. During the Civil War, two brothers find themselves on opposite sides of the conflict. Vance Britton heads a regiment of Texas dragoons on the Confederate side, while Britton’s former Crusader as they attempt to transport a sacred relic to Rome. The group is threatened at every turn by savage tribes, traitorous Norman soldiers and those that seek the power they believe the relic holds. English SDH. 114 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $7.95

477860X HELLFIGHTERS. Widescreen. Scott Glenn plays the legendary oil field legend “Red” Adair in this action packed film. Chance Buckman (Wayne), is a colorful Texan who fakes out of control infernos in exotic locations around the world. He’s joined by a crew that includes Jack Lemmon, Joel Hord and his assistant Greg Parker (Jim Hutton). Also stars Katherine Ross. English SDH. 120 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub at $14.99

489486 THE GOLDEN LACE. An elite team of female mercenaries are hired to sabotage a high-stakes oil deal between a sheik and some corporate competitors. The female James Bond-esque agents use all their skills to good looks to seduce, betray, trick and steal–until the tycoon who hired them trains their rival. Stars Ina Skrivar. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4771605 CEASE FIRE. Widescreen. This one of a kind classic was the rare production by director Owen Crump that employed the stereoscopic process to heighten reality, emphasizing the brutality of combat, the vastness of a cold war landscape and the isolation felt by a patrol of valiant fighting men. Partly documentary, part drama and part historical proportions. 103 minutes. Burns Family Studios. $9.95

3938151 BLUE MATCH. Widescreen. A French and Italian production, this one portrays Napoleon and the events leading up to his final defeat. Stars Jean Claude Van Damme and Mark Strong. English SDH. 132 minutes. CJ Entertainment. Sold Out

3938152 DO NOT FORGET. Widescreen. After an extreme weapons manufacturer is taken over by a cyber virus, the world is left in ruins. Survivors must avoid an army of machines which the virus controls. But when new intelligence is gained in what’s left of the human world, a group of fighters will battle to save humanity from annihilation. Stars Danny Trejo and Eve McClure. Reel Vault. $5.95

4840598 BEYOND THE BATTLEFIELD. Widescreen. As WWII nears its end, the island of Hashima is the site of a massive coal mine. Koreans live in deplorable conditions as laborers. Tensions run high between the Japanese soldiers and the Koreans who have been tricked into coming. Just as the island’s dark secrets are revealed, the Koreans plot a dramatic escape. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 132 minutes. CJ Entertainment. $4.95

4519233 CYBORG X. Widescreen. After X-Corp, an extreme weapons manufacturer, is taken over by a cyber virus, the world is left in ruins. Survivors must avoid an army of machines which the virus controls. But when new intelligence is gained in what’s left of the human world, a group of fighters will battle to save humanity from annihilation. Stars Danny Trejo and Eve McClure. Reel Vault. $5.95

4797442 THE BATTLESHIP ISLAND. Widescreen. As WWII nears its end, the island of Hashima is the site of a massive coal mine. Koreans live in deplorable conditions as laborers. Tensions run high between the Japanese soldiers and the Koreans who have been tricked into coming. Just as the island’s dark secrets are revealed, the Koreans plot a dramatic escape. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 132 minutes. CJ Entertainment. $4.95

3944448 IN ORDE TO DISAPPEARANCE. Widescreen. When a father (Stellan Skarsgard) uncovers his son’s murder, he begins to unravel. Once an upstanding citizen, Nils embarks on a blood-thirsty revenge campaign that escalates into a full-blown international gang war. Rated R. In Norwegian with English subtitles. 118 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

4819128 BEYOND THE MASK. Widescreen. The leading mercenary for the British East India Company, Will Reynolds (Andrew Cheney) has just been double-crossed and now is on the run in the American West where his life closes in on him. Will must somehow gain the trust and the help of his beloved Charlotte (Kara Killmer) while he races against time to defeat a plot of...
**Action/Adventure**

**4771680 THE DEVASTATOR.** Widescreen. Groovy Porter gets a call from Elaine, his good-hearted Mary's wife, who tearfully asks him for help because Mary has died in an automobile accident. Once he arrives in town, Porter is set upon by the local citizens, marijuana growers who want their crops kept quiet. Porterdecimal calls to pay up reinforcements from his army days 79 minutes. Code Rd. $5.95

**4980301 THE ADVENTURER OF TORTUGA.** In the swashbuckling tradition of Errol Flynn, a young governor steals a man's woman and treasure. The man then becomes a roughhewn pirate leader after recruiting others to win back his treasure. 94 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

**497817X MEGA TIME SQUAD.** Widescreen. John steals money and a bracelet/temporal dislocator from a Chinese antique shop. Fleeing, he triggers the device and goes minutes back in time. The time travels result in new Johns and they form the Mega Time Squad. Stars Anton Tennes and Jonny Brugh. Not Rated. English SDH. 80 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

**4604984 DUNGEONS & DRAGONS/WRATH OF THE DRAGON GOD.** Widescreen. Destiny belongs to those who dare in Dungeons & Dragons, a tremendous fantasy adventure inspired by the role-playing game. Thora Birch, Marlon Wayans, and Jeremy Irons star. Five young warriors attempt to thwart the fiendish trials, spectral ghouls and mighty armies of Hell in Dungeons & Dragons II: Wrath of the Dragon God. CC. Over 3 hours on a double-sided DVD. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.95. $12.95

**3800064 BATTLE OF THE TITANS.** Widescreen. Having ascended to the Ottoman throne, an ambitious young sultan decides to attempt the unthinkable—he wants to conquer Constantinople for his people. The resulting battle is one of the greatest and most brutal sieges in the history of man, and it plays out in this tremendous action epic. CC. Also released as Conquest '453. Dubbed in English. $4.95

**464385X STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND.** St. Louis Cardinal's player Robert "Dutch" Holland (James Stewart) finds his inactive duty status with the U.S. Air Force suddenly active. Initially tasked with a staff job, Holland is promoted to commanding a B-36 bomber crew, a job that will test him and his family like never before. 114 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $16.99. $11.95

**4730003 VIGILANTE DIARIES.** Widescreen. Featuring '90s movie heroes (Michael Jai White and Michael Madsen), exploitive action and international espionage, this film is filled with a team of black-ops agents turned crime-fighters led by a brooding anti-hero known only as The Vigilante. Rated R. CC. 107 minutes. Reel Vault. $11.95

**479092X MASSACRE IN DINOSAUR VALLEY.** Widescreen. Michael Sopwik stars as a cocky paleontologist who crash-lands into a jungle helti unhulled full of fashioning, this film is filled with a team of black-ops agents turned crime-fighters led by a brooding anti-hero known only as The Vigilante. Rated R. CC. 107 minutes. Reel Vault. $11.95

**4735706 ADVENTURES OF CAPTAIN MARVEL.** The ancient wizard Shazam gives a young radio operator Billy Batson the power to transform himself into a villainous trap. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vivendi. $5.95

**4852648 BALLISTIC/STAR FORCE.** Widescreen. In Ballistica Damian Stone (Paul Logan) is trained in a deadly form of hand to hand combat using ballistics and firearms, making him the CIA’s best weapon against international terrorism. Then, in Star Force a warrior (Kevin Gage), including the ex-convict are left to fight the galaxy’s most heinous commandos in an alien wasteland. Not Rated. Over three hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**4934865 SUPER VIXENS 4.** Widescreen. Elves trained in a video game, but how can she escape? Shadowcat makes a huge mistake when she steals form a crime boss. He’s not just any crime boss, but a professional one. Then we have kind of trouble the adventurous Lady Victory lands herself in. Non of them are safe, Starring Jessie Rae and Amy Fantasy. Not Rated. 65 minutes. Trionic Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**477988X WATCHMEN: DIRECTOR’S CUT.** Widescreen. The year is 1955 and super heroes have banded together to respond to the murder of one of their own. They soon uncover a sinister plot that pulls all of humanity in grave danger. The superheroes fight to stop the impending doom, only to find themselves a target for annihilation. Stars Malin Akerman and Billy Crudup. Rated R. English SDH. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. $13.95

**3803392 OLD SKOLL KILLAZ: THE Jade Temple Collection.** These four films are brimming with the thrilling and over-the-top martial arts combat you love. Includes Young Hero of Shaolin; Jade Dagger Ninja; and The Silver Spear. Stars BoaHua, Gua Liang, Hua Chung, and Yu Wang. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. Venom Mob. $7.95

**4774566 MASTER Z: Ip Man Legacy.** Widescreen. The ultimate challenge for Master Ip, Cheung Tin Chi (Max Ahang) tries to make a life with his young son in Hong Kong, waiting tables at a bar that caters to expats. But it’s not long before the mob, foreigners, money, and trial leaders draw him once again to the fight. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 108 minutes. Well Go USA. $5.95


**489798X THE STANDOFF AT SPARRROW CRANES.** Widescreen. At a police funeral, ex-cop Gannon realizes that the killer belongs to the same militia he joined after quitting the force. Gannon quarantines his fellow militiamen in a remote lumber mill. There he becomes intent on ferreting out the killer. The movie is brimming with the thrilling and over-the-top action and international espionage, this film revolves around a team of black-ops agents turned crime-fighters led by a brooding anti-hero known only as The Vigilante. Rated R. CC. 107 minutes. Reel Vault. $11.95

**4880307 THE FINAL STAND.** Widescreen. A film about the feat of the legendary Shaolin Temple. He has a greater talent than most for both kung fu and getting into trouble. Testing the patience of his instructors, including the 36th Chamber’s creator Master San Te, Fong’s bold behavior leads him straight into a villainous trap. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vivendi. $5.95

**4853065 THE BORN LOSERS; BILLY JACK; THE TRIAL OF BILLY JACK; THE COMPLE TEE BILLY JACK: THE COMPLETE KANSAS PACIFIC.** Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**4735060 THE ORGANIZATIONAL WA RFA R.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. A full-throttle epic that took the action genre by storm, George Miller’s post-apocalyptic masterpiece follows the Mad Max的故事, including the 36th Chamber’s creator Master San Te, Fong’s bold behavior leads him straight into a villainous trap. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vivendi. $5.95

**482315X THE GOLDEN MISTRESS.** Carl Dexter sneaks into a voodoo ceremony in Port au Prince and steals a small golden idol. His daughter Ann, visiting from New York, is told the idol is key to a large treasure somewhere near the island. She meets a local voodoo hunter and together they search for hidden riches using his boat. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**4980492 CAESAR THE CONQUEROR.** Julius Caesar leads the Roman army to battle against rebels in Gaul. Not Rated. English Dubbing. 103 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

**4990040 THE ORGANIZATIONAL WARFA R.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. A full-throttle epic that took the action genre by storm, George Miller’s post-apocalyptic masterpiece follows the Mad Max's story, including the 36th Chamber’s creator Master San Te, Fong’s bold behavior leads him straight into a villainous trap. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vivendi. $5.95

**391982X THE IMMORTAL WARS: RESURGENCE.** Widescreen. The freedom war between international crime lords and the rebels has just begun. Trikalyopsis joins forces with rebel leader Kalera and her team of freedom fighters. They must now fight back to bring Dominion down and expose him to the world. Not Rated. 113 minutes. Reel Vault. $11.95

**49429151 SHAKE HANDS WITH THE DEVIL.** Widescreen. In 1921, Kerry O’Shea (Don Murray), an american medical student living in Ireland, learns that his esteemed professor, Sean Lenihan (James Cagney), is the leader of Ireland’s rebel army. Even though Kerry’s father and roommate have been killed by British troops, he refuses to join the Irish rebellion. Not Rated. In B&W. 111 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**4880307 THE FINAL STAND.** Widescreen. A film about the feat of the legendary Shaolin Temple. He has a greater talent than most for both kung fu and getting into trouble. Testing the patience of his instructors, including the 36th Chamber’s creator Master San Te, Fong’s bold behavior leads him straight into a villainous trap. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vivendi. $5.95

**4760605 THE 8 DIAMONDS PO LE FIGHTER.** Widescreen. After his commando unit is ambushed and slaughtered, one surviving brother escapes to a monastery, where he masters bone-crushing martial arts and plots his revenge. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vivendi. $5.95

**4677714 NINJA/NINJA II: SHADOW OF A Tear.** Widescreen. A retired American Ninja is commanded by his Sensei to return to New York and protect the weapons at all costs. He must call upon the training he received in the 36th Chamber to defeat the evil assassins who want to use the weapons to control the world. Not Rated. Over three hours on two DVDs. First Look. $5.95
**Action/Adventure**

**$11.95**

4918608 **BIG DOLL HOUSE.** Brutal and campy look at desperate women behind bars. Pam Grier joins a group of sexy young female prisoners in their struggle against men. Rated R. 95 minutes. MVD Visual. **SOLD OUT**

4908341 **CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER.** Widescreen. When Jack Ryan’s (Harrison Ford) mentor Admiral James Greer (James Fox) becomes gravely ill, Ryan is appointed acting CIA Deputy Director of Intelligence. His first assignment: investigate the murder of one of the president’s friends and a prominent businessman with secret ties to Colombian drug cartels. CC. 141 minutes. Paramount. **$3.95**

490745X **LEGEND OF THE BLACK SCOURGE.** Widescreen. Star Ziyi Zhang dazzles in this breathtaking action epic inspired by Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Nominated for several 2007 Hong Kong Film Awards and boasting breathtaking action sequences, this martial arts masterpiece tells the tale of an empire in chaos. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Also includes a bonus DVD of special features. 126 minutes. Genius Prod. **$11.95**

**$11.95**

4959256 **SANTO DOUBLE FEATURE #3.** Widescreen. Santo, with the Silver Mask, is a Mexican National Hero and a Legend Around the World! In Santo vs Frankenstein’s Daughter a most sinister needs Santo’s blood for a youth serum and she has Frankenstein’s reliable old monster to help her get it. In Santo and Black Demon vs Dracula, the Wolf and the Wolf Man team up in hopes that they can defeat the infamous count and the werewolf once and for all. Not Rated. English dubbing. 177 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

4935892 **TRANSFORMERS: Dark of the Moon.** The Autobots’ loyal cyborg friend Thomas Edison is a man of many talents,能力和心志, but he has a few tricks up his sleeve. When an evil robot, Megatron, teams up with a group of Decepticons to take over the earth, Edison finds himself being hunted by his former friends. In his darkest hour, Edison must decide whether to stay true to his principles or betray his former allies. Not Rated. 168 minutes. Paramount. **$14.95**

**$9.95**

4772520 **THE MAN WHO KILLED DON QUIXOTE.** Widescreen. Toby (Adam Driver), a cynical advertising director, finds himself forced by ruthless businessmen to kidnap his old friend Jim (Antonio Howard) kidnaps him, Huck fakes his own force of assassins and risk the ir lives to face a formidable force of assassins and risk their lives to save their friends. Santo, with the Silver Mask, is a Mexican National Hero and a Legend Around the World! In Santo vs Frankenstein’s Daughter, Santo and Mantecilla follow Santo and Mantequilla around the world. After a high-tech secret backing the mafia, the G.I. Joes must race against time to stop Cobra from using the weapon and plunging the world into chaos. Not Rated. Widescreen. Four films show WWII from the base to which he was assigned. As he goes about his daily routine, the threat of corruption. But when a series of chilling, violent events lands him on Death Row, one psychologist must determine if he’s able to be rehabilitated, CC. 107 minutes. Cinemedia. **$3.95**

4763761 **THE SCORPION KING 4: Quest for Power.** Widescreen. After the King of Norvania is assassinated, the legendary Scorpion King Mathayus is framed for the crime and must fight off an entire kingdom of soldiers. Now Mathayus and his only remaining allies, a mysterious woman and her unconventional father, are the last hope to stop the new king of Norvania. Stars Victor Webster and Lou Ferrigno. English SDH. 105 minutes. Paramount. **$5.95**

4961304 **BRITISH WAR COLLECTION: The Rank Collection.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. Four films show WWII from the perspective of the British. The Way to the Stars around the globe. After a high-tech secret backing the mafia, the G.I. Joes must race against time to stop Cobra from using the weapon and plunging the world into chaos. Not Rated. Widescreen. Four films show WWII from the base to which he was assigned. As he goes about his daily routine, the threat of corruption. But when a series of chilling, violent events lands him on Death Row, one psychologist must determine if he’s able to be rehabilitated, CC. 107 minutes. Cinemedia. **$3.95**

4987841 **CALL HIM MR. SHATTER.** After completing a contract, Shatter is wanted dead and alive. He uses a series of bombs and a maniacal warden. She must fight her way out in a series of bombs and a maniacal warden. She must fight her way out in

**$11.95**

4943792 **SANTO DOUBLE FEATURE #2.** Widescreen. Santo, with the Silver Mask, is a Mexican National Hero and a legend around the world. Santo vs. The Riders of Terror follows six patients who have escaped the lepers sanatorium. Santo in the Vengeance of the Mummy is a Mexican National Hero and a legend around the world. Santo vs. The Riders of Terror follows six patients who have escaped the lepers sanatorium. Santo in the Vengeance of the Mummy follows Santo and his team when they discover a long lost tomb of a mummified Aztec warrior, and release an ancient curse. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles, 168 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

1915126 **THE ODD ANGRY SHOT.** Harry (Graham Kennedy), a hard-edged Air Service Corporal, meets a new company of soldiers during his second tour in Vietnam. Because of their training as professional soldiers from Australia’s toughest Army unit, these men believe they can deal with anything. But when an enemy mortar barrage hits their camp, the men realize their protective shield of honor is无所谓 against the harsh realities of combat. Not Rated. 92 minutes.SYRUP. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

4954157 **ZINDY THE SWAMP BOY.** Widescreen. A fugitive lives apart from society, in a swampy area, right in the jungle, with the company of his grandson. English Dubbing. 85 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

4941269 **HUNTERS.** Widescreen. Seven months after a virus has ravaged the world, soldier John T. Wrecker continues his task of protecting a group of refugees and the base to which he was assigned. As he goes about his daily routine, the threat of something new and even more dangerous grows ever closer in the form of monstrous mutants. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Cinedigm. **$14.95**

84 minutes. Screen Media Films. **SOLD OUT**

4911717 **ALL THINGS TO ALL MEN.** Widescreen. In order to take down a notorious London crime lord (Gabriel Byrne). Detective Parker (Rufus Sewell) will do whatever it takes, even if it means breaking the law. When Parker enlists the help of a known criminal and the G.I. Joes must race against time to stop Cobra from using the weapon and plunging the world into chaos. Not Rated. Media Films. **$5.95**

4772474 G.I. JOE: The Rise of Cobra. Widescreen. When all else fails–they don’t! They are G.I. Joe, a top-secret elite strike team up in hopes that they can defeat the infamous count and the werewolf once and for all. Not Rated. English dubbing. 177 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

4790232 **THE PHANTOM OF THE AIR.** Fullscreen. After inventing an anti-gravity device, scientist Thomas Edmonds and his daughter attend the National Races to demonstrate the device. Unbeknownst to them the leader of a gang of smugglers is after Edmonds’ invention and will stop at nothing to get his hands on it. Collects all 12 chapters of the 1933 serial. Stars Tom Tyler. In B&W. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. **SOLD OUT**

4735714 **ADVENTURES OF THE FLYING CADETS.** A thirteen episode 1943 serial that finds flying students suspected of a secret in reality have been committed by a Nazi operative while on expedition in Africa. United States Army intelligence officer Ralph Carson follows the students to Africa to discover the truth. In B&W. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. **SOLD OUT**

4925462 **THE MAGNIFICENT TRIO: The Shaw Brothers Kung-Fu Collection.** Widescreen. Three peasant girls are picked off in the outrageous delusions of an old Spanish shoemaker who believes himself to be Don Quixote (Jonathan Pryce). In the course of the comic and surreal adventures, Toby is forced to confront the tragic repercussions of a film he made in his youth. In Spanish with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Screen Media Films. **$5.95**

4920106 **CARTOUCHE.** Widescreen. When Cartouche, a Greek adventurer, is shipwrecked in a beautiful bandit Venus (Claudia Cardinale), the pair launch a series of sordid raids that rock the Parisian aristocracy. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 116 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

Together they encounter every kind of adventure imaginable. 77 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

4961504 **INGLE GIRL.** Loosely based on the novel by Edgar Rice Burroughs, this 15-chapter serial stars Frances Gifford as Nyoka, with Tom Neal as male hero Jack Stanton, and Trevor Bardette and Greta Gynt in various of the human. They are Santo and Mantecilla. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles, 168 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

4931004 **HOLLCATS REVENGE II: Deadman’s Hand.** Widescreen. Tough and sexy Hellcat club member Kat (Lisa Neeld) gets framed for a crime she didn’t commit and sent to a women’s prison. jean Paul Belmondo and Gerald Mohr as their villainous friends, a prominent U.S. Intelligence. His first assignment: investigate the murder of one of the president’s friends and a prominent businessman with secret ties to Colombian drug cartels. CC. 141 minutes. Paramount. **$3.95**
**Action/Adventure**

- **4988073** HUNTER HUNTER. Widescreen. In the remote wilderness, fur trapper Joseph Mansfield and his family struggle to make ends meet. Believing their traps are being hunted by a returning rogue wolf, Joseph leaves his wife and two children to find the animal. During his search, he meets a young woman, Renee (Summer H. Howell), on their own as he launches a determined apex predator. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Paramount. Price cut to $3.95

- **4745175** HERCULES AND THE CAPTIVE WOMEN. Widescreen. The bold and daring Hercules encounters Ismene (Laura Erikhän) when he must save her from a shape-shifting creature—and the gods. Originally released in 1961 as Erocole alla conquista dell’Atlante in Italy. This is the updated, U.S. version, released in 1983. Not Rated. Dubbed in English. 95 minutes. Widescreen. $9.95

- **4889111** PIRATE TREASURE. Fullscreen. A young man looking for a buried treasure on a tropical island fights against thieves trying to steal his map, and then his treasure. This Universal film serial was released in 1934 and stars Richard Talmadge, Lucille Lund and Walter Miller. In B&W. English SDH. Four hours on 2 DVDs. MVD Visual. Price cut to $14.95

- **4685643** THE ADVENTURES OF REX AND RINTY. A twelve chapter serial featuring canine star Rin Tin Tin Jr. and Rex billed as “The King of Wild Horses.” Rex is captured of the coast of Africa and flown to the U.S. to be trained for polo. He escapes and soon teams up with Rinty until they are aided by people more sympathetic to their desires of freedom. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Price cut to $7.95

- **4716132** SUPER VIXENS 2. Widescreen. This second installment of Super Vixens features three women who will stop at nothing in their fight for justice. Watch as they battle against their foes with everything they have. Stars Ashley Lane, Mercedes Burg and Dani G. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Tricon Entertainment. Price cut to $4.95

- **6934449** SHOCK INVASION. Widescreen. In one night, a red flash fills the planet’s sky, instantly paralyzing mankind into a bloody feast for the alien invaders. But there is hope: Dr. Foster and his household pet must save the world. After discovering that his neighbor is also immune to the red shock, they team up in this animated film. Not Rated. 71 minutes. WildEye. Price cut to $11.95

- **4730010** TARZAN THE TIGER. Frank Merrill as Tarzan, must rescue Jane (Natalie Kring) from the clutches of traders and keepers from stealing the precious jewels that make up the jewel city of Opar, in this silent 1929 serial. In B&W. Over four hours. Price cut to $5.95

- **4830771** SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE. Widescreen. Captain Craig Mackenzie (Christian Stolte) and his mercenary forces attack and capture an oilwell in the Middle East to save the oil supply and end a dictator’s reign of terror. But when their cause is challenged by a ruthless dictator who plans to use the oil to fund his military invasion of Europe, the future of the entire world is on the line. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Price cut to $3.95

- **9687682** ARABIAN ADVENTURE. Widescreen. The evil Caliph Alagibar (Christopher Lee) has his soul imprisoned in a mirror. The only thing now capable of defeating him is the magical Rose of Eil. And so Julya (Laura Efrikian) and Oskirsk (Dolph) (Oliver Tobias) who claims to be a prince, to go and obtain the Rose of Eil, promising her friend the hand of Princess Zuleira (Emma Daniel). Stars Gillian White and Michael Jai White. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. 4Digital Media. Price cut to $9.95

- **4737318** KONGA TNT. Widescreen. After being injected with a formula derived from an alien ship, a gorilla escapes from his containment and befriends two young boys. The gorilla grows to gargantuan size and rampage throughout the city and the boys must find a way to save their simian friend before the army takes him down. Not Rated. English SDH. 98 minutes. Shout! Factory. Price cut to $11.95

- **1930273** TRADING PAINT. Widescreen. Veteran race car driver Sam Monroe and his son, a fellow driver from a small town overcome family and professional conflicts, balancing competition, ego, resentment and a racing nemesis to come out stronger and together. Featuring three women who will compete to run the greatest American race track, this film features Dan Aykroyd, Pam Grier and Bo Hopkins. Stars Michael Jai White and Dan Aykroyd. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Vertical. Price cut to $3.95

- **4941993** TAKE BACK. Widescreen. Zara and Brian are living the perfect small-town life when Zara heroically foils a robbery and becomes headline news. This unwanted notoriety is the beginning of Zara’s mysterious past back into her life, putting the lives of her family in danger. Stars Billian White and Michael Jai White. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. 4Digital Media. Price cut to $9.95

- **4941721** FAST VENGEANCE. Widescreen. Upon hearing of his brother’s death, a man named Shen returns to his old stomping grounds to find the man responsible and take justice into his own hands. He learns that a biker named Cobra and his ferocious gang were the ones responsible for his brother’s death. To take revenge on them, he must enter the turbulent realm of underground motorcycle racing. Not Rated. English SDH. 115 minutes. Shout! Factory. Price cut to $14.95

- **1946250** SHOWDOWN/MY SAMURAI. Ken Marks (Ken Scott) finds a dangerous enemy on his first day at his new school which makes his living as the champion of an illegal fighting ring in Showdown. In My Samurai a boy, Peter McCrea (John Kallo), witnesses a gangland murder and his-room teacher for his help. Both Rated R. Over three hours. MVD Visual. Price cut to $6.95

- **4730001** TARZAN THE TIGER. Frank Merrill as Tarzan, must rescue Jane (Natalie Kring) from the clutches of traders and keepers from stealing the “pretty pebbles” that make up the jewel city of Opar, in this silent 1929 serial. In B&W. Over four hours. Price cut to $5.95

- **4857268** BRUCE LE: Tracking the Dragon. Bruce Lee expert John Little tracks down the actual locations of some of Bruce Lee’s most iconic action movies. Little presents a comprehensive view of Lee’s cinematic art that will change the way you see Lee’s films. The revelations are nothing short of astounding for fans of Bruce Lee and martial arts. Not Rated. 100 minutes. MVD Visual. Price cut to $3.95

- **4870468** SAF3 2: Under Pressure. An investigation into SAF3’s actions during a deadly forest fire has the entire team feeling the pressure, no more so than Romanian Special Forces officer hand-picked to lead the ultimate extreme vacation. Five super-rich thrill seekers have paid a premium to have themselves fitted for their lives. But when the plan backfires, Mackenzie and his amateur soldiers find themselves fighting for their lives. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Price cut to $3.95

- **48173X** FIRE. Widescreen. Alexey Sobolov commands a team of Aerial Forest Protection Service firefighters. Alexey disapproves when his daughter begins dating Roman, a rookie firefighter. When an inferno engulfs everything in its path, Alexey will have to rely on unlikely allies to save a village from total destruction. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Russian with English subtitles. 132 minutes. Shout! Factory. Price at $19.98
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3885313 WESTERN HEROES. Fullscreen. Presents 16 classic westerns by four of the most revered cowboys of the Golden Age, Roy Rogers, John Wayne, Gene Autry, and Tex Ritter are featured in films like Home in Oklahoma, My Pal Trigger, The Big Show, Riders of the Whirling Fists, The Dawn Rider, Rainbow Valley, Sagebrush and more. All in B&W. Over 15 hours on four DVDs. Synergy, Pub. at $19.98 $4.95

4720172 TRUE GRIT/HONDO. In True Grit a stubborn teenager enlists the help of a tough U.S. Marshal to track down her father’s murderer. Stars Jeff Bridges, Matt Damon and Hailee Steinfield. In Hondo Army dispatcher ride Hondo Lane discovers a woman and young girl of wariness Apaches and becomes their protector. Stars John Wayne and Geraldine Page. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

3973066 MY DARLING CLEMENTINE. Fullscreen. When Wyatt Earp’s (Henry Fonda) brother is murdered by cattle rustlers, he sets out for vengeance. Torn between his badge and his lury, Earp confronts the lawless family of Old Man Clanton (Walter Brennan), selling the cattle to the local D.K. Corral. CC. In B&W. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

4661413 BIG JAKE/A MAN CALLED HORSE. Widescreen. In Big Jake John Wayne stars as Big Jake McCallies, a husband who hasn’t seen his wife in over nine years. He returns home after his grandson is kidnapped by a vicious outlaw gang. Richard Harris stars in A Man Called Horse (Rated R), a carefully crafted epic that strives to realistically portray the life of the American Sioux. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95

3855678 ALL HELL BROKE LOOSE. Widescreen. After serving his country in the Civil War as a skilled sharpshooter, Will Drayton (David Carradine) moved West in search of employment using his shooting skills. He ends up with the wrong type of people as a deadly assassin. 90 minutes. North American Motion Pic. $3.95

464882X THE KEEPING ROOM. Widescreen. Southerner Augustus encounters two renegades, drunken soldiers who are on a mission of pillage and violence. After escaping an attempted assault, Augustus races back to the isolated farmhouse that she shares with her sister and female slave where the trio of women are forced to take up arms to fend off their assailants. Rated R. CC. 94 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95

4692327 WYATT EARP’S REVENGE. Widescreen. Earp helps his friend kill a man who tried to bring him down. In a mining town for an operation, but while there he overhears that the local mining baron (Harry Morgan) is looking to hire the notorious gunfighter, Swiftly Morgan, to wipe out his competition. Smith pulls a switch, but things get complicated when the real Smith turns out to be the police. Stars Gene Autry and Sheila Ryan. In B&W. $9.95

3956482 MCLINTOCK! Widescreen. John Wayne is at his most popular film as a broad, boisterous comedy-western loosely based on William Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew. Cattle baron George Washington Mclintock (Wayne) feuds with his estranged wife (Maureen O’Hara). She’s back in town to get her divorce, but reconnecting with Mclintock is bound to make trouble. 127 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

4793707 THE TELEGRAPH TRAIL/SOMEBODY/THE MAN FROM MONTEREY. John Wayne leads a trio of exciting early-1930s westerns. He takes on villains trying to stop The Telegraph Trail venture to South Dakota to take down a gang of outlaws; and plays The Man from Monterey, a noble hero out to unravel a devious land-grab scheme. In B&W. 168 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

1747152 THE MARSHALL. Widescreen. A movie company comes to Oklahoma to convince legendary  lawman Bill Tilghman to star in a silent film about bank robbers featuring real outlaws. Tilghman reluctantly agrees, not realizing the outlaws have a different ending in mind for this film. Stars Robert Redford and Kevin Anold. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Underworld. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

4694745 DJANGO. Widescreen. Franco Nero stars as the lone stranger who roams the West dragging a coffin of chaos towards a destiny ruled by vengeance. Director Sergio Corbucci packs his landscape with indelible images, unforgettable performances and some of the most shocking brutality of any Spaghetti Western ever made. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Underground. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

4980803 DEATH RIDES THE PLAINS. A criminal and his henchmen have been repeatedly selling the Circle C ranch over and over to unsuspecting buyers and then robbing them. The real owner Fuzzy Jones is helped by The Lone Rider, and together they work to identify and stop the俪dleton gang. Stars Lew St. John. In B&W. 53 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

4980352 ARIZONA THUNDERBOLT. When Sue Bobbik becomes his new boss, stagecoach robber Kirby Talbot changes his ways. He out-rustles the rustlers with some help from two local women. Stars Robert Rogers and Barry, though. In B&W. 81 minutes. Widescreen. SYNDY. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

4689798 CHRISTMAS MOUNTAIN: The Story of a Cowboy Angel. Fullscreen. Sweet drifter rather than Gable Sweet (Mark Miller) is forced to seek redemption by undertaking a Christmas charity mission on behalf of the town. With the help of angel (Angel Wilkens) played by Gable’s wife (Slim Pickens), Gable quickly learns that the ones truly in need are the ones who already have the most. Reel Vault. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3881335 THE LONE RANGER DOUBLE FEATURE. Widescreen. Based on the popular TV series, Clayton Moore and Jay Silverheels reprise their famous roles in The Lone Ranger and The Lone Ranger and the Lost City of Gold. With his faithful companion, Tonto, the daring and resourceful masked rider leads the fight for law and order in the old West. SOLD OUT

3867848 6 BULLETS TO HELL. The 60s and 70s spaghetti western style is revived in this 2017 love letter, featuring music by the great Ennio Morricone. The heroes, the villains, the honor, the greed, the bullets and the hell fire are all here in a gritty anti-hero saga of hard-bitten warriors of the Wild West. Not Rated. 81 minutes. MVD Visual. $19.95 $3.95

4584574 SAGA OF DEATH VALLEY. Roy Rogers and sidekick Gabby Hayes head to Death Valley to start Roy’s new ranch, only to find that scheming land baron Frank Thomas has “hired” Barry are aiming to take over the valley for themselves. There’s a surprise in store for both Rogers and Barry, though. In B&W. 58 minutes. Syndy. $9.95

4692108 SISTER LEONE: THE REAL LONE RANGER ANTHOLOGY. Widescreen. Saddle up for four star-studded, bullet-riddled films, from master filmmaker Sergio Leone. Along with the iconic Dollars Trilogy (A Fistful of Dollars; For a Few Dollars More; The Good, the Bad and the Ugly), which catapulted Clint Eastwood to superstardom, included here is the galvanic Duck, You Sucker starring James Coburn. Most popular. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

883472 SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL SHERIFF. Widescreen. On his way to Australia, frontier opportunist Jason McCullough (James Garner) stumbles into a small gold-rush town and decides to earn a little extra pocket money by accepting a temporary assignment as their sheriff. McCullough manages to turn the town desolate (Jack Elam) into his deputy and outsmart the bad guys without breaking a sweat. Stars Gene Autry and Sheila Ryan. $9.95

4680429 BEYOND THE PEACOS. Lew Ran dall’s time-long-rival Bob Randall over the rights to oil-rich land that borders both of their properties. The two fight it out, and also battle for the attentions of Ellen Tanner. Stars Rod Cameron, Eddie Dowling, Rod Cameron. In B&W. 88 minutes. Reel Vault. SOLD OUT

4775643 MACKINTOSH AND T.J. Widescreen. In his triumphant final film role, royalties Maylon Jennings, Roy Rogers stars as Mackintosh, a migrant cowboy traveling across the West Texas plains in his run-down pickup truck. White oak tree breaking horses, Mackintosh befriends T.J., a runaway teen, and the two form an unlikely bond. CC. 96 minutes. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

468977A CHRISTMAS MOUNTAIN: The Story of a Cowboy Angel. Fullscreen. Lauded drifter rather than Gable Sweet (Mark Miller) is forced to seek redemption by undertaking a Christmas charity mission on behalf of the town. With the help of an angel (Angel Wilkens) played by Gable’s wife (Slim Pickens), Gable quickly learns that the ones truly in need are the ones who already have the most. Reel Vault. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

980557 THE COWBOY AND THE INDIANS. When he discovers the Indians who’ve been stealing from him are suffering from malnutrition, rancher Gene Autry decides to take matters into his own hands. Shows up on the crooked local businessman, who’s trying to get his hands on their tribes most valued possession—their chief’s necklace. Stars Gene Autry and Sheila Ryan. In B&W. $9.95

387778 CHEAT THE HANGMAN. Widescreen. When the son of a hangman gets into a gunfight with the man who killed his father, killing one of the men, he is arrested, tried and sentenced to hang. With no shred, the son’s hope lies in the hands of another hangman. Stars Eric Miller, Not Rated. CC. 88 minutes. Cinedigm. $14.95

• SOLD OUT

• SOLD OUT

See more titles at erhbc.com/873
★ 767066 BOB STEELE: Classic Westerns Collection. Fullscreen. Unwestern icon Bob Steele stars in four thrilling adventures. He keeps the border clean in Border Phantom; takes on winding murderers in A Demon for Trouble; tries to repair his father's notorious reputation in Trussed Outlaw; and investigates a suspicious shooting in Brand of Hate. In B&W. Four hours. VCI Entertainment. $7.95.

★ 465578 THE MAN FROM HELL'S EDGES. Out to avenge the death of his father, a young cowboy Flash Manning (Bob Steele) goes to a prison called Hell's Edges then breaks out and learns Lobo is the one he is after. He decides to introduce Lobo and his gang to some frontier justice. 57 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 4980499 BELLS OF SAN ANGELO. Sue Farnum gets cheated out of her inheritance by William Riley, the thieving business partner of her deceased father. In order to rescue her, Roy and his cowboy pal come up and kidnap two to save the day. Stars Roy Rogers, Dale Evans and Grant Withers. In B&W. 68 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95.


★ 4928458 STRANGER ON THE RUN. Fullscreen. Former inmate and drunkard Ben Chamberlain arrives in a rainstorm to look for a woman. When that woman winds up dead, Ben finds himself wrongfully accused of the murder by the corrupt railroad police. With Andy Devine, Bill Williams, John Litel, Tom Fadden, Alex Belding and Michael Parks. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95.

★ 4670336 CRY BLOOD, APACHE. Pitucahn (Joel McCrea) is a ruthless prospector with a serious case of gold fever. After Pitucahn and his gang of sadistic cowboys terrorize a tribe of Indians, they keep one woman alive. She promises to lead them to a hidden gold mine if they spare her life, but things don't go so as planned. 81 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 227598 THE GREAT SCOUT AND CATHEDRAL THOUSAND. Widescreen. In this ribald adventure, a scout (Lee Marvin) and his half-breed partner (Oliver Reed) try to recover $60,000 stolen by their arch enemy. Instead they end up saddle bagged with a bevy of Wild West prostitutes, one almost virtuous young lady, and an acid-tongued ex sweetheart. 102 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

★ 4669334 YUMA. As drama threatens to explode and drag an entire town down with it, a vicious crew of villains runs riot with no one to stop them. The town is forced to step in and hold them accountable. A tough marshal (Clint Walker) is sent in to bring law and order to a lawless town. 74 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 4980344 ARIZONA RAIDERS. After saving himself from hanging, Laramie Nelson saves Tracks Williams from the same fate. The two men design plans to break six rustlers' ranches and get their jobs. There they run into Adams who they learn is planning to save himself from hanging, Laramie and or order to a lawless town! 74 minutes. Marshal (Clint Walker) is sent in to bring law and order to a lawless town. 74 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.


★ 4822005 DAWN ON THE GREAT DIVIDE. A wagon train bound for Oregon is attacked by a group of what appear to be Native Americans. On later investigation, U.S. Marshal Jack Carson finds a group of white men organized by a local landowner are responsible. Stars Terence Hill, Gregory Walcott and Mona Barrie. In B&W. 63 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 4770577 OKLAHOMA ANNIE. Comanche gang leadermanaged a small town. With violence and corruption threatening to overwhelm everyone, one shopkeeper takes matters into her own hands. She isn't afraid to do whatever it takes and might just attract the attention of the handsome new sheriff in the process. 1952. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 4990682 FIGHTING WITH KIT CARSON. Kit Carson (Johnny Mack Brown) fights an outlaw gang call the Mystery Riders, searching for lost gold and he has his hand in several chases. Also stars Betsy King Ross and Tully Marshall. In B&W. Over 4 hours. Reel Vault. $11.95.

★ 499069X DAYS OF JESSE JAMES. Roy is investigating a bank robbery believed to be the work of Jesse James. He quickly discovers that it is the work of bank officials themselves. Stars Roy Rogers and George Hayes. In B&W. 63 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95.

★ 3874961 KENTUCKY RIFLE. A wagon train heading west leaves several people behind in hostile Indian territory. The desperate group is trying to make a way back toward civilization, but when it's learned that their wagon has rifles on it, they face even greater danger. Stars Chill Willis. 84 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 4770870 SOUTHWARD HO! Roy Rogers and Gabby Hayes return home from fighting as Confederate soldiers after the Civil War. Gabby has gained wild half of all belonged to his aunt, and the other half is owned by a Union officer who becomes district governor. A gang of renegade soldiers begins wreaking havoc and threaten Gabby and Roy to restore justice and stop the violence. 1939. In Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 4852719 THE DJANGO COLLECTION: 6 Movies. Django, a fictional Western character who first appeared in a 1966 Italian Western film. This six film set includes: A Man Called Django; Django the Runner; Hanging for Django; Django: A Bullet For You; Return of Django; and Pistol for Django. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95.

★ 4770773 OVERLAND MAIL. Two-listed lawman Jim Lane (Lon Chaney, Jr.) and sidekick Sierra Pete (Noah Beery, Jr.) are called on to toil the crooks who are interfering with stagecoach deliveries of mail throughout the West in this exciting Universal frontier serial. Fifteen episodes. 1942. In B&W. Over four hours. Reel Vault. $9.95.

★ 4770625 THE BLACK LASH. The villainous Dice Rago is out of prison and back to his old habits with a new gang of dangerous outlaws. It's up to U.S. Marshal Lash to catch them. Theebes join Dice Rago's newest plot to hijack the local gold and silver mines. 1952. In B&W. 60 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 482239X O’MALLEY OF THE MOUNTED. An undercover lawman works to protect the sons of Utah residents along the U.S.-Canadian border. George O'Brien stars as Constable O'Malley who poses as Duke Kinnard. Duke breaks out of jail in order to shut down the Jagger gang and tries to guide them towards the Mounties, but not before falling in love with someone he shouldn't. In B&W. Over 5 hours. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 4733722 APACHE ROSE. There's a bond between a man who is the son of a community cattle association leader, and is raised in self defense. However, the local marshaw sits him (he is the only way she knows how) and is raised in self defense. However, the local marshaw sits him (he is the only way she knows how) and can't do it alone, so he just attracts the attention of the handsome new sheriff in the process. 1952. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 4980332 AMBUSH VALLEY. A woman is out for revenge after her son is killed by a drunkard. The perpetrator is the son of a community cattle association leader, and is raised in self defense. However, the local marshaw sits him (he is the only way she knows how) and can't do it alone, so he just attracts the attention of the handsome new sheriff in the process. 1952. 90 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 4990572 SILVER QUEEN. Fullscreen. A rousing saga set in the old west about two gamblers who'll need more than Lady Luck to live happily ever after. After her father's fortune is wiped out just before he dies, Coralie Adams promises to repay his debts, going to the only way she knows how: high-stakes poker. Stars Priscilla Lane and George Brent. In B&W. Over 80 minutes. $11.95.

★ 4716175 WILD WEST DAYS. Fullscreen. This action-packed 1937 Western presents the dangers, hardships, and glorious triumphs of the early western pioneers. A romantic saga set in the old west about two gamblers who'll need more than Lady Luck to live happily ever after. After her father's fortune is wiped out just before he dies, Coralie Adams promises to repay his debts, going to the only way she knows how: high-stakes poker. Stars Priscilla Lane and George Brent. In B&W. Over 80 minutes. $11.95.

★ 4715121 FRONTIER. Widescreen. Two Mexican families, the Durantes and the Villanuevas, find their peaceful existence shattered when they refuse to sell their ranches to the MacKenzies, an Irish family who will stop at nothing to get what they want–oil! Not Rated. 86 minutes. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $1.95

★ 4711698 WYATT EARP SHOOTS FIRST. Widescreen. Wyatt Earp is one of the best lawman in the West and a first-rate gunslinger. But he is haunted by what he was taught in his career–never, ever shoot first. However, even a man who has sometimes rules have to be broken to survive. Stars Paul Clayton, Not Rated. 81 minutes. In Dist. PRICE CUT to $1.95

★ 4835367 THE WINNING OF BARBARA WICK. In the West. A young Barbara Worth wants one thing–to help her adopted father turn their dusty town into a small town into a small town into a small town into a small town. As drama threatens to explode and drag an entire town down with it, a vicious crew of villains runs riot with no one to stop them. The town is forced to step in and hold them accountable. A tough marshal (Clint Walker) is sent in to bring law and order to a lawless town. 74 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95.

★ 4716289 A FISTFUL OF LEAD. Widescreen. Four of the West's most notorious outlaws assemble to steal a huge stash of gold. But not all goes as planned, one is killed and one is left behind. The other two escape on horseback with the loot, but not before riding off. What's worse, the studies of the gang are filled with lead--they've been double-crossed, but by who and how? Stars James Groom and Tom Nolan. Not Rated. 86 minutes. DIGITAL MEDIA. PRICE CUT to $3.95
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4823141 GIG ALONG LITTLE DOGIES. A singing cowboy is forced to pick sides in a war between oilmen, cowboys, and the railroad. After a nearby oil well has poisoned the water supply, Gene is against the project, but after a romantic liaison with the owner's daughter, he changes his tune. Stars Gene Autry. In B&W. 67 minutes. Real Vault. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

4823257 LAW OF THE WILD. A twelve-chapter serial by Mascot Pictures follows Rin Tin Tin, Jr. starring as Rinty helping to find the horse of another friend who has been framed for a crime he didn't commit. In B&W. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Real Vault. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

4770765 ONE MAN LAW. Jonathan Streeter, a crooked land promoter in Roperville, helps cowpuncher Brand Thompson become sheriff of the town. Brand's sweetheart, Grace, and many other settlers have been living on and improving farms and ranches they bought from Streeter, but without receiving land titles. Then a number of families arrive from Chicago with titles to that land—and Streeter has flown the coop. 1932. In B&W. 60 minutes. Real Vault. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

4770722 KNIGHTS OF THE RANGE. After her father dies, Holly Ripple hires a man who defends her honor, eventually falling for him. Her previous love interest is overcome with jealousy and works to take her over. Falling for him. Her previous love interest is overcome with jealousy and works to take her over. 1940. In B&W. 70 minutes. Reel Vault.

4711580 NO MAN'S LAND. Widescreen. In Distribution. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

4719824 BLAZING GUNS. Reel Vault. **$3.95**

4720075 PRAIRIE PALS. Reel Vault. **$3.95**

4719095 DRIFT FENCE. Reel Vault. **$3.95**

2959984 STANDING TALL. Cheezy Movies. Pub. at $12.95 **$7.95**

4670728 COME ON, RANGERS. Reel Vault. **$5.95**

4770781 THE PAINTED DESERT. Reel Vault. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

3865122 RED FORK RANGE. Reel Vault. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

4823346 SON OF BILLY THE KID. Reel Vault. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

4779795 ESPALDAS MOJADAS. Fullscreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

4770935 THE WAY OF THE WEST. Reel Vault. **$7.95**

Comedy

4961302 THOSE DARLING YOUNG MEN IN THEIR JAUNTY JALOPIES. Widescreen. ***Fullscreen.*** VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95

4670876 CAPTAIN FURY. 4669320 Widescreen. MGM. Pub. at $14.99 **$7.95**

4729076 Y OREDOCK. Widescreen. MGM. **$7.95**

4820787 COME ON, RANGERS. Reel Vault. **$5.95**

4964124 MANHANDLED. Fullscreen. Tells the story of Jesse Moore, a down on her luck salesgirl who climbs the social ladder by pretending to be a Russian dashing Schofield (Tony Curtis) as he teams up with the scheming Count (Terry-Thomas) in a zany, winner take all car race beset with scheming combaters, treachery, and a very beguiling blond. 122 minutes. Kino Lorber. **$5.95**

4963884 GALAXY QUEST. Widescreen. Twenty years after cancellation, the stars of the Galaxy Quest TV series cling to their careers appearing at sci-fi conventions and electronic store openings. When a distressed interstellar race mistakes the show for ‘historical histrionics’ (Tim Allen) and his crew of has-beens are unwittingly recruited to save them from a CC. 102 minutes. Paramount. **$5.95**

4961242 MANHANDELLE. Fullscreen. Tells the story of Jessie Moore, a down on her luck salesgirl who climbs the social ladder by pretending to be a Russian woman. She is working at a gay nightclub whose gay bar by the name of Jimmy (Tom Moore) stands her up on a date, so she goes to a sculptor’s party instead, where her skilled mimicry makes her a hit. This 1924 film is silent with a music score.

5709097 HIDEOUT IN THE SUN. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Psycho bank robber Duke and his brother Steve make off with a bundle of money following a midday heist. The pair to cool their heating and unexpected turn—right to a nudist camp in sunny Miami with a kidnapped ultra-vixen in tow. From sequestration legend Doris Wishman. Not Rated. Asylum. In a world where the human race is not a superpower. With this superpower, he can get whatever he wants. Well, nearly anything. This comedy stars Ricky Gervais, Jennifer Garner, Rob Lowe, Jeffrey Tambor and Fionnula Flanagan. English SDH. 94 minutes. Sundance Selects. **$5.95**

5924506 LAST WEEKEND. Widescreen. When an affluent matron gathers her dysfunctional family for a holiday at their Northern California horse, a carefully constructed weekend begins to come apart at the seams, leading her to question her own role in the family. Stars Patricia Clarkson. English SDH. 94 minutes. **SOLD OUT**

4689011 3-MUNSTER LAUGH PACK. Collects three films starring our lovable monster family, the Munsters! Includes Munster, Go Home!, 97 minutes; The Munsters’ Revenge, 97 minutes; and The Munsters Family Portrait, 111 minutes. English SDH. Two DVDs. **Universal. $9.95**

4880777 SWINGERS 40/40 AND 40 NIGHTS. Widescreen. Jon Favreau, Vince Vaughn, and Heather Graham star in this raunchy comedy of excess. It's the story of a guy who plans to cool his heels in Cuba then travels through the US on a date, so she goes to a sculptor’s party instead, where her skilled mimicry makes her a hit. This 1924 film is silent with a music score.

5709097 HIDEOUT IN THE SUN. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Psycho bank robber Duke and his brother Steve make off with a bundle of money following a midday heist. The pair to cool their heating and unexpected turn—right to a nudist camp in sunny Miami with a kidnapped ultra-vixen in tow. From sequestration legend Doris Wishman. Not Rated. Asylum. In a world where the human race is not a superpower. With this superpower, he can get whatever he wants. Well, nearly anything. This comedy stars Ricky Gervais, Jennifer Garner, Rob Lowe, Jeffrey Tambor and Fionnula Flanagan. English SDH. 94 minutes. Sundance Selects. **$5.95**

3800903 AUSTRALIANS. Widescreen. Seventeen years after Andi spotted a flying saucer, an airborne extra-terrestrial armada launches a nation-wide assault on Andi’s home country, and for unspecified reasons also kidnaps her mother. To add to the debacle, the invasion is led by the girl of his dreams (Shannyn Sossaman), Rated R. Over 3 hours. Alliance. **$11.95**

4973453 DANNY COLLINS. Widescreen. An aging rock star decides to choose his life over the one he discovered years ago when he wrote to him. Stars John Lennon. Fans Al Pacino and Annette Benning. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. Universal. **$8.95**

3803074 FINDING BLISS. Widescreen. Filmmaker Jody Balaban (Leelee Sobieski) gets a job at an adult entertainment studio, planning to secretly film her movie after hours. Her role is discovered, and she’s forced to collaborate with adult entertainment director Jeff Drake (Matt Davis) in a work relationship that simmers into an unexpected romance. Also stars Denise Richards. Rated R. CC. 96 minutes. Phase 4. **$3.95**

4954885 QUACKER FORTUNE HAS A COUSIN IN THE BRONX. Widescreen. This gentle comedy tells the story of Quacker Fortune (Gene Wilder), who earns his living by following the horse-drawn delivery trucks in New York and scooping up the droppings and selling it as fertilizer. Also stars Denise Richards. Rated R. CC. 96 minutes. Phase 4. **$3.95**

494495X THE INVENTION OF LYING. Widescreen. In a world where the human race has never evolved the ability to lie, a man who suddenly discovers how to lie will change the world. With this superpower, he can get whatever he wants. Well, nearly anything. This comedy stars Ricky Gervais, Jennifer Garner, Rob Lowe, Jeffrey Tambor and Fionnula Flanagan. English SDH. 99 minutes. Warner Bros. **$5.95**

4928245 THE GREEN MAN. Fullscreen. Hawking in a limbo within a limbo within a limbo with a part-time job as a professional assassin. But when MP Sir Gregory Upshott (Raymond Huntley) is the intended target, a bungling vampire cleaner salesmen William Blake (Graham Chapman) gets in the way. Not Rated. In B&W. 80 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 **SOLD OUT**

4712265 MAN OF THE FOREST. Widescreen. MGM. **$14.95**

4720075 YO Red Oak Color Westerns: The Complete Cinecolor Collection. VCI Entertainment. **SOLD OUT**

4686659 THE MYSTERY TROOPER. Reel Vault. **$9.95**

4759591 ROARING FRONTIERS. Reel Vault. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

4657276 CALAMITY JANE’S REVENGE. Widescreen. MVD Visual. **$3.95**

4770892 THE TEXAS KID. Reel Vault. **$5.95**

4693572 THE TIMBER. Widescreen. Well Go USA. **$3.95**
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Comedy

**3879348 CB HUSTLERS.** Swedish bombshell Uschi Digard stars in this road comedy about a group of hookers who take their bordello on the road. Loading into a van and using their CB radio to inform truckers of when and where they’ll be stopping, the fun-loving girls enjoy success until they cross the Great Wall of China. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**3801444 SEX SELLS.** Widescreen. Director Chuck Steak is making his last film and wants to go out with a bang by concocting the biggest and most complicated adult movie ever made. This mockumentary of the adult film industry stars Priscilla Barnes, Mark DeCarlo and Adrian Zmed. Uncut. CC. 96 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95

**3872303 THE BIKINI CARWASH COMPANY.** A young Midwest woman comes to L.A. to take over his uncle’s carwash and gets help from a shrewd business manager. Together they hire gals to wear skimpy bathing suits—or nothing at all—to clean up in more ways than one. Rated R. 84 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**3961834 TOTALLY BAKED.** Widescreen. In the aftermath of the largest marijuana bust in history, medical marijuana activists take hostage a college debate team at their 20th reunion. Prepare to get fired up while comedians and stoners alike join forces in this irreverent comedy. Their goal is to smoke the lid off the truth about weed. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Reelsplit. $3.95

**4720199 YOUNG ADULT.** Widescreen. Mavis Gary (Charlize Theron), a 37-year-old now-married high school sweetheart. When she finds her homecoming more challenging than expected, Mavis forms an unusual bond with a former classmate—a high school student. Rated R. CC. 93 minutes. Paramount Home Video. $9.95

**469895X LIVE NUDE GIRLS.** When Shane (Mike Hatton) inherits a gentleman’s club from his estranged uncle, he leaves his Midwestern home for Los Angeles. Running a booze hound (Dave Foley) and employing a biker (Rachael Carpani), Shane must do everything he can to save the club from the five wills that are about to come crashing to earth. There, they meet Dave’s new friends, two equally horny earth dudes who are good to go and endless scenes of hot, silly and sultry sex ensuing. Full Moon. $9.95

**4710956 EUGENE.** Widescreen. A hip young man named Eugene (Reese Witherspoon) may look just like another California blonde, but she’s nobody’s fool. Not to mention, the beautifully dressed Eugene secretly sells her sex for the law to good in these hilarious, upbeat films starring some of Hollywood’s biggest stars. English SDH. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. $11.95

**4865356 EVIL BONG.** Widescreen. Sharp-Off Championship, an exclusive sneak of opening night was held at a college dorm with hardcore marijuana users Brent, Lane, and Bachman. Lane orders an giant bong that proves to have strange magical powers. When smoked, the magical bong makes cards shoot up in a strange drugged-out alternate realm from which there is no easy escape. Stars Tommy Chong. Not Rated. 86 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**4719596 HAROLD LLOYD’S WORLD OF COMEDY.** This hilarious compilation of choice moments from many of Lloyd’s comedies was assembled by the master of slapstick himself. Includes scenes from such silent classics as Safety Last, Why Worry, and Hot Water, as well as clips from his sound-era features. In B&W. 94 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**4865936 THREE BROADWAY GIRLS.** Three women determined to find men to support them, pool their resources to rent a penthouse apartment in New York. They each possess very different personalities, but share one goal—find a rich husband by acting rich themselves. Also known as The Greeks Had a Word for Them. This 1932 film stars Ina Claire and Joan Blondell. In B&W. 79 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**4825594 STARSky & HUTCH/ THE BIG BOUNCE.** Here comes the fuzz as Ben Stiller takes the wheel and Owen Wilson rides shotgun in Starsky and Hutch, the police action comedy based on the hit ’70s TV series. In The Big Bounce Oahu surfer dude (Owen Wilson) has a chance of a plan to work his ticket and come out rich—and that sets in motion a string of scheming and deceiving. CC. Over 3 hours on one double-sided DVD. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

**4867306 A DIRTY SHAME.** The Director’s Cut. Widescreen. After an accidental concussion awakens the carnal urges of a convenience store owner (Tracey Ullman), the people of Baltimore become pitted against each other in an epic battle of decency vs. depravity. Johnny Knoxville, Selma Blair, and Chris Isaak also star in this comedy, Rated R. CC. 86 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**4840194 PUT YOUR DEVIL INTO MY HELL.** Widescreen. Britto Albemri’s medieval-set romp tells the tale of a randy village Lothario who becomes obsessed with bedding the wife of the Mayor and then goes to insane lengths to reach his goal, getting into all manner of frisky misadventures along the way. Dubbed in English. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

**4809971 THE TREASURE.** Widescreen. Cost is a family man whose cash-starved resort gets caught up in an intriguing proposition—help him find the fortune reportedly buried somewhere on the grounds of his family’s country home in Romantica, Spain. But as the two men dig, they unearth more than they bargained for. Not Rated. In Romanian with English subtitles. 89 minutes. Sundance Selects. $6.95

**5610079 THE SCHOOL TEACHER COLLECTION.** Widescreen. A Triple Feature starring Edward Fenech. In The School Teacher, Franco (Alfred Pea) tries to seduce Fenech by taking his own suicide. In The School Teacher in College, Fenech is the sexy new teacher in an all-boys Catholic school. In The School Teacher in House, Fenech is a music teacher who rents an apartment in a house populated by perverts. Not Rated. Over 4 hours. Adults only. Ward Home Entertainment. $11.95

**473565X HILBILLY COMEDY COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. Features four classics filled with hilarious hillbilly hijinks: Las Vegas Hillbillys (1966) with Jayne Mansfield, and Priscilla Barnes (1967) with Joi Lansing, Private Snidy Smith (1942) with Bud Duncan, and Li’l Abner (1940) with Granville Owen and Martha Scott. DVD and color. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. $11.95

**3800962 BEACH BALLS.** Charlie Harrison wants nothing more than to hone his guitar riffs, shred in a band, and win the heart of his dream girl. But catching the ear of a record producer proves to be more than a few bumps on the road to rock star status. Stars Phillip Paley, Heidi Helmer, and Amanda Goodwin. Rated R. 82 minutes. Buena Vista Home Enter. $9.95

**4942256 KNUCKLEHEAD.** Widescreen. When 35 year old Walter Krunk (WWE Superstar Paul “Big Show” Wright) accidentally destroys the kitchen of the orphanage where he has ten days to raise enough money to save it. Meanwhile, manager Eddie Sullivan (Mark Feuerstein) in serious debt. Walter and Eddie join forces. CC. 101 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $9.95

**4648002 DOLLAR MYSTERY.** In a dingy desert southwest in the desert, a former White House aide takes a seat at the counter, orders a bowl of chili and suddenly drops dead of a heart attack. But before he dies, he reveals to the customers that he’s hidden $4 million in embroidered loot. Now a frantic pack of cash-crazed strangers set out on an insane race for the riches. Stars Eddie Dean, 95 minutes. Kings Road Video. $11.95

**4703669 PANIC.** Widescreen. A pizza delivery girl at the end of her financial rope has to fight for her life—and her tips—when her last order of the night turns out to be a high society Satanists in need of a virgin sacrifice. Stars Rebecca Romijn. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Buena Vista Home Enter. $6.95

**4807235 CORPORATE ANIMALS.** Widescreen. Luci (Demi Moore) is the insufferable CEO of a struggling startup aimed at millennials. In her infinite wisdom, Luci leads her staff on a team building retreat to Mexico. When disaster strikes, not even their guide Brandon (Ed Helms) can save them. Rated R. 86 minutes. Screen Media Films. $6.95

**3759456 THE FAT SPY.** A boozed up teenagers are headed to a nearby desert location to experience a scavenger hunt also believed to be the home to the fountain of youth. Tons of laughs along the way with an unusual cast involving spies, mermaids, and twists that must be seen to be believed. Stars include Brian Dennehy, Jayne Mansfield, and Phyllis Diller. 80 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95
**Comedy**

- **4982148 THE BLACK MARBLE.** Widescreen. Sargent A.M. Vanikov (Robert Foxworth) is a homicide detective transferred to Hollywood’s robbery division. His new partner Natalie Zimmerman (Paula Prentiss) is a hard-nosed divorcée with no patience for burnt out cops. Together they track down a kidnapped champion schnauzer. 113 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

- **4888154 MADE IN ITALY.** Widescreen. Follows bohemian London art student Robert (Liam Neeson), with his estranged son Jack (Michael Richardson) to make a quick sale of the house they inherited from his late wife. Neither expects to find a beautiful village from another relationship—in such a state of disrepair. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

- **4928474 TAKE THIS JOB AND SHOVE IT.** Widescreen. When corporate hotshot Frank MacKinn is sent back to his hometown to upgrade the Pickett Brewery, he just wants to make the changes and get out. But once home, he meets old schoolmates and his former girlfriend, Jane. They quickly fall in love again. At work Frank is torn between his bosses and the workers. Stars Robert Hays and Barbara Hershey. 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

- **4657085 KEYSTONE COMEDIES, VOLUME 2.** Three hilarious shorts! In Fatty and Mabel at the San Diego Exposition Mabel goes shopping, leaving Fatty to pursue other interests—and other women! In Fatty and Mabel's Little Life the couple plan to marry, but Mabel's dad has other plans. When the lovers elope, the chase is on! In Mabel and Fatty's Wash Day the newlyweds find a job in a laundry and pair meet up after a hard day's work and a myriad of comic situations ensue. In B&W. 43 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

- **4980699 A STRANGER IN TOWN.** A United States Supreme Court Justice is in need of a long overdue vacation and decides to visit his Midwestern home. Arriving in the small town of Crownport, he becomes involved in local politics as he helps a young lawyer challenge the corrupt incumbent mayor by using his legal expertise. This 1943 film is also known as Supreme Court Justice. Stars Frank Morgan. In B&W. 67 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

- **497753X APPLESAUCE.** Widescreen. Married couple become increasingly acclimated with each other as they find out things about each other’s past, while one of them is receiving disturbing messages from a girl’s schoolmate. Stars Kelly Dunn. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

- **4928164 BODY SLAM.** Widescreen. M. Harry Smilac (Dirk Benedict) is a talent agent who's selling his mother for a dollar—a fifty cents after negotiations. But Harry finally hits the big time when he signs Charley's Aunt. Also stars Tanya Roberts. 89 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

- **2950855 THE HARRAD EXPERIMENT/LOVE ALL SUMMER.** Harrad College—a controversial institution where free liberated relations between coed students are encouraged. When young George (Cary Elwes) has a crush on an athlete (Kathleen Turner), he finds out that there is a sport called “harrad ball.” Over three hours. Whtma, Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

- **4980670 A RUN FOR YOUR MONEY.** Alex Greenwich plays a newspaper correspondent who is given the undesirable assignment of babysitting two Welsh coal miners who have won a trip to London to see a rugby match. The fun begins when they inadvertently elude their guide and set off on a series of adventures with a coin artist and a harp player. In B&W. 83 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

- **5331103 CANDY.** Widescreen. On a trip to Hollywood, Susan (Katharine Hepburn) encounters a wealthy businessman (Cary Grant) and finds herself drawn into an affair. When her husband (Cary Grant) discovers the truth, he confronts her and demands a divorce. But when Susan realizes that she has made a mistake, she decides to fight for her marriage. In B&W. 124 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

- **1856979 TURNED OUT NICE AGAIN.** In this hilarious comedy, George (Steve Martin) and his wife (Teri Garr) plan to marry, but Mabel's dad has other plans. When the lovers elope, the chase is on! In B&W. 81 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

- **4928520 WHO DID IT?** Fullscreen. When a student (Courteney Cox) inadvertently eludes their guide and sets off on a series of adventures with a con artist and a harp player, she finds herself drawn into an affair. When her husband (Cary Grant) discovers the truth, he confronts her and demands a divorce. But when Susan realizes that she has made a mistake, she decides to fight for her marriage. In B&W. 124 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

- **3939088 MELBOURNE COLLECTION, VOLUME 1.** Fullscreen. With political jobs and witty one-liners that remain timely even today, Will Rogers is one of early Hollywood’s most beloved icons. Collected here are four of his finest short subjects. In B&W. 46 minutes. Reel Vault. $11.95

- **3939025 MELBOURNE COLLECTION, VOLUME 2.** This adaption of Brandon Thomas’ stage perennial Charley’s Aunt, starring comedian Arthur Askey. A prankster poses as a wealthy woman in a play to prevent him and his friends from being expelled from college. In B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

- **1783877 NATIONAL LAMPOON’S VACATION.** Widescreen. The Griswolds are going on vacation. Clark Griswold (Chevy Chase) converts an uneasy neighbor to share the open road with his family. Myriad mishaps, crude kitty (Randi Quaid), encounters with a temptress (Christie Brinkley), and one security guard (John Candy), and 2,460 miles later, it’s the Griswolds together. Rated R. CC. 99 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.96 $11.95

- **4719738 ALWAYS IN TROUBLE.** A country boy and a city gal find themselves on the road to nowhere. They’re a couple of country bumpkins who’ve just got to get their way through the city. Will Rogers (Chick Hearn) is a hot-dog seller who enters a skating competition and goes pole to pole with a pudgy Austrian pro who will do anything to win. Will’s ultra-psycho ex-girlfriend (Shannon Tweed) sets her eyes on him with a few “pointers” of her own in this uncult film containing additional nudity, sex and restored scenes. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Synapse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

- **4821165 HER FAVORITE PATIENT.** A nurse (Carole Landis) is forced to leave Chicago, where she now resides. She finds her hometown has shifted from a sleepy little hideaway into a teeming center of activity due to a new defense project. Her inclusion in the project works with the population surge and tries all kinds of humorous schemes to get her to stay. Stars John Carroll. In B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

- **575995X THE QUEEN OF VERSAILLES.** Widescreen. When the King (John Gielgud) follows two unique characters, whose riches to riches stories reveal the innate virtues and flaws of the American Dream. Begins with the family triumphantly converted its disused, half-collapsed house in America, a 90,000 sq. ft. palace. But their ruling empire falters due to the economic crisis. CC. 100 minutes. Magnolia. $3.95

- **6620347 MEET THE PARENTS.** Widescreen. When the hit TV sitcom "The King of Queens" becomes a major hit, Lisa Stoller (Renee Zellweger) is poised to propose to her girlfriend Pam (Téa Leoni) during a weekend stay at her parents’ home. But here’s the catch—he needs to ask her father (Robert DeNiro) first. When George (Myers) gets seriously sidetracked as Murphy’s Law takes over and a hilarious string of mishaps turns him into a master of disaster. 106 minutes. Universal. $2.95

- **4718496 WHAT’S THE WORST THAT COULD HAPPEN?** Widescreen. When the London representative of a large British company (Martin Lawrence) has his prize ring stolen by the rich and famous Max Fairbanks (Danny DeVito) during a break-in at the Fairbanks estate, the stage is set for a comedy free for all of turned tables, scorned criminals, and lecherous fat cats. 98 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/873
**Comedy**

- **2996308 MAD ABOUT MEN.** Fullscreen. When prim and pretty schoolteacher Caroline stumbles upon a memoir where Miranda, a saleswoman that looks just like her, Miranda decides he wants to spend some time ashore impersonating her new friend. With Caroline confined to a wheelchair, Miranda assumes her voice and, carrying the fictitious made-up story, starts courting her. In B&W. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95

- **4720059 ONE BODY TOO MANY.** Intends on selling insurance to an eccentric millionaire, a shy, salesclerk Umberto (Bergman) instead finds his house full of relatives, and that the millionaire has recently passed away. Co-opted by a niece to guard the body, his mishapulous business associates, the salesman finds that bodies keep getting swapped out for the millionaire (1944).


- **4928296 IT HAPPENED TOMORROW.** Fullscreen. A young newspaperman finds his days are numbered by the next day’s paper. This brings more problems than fortune, especially as his new girlfriend is part of the phony story that is being written. Jack Benny, Barbara Stanwyck, Frank Morgan. English SDH. In B&W. 85 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95

- **4905866 STAND-IN.** Humphrey Bogart as a film producer creating an on-screen substitute for an aging actor. Collects 177 scenes of the dog foil you as the famed tough guy also shows his flair for comedy in this 1937 film, a riotous, lacerating satire on the motion picture industry. Also stars Edward G. Robinson, Martha Scott, Bert Lytell, and Jean Parker. In B&W. 90 minutes. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $24.99

- **6726172 THE TOPPER COLLECTION.** Ranked among the American Film Institute’s Top 100 Funniest Movies in American Cinema, this trilogy is one of the highlights of Hal Roach’s comedic legacy. Roland Young plays Cosmo Topper, a shy, stuffed-shirt banker whose life is turned upside down by fun-loving ghosts (Rooper) who take a Top and Topper Returns. All in B&W. Over 100 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $34.95

- **395028X SORORITY BABES IN THE SLIMEBOWL-BOWL-O-RAMA.** Widescreen. There are no freshmen in the college of love, and they’re about to destroy their co-ed cap-mayhem when a somnolent prance goes crazy. The Sorority Babes won’t live through initiation, but don’t blame that cute little killer. He’s evil by nature—funny as hell. Rated R. 80 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

- **4709586 THE GRAND THEFT.** Widescreen. Desperate to produce his next blockbuster, a talent-deprived, would-be producer dreams up a corny commercial plot yet. To finance the film, he attempts a producer decides to come up with his greatest blockbuster, a talent-deprived, would-be Widescreen. Desperate to produce his next initiation, but don’t blame that cute little killer. Rated R. 80 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

- **4978114 OVER THE MOON.** On a tight budget Jane Benson manages a household of four. Almost immediately after discussing marriage with the local doctor, she comes into a large inheritance. Her new friend suggests she use the money any way she likes. When Benson heads off on a spree, Jane is left wondering what to do. Stars Merle Oberon and Rex Harrison. 75 minutes. Reel Vault. $5.95

- **4954033 HIGHBALL.** Widescreen. A newly married couple tries to enhance their social life by throwing fabulous parties and inviting all their friends in Brooklyn to their home. Star Justine Bateman, Noah Baumbach and Perter Bogdanovich. Rated R. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

- **4942922 RICH AND STRANGE.** Fullscreen. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Believing that an unexpected inheritance will bring them happiness, married couple instead finds their relationship strained to the breaking point. Stars Henry Kendall and June Duprez. In B&W. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95

- **490012X DIRTY LAUNDRY.** Widescreen. A young man and his girlfriend uncover a group of people possessing a bag containing one million dollars belonging to a drug-smuggling ring. The mobsters try to catch the couple and retrieve their money. Stars Lyle McLendon, Jeanne Cagney, and Frankie Vallie. 79 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

- **4928261 HONKY TONK FRE ways.** Widescreen. A satire of American persecution in which a major off-duty cop tries to ensure a ramp connects Tiaclaw, Florida, to an up and coming freeway. When his plan fails, the towns residents are forced to take matters into their own hands. Stars David Rasche, Tabu Jara and Howard Hesseyman. 107 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95

- **4905776 OUT OF THE BLUE.** Fullscreen. If the cat’s away the mice will play—then heapenced husband Albert.. Carley Blackmore and Osa Massen in this screwball 1947 comedy. Stars George Brent and Virginia Mayo. Not Rated. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $24.99


- **6703887 CARRY ON COLLECTION, VOL. 1: The Rank Collection.** British comedy at its finest in this set of eight outrageous Carry On classics: Carry On Follow That Car; Carry On Don’t Lose Your Head; Carry On Up the Khyber; Carry On Doctor; Carry On Camping; Carry On Again Doctor; Carry On Up the Jungle; and Carry On Screaming. Stars include Sid James, Phil Silvers, and Kenneth Williams. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.95

- **4764072 HILLBILLYS IN A HAUNTED HOUSE.** Fullscreen. A country band is headed to Nashville when their car unfortunately breaks down. They stop overnight at an abandoned mansion, which turns out to be haunted. They soon realize that not only is the house haunted, but it’s the haunted house that’s going to go looking for a top-secret formula for Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $12.95

- **4931641 LAUREL & HARDY: The Definitive Restorations.** This terrific collection of 1930s classic comedies from one of the most beloved teams in show business includes twenty films plus commentaries by Randy Skelton and Richard Schaefer. Along with alternate sound tracks and music tracks. In B&W. Over eight hours on 6 DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $39.98

- **4655392 MONSTER SEAF RAYS.** Widescreen. Yuta, a young sailor at the Tsukiji Fish Market accidentally drops his meal of mixed seafood into the Sumida River. Some time later a gigantic mutated squid monster rampages through the town and begins to wreak havoc upon an awe-stricken Tokyo. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 84 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $19.95

- **3867643 THE COMPLETE HAL ROACH STREAMLINERS COLLECTION, VOLUME 5.** Fullscreen. ZaSu Pitts and George Summerville, anti-Nazi wartime comedies and the Colorino produced The Fabulous Forty, this special fifth volume of 5 Hal Roach streamliners filmed between 1941 and 1947, with each film culled from original studio masters. In B&W. Over three hours. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

- **5930499 BUSTER KEATON: The Shorts Collection 1917-1923.** Includes all 32 of Keaton’s extant silent shorts. These 2K restorations utilize archival film elements from around the world, comprising the definitive representation of Keaton’s early career. Watching these films in succession, one witnesses the evolution of an artist from would-be comedian into a filmmaker of remarkable visual sophistication. In B&W. 738 minutes on five DVDs. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $44.95

- **5793429 BRAD’S STATUS.** Widescreen. A father takes his son to tour colleges on the East Coast and meets up with an old friend who makes him feel inferior about his life’s choices. Stars Seth Rogen and Martin Abrams. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Universal. $5.95

- **4748212 DON’T DRINK THE WATER.** Widescreen. When the plane carrying Walter Hollander (Jackie Gleason), his wife (Estelle Winwood) and his son (John Dall) is hijacked to Vagalia, all it takes is Walter snapping a few photos on his first Iron Curtin farmac and the family is arrested for spying. It’s up to an English-reading ex-VF to outwield the Vargalian army and prove he’s smarter than anyone else. In B&W. Over 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

- **4818670 CHARLIE CHASE: At Hal Roa ch–The Talks, Volume Three 1934-36.** Fullscreen. Featuring Chase’s last three years of comedies for the lot of Fun and some of the best sound shorts he made for Hal Roach. Includes Another Wild Idea, Public Ghost No. 1, Life Hesitates at 40; It’s a Wonderful Life; The Fat’s Father, Four Parts; and much more. In B&W. Over seven hours on three DVDs. Sprocket Vault. Pub. at $39.95

- **4969030 NATURE CALLS.** Determined to honor his father’s scouting legacy and mount one last comeback for his dwindling troop. Assistant Scoutmaster Randy Stevens (Patton Oswalt) visits his brother Kirk (Johnny Knoxville), who is throwing a party for his newly adopted 10-year-old. Randy pressures his old friend and they head off on a weekend camping trip. It’ll be the worst and best decision these boys will ever make. Rated R. English SDH. 79 minutes. Magnolia. Pub. at $13.97

- **494027X CAMP MANN A.** Widescreen. The boys get drunk and camp turned upside-down by the arrival of the wayward “new kid,” 15 year old Ian Fletcher. As a “non-believer,” this is the last place in the world that Ian can overcome his fear and embrace faith? Stars Gary Busey, Jimmy Tatro and Joey Morgan. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Ocean Avenue Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

- **4945575 HAUNTED HONEYMOON.** Widescreen. Comedy. Legends Gene Wilder, Gilda Radner, and Dom DeLuise star in this ingenious, amusing horror comedy. At the spooky mansion of his aunt Kate, Larry is under orders to rid his own of his irrational phobias—by scaring them right out of him. But he has something very real to fear when he learns that someone in his family may be a werewolf. 62 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95
**Romance**

4836642 HOW TO MAKE LOVE LIKE AN ENGLISHMAN. Widescreen. College professor Richard (Pierce Brosnan) has a life of undergrad hookups for fatherhood with the much younger Kate (Jessica Alba). But when Kate falls in love with someone else and moves out years later, she sends her sister Olivia (Cristina Castelpietra), the real actor who plays him. Stars Mia Farrow and Jeff Daniels.

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

480970X IN A DAY. Widescreen. Ashley is a struggling London musician. One morning at a lake he comes across a friendly young man leading to an intriguing and impulsive day. An afternoon of alluring and delightful indulgences with this generous stranger leads to the most surprising revelation of all. Stars Lorraine Pilkington. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. IFC Films. **PRICE CUT to $1.95**

4840674 OVERBOARD. Widescreen. While her yacht’s stuck for repairs in a small Oregon town, spoiled rich heiress Joanna (Goldie Hawn) hires local carpenter Dean Proffitt (Kurt Russell) to remodel her closet—but loses her memory after falling overboard. Dean claims she’s his Annie, her wife, and makes her work off her debt in a local murder. Stars SC. 112 minutes. Sevierin. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

4728351 DIANA DORS COMEDY DOUBLE FEATURE. Two films starring the sultry actress. In An Alligator Named Daisy. Peter Weston (Donald Sinden) is set to marry the wealthy and beautiful Vanessa Colombo, but an unwanted alligator ruins everything. For Money Villosito (Chayley Broadaent), a stick in the mud who, at the behest of his fiancé, travels to London to loosen up. There he meets a gorgeous dancer, and asks her to marry him too. Three hours. VCI Entertainment. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**SOLD OUT**

4905995 THE PURPLE ROSE OF CAIRO. Writer and director Woody Allen presents this tale of a lonely Depression-era waitress Cecilia, who is hopelessly addicted to Hollywood movies. Spellbound by her new favorite movie, Cecilia is astounded when the real actor who plays him suddenly walks off the screen to meet her. Cecilia finds herself falling for him—until she meets his real wife. Stars Mia Farrow and Jeff Daniels. **LIMITED QUANTITY** 4978250 SHERLOCK HOLMES IN PEARL OF DEATH. When a valuable pearl with a sinister reputation is stolen, Sherlock Holmes must investigate its link to the city’s gang of jewel merchants. Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce. Not Rated. In B&W. 69 minutes. MPI. **$9.95**

**SOLD OUT**

4905021 HART’S WAR. When Col. McNamara (Bruce Willis) is stripped of his freedom in a German POW camp, he’s determined to keep fighting. Enlisting the help of a young lieutenant (Colin Farrell) in a plot against his captors, McNamara risks everything on a mission to free his men and change the outcome of the war. Rated R. 125 minutes. MGM. **$9.95**

4907141 YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN. Widescreen. A thrilling romance that constructs a combustible love triangle between a Russian dancer, a handsome escape artist, and a wealthy society man who can’t escape the clutches of an evil sheik. With the great director William A. Wellman, this 1926 film is a silent era gem! In B&W. 71 minutes. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

4836723 DRAMA PACK: Cinema Deluxe. Includes The Big Combo starring Cornel Wilde (1954, B&W, 84 minutes); Penny Gold stars James Booth (1973, 87 minutes); Cover Up (1949, B&W, 80 minutes); The Big Combo (1955, B&W, 80 minutes); A Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square stars Richard Jordan (1996, 106 minutes); Without Honor stars Laiame Day (1944, B&W, 91 minutes); and God’s Little Acre starring Robert Ryan (1958, B&W, 118 minutes). Not Rated. Six DVDs. Gideon. **PRICE CUT to $18.98**

**Dramas**

4972722 ALL IS TRUE. Widescreen. Look at the final days in the life of renowned playwright William Shakespeare. He has just been acknowledged as the greatest writer of the age, but disaster strikes when his Globe Theater burns to the ground. Devastated, Shakespeare returns home, where he must help his wife with the grief. Starring Kenneth Branagh, Judi Dench and Ian McKellen. English SDH. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures. **$5.95**

4786762 GOODFELLAS. Widescreen. One of the most renowned crime movies ever made. It stars Ray Liotta as an associate of the wealthy man recognizes to be married. Things get complicated when his fiancé, enters into a brief wartime romance with an American Air Corps sergeant in England during World War II. The story is based on a true incident. The crew deliberately sacrificed their lives to save an English village of no strategic importance. Stars Anna Nicole and Ray Harrison. In B&W. 114 minutes. Reel Vault.

4900467 ASSASSINATION TANGO. Veteran hit man John J. (Robert Duval) has just received the toughest assignment of his career—travel to Buenos Aires, take down a powerful cartel leader and his right-hand man, Mario Valenzuela. Stars Keanu Reeves and Robert Duval. Rated R. 101 minutes. MGM. **$5.95**

4900131 CRISROSS. In the summer of 1969, cash-strapped Tracy (Goldie Hawn) must support her 12 year old son Chris (David Amott) by working as a dancer in a sleazy Key West motel. Chris becomes addicted to gambling. Stars Amy Steel and Lance Henriksen. In B&W. 114 minutes. Reel Vault.

4900000 ACRE. The relationship between the pair goes from passionate blazes between a brother and sister in this sexually delicious, rock ‘n roll romance. The relationship between the pair goes from passionate blazes to a passionate affair—an affair that tests the limits of what society will accept. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 103 minutes. Sundance Selects. **$9.95**

4906309 THE 39 STEPS. Widescreen. The British spy who with his Scottish wife stroll into an intrigue that sweeps them across Europe. Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, John Standing, Alfred Hitchcock. **$7.95**

4906309 THE 39 STEPS. Widescreen. The British spy who with his Scottish wife stroll into an intrigue that sweeps them across Europe. Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, John Standing, Alfred Hitchcock. **$7.95**
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0905995 THE PURPLE ROSE OF CAIRO. Writer and director Woody Allen presents this tale of a lonely Depression-era waitress Cecilia, who is hopelessly addicted to Hollywood movies. Spellbound by her new favorite movie, Cecilia is astounded when the real actor who plays him suddenly walks off the screen to meet her. Cecilia finds herself falling for him—until she meets his real wife. Stars Mia Farrow and Jeff Daniels. **LIMITED QUANTITY** 4978250 SHERLOCK HOLMES IN PEARL OF DEATH. When a valuable pearl with a sinister reputation is stolen, Sherlock Holmes must investigate its link to the city’s gang of jewel merchants. Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce. Not Rated. In B&W. 69 minutes. MPI. **$9.95**

**SOLD OUT**

4905021 HART’S WAR. When Col. McNamara (Bruce Willis) is stripped of his freedom in a German POW camp, he’s determined to keep fighting. Enlisting the help of a young lieutenant (Colin Farrell) in a plot against his captors, McNamara risks everything on a mission to free his men and change the outcome of the war. Rated R. 125 minutes. MGM. **$9.95**

4907141 YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN. Widescreen. A thrilling romance that constructs a combustible love triangle between a Russian dancer, a handsome escape artist, and a wealthy society man who can’t escape the clutches of an evil sheik. With the great director William A. Wellman, this 1926 film is a silent era gem! In B&W. 71 minutes. Kino Lorber. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

4906309 THE 39 STEPS. Widescreen. The British spy who with his Scottish wife stroll into an intrigue that sweeps them across Europe. Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, John Standing, Alfred Hitchcock. **$7.95**
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493270 A RIVER RUNS THROUGH IT. Widescreen. Robert Redford captures the majesty of the Montana wilderness and the strength of the American family in this acclaimed adaptation of Norman Maclean’s classic memoir. Craig Sheffer stars as the young Norman, and Brad Pitt plays his brother Paul, driving to challenge the world. Also stars Tom Hanks. Columbia. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

479644 THE BIG SHORT. Widescreen. When the banks committed the greatest fraud in U.S. history, four outsiders risked it all to take them down. Adam McKay directs an absorbing and explosive retelling of this unbelievable true story. An all-star cast led by Brad Pitt, Christian Bale, Steve Carell, and Ryan Gosling. Rated R. CC, 130 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

299617 EPICS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. Widescreen. Collects four epic motion pictures, featuring some of the greatest stories from the Bible, Joseph and His Brethren; Saul and David; Jacob, the Man Who Fought with God; and Great Leaders of the Bible. Not Rated. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. VCI Entertainment. $3.95

478048 JAMES DEAN: Race with Destiny. Fullscreen. As James Dean’s (Casey Van Dien) star rises beyond his passionate affair with Italian ingenue Pier Angeli (Carrie Mitchum) angles her disapproving mother (Diane Ladd) and studio chief Jack Warner (Michael Biehn). How did a broken heart, reckless behavior and his relationships with Natalie Wood, Sal Mineo, Stevens (Robert Mitchum) lead to Dean’s (Morgan Freeman) downfall? Two-time Oscar nominee Tony Lo Blonco; and two-time Oscar winner James Coburn. Some Rated R. English SDH. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Universal. SOLD OUT

390856 THE DANISH GIRL. Widescreen. When Gerda (Elle Fanning) and her sister take in an unwanted guest, they decide to fill in as a portrait model, Einar’s long-repressed feelings surface and she begins living her life as woman—embarking on a grounding journey that’s only made possible by the unconditional love of her wife. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Universal. $3.95

482010 GRAN TORINO: Clint Eastwood Collection. Widescreen. Korean War vet and retired automaker Wally Kowalski (Clint Eastwood) doesn’t much like how his life or his neighborhood has turned out. He especially doesn’t like the people immigrating from Southeast Asia. But events force Walt to defend those neighbors against a local gang that feeds on violence. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Universal. $3.95

470457 CHRISTMAS WITH HOLLY. Widescreen. Traumatized by her mother’s death, a 6 year-old girl stops talking but is cared for by her three uncles. The story unfolds as all of them find the importance of family. Also stars Robin Williams, Jennifer Jason Leigh, and Tony Lo Blonco; and two-time Oscar winner Tony Lo Blonco. Rated PG. English SDH. 94 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

479341 BEYOND THE BLACKBOARD. Widescreen. A 24-year-old first-time teacher (Emily VanCamp) overcomes her initial fears and prejudices and makes a difference in the lives of the homeless children who end up in her makeshift classroom. Also stars Treat Williams. CC. 96 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $3.95

479348 HARVEST OF FIRE. Fullscreen. The Amish are a peaceful people, dedicated to the unchanged way of their ancestors. Yet, suddenly, an arsonist brings violence to their non-violent world. Has the sect been targeted for a series of hate crimes? FBI agent Sally Russell (Michelle Pfeiffer) is brought in to investigate, but she may not get much help from the reclusive farming community. Also stars Patty Duke, 99 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

466940 THE STORY OF DAVID THE KNIGHT/ ARABellas. Three films bring to life biblical tales. The Story of David stars Timothy Bottoms and Jane Seymour; The Arabian Nights is about Gregori Peck and John Wayne, and The Golden Age is the story of General MacArthur in a thrilling film that covers his remarkable career. Audie Murphy, the most decorated American soldier in WWII, plays himself in To Hell and Back. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. SOLD OUT

391336 THE MISADVENTURE OF CAMERON POST. In 1993, a teenage girl is forced into a gay conversion therapy center by her conservative guardians. At the facility Cameron is, with the help of her new counselor, able to find new and better ways. Some Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. $2.95

466619 ASK ME ANYTHING. Widescreen. When the young and seductive Chloe Zucker (Chloë Grace Moretz) arrives at her college, she starts chronicling her sexual adventures in an anonymous blog that exposes her innermost desires, shame and secrets. As her plan to seduce an older man takes a turn, Katie’s fearless narrative begins to crack and the dark pieces of her past emerge. Not Rated. 94 minutes. E One.

4746708 PABLO ESCOBAR. Widescreen. In the early 1980s, Colombian drug lord Pablo Escobar begins a tumultuous love affair with Pablo Escobar (Javier Bardem)—the world’s most feared drug lord. Rated R. 123 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

985550 OLD MAN’S PLACE. Widescreen. Two soldiers return from Vietnam with serious post-traumatic stress disorder. They decide to go for a couple of days to a peaceful farm owned by the father of one of the men. A psychotic sergeant who also did tours in Vietnam with themersonal storie s of the men fighting in Southeast Asia. But events force Walt to defend those neighbors against a local gang that feeds on violence. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. Universal. $3.95

6172880 THE GODFATHER, PART III. Widescreen. In the final installment of the epic about the Corleone family, Michael (Al Pacino) is written off as powerful family leader Michael Corleone. Now in his 60s, Michael is consumed with guilt for his past deeds and he plans his family’s re-emergence as a controlling and powerful force. Rated R. CC, 170 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

396674 THE FACE OF LOVE. Widescreen. Five years after the death of her beloved husband, Nikki (Annette Bening) meets Charles (Morgan Freeman), a man who could pass for her late husband’s double. She can’t bring herself to tell him about what first drew her to him. And when the relationship deepens, it becomes not a question of if the truth will come out, but when. Also stars Robin Williams. English SDH. 92 minutes. Fathom Events. SOLD OUT

393226 BEN-HUR. Widescreen. Judah Ben-Hur (Jack Huston) is ensnared by the Romans after being betrayed by his brother Messala (Tedious Kotselis). Separated, the woman he loves, Messala’s wife, Judah is rescued from near death by the mysterious Ilderim (Morgan Freeman) and returns to his homeland seeking revenge against his brother. CC, 124 minutes on two DVDs. Paramount. $3.95

497344 CAPTAIN FANTASTIC. Widescreen. In the forests of the Pacific Northwest, a father and his 6 kids with a rigorous physical and intellectual education is forced to leave his paradise and enter the world, challenging him to find out what it means to be a parent. Stars Viggo Mortensen and George MacKay. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Universal. $6.95

3994922 WAR HEROES COLLECTION. Widescreen. The Classics. In Valiant/ Charlton Heston and Henry Fonda lead an all-star cast interpreting the dramatic personal stories of the men fighting in the Pacific. Also stars Robert Mitchum and Gregory Peck in the story of General MacArthur in a thrilling film that covers his remarkable career. Audie Murphy, the most decorated American soldier in WWII, plays himself in To Hell and Back. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. SOLD OUT

\[\text{\textbullet\textunderscore\textbullet\textunderscore\textbullet\textunderscore\textbullet\textunderscore\textbullet\textunderscore\textbullet\textunderscore\textbullet}\]  

\textbf{Cabaret! The Desert Tigers. Widescreen. Featuring the great Gordon Mitchell, this Euroslowie picture takes place in a Nazi prison camp located in the desert of North Africa. The POW camp dope out nude whippings and castrations, eventually forcing a band of allied prisoners to attempt escape. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Adults only. DVD Video.}
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Dramas

19716246 LOVESPELL. Widescreen. The classic Arthurian tale of tragic love. In medieval times, the beautiful Lady Jennifer (Barbara Burton) decides to marry an Irish princess isole (Kate Mulgrew). However, his most loyal knight Tristan (Nicholas Clay) becomes bewitched by her love and they fall hopelessly in love. 94 minutes. More Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

4729734 ZORBA THE GREEK: Classics. When he hires an eccentric strongman named Zorba (Anthony Quinn) to work in a mine he has inherited on Crete, Basil (Alan Bates), a timid English writer, finds himself drawn into a world far more exciting and dangerous than his own. CC. In B&W. 142 minutes. Century Fox. Pub. at $14.98 $7.95

740 NORTHERN BORDERS. Widescreen. Bruce Dern and Geneviève Bujold deliver “expert performances” (Holty’s C Report) as quirky grandparents who take their grandson, Austen (Seamus Davey-Fitzpatrick) into their Vermont home. Adventure awaits, as do lingering questions about their eccentric relatives. 108 minutes. Screen Media Films. Pub. at $24.98 $4839838 SAFE HAVEN. Widescreen. After a mysterious woman moves to a small town and falls in love with a handsome widower, a dark secret from her past threatens their happiness. Stars Josh Duhamel and Julianne Hough. English SDH. 115 minutes. E One. $6.95

3716147 THE NATURAL. Widescreen. Nothing was going to stop Roy Hobbs (Robert Redford) from fulfilling his boyhood dream of baseball stardom. But when that dream is shattered it takes years before he gets his chance again. Overcoming physical pain, Hobbs, with his powerful boyhood bat, gets his chance to play again. The Kid is left pennant and to finally fulfill his dream. Also stars Glenn Close, CC. 138 minutes. Columbia $9.95

4902548 THE UNDESIRABLE. From Michael Curtiz (best known as the director of Casablanca) comes an early silent film based on a stories by O. Henry, a well known American author. In 85 minutes. Monterey. $7.95

4904595 THE WORDS. Widescreen. stars Channing Tatum and Rachel McAdams; and The Last Leaf, a literary classic by O. Henry, are adapted in dramatic interpretations, joined by a large ensemble cast. Five hours on 2 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $9.95

5072581 IN OLD CHICAGO. Fullscreen. After Jack O’Leary (Don Ameche) gets elected mayor of Chicago with the help of his popular brother Don (Tyrone Power), the two lock horns over the future of the city slums. It’s a bitter debate that ripples through this pioneer-age town—until one massive fire changes everything. Also stars Alice Faye. In B&W. 94 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

4789695 THE WORDS/THE VOICE/DEAR JOHN. This three film collection features The Words starring Jeremy Irons and Dennis Quaid, The Voice starring Channing Tatum and Rachel McAdams, and Dear John starring Channing Tatum and Amanda Seyfried. English SDH. Five hours on 2 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $9.95

4901568 THE 15:17 TO PARIS. Widescreen. On August 21, 2015, the world was transfixed by reports of a thwarted terrorist attack on Thalys train #9364 bound for Paris—an attempt prevented by three courageous young Americans. Their friendship was their greatest weapon that saved the lives of those on board. Stars Alex Skarsgård and Anthony Safler. English SDH. 94 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

4911911 BODY ARMOUR. Widescreen. Disgraced bodyguard John Ridley (Til Schweiger) is torn between vengeance and duty when he’s forced to protect Lee Schreiber’s client. But Ridley wants payback—and he’s determined to get it sooner or later any way he can. Rated R. Image Entertainment $5.95

3938093 FIRST KNIGHT. Widescreen. Sean Connery, Richard Gere, and Julia Ormond team up under director Jerry Zucker in this new vision of King Arthur’s Camelot: a vision of breathtaking battles, heart-pounding courage, and the undeniable love that brought an entire nation together. Slow and sure is the undying passion that made it live forever. 134 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.94 $6.95

4704193 DIARY OF A CHAMBERMAID. Fullscreen. Director Jef Renoy’s film adaptation of Octave Mirbeau’s novella Goddard plays the title character, a sexy and saucy servant who lacks any scruples and it’s all for money. Editorial Note : In life, she uses her unsuitable charms to beguile the master of the household. In B&W. 86 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95

3903015 AN EVENING WITH O. HENRY. Two literary classics by American author O. Henry are adapted in a dramatic interpretation. It is a biography program of the author. O. Henry: A Life in Stories. Includes Gilf of the Maci, the timeless tale of romance and giving spirit of Christmas, and The Last Leaf, about two artist friends, one of whom is fighting deadly pneumonia. 85 minutes. Monterey. $3.95

382330X PAULINE AT THE BEACH. Widescreen. Young and beautiful Pauline (Amanda Langford) is spending the end of the summer with her older and sexually alluring cousin Marion on the stunning Atlantic coast of France. But head games, deceit and lies seem to plague their relationship. The consummate wooer and Pauline’s innocent views of love. Rated R. In French with English subtitles. 94 minutes. $7.95

4661914 CALL ME BY YOUR NAME. Widescreen. Set in 1983 in northern Italy, this story explores the relationship between 17-year-old Elio Perlman (Timothee Chalamet) and Oliver (Armie Hammer), a 24-year-old graduate student assistant. Elio and Oliver discover the heady beauty of awakening desire over the course of a summer that will change their lives forever. English SDH. 132 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

4694031 SUBURBICON. Widescreen. The small idyllic town of Suburbicon is the perfect place for Gardner Lodge (Matt Damon) to make a home. But beneath this tranquil surface lies a disturbing reality, where nothing is as it seems. When a break-in leads to the shocking murder of his wife, Gardner must navigate the town’s underbelly to protect his family. Rated R. CC. 133 minutes. $11.95

5610052 DASY CHAIN. A psychiatrist is convinced that most young women suffer several sexual hang-ups because of the old-fashioned morality instilled upon them by their mothers. Caution: The Truth. Deneuve and Ania Eiberg find themselves in constant sexual misadventures—they’re two more links in the unbreakable Daisy Chain. 90 minutes. Adults only. $8.95

4823003 Q PLANES. Several top secret experimental aircrafts from the world’s most powerful nations are vanishing in mid-air. What is the force that is causing them to mysteriously disappear? Hammond of the British Secret Service is on the case to find out who or what has stolen the British aircraft. Stars Laurence Olivier and Valerie Hobson. In B&W. 82 minutes. See sold out

4842784 HUMAN CAPITAL. Widescreen. The lives of two families collide when their children begin a relationship that leads to a tragic accident. Riddled with blame, grief and greed, each family must confront the long-term consequences that their love will bring. Rated R. In English. 102 minutes. Columbia $5.95

3807677 TOO LATE BLUES. Widescreen. By the time Jack Cassavetes, this gritty drama features music legend Bobby Darin as a jazz bassist. With a would-be singer (Stella Stevens) with a dark past joins the band, the two fall in love. But when they start crumbling under Darin flies from a bar fight, resulting in crippling humiliation. 1962. In B&W. 101 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

3714462 TREASURES ON 35MM. 15. In this collection you can take a closer look at the unpolished jewels of black cinema in: The Devil’s Daughter (1939); Gang war (1940); The Bronze Buckaroo (1939) and an extra bonus feature Up In the Air (1941). Not Rated. In B&W. Four hours on a double-sided DVD. Director’s Cut $1.95

3925633 FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE. Fullscreen. This stirring drama is based on the life of Florence Nightingale, an aristocratic woman who defied Victorian society to reform hospital sanitation and to define the nursing profession as it is known today. This classic TV movie stars Jaclyn Smith, Claire Bloom, Timothy Dalton, and Jeremy Brett. CC, 140 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $9.99 $6.95

4807316 GRAND ISLE. Widescreen. Fletcher (Nicolos Cage) and his neglected wife lure a young man into their Victorian home to escape a hurricane. When the man is discovered in their bed, strange things begin to happen in their lives in a race against time to avoid destruction of 1,000 years of culture. Stars George Clooney, Matt Damon, and Bill Murray. English SDH. 116 minutes. Columbia $5.95
**4868632 THE LAST DAYS OF PATTON.** Widescreen. Tells the story of General Patton’s last days in Europe following World War II. Before he was transferred back to the U.S., Patton was in a serious auto accident, leading to his death shortly thereafter. The film shows him in his final moments remembering events from his life. George C. Scott reprises his role as General Patton. 146 minutes. Peacock. $7.95

**4703774 THE FRONT RUNNER.** Widescreen. Based on the best-selling novel. A famous opera singer is held hostage in South America by a guerrilla rebel group. He is trained as a Japanese businessman’s lavish birthday party. Unexpected bonds are forged in the standoff that ensues. Stars Julianne Moore and Steve Carell. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Home Video. $9.99

**4693066 THE RAILWAY CHILDREN.** After the enforced absence of their father, three children move with their mother to Yorkshire, where during their adventures they attempt to discover the reason for his disappearance. Stars Dinah Sheridan, John Alderton and Bernard Cribbins. 109 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**6394005 THE BLUE HOUR: 2 Disc Set.** Presents three unique Grads Corp. exploitation productions. The Blue Hour; about a young woman trapped in a sexual hell in Los Angeles; One Naked Night, following a young woman in danger of falling into prostitution; and Three in a Towel, an underpaid oddjob full of undetermined hippie chicks. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.99 $16.95

**4670922 THE TRIALS OF OSCAR WILDE.** The true story of Oscar Wilde’s trial for sodomy is dramatized in this acclaimed film that stars Peter Finch as the notorious playwright. Wilde brings a libel suit against the Marquis of Queensbury after he accuses Wilde of seducing his son. Also stars Anthony Hopkins. 123 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**488467 WOODENHEAD.** An English work of truth and brilliance. Films include Shakespeare's Love's Labour's Lost, The Devils, Chariots of Fire, as well as a waiting NATO outpost. But when their mission is delayed, the soldiers find themselves the unexpected guests of a village filled with stubborn muses, passionate celebrations, and a most surprising romance. English SDH. In Romanian with English subtitles. 154 minutes. MPI. Pub. at $24.98 $14.99

**587277 WHAT THE NIGHT CAN DO.** Widescreen. Luana is a 12-year-old girl struggling to grasp the world collapsing around her, as her parents separate, and her estranged grandfather falls ill. Lost and confused, one unlikely person will help her find her way. Stars Je Rohan Williams and Peyton Kennedy. Not Rated. 92 minutes. In Distribution. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

**480161 DESCENT.** Widescreen. Maya (Rosario Dawson) is like many other college coeds, booksmart yet shy, curious about sex, yet scared to let herself go. When she meets Jared (Chad Faust) and their courtship turns from romantic to romantic in a single violent act. Maya’s world is ripped apart. Rated R. CC. 98 minutes. City Lights. $5.95

**488467 TONI ERDMANN.** Widescreen. Willfried Terei sees lines since she left for a high-powered career he stops by for a visit, the two quickly find themselves at odds as his quirky antics clash with her slick lifestyle. Determined to be part of the inner city’s thriving business, turns from romantic to stylized in a single violent act. Maya’s world is ripped apart. Rated R. CC. 98 minutes. City Lights. $5.95

**473450 MOONLIGHTING WIVES.** Fullscreen. Joan, an ambitious, surburban housewife tired of forever being in debt, turns her stenography business into a thriving prostitution ring that has law enforcement baffled. Unable to digest the founder’s appetite for the good life soon leads her on a sensual and glamorous odyssey of blackmail, wife-swapping and orgiastic nightlife. Not Rated. 120 minutes. Retro-Seduction. Pub. at $19.95

**4965306 CAREFUL, HE MIGHT HEAR YOU.** Widescreen. During the turmoil of the Depression, a young boy becomes a pawn in a bitter family rivalry. Estranged from his father and orphaned by his bohemian novelist mother, he is torn between his two feuding aunts. Stars Wendy Hughes and Robyn Nevin. 110 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95

**4942329 SELMA.** Widescreen. David Gellyow shines as Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., who rallied his followers on this historic march from Selma to Montgomery in the face of violent opposition. However, an event that became a milestone victory for the Civil Rights Movement. Also stars Oprah Winfrey and Tom Wilkinson. CC. 128 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**4872447 THE ONLY WAY.** Widescreen. In April 1940, Nazi Germany invaded Denmark. The Danish government promised peaceful cooperation on the condition that Denmark’s Jews remain free. The Nazis agreed in principle, in writing, but the agreement was broken. This is the true story of Denmark’s valiant actions to save Danish Jews from the Nazis. Stars Jane Seymour. English SDH. 86 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**4893076 KING’S RHAPSODY.** Emil Flynn plays a European prince who falls in love with a commoner (Anna Neagle) and goes into exile with the woman he loves. However, with the death of the king, the prince is forced to return to the throne and marry a princess (Patrice Wymore). 93 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**3800885 AMBROSE BIERCE: Civil War Stories.** Widescreen. A collection of three of the most popular and profound tales by the acclaimed Ambrose Bierce are brought to life on the big screen by film director Don Maxwell. Includes Stories of a Concience; One of Them and Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge. These stories are an entertaining mix of history, literature and American culture. 83 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $14.93 $4.95

**4742563 JACOB: The Bible Stories.** Widescreen. This Bible stories stars stars in a biblical story of love, betrayal, and perseverance. Jacob spends seven long years of labor in order to marry the woman he loves, only to be tricked by her father on his wedding night. Only by his enduring faith is Jacob able to rise above and fulfill his destiny as the father of the 12 tribes of Israel. Stunt Factory. Pub. at $14.93 $4.95


**4973437 BURRIBURRI.** When a museum celebrating the Ku Klux Klan opens in a Southern town, the idealistic Reverend Kennedy strives to keep the peace even as he urges the group’s Grand Dragon to disavow his racist past. Stars Garrett Hedlund and Forest Whitaker. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. Universal. $6.95

**3943283 LAND OF MINE.** Widescreen. As WWII comes to an end, a group of young German POWs is captured by the Danish army and forced to clear two million land mines from the Danish coast. With little to no training, the boys soon discover that the war is far from over. Stars Karl Ove Høegh and Birgitte Hjort Sørensen. CC. 87 minutes. English SDH. 129 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.93 $5.95

**4600354 BONNIE AND CLYDE.** Widescreen. Depression-era drifters Clyde Barrow (Warren Beatty) and Bonnie Parker (Faye Dunaway) embark on a life of crime. They easily form a roving band of followers. A film Roger Ebert called “a milestone in the history of American movies, a work of truth and brilliance.” Also stars Gene Hackman. Rated R. English SDH. 137 minutes. Universal. $6.95

**4982323 KING’S RHAPSODY.** Emil Flynn plays a European prince who falls in love with a commoner (Anna Neagle) and goes into exile with the woman he loves. However, with the death of the king, the prince is forced to return to the throne and marry a princess (Patrice Wymore). 93 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**3800885 AMBROSE BIERCE: Civil War Stories.** Widescreen. A collection of three of the most popular and profound tales by the acclaimed Ambrose Bierce are brought to life on the big screen by film director Don Maxwell. Includes Stories of a Concience; One of Them and Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge. These stories are an entertaining mix of history, literature and American culture. 83 minutes. Columbia. Pub. at $14.93 $4.95
Dramas

4677943 LIFE IS SUDDELY DISRUPTED. Also stars Colin Farrell and Carmen Ejogo. English SDH. 122 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

4823133 GASLIGHT. An insane criminal tries to drive his wife crazy in order to get her money. Based on the novel by Patrick Hamilton. In B&W. 84 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4823079 CONSPIRACY OF HEARTS. In wartime Italy nurses in a convent regularly smuggle Jewish babies to an intercamp. The Italian army officer in charge suspects what may be going on but deliberately turns a blind eye. When the Germans take over the camp security the nurses are forced to become far more dangerous. Stars Lilli Palmer. In B&W. 113 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

3800997 BERLIN TUNNEL 21/A TIME OF DESTINY. The tension doubled aftermath of WWII lives on in two powerful films. Berlin Tunnel 21 takes place in 1961, when a band of daring West Berliners decide to tunnel under the Berlin Wall to liberate East Berlin (144 minutes). In A Time of Destiny, tragedy and revenge come between two close friends and fellow GIs during WWII (118 minutes). Both Not Rated. MGM. Pub. at $15.98. $3.95

4820113 THE PERKS OF BEING A WALLFLOWER. Widescreen. Charlie (Logan Lerman) is a high school freshman who is always watching from the sidelines until two charismatic seniors take him under their wing. Free-spirited Sam (Emma Watson) and her fearless step-brother Patrick (Ezra Miller) shepherd Charlie through new friendships, first love and burgeoning sexuality. CC. 103 minutes. E One. $4.95

4881013 JUST A GIJOLO. Widescreen. After World War I, a war hero returns to Berlin to find that there’s no place for him anymore. Frustrated by what he learned in the army, and can only find minimal, low paying jobs. He decides to become a gigolo to lonely rich women. Stars David Bowie and Sydne Rome. English SDH. 105 minutes. English subtitles. 105 minutes. IFC. Pub. at $24.98. $7.95

48232X SHORT FILMS OF TOM MIX: Volume 1. Legendary cowboy Tom Mix can be seen honing his screen image in such silent short westerns as How Haary Went Woong, Sagebrush Tom; The Stagecoach Driver and the Girl; Using His Brain; and A Bear of a Story. These films are from 1915 and 1916. Reel Vault. $7.95

4823923 WINTER’S TALE. Widescreen. In a mythic New York City near the turn of the 20th century, burghal Peter Lake (Colin Farrell) meets a dying young woman (Jane Alexander) in a shop where he is working as a delivery boy. Faces the death by falling in love with her, Peter’s only option is to discover a way to conquer evil, stop time and keep her passion from death. Stars Richard Gere, Jane Alexander, and Warner Horror Video. $5.95

4928482 THURSDAY. Widescreen. A former Los Angeles drug dealer has moved to Houston to make a new life for himself as a married man. He plans to keep his wife’s new business afloat, Nathalie Baye can’t help but fail for him. Not rated. In French with English subtitles. 104 minutes. IFC. Pub. at $24.98. $5.95

4773551 ROMAN J. ISRAEL, ESQ. Widescreen. This dramatic thriller is set in the overburdened Los Angeles criminal court system. Denzel Washington stars as a driven, idealistic defense attorney whose life is suddenly disrupted. Also stars Colin Farrell and Carmen Ejogo. English SDH. 122 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

4827305 BATTLESHIP POTEMKIN. A retelling of real life events, this silent film from 1925 portrays the mutiny aboard the Russian battleship Potemkin. Rebellions against the Tsarist regime, the crew of the ship begin to protest after being served rotten meat. The protest gets to the bottom of the mutiny which leads to an attempted revolution. English subtitles. In B&W. 68 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4686594 DISAPPEARANCE OF FLIGHT 412. During a radar test mission, Flight 412 witnesses the disappearance of two lighter jets scrambled to intercept a UFO but the Air Force is determined to cover up the incident. Colonel Moore (Glenn Ford) now resorts to the bottom of the disappearace while under the scrutiny of his superiors. Not Rated. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4774310 BESSIE. Widescreen. The story of the transformation of a young singer (Queen Latifah) into the “Empress of the Blues,” one of the most successful and influential recording artists of the 1920s. Capturing Bessie Smith’s professional and personal highs and lows, the film paints a portrait of a tenacious spirit who, decade by decade, became a legend. 135 minutes. HBO. $9.95

497865X DAVID & LISA. Widescreen. David has been placed in an institution for teens with mental disorders. It’s only by being in the place that he begins to understand his psychoses. He also finds love with Lisa, a young woman at the same institute suffering from dissociative identity disorder. Stars Kerr, DeMille, and Black. Not Rated. In B&W. 93 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

4865790 MANON. Manon Lescaut is accused of collaborating with the Nazis and is rescued by Robert Desgeus, an activist who takes her to Paris. Once there, the relationship between the two becomes strained as they get involved in profiteering, prostitution and murder. Stars Serre Reggiani and Cecile Aubry. In French with English subtitles. In B&W. 96 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4739994 SWING HIGH, SWING LOW. This musical drama highlights musician MacMurray’s rise to fame and then follows his downward plunge to being, once again, a street busker. Stars Frank Sinatra and Nancy Olson. English subtitles. In B&W. 96 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4759621 AMERICAN WOMAN. Widescreen. In rural Pennsylvania, Deb Callahan’s life is forever changed when her teenage daughter mysteriously disappears. Deb is left to raise her grandson while navigating the changing demographics of subsequent years and ultimately to the long-awaited discovery of the truth. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Vertical. $9.95

4928202 DIARY OF A MAD HOUSEWIFE. Widescreen. A housewife with an awkward, depressed husband is happy to have a writer (Nathalie Baye) select younger male lovers from a host of escorts on the internet. But when she chooses Marco (Elio Casaravita), a charmingly sheepish young man, her husband is not pleased to discover that his wife’s new business afloat, Nathalie can’t help but fail for him. Not rated. In French with English subtitles. 104 minutes. IFC. Pub. at $24.98. $5.95

4863780 IN THE BIG BEND OF NAOMI’S ARK. Fullscreen. Martin Landau stars as Abraham in this historical drama of a man, his people and their faith. In the Beginning is a powerful film, revealing some of the most enduring stories from the Bible. Martin Landau stars as Abraham in this historical drama of a man, his people and their faith. In the Beginning is a powerful film, revealing some of the most enduring stories from the Bible. Martin Landau stars as Abraham in this historical drama of a man, his people and their faith. In the Beginning is a powerful film, revealing some of the most enduring stories from the Bible. Martin Landau stars as Abraham in this historical drama of a man, his people and their faith. In the Beginning is a powerful film, revealing some of the most enduring stories from the Bible. Martin Landau stars as Abraham in this historical drama of a man, his people and their faith. In the Beginning is a powerful film, revealing some of the most enduring stories from the Bible. Martin Landau stars as Abraham in this historical drama of a man, his people and their faith. In the Beginning is a powerful film, revealing some of the most enduring stories from the Bible. Martin Landau stars as Abraham in this historical drama of a man, his people and their faith. In the Beginning is a powerful film, revealing some of the most enduring stories from the Bible. Martin Landau stars as Abraham in this historical drama of a man, his people and their faith. In the Beginning is a powerful film, revealing some of the most enduring stories from the Bible. Martin Landau stars as Abraham in this historical drama of a man, his people and their faith. In the Beginning is a powerful film, revealing some of the most enduring stories from the Bible.
**BAJA/AMNESIA**. Widescreen. In Baja Bebe (Molly Ringwald) and her boyfriend Alex (Donal Logue) have a big drug deal go bad and have to flee across to boarder to Baja. In Amnesia unbeknownst to his wife Martha (Shellye). Paul Keller (Nicholas Walker) is a minor in care of a monarchist his life while striving to support their families back home. Not Rated. In Bulgarian, Romanian and German with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95.

**486992**  **THE RISING HAWK**. Widescreen. The year is 1241. The Mongol horde led by the cruel Burunda Khan has grown into the largest empire known. There, a small group of village hunters band together to resist. Against the horde, the hunters face seemingly impossible odds. Stars Robert Peter. Not Rated. English SDH, 125 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.98.

**473951**  **SHIPS WITH WINGS**. After causing the death of a fellow flyer, a reckless Fleet Arm pilot is busted out of the service and becomes a mercenary pilot on a Mediterranean island. But his old patriotism resurfaces when the Nazis take over the island in this 1941 drama. 103 minutes. Reel Vault. $5.95.

**489065**  **A FAREWELL TO ARMS**. In Italy during World War I, British nurse Catherine Barkley (Helen Hayes) meets and falls in love with an American ambulance driver Frederic Henry (Gary Cooper). Even amidst the horrors of the war, they will stop at nothing to be together in what becomes the ultimate test of love. In B&W. 89 minutes. Rated R. $14.95.

**491669**  **LADYBUG LADYBUG**. Widescreen. Staff and students at a rural school react to a warning of an imminent nuclear attack, not knowing whether it is real or a mistake. Stars Nancy Marchand and William Daniels. Not Rated. In B&W. 82 minutes. Capelight. $7.95.


**491464**  **VICKY CRISTINA BARCELONA**. Widescreen. A young British yachtsman (Simon Sands) is sailing off the north coast of Germany in 1901, when he stumbles upon a plot to invade England. He quickly enlists the aid of an old chum (Michael York), and together they eye up a series of lonely women—after he robs a bank. Stars Don Johnson and Virginia Madsen. Rated R. 122 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95.

**490580**  **THE ROAD TO SALINA**. Jonas (Robert Walker) is on the road to Salina. He stops at a desolate roadside service station where its owner Mara (Rita Hayworth) is struck by his evident podría para ponerse en el camino. He decides to stay on and meets Mara’s friend Warren (Ed Begley) and Rockey’s seductive sister Billie, but dark facts are revealed about Rockey’s death. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95.

**470644**  **STILETTO**. Widescreen. A rich, jet-setting playboy has a secret life as a professional hitman for the mob. When he decides it’s time to retire, he finds his former girlfriend like the idea of someone, who knows so much, not being under their control anymore, and decide to eliminate him. Stars Alex Cord, Britt Ekland and Jack O’Neal. Rated R. 98 minutes. Capelight. $11.95.


**490806**  **THE RISING HAWK**. Widescreen. The year is 1241. The Mongol horde led by the cruel Burunda Khan has grown into the largest empire known. There, a small group of village hunters band together to resist. Against the horde, the hunters face seemingly impossible odds. Stars Robert Peter. Not Rated. English SDH, 125 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.98.

**472851**  **THE RIDDLE OF THE SANDS**. The Rank Collection. Widescreen. A young British yachtsman (Simon MacCorkindale) is sailing off the north coast of Germany in 1901, when he stumbles upon a plot to invade England. He quickly enlists the aid of an old chum (Michael York), and together they eye up a series of lonely women—after he robs a bank. Stars Don Johnson and Virginia Madsen. Rated R. 122 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95.


**492813**  **ALIAS NICK BEAL**. Fullscreen. A district attorney rises to political success and the governorship but loses his sense of morality by associating with the shadowy and perhaps diabolical Nick Beal. This 1949 film stars Ray Milland and Audrey Totter. Not Rated. In B&W. 93 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95.

**Dramas**

- **4941950** SIX MINTUES TO MIDNIGHT. widescreen. A British spy working undercover as a teacher at a Nazi’s school is framed for murder in pre-World War II Germany. Stays Eddie Izard, Carla Juri, James D’Arcy, Jim Broadbent and Judi Dench. English SDH. 99 minutes. Shout! Factory. pub. at $19.98

- **4842766** TIGER MILK. widescreen. Best friends Nina and Janetha are 14 years old. They delive into the urban jungle of Berlin, amid clouds of drug smoke and alcoholic dazes, looking for love, sex and a better futur. But when Janetha’s family is threatened with deportation OK Iraq, the two girls realize that their friendship is more important than ever. Not Rated. In German with English subtitles. 106 minutes. Altered Innocence Pub. at $19.95

- **4842545** CONCRETE NIGHT. widescreen. A stunning, dream-like odyssey through a beautiful and otherworldly Helsinki over the course of one evening. The film follows the impresionable 14 year-old Simo as he keeps his soon to be incarcerated brother company. Not Rated. In B&W. In Finnish with English subtitles. 96 minutes. Altered Innocence Pub. at $21.99

- **4977653** BRIEF INTERVIEWS WITH HIDEOUS MINE. widescreen. John Krasinski makes his directorial debut with this adaptation of the book by David Foster Wallace. After being surgically dumped by his girlfriend, a graduate student (Julianne Nicholson) interviews a series of men about their reasons for behaving badly. With Timothy Hutton, Bobby Cannavale, Will Forte and 80 minutes. IFC Pub. at $19.98

- **4942892** ONLY THE ANIMALS. widescreen. A woman disappeared. After a snowstorm, his car is discovered on a road to a small remote village. While the police don’t know where to start, five people are linked to the disappearance. Each one with his or her own secret. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 117 minutes. Kino Lorber Pub. at $19.95

- **4942779** HIVE. widescreen. Fahren’s husband has been missing since the war in Kosovo. She sets up her own business to provide for her kids. But as she fights against a patriarchal society that does not support her, she faces a crucial decision. Not Rated. In Albanian with English subtitles. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. pub. at $19.95

- **4928199** THE DAYDREAMER. Fullscreen. A Rankin/Bass Animagic Classic! Join young Hans Christian Andersen as he daydreams his way to the adventure through his famous fairytales. Stars include Tallullah Bankhead, Patty Duke and Burt Ives. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. pub. at $19.95

- **4928121** ANNA LUCASTA. widescreen. A young woman struggling with a sadistic past finds that her biggest enemy had larger demons than she did. This 1958 film stars Eartha Kitt and Sammy Davis, Jr. Not Rated. In B&W. 97 minutes. Kino Lorber. pub. at $14.95

- **4788524** VERONICA GERUIN. widescreen. In the mid-1990s, Dublin was nothing short of a war zone as the most powerful drug lords battled for absolute control. But their most fearsome weapon was their police. It was the courageous Sunday Independent reporter Veronica Guerin (Cate Blanchett). Based on a true story. Rated R. 98 minutes. Kino Lorber. pub. at $14.95

- **4719816** BITTER SWEET. A story about a young girl (Anna Neagle) who falls in love with her teacher (Fernand Gravey). They run off to Vienna where he struggles to make a living. They are offered jobs in a cafe where he leads the orchestra and she falls in love with a local romantic (1933). In B&W. 90 minutes. Reel Vault.

- **474895X** SECRET CEREMONY. widescreen. This lurid psychodrama stars Elizabeth Allan and a prostitute who befriends a young woman (Mia Farrow) that reminds her of her long-dead daughter. Equally unerving, Farrow sees in Taylor her own late mother. As the bizarre relationship evolves, the appearance of Farrow’s lecherous stepfather (Robert Mitchum) ignites deep emotions. Rated R. 109 minutes. Kino Lorber. pub. at $19.95


- **4823352** BULLDOG DRUMMOND AT BAY. A British pacificist group is in reality a front for foreign agents who seek to accumulate funds. Bulldog Drummond attempts to thwart their plans when he is learned that they are trying to steal the plans to a top-secret drone. The film is only one in the series where Drummond is played by John Lodge, who later became a congressman. In B&W. 59 minutes. Reel Vault.

- **4929373** FOR THOSE WHO THINK YOUNG. widescreen. A story of an after-school hangout, the Silver Palms Club, is threatened with closure, a group of teenagers will do anything to keep it open, even blackmail. Stars James Darren, Pamela Tiffin and Paul Lynde. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Kino Lorber. pub. at $19.95

- **4753905** MISTER SCROOGE TO SEE YOU! It’s one year later and Scrooge receives another visit from his old business partner, Jacob Marley. Sent on a journey 170 years into the future, Scrooge encounters a world even colder than his own, a world that includes a corrupt businessman named Timothy Cratchit VI. Will Scrooge be able to teach Cratchit the true meaning of Christmas? Stars David Ruprecht. 116 minutes. vision Video. pub. at $19.95

- **4902554** HOUSE OF THE SHAPING BEAUTIES. widescreen. Edmond, a man in his sixties whose wife has recently passed away, is told about a secret establishment where men can spend the night in bed alongside beautiful, sleeping young women, who never awaken. Although bedazzled by their seductive tenderness, he becomes distressed about the reason for their state and delves into the mystery. Rated R. in English with Spanish subtitles. 99 minutes. Liberation Hall. pub. at $14.95

- **4842399** YOU’LL NEVER BE ALONE. widescreen. When his cross-dressing teenage son suffers a brutally violent attack, a mannequin-facer desperately seeks help and, when none can be found, is forced to take matters into his own hands. Based on a true story. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Altered Innocence Pub. at $19.95

- **4810457** RED. widescreen. Award-winning stage and screen actor Alfred Molina reprises his critically acclaimed performance as the American abstract expressionist Mark Rothko. He is joined by Alfred Enoch as his assistant Ken. This UK production went on to win six Tony Awards including Best Play. Not Rated. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. pub. at $19.95

- **4788478** THE TAMARIND SEED. widescreen. Julie Andrews plays Judith Farrow, an assistant to the British Home Office who is on vacation in the Caribbean. Sparks fly when she meets Soviet military expert Fedor Sverdlov (Omar Sharif), but when Judith’s layered past threatens to destroy him and her career, Stars Louis Armstrong and Sammy Davis, Jr. Not Rated. In B&W. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. pub. at $14.95

- **4788925** NIXON. widescreen. Nixon stars Brian Cox as Richard Nixon and played by Anthony Hopkins, who became the first American president to resign, due to the threat of impeachment and his scandal-plagued administration jeopardizing the nation’s security. This three DVD edition includes both the original theatrical cut and the extended director’s cut. Rated R. Over 3 hours. Kino Lorber. pub. at $19.95

- **4942272** MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS. widescreen. Intervened stories about what it means to be a mom through the lens of photographer Rigby Gray. Stars Selma Blair, Courtney Cox and Paul Wesley. CC. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. pub. at $5.95


- **4929546** THE HARVESTERS. widescreen. An official selection of Cannes Un Certain Regard, Etienne Kallos debut feature film explores teenage angst and family dynamics set against a harsh yet stunning South African backdrop. As they journey together through landscape and unique subcultural landscape, their relationship begins to take a new form and inner desires threaten to disrupt everything. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. Altered Innocence. pub. at $19.95

- **4846383** THE CAPTURE. Fullscreen. Injured and on the run from police Lin Vanner (Lew Ayres) confesses the sadistic details of his life to a priest to which includes confusing him more than he’d turned over to the police. Vanner also reveals that he fell in love with the dead man’s widow (Teresa Wright), only to have his past caught up with him. In Film Detective. pub. at $19.95

- **4941608** AFTER THE END. widescreen. A coming of age story that follows a 17 year old doomsday prepper in Oklahoma, who turns out to be right and prevention is better than cure. No Rated. Alex Frnka and Justin Dwayne Hall. pub. at $19.95

- **4928350** A MAN CALLED ADAM. widescreen. A jazz musician has it all—love, friendship and fame—yet his tormented past threatens to destroy him and his career. Stars Louis Armstrong and Sammy Davis, Jr. Not Rated. In B&W. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. pub. at $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/873
**Dramas**

**4980646 ETERNALLY YOURS.** Anita Haistead, swept off her feet by magician Arturo, finds the results less than magical. Stars Loretta Young, David Niven and Hugh Herbert. In B&W. 95 minutes. Reel Vault. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**493460 THE GIRL WHO WASN'T MISSING.** Widescreen. An isolated teen’s life quickly spirals out of control and into paranoia when she becomes the new girl in town, and trouble follows her. When she is followed by strange outfits of clothes, she is thrown into a descent into her past, and the past throws back into her. Stars Kathy Bates, James Gandolfini and Ben Affleck. In B&W. 110 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. PRICE CUT to $3.95


**4788117 THE LANDLORD.** Widescreen. When Elgar (Beau Bridges) buys a Park Slope tenement, he fully intends to evict the occupants and transform the building into a chic bachelor pad. But after meeting the tenants, Elgar adopts a “love thy neighbor” policy instead: first he falls for a sexy-go-go dancer, then he begins an affair with the sultry, married, “Miss Sepia 1957.” 116 minutes. Olive Films. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**4748514 OLD BOYFRIENDS.** Widescreen. Diane Cruise (Talia Shire) is a woman whose life has shattered into a myriad of pieces after the dissolution of her marriage. She decides to delve into her past and seek out the men who marked her milestones of her life—Eric, her high school sweetheart, Jeff, her college lover she allowed to marry, and Wayne, the unstable brother of her first love. Rated R. 103 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**4748204 CONNECTING ROOMS.** Widescreen. Bette Davis and Michael Redgrave shine in this touching story of two older people whose lives are linked when they become lodgers in the same seedy boarding house in London. Both are down on their luck. They find sympathy and understanding in each other as they share their misfortunes. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Olive Films. PRICE CUT to $4.95

**4978671 JAIL BAIT.** Follows career criminal Vincent (Tom Cruise) as he pulls down Gregor (Clancy Malone) further into the criminal underworld. When plans fail, Brady brings Gregor’s plastic surgeon farther into the mess, against his will. Not Rated. In B&W. 71 minutes. Reel Vault. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**4956117 DANCING PIRATE.** Fullscreen. A dance teacher from Boston (Charles Collings) is tricked into joining a band of pirates, which leads him to being fitted for a nose in California. He catches a break when the mayor’s daughter (Shelley Duvall) demands the pirate captain (Robert Clotworthy) to teach her to waltz. Not Rated. 83 minutes. Film Detective. Pub. at $19.95

**497350X JACQUELINE AND JILLY.** Widescreen. The respectable Mitchell family is the envy of their wealthy, wannabe-rich neighbors. But under the surface, scandal and heartbreak are tearing them apart. Stars Richard Brooks and Victoria Rowell. Not Rated. English SDH. 119 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**48080471 ELIA KAZAN’S AMERICA.** Widescreen. Elia Kazan’s words begin the saga of young Stavros (Sathis Gallelos), who leaves his war-torn homeland behind to begin a new life. With his family’s meager fortune and his father’s blessing, Stavros encounters both allies and adversaries on a dramatic trek. Academy Award Best Picture nominee. In B&W. English SDH. 168 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. PRICE CUT to $5.95

**4704641 SILVER BELLS.** Widescreen. The story of Catherine and Christy struggling through the holidays to stay with their spouses. Though their paths cross frequently, Catherine and Christy remain emotionally isolated until a compelling crisis draws them together. It is only then that they re-discover the gifts of the season, faith, hope and love. Stars Anne Heche and Tate Donovan. 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**4704509 THE BOYS NEXT DOOR.** Widescreen. Nathan heads straight from college to the army and away across the country to find her husband. As Rory is just enduring a brutal detainment in Libya. After her release she deserts to Sicily where she meets up with a former mentor. Then, she crosses among a young Tunisian migrant needing safe passage to France. It is the only chance she has to both help the desperate girl and conquer her own demons. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. IFC Films. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**4810015 WAR STORY.** Widescreen. Lee (Catherine Keener), a war photographer has just returned from the Soviet Union. After her release she deserts to Sicily where she meets up with a former mentor. Then, she crosses among a young Tunisian migrant needing safe passage to France. It is the only chance she has to both help the desperate girl and conquer her own demons. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. IFC Films. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**4735927 THE RUNAWAY BUS.** When a brilliant all-star cast boards a heavy-laden bus to heavy-hitter England, a flight attendant is assigned to accompany passengers to an alternate airport via bus in this 1954 British comedic thriller. One of the passengers posing as the driver is a hired thug. But a terminal shop and hidden gold in the coach. In B&W. 78 minutes. Reel Vault. PRICE CUT to $5.95

**4736044 UNDERGROUND.** One of the first Hollywood films to take a serious look at life in Hitler’s Germany, this sobering drama follows brothers (Jeremy Lynn) and (Philip Dorn) as they follow very different paths: Lynn as a dedicated soldier, Dorn as a member of the Resistance movement. In B&W. 95 minutes. Reel Vault. PRICE CUT to $5.95

**4730879 FAR FROM HEAVEN.** Widescreen. Julianne Moore and Dennis Quaid star in this seductive story of a seemingly perfect family and the forbidden desires that threaten to tear them apart. Also stars Dennis Haysbert and Patricia Clarkson. CC. 106 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98

**4809378 4:44: Last Day on Earth.** Widescreen. Tomorrow at 4:44 AM the world is going to come to an end. As panic hits every town, two lovers (Willem Dafoe and Shannon Leigh) seclude themselves in a Manhattan high-rise and decide to spend their last moments together. Accepting their fate, the pair find ways to make the most of the days they have left. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**4819569 THE UNSPOKEN TRUTH.** In this fact-based story, Brianne (Lea Thompson) is courted by her bootleg husband to take the blame for a crime he committed in a jealous rage. However the plan backfires and Brianne’s life is soon threatened by a robbery and a Cold War. Also stars James Marshall. Not Rated. 87 minutes. MPI. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**4785134 A GATHERING OF OLD MEN.** On a Louisiana sugarcane plantation life changes course when a local white farmer returns from the war as a black man. With no witnesses to the killing and little chance the shooter will be deemed innocent of murder, festivitly plantation owner (Holly Hunter) gathers a group of men to come forward and take responsibility for the killing of a white racist. 94 minutes. Price: $9.95

**4831458 FINDING JOSEPHINE.** A hanging basket when the (Jaye Davidson) of a 150 year-old farmhouse, writer/director Tony Fick pens a story about a civil war soldier’s wife who cuts her hair, elists in the Union army, and saves her country to find her husband. As Rory is taken on Josephine’s journey, he personally dreams of having a love story with Spring House. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.98

**467715 THE BATTLE OF CONQUEST.** Fullscreen. Based on the life of Miss Belle Boyd, Pulitzer Prize-winning biography of the famed Texas soldier and politician. George Nichols’ 1939 biopic tells the tale of Sam Houston (Richard Dix), a young man who together with his father’s Cossacks and the New Mexican government and the American army in the Civil War. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.98
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Dramas

4718364 STRANGER ON THE PROWL. Fullscreen. Screen legend Paul Muni plays a disillusioned vagabond accidentally kills a shop owner. While on the lam he befriends a young street urchin (Vittorio Manunta) who suspects the police are after him for stealing milk from the same shop owner. Together, they traverse the streets of war-torn Italy. In B&W. 82 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95  **SOLD OUT**

4695231 AS I LAY DYING. Widescreen. James Franco stars in this stirring adaptation of William Faulkner’s 1930 classic. It chronicles the Bundren family as they traverse the tumultuous Mississippi countryside to bury their deceased mother to her hometown for burial. Also stars Tim Blake Nelson and Danny McBride. Rated R. 14 minutes. Olive Films. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

4671909 UP THE JUNCTION. Widescreen. In London’s skating rink (Gary Kendall) is a bored, young party girl who decides to cast off her affluent Chelsea lifestyle to move to the industrialized ghetto of Battersea. Taking a factory job and moving into a rundown apartment, she soon discovers an impoverished world of crime, desperation, and questionable morality. Rated R. 119 minutes. Olive Films. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

4809610 THE FRENCH MINISTER. Widescreen. Judith (Nathalie Baye), divorced, successful but wary of love, selects younger male lovers from a host of escorts on the internet won by a wonderfully impersonal and satisfying until the day she chooses Marco, a charmingly sheepish man who is clearly not a pro. Judith doesn’t want to fall in love, but it may be too late. In French with English subtitles. 104 minutes. Olive Films. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

4823745 BEYOND THE GATES. Widescreen. In a country scarred by historically warring factions, a wise if somewhat distant wise woman provides a spiritual guide for an idealistic young teacher (Hugh Dancy). But when Hutu militia launch a bloody attack on their school, the students must fight and decide whether to face death amongst the refugees or flee for safety. Rated R. CC. 112 minutes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $19.98 **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

4823192 IF THIS BE SIN. Lady Cathy Brooke is a neglected long-suffering wife of workaholic, Sir Brian Brooke and by his neglect she has thrown into the arms of Michael Barcleigh. Brian falls ill and Cathy breaks off her relationship with Michael to stay at his side. Stars Myrna Loy and Roger Livesey. In B&W. 73 minutes. Reel Vault. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

4715082 BONDAGE. Widescreen. An evening in Monte Carlo with the Page family. The Page family’s colorful House of Bondage in Los Angeles where anything is possible, disguises are mandatory, and everything is unexpected as her cus-tot, Mark (Ryan Yu) requires her to play out racial stereotypes as she tries to challenge the very nature of her dominatrix existence. Not Rated. 46 minutes. Olive Films. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

4826289 BREAKING THE ICE. Based on true story. Stars Theobald. 32 minutes. Olive Films. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

4912012 PREVENGE. Ruth’s misanthropic unborn baby speaks to her from the womb, coaching her to lrun and ultimately kill her unsuspecting victims. Struggling with her conscience, loneliness and a strange strain of prepardness madness, Ruth must choose between redemption or the destruction of the body which has disappeared. 1942. In B&W. 80 minutes. Reel Vault. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

4809521 THE CHILDHOOD OF A LEADER. Widescreen. In this controversial film, made during the tail end of WWII and its aftermath, this film follows the young son of an American diplomat living in France as he tries to manipulate the adults around him—a monstrous and powerful idea that ominously parallels the rising tide of Fascism in Europe. Stars Berenice Bejo and Robert Pattinson. Not Rated. English SDH. 116 minutes. Olive Films. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

4745205 LADY OF GUADALUPE. Widescreen. An ambitious reporter assigned to write an article on faith discovers the legend of Our Lady of Guadalupe who appeared to a humble villager and performed miracles over 500 years ago. The reporter’s faith is tested when her husband is arrested in a car accident and her journey takes him from cynical to true believer. Not Rated. 58 minutes. Olive Films. Reel Vault. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

465790X REFORMATION. Widescreen. Five hundred years ago, a revolutionary priest changed the face of Christendom and the path of European civilization forever. Risking his life and facing damnation for his beliefs, one man stood against the all-powerful Catholic Church and the Western world was forever changed. This is the story of Martin Luther. In English with English subtitles. 178 minutes. Mtv. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

4789830 LET GO. Widescreen. Parole officer Walter Dishman (David Dermer) has a seemingly good life, but he’s feeling trapped by domestic bliss. Then, he meets Darla (Gillian Jacobs), Artie (Ed Asner) and Kris (Kevin Hart)—three eccentric ex-cons, who need help turn his life around. English SDH. 110 minutes. Olive Films. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

4810031 WET ASPHALT. Lost Noir. Cesar Boyd is a popular yellow journalist who makes a shocking discovery: to report. He concocts a story about a blind Nazi soldier who emerges from a bunker seven years after the end of WWII. The story is splashed on the front pages of newspapers all over Europe. A peaceful demonstration demanding his release turns into a full-scale riot. Dubbed in English. In B&W. 89 minutes. Dark Sky. Pub. at $14.95 **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

4809874 THE PREPPIE CONNECTION. Widescreen. Toby, a blue-collar scholar student at an elite boarding school, finds in an with the cool crowd by supplying them with cocaine. But things spiral out of control when he becomes a small-time dealer to international drug trafficker, culminating in a trip to Colombia and a daring deal with a cartel. Based on a true story. Thomas Mann. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Olive Films. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

477954X A VIOLENT MAN. Widescreen. An unknown MMA fighter, Ty Matthews, beats his newest record. He is quickly met with an audience who are not yet ready for him. During a post-fight press conference, he makes a shocking announcement. Ty is a former NFL star until an injury ended his career. During the tremulous journey, Bowie slowly begins to realize he needs to reinvent himself. Not Rated. English SDH. 106 minutes. IME Films. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

4859610 FATHER OF STRANGE MOONS. The rape she suffered as a teenager continues to haunt young Italian girl Maddalena, so much so that she develops a split personality. Her double life allows her to manipu-late the adults around her. A woman who is clearly not a pro. Judith doesn’t want to fall in love, but it may be too late. In French with English subtitles. 104 minutes. Olive Films. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

477570X THE GREEN PROMISE. Fullscreen. In this nostalgic look back at a simpler time in America, an old farmer with a sweet tooth is saved by his grandson, who discovers his youngists are right in allowing modern farming methods to improve his crops. In B&W. Olive Films. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

4388042 BLOOD AND SAND. Fullscreen. An immortal icon of brooding sexuality, Rudolph Valentino has become one of silent cinema’s most enigmatic and entertaining performers. Based on the novel by Vicente Blasco Ibanez, this 1922 film was Valentino’s first starring vehicle, in which he portrays Juan Gallarbo, a young man who mysteriously winds up dead. Maclain must use all of his abilities to survive. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Olive Films. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

4888189 THE NEST. Widescreen. Rory (Jude Law), an ambitious entrepreneur and former broker, promises his American wife, Allison (Carrie Coon), and their children the comforts of suburban America and return to his past as a Wall Street financier. When a celebration turns to tragedy, Rory rejoins his former firm. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.98 **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

4888396 STARDUST. Widescreen. David bowie (Johnny Flynn) is sent to America to promote his newest record. He is quickly met with an audience who are not yet ready for him. During the tremulous journey. Bowie slowly begins to realize he needs to reinvent himself. Not Rated. English SDH. 109 minutes. Shout! Factory. **PRICE CUT to $19.98**
Richard Basehart. Not Rated. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $29.99  PRICE CUT to $17.95

4872262 THE AMAZING MR. X. Fullscreen. In this Bay City Throng mystery where a mystery man claims to communicate with spirits. A carefully cali...
**Dramas**

4960594 MURPHY’S LAW. Veteran detective Jack Murphy is suddenly a wanted man after he framed the murder of his ex-wife. Taken into custody with the cops he works with, Murphy has no choice but to escape and hunt down the killer who set him up. Stars Charles Bronson and Carrie Snodgress. Rated R. 100 minutes. MGM.

4928318 THE ICEMAN. Widescr. Inspired by actual events, this is the story of contract killer Richard Jewell (Seann William Scott), from his early days in the mob until his arrest in 1986 for the murder of more than 100 men. Also stars Winona Ryder, James Franco, Chris Evans and Ray Liotta. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Millennium. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95

4928202 JESSE STONE: Death in Paradise. Widescr. Settling into his role as the new Chief of Police in the town of Paradise, Massachusetts, Jesse Stone (Tom Selleck) investigates the brutal murder of a troubled teenage girl found floating in a local lake. What turned this straightforward slumber town down a path of destruction? Based on the bestselling novels by Robert B. Parker. Also stars Viola Davis. CC. 87 minutes. Sony Pictures.

**Thrillers**

49421X MOVIES 4 YOU: Film Noir Thriller. Sex, drama, and cold-blooded murder simmer to perfection in four neo-noir tales: Exposed starring Harvey Keitel and Nastassja Kinski; The Visitors directed by Elia Kazan and starring James Woods; The Hot Spot directed by Dennis Hopper and starring Virginia Madsen and Jennifer Connely; and Tough Guys Don’t Dance starring Isabella Rossellini and Ryan O’Neal. All Rated R. Over 7 hours. MGM. $5.95

4896448 TRYST. A sexually charged thriller about Franklin and Bridget, a married couple in trouble. An escape to a secluded mountaintop chalet goes fatally wrong after the snowbound couple realizes they are not alone. Rated R. 85 minutes. Maverick.

4827368 THE LIGHTHOUSE. Widescr. Two men are trapped in an isolated lighthouse, surrounded only by the deadly Irish sea. The men gradually spiral into a desperate and aggressive cabin fever. When tragedy befalls them, are they fighting to keep his sanity in a nightmarish situation. Stars Michael Ironside and Mark Lewis Jones. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

3964788 TEQUILA SUNRISE. Mac McAllister may have quit the drug dealing, but the business won’t quit him. Mel Gibson (Mac), Michelle Pfeiffer, Kurt Russell and Raúl Julia star in this high-gloss, high-stakes thriller from director John McTiernan. Rated R. CC. 113 minutes. Warner Home Video.

6725929 DANCING IN THE DARK. Fullscr. After a sexual attack by her father-in-law (Victoria Principal) turns to her husband Mark for help, Unwilling to accept such allegations, Mark sends Anna down a spiral of drugs and therapy that ends with her being diagnosed with a incurable rare nightmare begins. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Adults only. Heart Entertainment.

3886131 THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS: Collector’s Edition. Widescr. When F.B.I. agent Clarice Starling (Jodie Foster) is assigned a case involving a monstrous serial killer, she seeks counsel from an imprisoned cannibalistic psychiatrist Dr. Hannibal Lecter (Anthony Hopkins), whose fascination with the young woman is as great as his hunger for murder. Winner of five Academy Awards. Includes a bonus DVD of special features. Rated R. CC. 118 minutes. MGM.

4927373 MONOLITH. Widescr. In a desperate attempt to rescue a baby, trapped by mistake in the safest SUV ever conceived—the Monolith. Lost in the middle of the desert, will Sandra be able to unlock the key to saving her baby from certain death? Stars Katrina Bowden. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment.

4942086 THE CAVEMAN’S VALENTINE. Widescr. Romulus Lederbetter, a misunderstood musician turned recluse, hides from personal demons in a New York City cave. When he discovers a dead body and a serial killer, but how can he prove he’s right when everyone thinks he’s insane? Starring Samuel L. Jackson. Rated R. 96 minutes. Universal.

4790357 BETWEEN WORLDS. Widescr. When a falls into a coma after a near fatal accident, she appears to be possessed by the soul of a woman who has unfinished business with the living. Stars Nicolas Cage and Penelope Mitchell. Rated R. 94 minutes. VFS Films.

4733512 GANGSTERS’ REVENGE. Widescr. The year is 1949 and ruthless gangster Mickey Cohen (Shah Penn) has the city of Los Angeles in his grip. Against a gang protected by rampant corruption, Chief Bill Parker (Nick Nolte) resorts to extremes. He enlists battle-hardened hero Sgt. John O’Mara (Josh Brolin) to form a unit to exact vigilante justice. Rated R. CC. 120 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

4927213 JOHN WA YNE’S SUSPENSE COLLECTIO N. Collects four films. Man in the Vault; Ring of Fear; Frozen Plunder of the Sun. All films were produced by John Wayne’s production company, Batjac Productions. Although Wayne himself doesn’t stars in these films, gubits of other popular stars do, including Robert Mitchum, Mickey Spillane, and Glenn Ford. Rated R. CC. 127 minutes. New Line Home Enter.

3988167 SEVEN. Brad Pitt and Morgan Freeman star in director David Fincher’s searing psychological thriller about two detectives on the trail of a vicious serial killer who chooses his victims according to the seven deadly sins. Also stars Gwyneth Paltrow and a truly chilling Kevin Spacey. Rated R. CC. 115 minutes. Reel Vault.

4672123 JOHN WA YNE’S SUSPENSE COLLECTIO N. Collects four films. Man in the Vault; Ring of Fear; Frozen Plunder of the Sun. All films were produced by John Wayne’s production company, Batjac Productions. Although Wayne himself doesn’t stars in these films, gubits of other popular stars do, including Robert Mitchum, Mickey Spillane, and Glenn Ford. Rated R. CC. 127 minutes. New Line Home Enter.


4745094 FIRE WILL COME. Wide screen. A father returns from a war as a hero but is now a serial killer. The模板 needs to be edited and corrected. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.
When her roommate discovers Debbie's horrifying past, her web...
**Thrillers**

**4890653 THE HEINKEN KIDNAPPING.** Widescreen. Over the past 50 years, Freddy Heineken (Rupert Graves) has turned his family's beer company into an empire. When amateur street thief Remy kidnaps the magnate for an enormous ransom—only to see his plan unravel—he and his hooligans become the target of Amsterdam's underworld and Heineken himself. Not Rated. In Dutch with English subtitles. 123 minutes. MPI. Pub. at $24.98 $5.95

**4707478 KILLDOZER.** Fullscreen. A small construction crew battles the ultimate assassin in this cult classic. Stationed on a small island off the coast of Africa, six men find themselves terrorized when a ruthless life-form takes over a bulldozer and then sets off on a killing rampage. Starring Clint Walker and Robert Urich. 74 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**4772415 AN ACCEPTABLE LOSS.** Widescreeen. Police woman Libby Lann (Tika Sumpter) is a former top national security adviser who, while working with Rachel (Jamie Lee Curtis), a ruthless politician, signs off on a controversial military action: but thousands died under false pretenses. Now, what she knows could bring down the government. Rated R. English SDH. Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $5.95

**4783767 BORDERTLINE.** Police woman Madeline Han (Claire Trevor), leading a follow provided by a smuggler arrested in Los Angeles, goes undercover as a showgirl in Mexico to find the drug dealer with a taste for blondes. (Reads up on the road with American hood Johnny Macklin (Fred Macmurray) in this 1950 thriller. In B&W. 88 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**4759710 THE DOMESTICS.** Widescreen. In a terrifying post-apocalyptic world inhabited by murderous gangs divided into deadly factions, Nina and Mark race desperately across the lawless countryside in search of safety. As one depraved group name; Tom and his crew, this is all they can do. They must work together as they are pushed to the breaking point in order to survive. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95

**3916626 TRUE ROMANCE: Unrated Director's Cut.** A blackmail plot gets a bonus DVD full of Warner Bros. Enter.

**4928612 THE WEB.** Fullscreen. Leopard Kroner is released after five years in prison. Andrew Colby claims that Kroner has threatened him and hires attorney Bob Regan to take a hard look at Kroner's background. When a woman shows up in Colby's room with a gun, and Regan kills her, later Regan begins to suspect that the victim was set up to be murdered. Stars Edmund O'Brien and Vincent Price. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. VCI. Pub. at $24.98 $11.95

**4735749 BEHIND GREEN LIGHTS.** New reporter digging for a scoop happens to be at a police station when the body of a private investigator is found outside. As they investigate the case, the truth is uncovered, though the question of who did it lingers in this 1946 film noir starring Carole Landis and William Gargan. In B&W. 64 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**4771737 THE FALCON & THE SNOWMAN.** Widescreen. Christopher Boyce (Timothy Hutton) works a low-level job at a defense plant where he uncovers documents that prove that the CIA is secretly coercing foreign governments. He's convinced by his friend, fellow worker with a passion for espionage, that the Soviets for big bucks. But the deal soon spirals out of control. Rated R. 131 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

**468385 CLOVERFIELD-2-MOVIE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Cloverfield Lane a young woman wakes up in a survivalist’s underground bunker after a catastrophic car crash. Cloverfield is a non-stop terror and suspense film produced by J. Abrams, with a screenplay by J. Abrams and Matthew Reeves. CC. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. Paramount. $1.95

**4905768 MICHAEL SHAYNE: The Complete PRC Mystery Collection.** In this rarely seen but always exciting material. Rated R. CC. 121 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**4706034 UNKNOWN.** Widescreen. Five strangers wake up in a locked warehouse with no memory of who they are or how they got there. As secrets are revealed and lives unravel, they must race against time to figure out who is good and who is evil in order to stay alive. CC. 85 minutes. Weinstein. $5.95

**4824717 THE BAY OF SILENCE.** Widescreen. Will (Claes Bang) sets out to discover the truth behind his mother’s mysterious death in a bid to protect his mentally vulnerable wife (Olga Kurylenko), only to discover an unsoiled crime that threatens both their lives. Also stars Brian Cox. Not Rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. Vertical. $3.95

**482475X BLOOD ON HER NAME.** Widescreen. The dead body lies at her feet, its blood still dripping onto the floor. It was an accident, but its discovery, and the consequences for its discovery, may be the beginning of a new life.-rated $14.95

**4790795 STRAY.** Widescreen. An orphaned teenager forms an unlikely friendship with a detective. Together they investigate her mother’s murder, and uncover the supernatural force that proves to be a threat to her family. Stars Karen Fukuhara and Christine Woods. Not Rated. 83 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95

**4932782 THE FINAL COUNTDOWN.** Widescreen. America’s mightiest nuclear powered aircraft carrier is on maneuvers in the Pacific Ocean. Suddenly, a freak electrical storm erupts and triggers the impossible: The Nimitz is hurled back in time to December 6, 1941, mere hours before the attack on Pearl Harbor. Stars Kirk Douglas, Martin Sheen and James Caan. 103 minutes. Reel Vault. $19.95 $14.95

**3900401 TWO UNDERCOVER ANGELS/KISS ME MONSTER.** Widescreen. Janine Reaynd, Rosanna Vargas, and a pair of psychic acid jazz wing-out thrillers featuring the detective duo The Red Lips. In Two Undercover Angels, the girls find themselves up to their pasties in stiffs, Satanists and sapphic sadists, all after a secret formula for human clones! Not Rated. 158 minutes. Two DVDs. Undergound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4941888 MASQUERADE.** Widescreen. Eleven-year-old Casey is home alone—until a group of intruders, led by Rose (Bella Thorne), break in with a plan to steal her family’s priceless paintings. But Casey struggles to survive as the stakes grow higher and the invaders stop at nothing to get what they want. Not Rated. English SDH. 82 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95
Thrillers


**4720032 MURDER IN THE MUSIC HALL.** Ice-skating star Vera Ralston romances William Marshall, her show's bandleader. When Marshall's co-stars are considered suspects in the murder of a sleazy producer, Marshall turns sleuth to clear their names and find the real culprit (1946). In B&W. 94 minutes. Reel Vault.

**370559 SNAPDRAGON/NIGHT EYES...FATAL PASSION.** Fullscreen. In Snapdragon a police psychologist's (Steven Bench) obsession with a beautiful amnesiac (Pamela Anderson) draws him into a web of mystery, ecstasy and terror. When a beautiful, renowned psychiatrist (Paula Barbieri) is stalked by a former patient, she hires protection. Using her mind and body, the protector becomes the stalked and a pawn in a murderous scheme in Night Eyes: Fatal Passion. Both Rated R. Over three hours. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

**4740165 IN THE FADE.** Widescreen. After the death of her family in a terrorist attack, KaJA’s life falls apart. Her friends try to give her the support she needs but the reasons behind the senseless killing complicate things. The trial presses her to the edge and there’s simply no alternative for her--she wants justice. Rated R. In German with English subtitles. 107 minutes. Magnolia.

**4670906 SLEEPING TIGER.** After a break-in a psychotherapist tries to counsel the perpetrator. Rather than be handed over to the police, the criminal cooperates, and in the process becomes the object of the thriller’s wife. This British thriller stars Dirk Bogarde and Alexis Smith. In B&W. 89 minutes. Reel Vault.

**4900162 HIGHWAY HITCHER.** Fullscreen. A businessman with a compulsory gambling problem which has led his wife to leave him, travels to Reno, Nevada for some gambling therapy which takes a turn when he picks up a psychotic serial killer posing as a hitchhiker. Stars William Forsythe and Michael McKean. Rated R. 88 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

**4819020 THROUGH THE SHADOW.** Widescreen. Laura, a school teacher, is asked to look after two orphaned children who live on their uncle’s coffee plantation, an estate haunted by malevolent spirits. As she investigates the history of the family she discovers she has become the victim of a diabolical plot. Based on the novel The Turn of the Screw by Henry James. Not Rated. In Brazilian with English subtitles. 104 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**4956176 DELIRIUM.** Widescreen. An ex-soldier is haunted by nightmares of criminals and street people. However, he freaks out and starts killing off everybody. Stars Turk Ceko and Haley May. Rated R. 88 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95

**482636 THE ROGER CORMAN COLLECTION.** Collects eight tillable tales from thriller-meister Roger Corman: Gas-s-s-s; The Young Racers; Bloody Mama; The Premature Burial; The Trip; The Wild Angels; A Bucket of Blood; and The Day the World Went Day Eyes. Stars include James Cameron, Jack Nicholson, Dennis Hopper and Robert De Niro. Over ten hours on 5 DVDs. MGM. $34.95

**4819446 SIEGE.** Widescreen. One of the most frightening and unsung Canadian shocks of the `80s, inspired by the actual 42 day Halifax police strike. When a local group of right-wing vigilantes massacres the cattlemale survivor seeks refuge in a nearby apartment building whose residents must now defend themselves in a night of terror. Rated R. 84 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $14.95

**491531 DREAMING HOLLYWOOD.** A deranged ex-con seeks revenge when he discovers that his screenplay has been stolen. Stars Turk Ceko, Eliot, and a murderous Amadeus. Rated. 122 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**2959623 THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO.** Widescreen. Facing prison for slander, disgraced journalist Mikael Blomkvist (Michael Nyqvist) is hired by a restrictionist industrialist for one last job: to solve a long unresolved family dispute. Helped by the mysterious computer hacker, Lisbeth Salander (Noomi Rapace), he unearths a darker world of brutality, deception, and ritualistic murder. Rated R. In Swedish with English subtitles. 154 minutes. Alliance. Pub. at $29.95

**3995623 LIVE BY NIGHT.** Widescreen. Trailblazer William Morehouse and friend Joe Coughlin (Ben Affleck) isn’t like the gangsters he rejects to work for: he has a sense of justice and an open heart. Driven to right the wrongs committed against him, he returns to the streets in Tampa, where Joe will learn revenge comes at a price. Rated R. English SDH. 129 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

**4089661 HENRY II: Portrait of a Serial Killer.** Widescreen. Holey (Neil Giuntoli) takes a thankless job at a post-office company where he meets husband and wife, Kai and Cricket (Rich Komenich and Kate Walsh). Kai has a side job as an arsonist for hire. Henry agrees to join Kai on an arson job, where Henry introduces Kai to his wife, Cricket, in the swamps. 85 minutes. MVD. Pub. at $19.95

**4823206 INSPECTOR HORNLEIGH.** When a landlady finds one of her tenants murdered, Inspector Hornleigh is sent to investigate. He and his new assistant, Sergeant Bingham, soon finds an attack case that had been stolen from the murdered man. Inside he finds a bag that was used to carry important government documents. However, the documents are missing. Sergeant Hornleigh. 100 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $5.95

**4669347 CITY BY THE SEA.** Widescreen. Vincent LaRancas job is to arrest killers, but this job is different. The suspect he is tracking is his own son. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**4773373 THE MORTAL INSTRUMENTS: City of Bones.** A seemingly ordinary teenager, Clary Fray (Lily Collins), discovers she is the descendant of a line of Shadowhunters, who battle demons. Locked in an ancient battle to protect our world from demons, English SDH. 130 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $3.95

**464803X 99 WOMEN.** Widescreen. A once in a lifetime cast of beauties like Maria Schell, Luciana Paluzzi, and Maria Rehm come together for the mother of all women-in-prison movies. Herbert Lom and Mercedes McCambridge co-star as the sadistic wardens of an island overflowing with luscious beauties tending to their depraved desires. Not rated. 90 minutes. Adult Only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98

**4809963 TRAP FOR CINDERELLA.** Widescreen. Following a housefire that killed her childhood friend and left her badly burned, 20 year-old Micky wakes up in a Swiss clinic, suffering from amnesia. Through reconstructions with people from her past, she begins to unravel the tangled web of her psyche. However, she soon uncovers evidence of a deadly plot that may have led to the fire. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. IFC Films.

**9877690 ARIZONA.** Widescreen. Cassie (Rosiemari DeWitt) is a fiery young woman, When her single mother struggles to keep it all together during the housing crisis of 2019, her problems go from bad to worse when a local gangster he refuses to work for: he has a sense of justice and an open heart. Driven to right the wrongs committed against him, he returns to the streets in Tampa, where Joe will learn revenge comes at a price. Rated R. English SDH. 83 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.

**4771974 THE MAN WHO DIED TWICE.** Widescreen. An innocent woman (Vera Ralston) must survive a wave of terror by hired killers, drug lords and vice kings of the underworld in this 1958 classic film noir. In B&W. 70 minutes. Kinlocher. Pub. at $3.95


**4772289 A STRANGE ADVENTURE.** Widescreen. A trio of armored-car robbers make their getaway by forcing a young hot-rodder (Ben Cooper) to be their driver. The vicious criminals take over a mountain cabin for a hideout after overpowering its occupants in this 1956 thriller. In B&W. 70 minutes. Kinlocher. Pub. at $3.95

**4772059 PHOBIA!** Widescreen. The phobia-ridden patients undergoing a unique therapy at a symptoms ward in her own skin. Friendless and alone, her sense of alienation begins to stretch into the deepest corners of her life. Before long her anxiety grows into a gnawing sense of being invisible. Who is it that a universe of images of faces, unformed faces, locked in an ancient battle to protect our world from demons, English SDH. 130 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $3.95

**4809580 ENTRANCE.** Widescreen. Suzy (Susiey Block) is a young woman in Los Angeles who is in love with a man she can never have. He has a wife and two children and a glimmering future. But behind this deceitfully perfect facade is a restless spirit who envies the freedom of his neighbor, Greg. When Paul is under threat from Greg’s murder, he embarks on a cross-country odyssey of reinvention. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 115 minutes. MPI.


**4793804 KILL FOR ME.** Widescreen. On the run from an abusive ex-boyfriend, Amanda (Katie Cassidy) moves in with Haley (Tracy Spiridakos), who also has a dark history. The two become fast friends, but when Amanda’s ex catches up with her, the events that follow reveal that Haley may not be the victim she claims to be. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Reel Vault. Pub. at $14.99

**4818636 BREAKDOWN.** A mysterious virus has wiped out much of the world’s population. With the remaining sick being controlled in quarantine zones, one man fights to save himself. The plot stems from a large repertoire of authors who invent stories as much as write them, and everyone is looking for the next big scoop in this 1991 thriller starring Pat O’Brien. Rated 91 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95
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Thrillers

4735943 SHADOW OF CHINATOWN. In this fifteen chapter 1936 serial, a European import company hires a hulking ex-scientist to ruin the tourist trade of Chinatown in San Francisco. He uses his inventions and helpers to raid local Chinese businesses, thus aiding the business designs of the import company. A journalist and his girlfriend start investigating the violence. In 2 parts. Reel Vault. [PRICE CUT to $5.95]

4823311 SEVEN DAYS TO NOON. An English scientist runs away from a research camp. He's under contract to the British Prime Minister to track a strange, savage, amoebic body that is contaminating the soil in rural England. The scientist, his assistant (Barbara Stanwyck), and a former saboteur (Richard Dix) find their lives entangled in a dangerous search. In 8 parts. Reel Vault. [PRICE CUT to $3.95]

4823249 LADY IN THE DEATH HOUSE. A research scientist supports himself by taking on a job as an executioner at a prison. Later, in a twist of fate, Dr. Bradley must contend with executing a woman who still loves him. Can evidence be found to exonerate her at the last minute or will Dr. Bradley have to make the most difficult decision of his life? Stars Jean Parker. In B&W. 56 minutes. Reel Vault. [PRICE CUT to $11.95]

1888682 MADAME CLAUDE. In this fifteen chapter serial, a European import company hires a hulking ex-scientist to ruin the tourist trade of Chinatown in San Francisco. He uses his inventions and helpers to raid local Chinese businesses, thus aiding the business designs of the import company. A journalist and his girlfriend start investigating the violence. In 2 parts. Reel Vault. [PRICE CUT to $9.95]

4797876 INCARNATION. A man wakes up on a bench with no idea why he is there. He is shot dead by four masked assassins. The man wakes up on the same bench thinking his death was a dream until the assassins return and kill him again. Stuck in a hellish loop, he tries to uncover the mystery and with each death he gets closer to the truth. Not Rated. In Serbian with English subtitles. 82 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $9.95]

4917197 SURGE. Set over 24 hours in London, this is a tense back thriller about a man who goes on a bold and reckless journey of self-liberation. Staring Ben Whishaw and Ellie Haddington. Not Rated. 100 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $9.95]


4790146 THE STRANGE VICE OF MRS. WARDH. Widescreen. Androids only. Reel Vault. [PRICE CUT to $7.95]

4784011 THE PELICAN BRIEF. Widescreen. Warner Home Video. $5.95. [PRICE CUT to $3.95]

4911044 TIGER BY THE TAIL. Widescreen. 109 minutes. Reel Vault. [PRICE CUT to $11.95]

4787887 OUTBREAK/CONTAGION. Warner Home Video. $5.95.

4809998 UNDER STILL WATERS. Widescreen. IFC Films. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $9.95]

4778689 THE GREEN MILE. Widescreen. Warner Home Video. $5.95.

3853876 THE MILLION DOLLAR SUGAR. Widescreen. Shirley Eaton stars as Sumuru, a beautiful but deadly woman with a first class brain, and before long, she’s on a deadly rampage of revenge. 70 minutes. Wild Eye. [PRICE CUT to $9.95]


4788419 THE SILENT PARTNER. Widescreen. Miles Cullen (Elliott Gould) discovers how interesting life can be when he is transformed from mild-mannered bank teller into daring, ingenious bank robber in a matter of seconds. Held up at the bank by the criminal Reike (Christopher Plummer) Miles manages to stash most of the money in a deposit box first, but when he is shot, he plans revenge. Rated R. 106 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $9.95]

4788176 THE MAN WHO HAUNTED HIMSELF. Widescreen. Conservative executive Hardige (Pavel Pelvino (Roger Mobius)) is involved in a car accident and declared momentarily dead. When he’s eventually released from the hospital, Pelvino discovers that his wife, his boss, and his best friend have been under the control of a place that’s he’s never been, taken over his family, undermined his business and even began an extravagant affair. 94 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $9.95]

4888278 RENT-A-PAL. Widescreen. He talks to you. He listens to you. He understands you. He’s your Rent A Pal. Set in 1950, a lonely bachelor named David searches for an escape from the day to day drudgery of caring for his aging mother. Stars Brian Landskis Folkins, Kathleen Brady, and Will Wheaton. Not Rated. English SDH. 108 minutes. Reel Vault. [PRICE CUT to $11.95]

4888277 RENT-A-PAL. Widescreen. He talks to you. He listens to you. He understands you. He’s your Rent A Pal. Set in 1950, a lonely bachelor named David searches for an escape from the day to day drudgery of caring for his aging mother. Stars Brian Landskis Folkins, Kathleen Brady, and Will Wheaton. Not Rated. English SDH. 108 minutes. Reel Vault. [PRICE CUT to $9.95]


4771827 CRIMINAL LAW. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $9.95. [PRICE CUT to $7.95]

4657136 THE GIRL FROM CORTINA. Fullscreen. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $1.95]

4939649 CIRCLE OF DANGER. Reel Vault. $7.95.


4687132 FATAL ATTRACTION. Widescreen. Paramount $5.95.

4703588 HOME SWEET HOME. Widescreen. RLJ ENTERTAINMENT. [PRICE CUT to $3.95]

4736067 WHILE NEW YORK SLEEPS. Reel Vault. $3.95.

465711X DOOR INTO DARKNESS. Fullscreen. Mvd Pub. at $29.98. [SOLD OUT]

4711432 AMITYVILLE: M.T. Misery Road. Widescreen. distribution. [PRICE CUT to $3.95]

4670701 CANDLES AT NINE. Reel Vault. [PRICE CUT to $5.95]

3879623 SEND FOR PAUL TEMPLE. Reel Vault. $7.95.

4735846 THE INNER CIRCLE. Reel Vault. [PRICE CUT to $1.95]

3978051 DADDY'S GIRL. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $7.95]

478832X PURSUIT. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $7.95]

4770211 FEAR NO EVIL/RITUAL OF EVIL. Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $5.95]

4373580 THE FIRE-TRAP. Reel Vault. [PRICE CUT to $3.95]

3987051 DADDY'S GIRL. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $7.95]

4720063 PRISONER OF JAPAN. Reel Vault. [PRICE CUT to $7.95]

477029X THE FACE AT THE WINDOW. Fullscreen. Reel Vault. Pub. at $14.95. [PRICE CUT to $7.95]

4788435 SLAYGROUND. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $9.95]

3975932 WITCHES IN THE WOODS. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.95. [PRICE CUT to $7.95]

4748794 WINTER HUNT. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. [PRICE CUT to $11.95]

4811887 BLOOD ON MY HANDS. Widescreen. Shamber Media. Pub. at $17.95. [PRICE CUT to $9.95]

4811909 FUTURE KING. Widescreen. Shamber Media. Pub. at $17.95. [PRICE CUT to $9.50]

4845260 KNIFE + HEART. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95. [PRICE CUT to $7.95]

4845066 NO ONE HEARD THE SCREAM. Widescreen. Severin. Pub. at $14.95. [PRICE CUT to $7.95]

4701018 SUICIDE CLUB. Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95. [PRICE CUT to $9.50]


3945693 NO BLOOD OF MINE. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $5.95]

3970973 THRAUMA THERAPY. Mvd Visual. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $3.95]

4792662 ONE CHURCH. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95. [PRICE CUT to $3.95]
4917133 BLACK WATER: Abyss. Widescreen. A group of friends explore a remote cave system deep in the forests of Northern Australia when a tropical storm hits. As rising flood waters trap them deep below the surface, something deadlier emerges from the darkness—a killer crocodile. Not Rated. GC. 98 minutes. Screen Media Films. $5.95.

5811279 BEAST COLLECTION. Terrifying chills and creature catastrophes come together in one monster-filled pack! Includes The Tower of Terror; Return of the Giant Man; Zontar: Thing from Venus; The Eye Creatures; Search for the Beast; The Legend of Bigfoot; Shriek of the Mutilated; The Capture of Bigfoot; Sasquatch: The Legend of Bigfoot; Snow Creature; and Snow Beast. Fifteen hours on 4 DVDs. Retromedia. $3.95.

4985477 LOVE ME DEADLY/ THE CURIOUS CASE OF THE CAMPUS CORPSE. Widescreen. A double bill of total terror! The 1972 classic Love Me Deadly tells the unsettling tale of a lady (Mary Wilcox) who loves the dead a little too much (Rated R). Then It’s The Curious Case of the Campus Corpse, about a college kid (Jeff East) involved in an accident that takes another student’s life. starring the late director Roger Corman. Not Rated. 85 minutes. $7.95.

4988688 I SELL THE DEAD. Widescreen. Arthur Dale (Donald Monaghan) poisons the cemeteries and coffins of 19th century England until his capture by police. But just before his execution, he confesses to a peculiar priest (Ron Perlman) his gruesome parade of vampires, zombies and carousel dealer that takes him from the savagery of the criminal underworld to the temors of the undead. Not Rated. English SDH, 85 minutes. IFC. $5.95.

2940329 PREDATE WORLD. Widescreen. The Titanic space cruiser, the most luxurious star-liner ever built, is damaged during a meteor shower, with several survivors fleeing in an escape pod. But their nightmare has just begun, as they land on a planet inhabited by a race of bloodthirsty aliens, who methodically hunt them down one by one. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95. $2.95.

3943194 HAMMER FILMS COLLECTION: 5 Films. Widescreen. Enjoy Hammer Films’ unique blend of horror and so-til, thrills and laughter with five of their chilling classics: The Two Faces of Dr. Jekyll; Scream of Fear; The Gorgon; Stop Me Before I Kill!; and The Curse of the Mummy’s Tomb. Stars include Christopher Lee, Peter Cushing, and others. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95.

3864839 DIMENSION EXTREME TERROR 6 PACK. Widescreen. Six Unrated cuts of Dimension Extreme’s goriest greats. It just doesn’t get more bizarre than Black Sheep; more brutal than Welcome to the Jungle; more deranged than Automation Translution; more sadistic than F: Game of Death; more primal than Rogue; or more shocking than Broken. English SDH. Nine hours on 6 DVDs. Adults only. Weinstein. $5.95.

2940264 CONSPIRACY THEORY. A group of two documentary theory experts travel across America to uncover a government conspiracy that stretches from Area 51 to the terrifying waters of Lake Mead. As the group’s theories escalate, they begin to suspect that the government’s coverup of Alien life, they come closer and closer to the beasts they are chasing. Stars Ben Kobold. 84 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. $2.95.

3777688 FEEDING THE MASSES: HORROR COLLECTION: 4 Fearsome Films. Widescreen. Sink your teeth into the rotting flesh of our paranoid times with this monstrous four-film collection featuring ravaging felines, bleeding vampires and rampaging werewolves. Films include Feeding the Masses; Creature from the Hillbilly Lagoon; Necrovore, and Splatter Disco. Nearly 6 hours on three DVDs. Shock-O-Rama. $3.95.

380058X BLOOD ORGY OF THE SHE-DEVILS. A delicious witch’s brew laced with prince charming animals, bikini-clad devil girls, and old-fashioned burnings at the stake! This drive-in classic was directed by Ted V. Mikels and stars June Taborin. 79 minutes. Image Entertainment. $3.95.

4942244 MONSTER PARTY. Widescreen. Three small-time thieves specializing in home burglary pose as a couple for a fancy dance party in the mansion of the wealthy Dawson family. But their plan for the perfect heist goes horribly wrong when they discover that the Dawsions and their guests are actually a group of recovered serial killers. Not Rated. 90 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95.

2933098 THE LANGOLIERS/THE STAND/GOLDEN YEARS. Widescreen. A triple-header from the master of creepfest! In The Langoliers, a small town of passengers on a red-eye flight awaken to discover that they’ve slipped through a hole in the universe. The Stand is King’s epic vision of an apocalyptic future. And the skeptical of the future. In Golden Years. Three hours. RLJ Entertainment. $7.95.

3803724 THE NIGHT OF THE HUNTED: Redemption. Also known as La Nuit des Frappes. Stylistically brutal and disorienting from director Jean Rollin’s familiar vampire territory, this story features a mass of people suffering with insanity, mixed with extremes of sadism, sex and violence! Stars Lahaye and Vincent, former Vintage Gandarne. In French with English subtitles. Adults only. Salvation. $3.95.

4981759 SACRIGE. Widescreen. During celebrations for the summer solstice, a young farmer’s goat is sacrificed to a mysterious pagan goddess, who has the ability to sense their greatest fears. Using this power against them, she turns their nightmares into horrifying reality. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Devilworks. $3.95.

487448X AMERICAN CANNIBAL. Widescreen. Rebecca and Ashley, having just graduated from high school, plan to spend Monday night together and party. After drinking and looking for trouble, the girls decide to steal a car. When the car breaks down they decide to survive by getting a job as a day labor at a local resident. Unfortunately, they chose the wrong person to ask for help. Not Rated. 79 minutes. In Distribution.

3865586 CARVER. Five friends are on a short camping trip in the mountain town of Hallowell when a young boy goes missing last night together and party. After drinking and looking for trouble, the girls decide to steal a car. When the car breaks down they decide to survive by getting a job at a local resident. Unfortunately, they chose the wrong person to ask for help. Not Rated. 79 minutes. In Distribution.

3001357 ULTIMATE HORROR: 5 Films. Widescreen. Undead are unleashed in five shambling shriek-fests: The 7th Hunt; Toxic Lullaby (in German with English subtitles); Coyote vs. Cave (Coyote); U.S. vs. Puerto Rico; and Slaughtered. Not Rated. CC. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Anderson Digital. $3.95.


3860167 BONEJANGLES. While transporting the legendary serial killer Bonejangles to an asylum, a group of police officers break down in a town cursed with demons and zombies. The only way they can survive the night and save the town is to unleash the demons to help them fight off this ancient supernatural threat. Unrated. 78 minutes. Wild Eye. $2.95.

3801160 SHAKMA. Fullscreen. Professor Sorenson, the head of a university med school organizes a live-action role-playing game for several of his students using the laboratory building after hours. But after they are locked in and the game begins, Shakma, a crazed, genetically mutated lab baboon, escapes and begins killing the players. Stars Christopher Atkins, Amanda Wyss and Roberti. 102 minutes. Trianny Home Enter. $3.95.

4942345 THE SHED. Widescreen. Stan and his best friend Dammer have put up with bullies their whole lives. All of that changes when Stan discovers a murderous vampire living in his shed. He knows he must destroy it, but Dammer has a much more sinister plan. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95.

471625X BROKEN ANGELS CLUB. Set against the backdrop of a 1964 New England Catholic boarding school, five teenage girls uncover a secret society comprised of a group of the older, tenured nuns. These young women are forever changed by this unsettling and dangerous discovery. Not Rated. 97 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. $2.95.

6560903 THE BORIS KARLOFF COLLECTION. Five of Karloff’s most spellbinding horror yarns. He plays an ingenious inventor in Night Key; a mad executioner in Tower of London; an insane doctor in The Climax; the servant of an evil rajah in The Mask of Fu Manchu; and a doctor who risks his own life to save captives of a mad count in The Black Castle. English SDH. In Color and B&W. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $23.98. $6.95.

3800539 BIGFOOT WARS. After the death of Bigg’s Creek receives reports of attacks from a vicious bear resembling to the legendary Sasquatch, he enlists the help of an expert in the search and sets out to hunt down the creature. 94 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95.

4716280 MEGALODON. Widescreen. A military vessel on the search for an unknown civilization finds themselves face to face with a giant shark, forced to use only what they have on board to defend themselves from the monstrous beast. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. $3.95.

4666488 SUPER NATURAL: 4 Movie Marathon Pack. Widescreen. "It’s a Twilight Zone experience without the twinkle!" In this ghastly movie collection. Includes The Return with Sarah Michelle Gellar; White Noise with Michael Keaton; The Skeleton Key with Kate Hudson; and Dragonfly with Kevin Costner. English SDH. Over 6 hours. Universal. Sold Out.

3803155 FRIGHT NIGHT: 10 Movie Pack. Presents The Ape Man (Bela Lugosi); The Bat (Vincent Price); The Ghost Walks (Borislav Karloff); The Devil Bat (Lugosi); The Phantom of the Opera (Lon Chaney); The Mad Doctor (Lon Chaney); The Mad Doctor of Kabala (Lon Chaney); The Spear of Destiny (Lon Chaney); The Hunchback of Notre Dame (Lon Chaney); The Mummy’s Tomb (Lon Chaney). Includes The Return with Sarah Michelle Gellar; White Noise with Michael Keaton; The Skeleton Key with Kate Hudson; and Dragonfly with Kevin Costner. English SDH. Over 6 hours. Universal. Sold Out.

3860208 CARRIE. The Original/The New. Widescreen. Watch Carrie unleash her wrath in this bloody double pack! In the 1976 original a tortured, misfit teen (Sissy Spacek) unleashes her secret telekinetic powers against her psychotic mother and her unloving classmates. Then Chloe Grace Moretz and Julianne Moore star in the exhilarating reimagining of Stephen King’s iconic best seller. Both Rated R. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $7.95.
4901630 ANTRUM. Widescreen. A young boy and girl enter the forest to dig a hole to hell. Said to be a cursed film from the late 1970s, Antrum examines the horrifying power of storytelling. Not Rated. 106 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93. $7.95

4936598 FEAST. Widescreen. Wes Craven, Ben Affleck, Matt Damon, and Chris Moore are the executive producers on this film. When a morose crew of strangers find themselves trapped inside an abandoned cavern, they must band together for survival against a family of flesh-eating hungry creatures. Cast includes Bathazuar Getty, Henry Rollins, and Navy Rawat. Not rated. CC. 92 minutes. $9.95

3855945 CREATURE. Widescreen. Six friends head out on a road trip to New Orleans. At a tourist trap along Louisiana’s back roads, they are introduced to the legend of Lockjaw, who is the perfect exterminator. The group ventures into the woods to investigate only to face a nightmarish fight for survival. Stars Mechad Brooks and Brenda Swann. Rated R. 93 minutes. ABC Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99. $3.95

4773101 THE CAR: Road to Revenge. Widescreen. In a dilapidated city plagued by crime and corruption an unscrupulous district attorney is unjustly murdered and tossed out of a building onto his brother’s room. He decides to sell the doll he received on his birthday in a toy store to begin his vendetta. Written and directed by Wes Craven. Unrated. $5.95

4981503 BONE BREAKER. Widescreen. A secluded location in the countryside promises to be the perfect spot for a fitness video shoot, courtesy of a local landowner. Running late, one member of the team trips and breaks her leg. She cries out for help but no one hears her cries. Amongst the trees a figure emerges, dragging a huge hammer. The team ends up being subjected to a sick game. Not Rated. English SDH. 74 minutes. $4.95

4968434 BEYOND THE DOOR. Widescreen. Jessica Barrett’s blissful life in San Francisco is overturned when she finds out that her new baby belongs to the Prince of Darkness; A satan-worshipping ex-boyfriend decides to sacrifice her child. Includes the Uncut European and U.S. Theatrical cuts. Unrated. DVDs. Code Red. $9.95

4835869 THE GREEN INFERNO. Widescreen. Determined to protect the Amazon rainforest, a group of student activists fly to Peru on an expedition deep in the jungle. Captured by a pack of bloodthirsty cannibals, the survivors suffer unspeakable acts of butchery at the hands of the very tribe they hope to save. Directed by Eli Roth. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Universal. $3.95

3998835 8 HORROR FILMS, Features Butcher Boys Rated R; Cargo Rated R; Scary or Die Rated R; Darkroom; House of Good & Evil; Absentia Rated R; Darkkunst; House of Plunder; Truffle Oil. $5.95

SOLD OUT

3803198 GIALLO. Widescreen. In this thriller by horror master Dario Argento, a serial killer known only as “Yellow” is killing victims based on their beauty. When an American fashion model is abducted, her sister joins forces with an FBI agent to save her. Stars Adrienne Brody, Emmauele Seigner, and Elsa Pataky. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Maya Entertainment. Pub. at $14.98. $3.95

4891627 GHOST IN THE GRAVEYARD. Haunted by her past, Sally Sullivan returns home seeing to uncover the mysteries of her childhood. A-files are left behind as she begins life back in her hometown of Mount Mariah, the ghost of her past still lingers. As she struggles to discover her true identity, her family and friends struggle with their desire to protect her from the truth. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Darkoast Worldwide.

See more titles at erhbc.com/873
**Horror**

4991546 THE CURSE OF HOBSES HOUSE. After the death of her aunt, Jane Dornst is left to the castle, remote, ancestral home hoping to receive a large inheritance. When Jane’s estranged, half-sister Jennifer arrives to Hobses House to claim her part of the estate, the sisters simulate a date breaks out completely. The sisters need to learn to work together when the zombies come. Not Rated. English SDH. 84 minutes. 4Digital Media. $9.95

★ 4931111 MURDER HORNETS. Widescreen. Killer murder hornets attack in several places across America during a global pandemic. A few people try to warn others via social media while defending themselves from certain aerial death. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ 4849381 FUTURE FEAR. Widescreen. In a distant future, an archaeologist is hunted by alien attackers and takes refuge in the ruins of a long extinct civilization. She must employ ancient technology in hope of finding a way to fight back against her hunters and escape the planet. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

2954141 ODD THOMAS. Widescreen. Small town fry cook Odd Thomas is an ordinary guy with a paranormal secret: he sees dead people. While a creepy stranger shows up in town and threatens the town’s “boodochs”—predators who feed on panic—Odd knows that his town is in serious trouble. Stars Anton Yelchin and Willem Dafoe. English SDH. 96 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $14.95

4836774 MAGGIE. Widescreen. A teenage girl becomes infected by an outbreak of a disease that turns those exposed into the walking dead. During her transformation, her father stays by her side, determined to protect her from the outside world and to stop the outside world from her. Stars Arnold Schwarzenegger and Abigail Breslin. 95 minutes. VSFilms. $5.95

4807480 THE MERMAID’S CURSE. Widescreen. Under the discovery of an illicit affair, a journalist falls in love with a seductive, sultry, and young mermaid who meets on the beach. Infatuation turns into obsession, as he gets drawn in by her powers. He more he falls for her, the more he learn of the dangers of falling in love with a siren. Not Rated. 90 minutes. In Distribution.

3801527 THE WOODS. Widescreen. California Academy is a girls boarding school nestled deep within the forest. Its newest student, Heather was left by her parents under the menacing watch of heartless minions terrorizing the school. When her classmates begin mysteriously disappearing into the forest, Heather uncovers a horrifying secret. Stars Agnes Bruckner and Patricia Clarkson. Rated R. CC. 91 minutes. MGM. $3.95

3800726 DICKIES VS. ZOMBIES. Widescreen. A wild horror comedy in the vein of Shaun of the Dead. When some old-timers are at risk of losing their home to developers, a group of young, inept criminals decide to take matters into their own hands—to clean the landscape in a vintage Band-itspilation saga! Stars Sue Lyon and Jose Ferrer. 89 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

3801101 SAND SHARKS. Widescreen. Jimmy Green, a prodigal party boy, is throwing the spring break festival of a lifetime. But when an underwater earthquake cracks open a crater on the ocean floor, it unleashes an ancient beast that can swim through the sand. Will this group of beach partying survivors save the carcage to come? Stars Corin Nemec and Brooke Hogan. Rated R. CC. 89 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

3932816 AREA 51. Widescreen. Three young cousins arrive in the Nevada desert to uncover the mysteries of Area 51, the government’s top secret location rumored to have hosted encounters with aliens before. What they discover exposes horrifying secrets. Stars Reid Warner. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Paramount. $3.95

4901835 CAULDRON OF BLOOD. Widescreen. Boris Karloff stars as blind artist Franz Badulucco, who creates startlingly lifelike statues with the help of his protective daughter, Viozca Lindorfs. Jean-Pierre Aumont co-stars as a jet-setting photographer with a mysterious horror secret buried in the core of Badulucco’s haunted masterpieces. 99 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

4965329 THE BEING/COPKILLERS. A build-up of blood-spattered double feature! Martin Landau, Jose Ferrer, and William Osco star in The Being, an ‘80s creature feature classic about a monster that terrorizes a small town. Osco returns and Diane Koller in Cop Killers, about a pair of drug runners who go on a merciless killing spree. Rated R. 180 minutes. Osco. $5.95

4819314 FROM THE DARK. Widescreen. When a young couple embark on a road trip through the Irish countryside trouble lands them in a place that few people would choose to visit. When something sinister is awakened from a thousand year slumber, deep under the Irish countryside, it’s faced with an unimaginable evil. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Dark Sky. $5.95

4818732 PAINTBALL MASSACRE. Widescreen. Old school friends go on a paintball trip, miles away from civilization. Things go horribly wrong when they discover a cold-blooded masked killer is among them. Soon the paint is mixed with blood as they become their own island. Rated R. 90 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $5.95

★ 309399X TORMENTED: Female Hostages. Two tales of tormented women that will shock you to the core. Faye is an afternoon talk-show host who is kidnapped from a train station. Quaid and Kurk are in a distant relative on vacation at the home of their late old landlord, Alix discovers a new outbuilding on her old land and is able to start a new life on her own. Not Rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $5.95

4557306 DEVIL’S DOMAIN. After becoming the victim of vicious cyber bullies, Lisa makes a deal with the devil to exact revenge on her tormentors. Stars Madi Vodane, Linda Bella and Brooke Hogan. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

4977564 ASMODEIA. Eloy de Palma is an exorcist pastor roaming the darkest corners of the country with his granddaughter Alba. Their mission is to help possess those pressured by The Evil One, an infection of the souls that is spreading fast and making them as the new solemine members of society. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 81 minutes. MPI. $5.95

4870277 BLOODRAYNE: The Third Reich. Widescreen. Half-vampire, half-warlock; one of the world’s most powerful creatures, Matilda hides in the shadows slaughtering vampires and those that get in her way. In 1943 Europe, during WWII, Rayne laces her falsest foe, a growing army of Nazi soldiers led by Ekhart Brand, a top Nazi official turned day walker. She must stop the vampire army before they reach Berlin. Not Rated. 79 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $5.95

4991635 THE GIRL IN THE MIRROR. Widescreen. After moving into her new off-campus home and passing the inauguration of her old landlord, Alix discovers an antique mirror in her basement that contains the spirit of a dead teen that soon begins to change the lives of the group of people that lives in her house and that is interpreted as a omen. Not Rated. English SDH. 84 minutes. VVS Films. $2.95

4919138 DEADTECTIVES. Widescreen. A team of reality ghost hunters experience true paranormal activity for the first time while filming a paranormal episode in an old haunted mansion in Mexico. Facing cancellation on one hand and supernatural entities on the other, the team must figure out what’s going on or the episode is cancelled and escape with their lives. Not Rated. RLJ Entertainment. $9.95

4907973 SATANIC PANIC. Widescreen. Sam’s first day as a pizza delivery driver is not going according to plan. At the end of the long day, his last delivery turns out to be for a group of Satanists looking for someone to sacrifice. Now in a fight for her life, Sam must fend off witches, ghouls, and demonic creatures. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

4891720 QUIJAJEST. Widescreen. After renting a new apartment, a single mom finds a spirit board buried in the backyard, revealing that her group of evil and elite who haunt her and her family. A local priest is enlisted to help her put these souls to rest forever before they break free and create hell on earth. Not Rated. 77 minutes. Wild Eye. $5.95

★ 4976693 LEATHERFACE. Widescreen. A prequel to Texas Chainsaw Massacre. The story of the early days of the infamous Sawyer family and how one child was molded into the monster known now as Leatherface. Rated R. CC. 97 minutes. VSFilms. $5.95

★ 4959167 HORROR FROM THE TOMB. In medieval France a warlock is beheaded while his wife is executed. Hundreds of years later the couple comes to life and is bought on their property. Soon it comes back to life and is able to possess people. They’re using it to commit sacrifices and to search for the rest of his body. Rated R. English dubbed. 88 minutes. Cheesy Movies. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

★ 3840822 ILSA DOUBLE FEATURE. In Ilsa the Wicked Warden Ilsa runs a mental hospital for young women. A girl deliberately “checks” in to the hospital to find out what has happened to her sister. In Ilsa Double Ilsa works for an Arab sheik who runs a mental institution for prisoners. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 81 minutes. MPI. $9.95

In B&W & 78 minutes. In Distribution.
**Horror**


496355 BLOOD MONKEY/MAN/EATER IN THE SPIDER’S WEB. In Blood Monkey (Murray Abraham, 88 minutes), grad students are terrorized by a vicious species of chimps. In Man/eater (Gary Busey, 88 minutes) a Bengal tiger lurks in the Appalachian Mountains. In The Spider’s Web (Lance Henriksen, 88 minutes) follows a team of backpackers who become victims to a ritual in which spiders feast on corpses. Not rated. Three DVDs. Genius Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

479741 30 MILES FROM NOWHERE. Five friends (and one new girlfriend) descend upon the Wisconsin summer home they frequented in their twenties. The creep factor at the cabin is high, with a thumping in the crawl space, blood stirring from the pipes, and a cockroach infestation. When a storm moves in, trapping them in the woods, they face the ultimate human dilemma—torture or murder. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Mill Creek. $6.95

490791 SLEEP NO MORE. Widescreen. Five graduate students are conducting a study to prove that the theory that once you’ve passed 200 hours without sleep, you will never sleep again. As the hours tick by, their struggle to stay awake intensifies, they each start having strange and unsettling experiences. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $3.95

464951 TRUTH OR DARE. Widescreen. Eight college friends head to a “Haunted Rental” in a remote town for Halloween weekend. There, they play the game rumored to have caused the deaths of seven teenagers decades earlier, Truth or Dare. What starts out as vodka-induced fun quickly turns into some of the most sickeningly demented, and the threats threaten to tear the group apart. CC. 88 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95

497798 IN THEIR SKIN. Widescreen. The Hughes’ cottage vacation is violently interrupted by a family on a murderous idyllic journey, in search of the perfect” life. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. IFC. $5.95

494028 CROPSEY INCIDENT. Widescreen. A group of online social justice activists venture deep into the woods to uncover the truth of a still-unsolved 1972 horror story. Slight hours grusome ritual murders, and to capture the person responsible. But what they come face to face with is something more deadly than any serial killer supernatural urban legends that are very much real, and determined to make them the latest victims in a decades-old reign of terror. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

497477 MIDNIGHT EVIL. Widescreen. Two women, Diem and Uri, steal a suitcase full of drugs from a local cartel. Just as drug dealers looking for them discover their hideout, an ancient evil is unleashed within the cabin. Now they must all fight to survive the night. Stars Michael Berryman. Not Rated. 79 minutes. In Distribution. $5.95

474680 CRUEL PETER. The Boy. Widescreen. In this terrifying supernatural thriller a cruel and torturous bully is killed in an act of revenge—but evil never stays dead. 95 minutes. WS Films. $3.95

4961648 GOTHIC HARVEST. Widescreen. With Marius Gras in full swing, a group of coeds drink the night away completely unaware of the evil hunting in their midst. After one of them is lured away by a charming local, her friends race to find her before she falls victim to a group of crazed killers family plagued by a centuries old curse. Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. Cinedigm. $2.95

4775589 GRIZZLY. Widescreen. Christopher George, Andrew Prine, and Ted V. Miller’s classic, about an 18 foot tall urus arctos horribilis on a carnivorous rampage through a state park full of campers and during the hunting season the state will not allow anyone to hunt this beast. Not Rated. CC. 88 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

377001 LITTLE DEAD ROTTING HOOD. Widescreen. The residents of a small town discover that something more sinister than killer wolves is lurking in the backwoods—first the wolves start turning up dead, then people. Stars Bianca A. Santos and Eric Balfour. Not Rated. CC. 89 minutes. Asylum. $4.95

3754531 FANGBONER. Meet Dick and Suzy. Dick becomes infected with an unknown virus, and in turn, infects Suzy. They soon discover that they need to suck blood or else die. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

810066 VAMPYROS LESBIOS. The stunning Soledad Miranda stars as a vixen vampire who lures women to a Mediterranean island to satisfy her insatiable lust for female flesh and blood. The only problem with this new mutation is that they only seem to be able to suck blood out of their victims genitals. Unrated. 91 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4980638 DR. TARR’S TORTURE DUNGEON. A mysterious man is sent deep into the forest to investigate the bizarre behavior of the notorious Dr. Tarr. What he stumbles upon is the doctor’s torture dungeon, a hellish asylum completely cut off from civilization and presided over by the ultimate madman. Also released as The Mansion of 85 minutes. DVD Video. $9.95

4934444 AN ANGEL FOR SATAN. Widescreen. At the end of the 19th century, in a little Italian village by a lake, an old statue is recovered. Soon after, a series of crimes start to happen. As a couple of sneaky ecclesiastics arrive to investigate, the superstitious people of the village believe that the statue carries an ancient malédiction. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4777638 INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Under cover of darkness, while an unsuspecting group of friends turns serious wine drinking into a double-sided DVD. MGM. $5.95

486035 MIDNIGHT. Widescreen. A young woman fleeing her sexually abusive stepfather hitches a ride with two young men, but the two soon find themselves at the mercy of a backwoods Satanist cult. Stars Lawrence Tierney. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $4.95 $3.95

4969251 BLOODSPIT. From the creators of Kallebo, comes a truly tasty tale of vampire lust, monstrous mutants, well-endo red werewolves and bloodslurping demons. stunning, winsome, intense and her family of ghouls return from the Vampire Mirror world to feast on young virgins, they find famed vampire hunter Dr. Lucid hot on their tail. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Trama Team. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
**HORROR**

**4959078 BEWARE OF THE KLOONS.** Widescreen. In Santa Mira, there’s a dark past causing a law against clowns. But now, after years of peace, a murder reveals a new threat. The only one who can stop it is the brave sheriff. He is forced to protect the town and his twins. Joy, and the sheriff, Klon, King of his cult. The Klowns. Not Rated. 68 minutes. MVD Video. $11.95

**3885558 THE AMITYVILLE HORROR TRIPLE FEATURE.** Widescreen. A must-have for any fan. James Brolin, Margot Kidder and Rod Steiger fell prey to the powers of darkness in the 1979 classic The Amityville Horror. Then, hold on tight for the 2005 female starring Ryan Reynolds. Finally, the chilling prequel, Amityville II: The Possession starring James Olson. All three on 3 DVDs. MGM. $7.95

**4818556 56 ZOMBIES.** Widescreen. The human race struggles to survive as governments have conspired to turn the citizens of the world into zombies via their brand new 56 cell service during a global pandemic. Turn it on and be turned into one of the undead? Not Rated. 96 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**4774604 A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET 3-8; 4 Film Favorites.** The dream stalker returns: Freddy Krueger Frightmares 5-8! Stars include Robert Englund, Lisa Wilcox, Lisa Zane, Shon Greenblat, Lezlie Deane, Heathens Langekapge, Monica Keena, and John Saxon. All films rated R. Over 6 hours on two double-sided DVDs. New Line Cinema. $7.95

**4824726 BEHIND YOU.** Widescreen. A demonic entity stirs to release it from the hidden mirrors in her estranged aunts' home. Olivia must now defeat the malicious entity that has possessed her sister and escape the clutches of their deranged aunt before it’s too late. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Vertical. $3.95

**3885968 THE NEON DEMON.** Widescreen. Jesse (Elle Fanning) has moved to Los Angeles to dream of glamour and fame but must contend with the city’s dark side and her seedy motel manager (Keenan Reeves). She clashes with a dangerous duo of bloodthirsty models who hunger for her youth and vitality, and will stop at nothing to devour it. Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. Broad Green Pictures. $5.95

**3965937 SINNER'S BLOOD.** Widescreen. When their mother dies, two sisters go to live with their aunt and her family consisting of a homly uncle, a leftover cousin, and a slow-witted male cousin. They go to a small southern town where they encounter bikers, who have a deadly and shocking secret besides just fighting each other. Rated R. 81 minutes. Adults only. Rated R. $7.95

**4879880 HARVEST OF HORIZONS.** Widescreen. A young couple out for a drive in the country have their care break down in the middle of nowhere. As they wait for help, they pass the time by telling ghost stories and gory 'scooed stories of killer ghost dogs, sex-starved vampires, backwoods degenerates and more to keep themselves entertained. Stars Julio Bana Fernandez. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**4964635 PSYCHOPATHIC MANIACS.** Terrifying stories from acclaimed cult and exploitation director Jason Impey. Prepare for over three hours of gruesome stories of revenge, morality, sexual perversion, hatred and more gore than you can swing a cat at. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**4956087 BLOODY PIT OF HORROR.** Widescreen. A photographer and models to go an abandoned castle to shoot some sexy covers for horror novels. Unbeknownst to them, the castle is inhabited by a lunatic who believes he is the reincarnated spirit of a 17th century executioner. Dubbed and in Italian with English subtitles. 87 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4796969 DARK LIGHT.** Widescreen. Following her mother’s death and a painful divorce, Emily returns home to back to her childhood home. At first everything seems fine but then tragedy strikes again on a foggy night when Emily goes missing from her bedroom. When Emily’s body is finally found, Annie becomes the prime suspect. English SDH. 89 minutes. Vertical. $3.95

**4729994 VICTOR CROWLEY.** Widescreen. In 2007 over forty people were brutally tom pieces in Louisiana’s Honey Island Swamp. Over the past decade the lone survivor claims that local legend Victor Crowley is responsible. When a twist of fate puts him back at the scene, Crowley is mistakenly resurrected and ready to kill once more. Rated R. 93 minutes. Raven Entertainment. $14.95

**4772512 ITSY BITSY.** Widescreen. A single mother, Kara, moves to the countryside with her two children to take a job as a private nurse to Walter. As Kara learns her job, Walter’s secret past soon invites doom and terror. Her teenage son discovers a mysterious relic brought to the house by Walter’s shady acquaintance, and inside the relic waits a terrifying creature! Not Rated. English SDH 95 minutes

**5379758 SATISIFIC EROTICISM.** Widescreen. A sick, steamy, raunchy gore-fest in the tradition of ’80s straight to video horror. A teenage home Louise devotes her life to controlling her father who is confined to a wheelchair. She finds joy only in her friend Emily and her pet monkey. When Louise discovers she’s been betrayed, Louise loses control—and discovers horrible secrets in the attic. 101 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

**4971906 LET'S SCARE JULIE.** Widescreen. A group of teenage girls set out to scare their reclusive new neighbor, but the crew gets to work. However, before long, the long-dermon Amityville curse spreads death in the room, and an ancient evil escapes into the nearby forest. Stars: Jin N Tonic. Not Rated. 32 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**4792827 DEAD SHACK 2.** Widescreen. On a weekend getaway at a rundown cottage in the woods, a 14 year-old teen, his best friend, and his best friend’s older sister must work together to save their hard-partying parents from the predatory person in the cabin next to them. Rated R. 82 minutes. Raven Banner. $9.95

**4777786 TRICK.** Widescreen. On Halloween night 2015, Patrick “Trick” Weaver massacred his classmates at a costume party. After being arrested, he managed to escape and reappears every Halloween night in 2015, wreaking havoc. Detective Mike Denver (Omar Epps) will stop at nothing to bring the carnage to an end. Not Rated. English SDH. 101 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

**4972573 HALLOWEEN MAKE-UP & EFFECTS.** First up, horror Effects is hosted by fright-master Tom Savini who created the special effects for Dawn of the Dead; Creepshow; and Friday the 13th. He gives you step by step instructions how these effects are achieved. After 45 years of making horror Effects creator Dick Smith provides a firsthand look at how cinematic illusions are created. 132 minutes. SRS Home Video. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**4773629 WOLF COP.** Widescreen. One WolfCop is not enough for Caro more than protecting the people—and that’s getting wasted. But when he investigates a mysterious disturbance, only to wake up on Halloween night in 2015, Patrick “Trick” Weaver massacred his classmates at a costume party. After being arrested, he managed to escape and reappears every Halloween night in 2015, wreaking havoc. Detective Mike Denver (Omar Epps) will stop at nothing to bring the carnage to an end. Not Rated. English SDH. 101 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

**4776893 SHARK BAIT: 6 Killer Shark Films.** Widescreen. Killer creatures are lurking in the deep blue sea, hungry for blood and ready to attack! Collects Ghost Shark; Missilefish and Dark Sharks; Santa Laws; Swamp Shark; Zombie Shark plus a bonus seventh title Alligator Alley. Rated R and Not Rated. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4776832 THE HAUNTED ATTIC.** Widescreen. Left at the altar by her fiancé, librarian Laura Devotes her life to controlling her father who is confined to a wheelchair. She finds joy only in her friend Emily and her pet monkey. When Louise discovers she’s been betrayed, Louise loses control—and discovers horrible secrets in the attic. 101 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

**4940261 AMITYVILLE VAMPIRE.** Widescreen. Horror! That eerie vacant house is imbued with the demonic force behind the DeFeo Murders on 12 Ocean Avenue, an unsuspecting cleaning crew that returns after long, the long-dermon Amityville curse spreads death in the room, and an ancient evil escapes into the nearby forest. Stars: Jin N Tonic. Not Rated. 32 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**4779927 DEAD SHACK.** Widescreen. An amazing getaway at a rundown cottage in the woods, a 14 year-old teen, his best friend, and his best friend’s older sister must work together to save their hard-partying parents from the predatory person in the cabin next to them. Rated R. 82 minutes. Raven Banner. $9.95

**4777732 TRICK.** Widescreen. On Halloween night 2015, Patrick “Trick” Weaver massacred his classmates at a costume party. After being arrested, he managed to escape and reappears every Halloween night in 2015, wreaking havoc. Detective Mike Denver (Omar Epps) will stop at nothing to bring the carnage to an end. Not Rated. English SDH. 101 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

**4889284 ISLAND OF THE LIVING DEAD (Omar Epps) will stop at nothing to bring the carnage to an end. Not Rated. English SDH. 101 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

**4912179 JACK FROST.** Widescreen. He’s got ice in his veins and he’s given cold-blooded killers the cold shoulder. After five years of terror and 36 bodies in five states, serial killer Jack is on his way to execution. But in a freak accident with a truckload of genetic material in the middle of a snowstorm, Jack mutates into a killer snowman. Rated R. 89 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
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**4980522 CAT O’NINE TAILS.** When a break-in occurs at a secretive genetics institute, blind puzzle-maker Franco Arno (Karl Malden) who overheard an attempt to blackmail one of the institute’s scientists shortly before the robbery, teams up with an introverted reporter, Carlo Giordani (Bruno Frisellius) to crack the case. 112 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

**4965022 WOODLANDS DARK & DAYS BATTENED.** A History of Folk Horror. Widescren. As this phenomenon from is beginnings and its culture manifesting in American, Asian, Australian and Europe, and the genre’s revival over the last thirty years. DVD contains over 100 films featuring over fifty interviews. Over three hours. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**4790767 THE DEVIL’S RAIN.** Widescren. Satanic priest Corbis (Ernest Borgnine) is hell-bent on recovering a valuable box containing the names of those who sold their souls to the devil. Mark (William Shatner) and the rest of the Preston family have obtained the coveted volume, putting them squarely in the ultimate evil. Also stars Tom Skerritt and John Travolta. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**4787706 BAD ASS BABES 3.** These bad ass babs know how to take down the walking dead like it’s just another day at the grocery store. They become stranded in an isolated forest, and make it home with the groceries to whip up a home cooked meal for their men. Also includes Mills & Zombies and Alien Swamp Thing. 170 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. WMMW. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**4794115 THE BIG F. Widescreen. Bigfoot enters on the scene in the suburbs and looking for a mate. Jenny is house sitting when her cousin convinces her to have a party. It’s not long after Bigfoot enters the cul de sac, leaving the neighborhood residents to defend their street from this beast in heat. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

**478653X ANGEL OF DEATH.** When an attractive pair of young Nazi hunters are killed, and seemingly stumble upon the lair of the maniacal war criminal Dr. Josef Mengele, they immediately realize they are dealing with the horror of all horrors and must fight to escape or be killed. Mengele, who overheard an attempt to blackmail one of the institute’s scientists shortly before the robbery, teams up with an introverted reporter, Carlo Giordani (Bruno Frisellius) to crack the case. 112 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

**3931706 PROJECT: Metalbeast. Widescreen.** A military research scientist is working on a formula that will make human skin impervious to bullets. While experimenting with the formula, a detective (Ferdy Mayne) who has been in cryogenic suspended animation for twenty years—but before he was frozen, he’d been contaminated with the blood of a werewolf. Rated R. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**5794369 ABDUCTION 101.** Widescreen. While hiking, three women discover a house hidden deep in the forest. Once inside, they learn that the screaming maniac inside the building is the leader of killers, and they must fight to escape or become the latest prey. Not Rated. CC. 77 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**493458X DEAD FURY.** Widescreen. A group of people led by a smart hunter find themselves face to face against an army of armed chimpanzees and an elderly orangutan butler.troubles. Not Rated. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**4853032 TAINTED BLOOD.** Widescreen. A disturbed drug addicted killer is forced to produce snuff films for an underworld crime organization to repay a debt. As the mutilated bodies pile up around him, his savage crimes increase in their intensity. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**4978448 PRISON OF THE PSYCHOTIC DARINED.** Widescreen. Five ghost hunters spend the night in a long abandoned train station located deep in the heart of Buffalo, New York’s notorious East Side ghetto. The Terminal, as it’s called, is said to be haunted by the spirits of dead men and women and storefront theaters of the ‘60s through the ‘80s has such an amazing collection of previews graced a screen. 85 minutes. Glow in the Dark. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**398818X ALICE, SWEET ALICE.** Widescreen. A History of Folk Horror. Widescren. As this phenomenon from is beginnings and its culture manifesting in American, Asian, Australian and Europe, and the genre’s revival over the last thirty years. DVD contains over 100 films featuring over fifty interviews. Over three hours. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**3900274 Q: THE WINGED SERPENT.** Widescreen. It’s another monstrous day in New York City where window washers have their heads bitten off, topless sunbathers are attacked by trees, bloody bodies parts rain onto the streets and small time crook Jimmy Quinn (Michael Moriarty) discovers a nest in the spire of the Chrysler building. With Candy Clark, David Carradine and Richard Herdman. Rated R. 82 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**4798139 SHARKS OF THE CORN.** Widescreen. Strange things are happening in Druid Hills, Kentucky, known mainly for its output. Victims of monsters in cornfields begin cropping up, and witnesses are saying there are large great white sharks swimming in the corn stalks. They become stranded in an isolated forest, and make it home with the groceries to whip up a home cooked meal for their men. Also includes Mills & Zombies and Alien Swamp Thing. 170 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. WMMW. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**4979052 NIGHTMARE CASTLE.** Widescreen. Barbara Steele delivered two of her most memorable performances in this tale oflassen madness, and depravity: she stars as a cheating wife who is turned into a mummy, and as a mysterious staricotic woman begins torturing a man while videotaping it. The torture escalates as we find the secrets the man holds inside him. When he does all on the money to stop us, we find the secret in the full meaning of The Trilogy of Death. Not Rated. 73 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

**4959337 TRANSGRESSION: The Director’s Cut.** TV reporter Mary Shelby wanted to get inside the mind of a serial killer—now she can’t get out! Molly is taken hostage in a daringly executed kidnapping by the killer, who subjects her to an intense series of grueling experiments and then cages her in a room, where she must find her way out, and then try to escape. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**4782872 XPIATION.** Widescreen. In a large cloister, a mysterious aristocratic woman begins torturing a man while videotaping it. The torture escalates as we find the secrets the man holds inside him. When he does all on the money to stop us, we find the secret in the full meaning of The Trilogy of Death. Not Rated. 73 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

**495432Y **

**4978448 PRISON OF THE PSYCHOTIC DARINED.** Widescreen. Five ghost hunters spend the night in a long abandoned train station located deep in the heart of Buffalo, New York’s notorious East Side ghetto. The Terminal, as it’s called, is said to be haunted by the spirits of dead men and women and storefront theaters of the ‘60s through the ‘80s has such an amazing collection of previews graced a screen. 85 minutes. Glow in the Dark. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/873
FRIGHTWORLD. Widescreen. Nine people find themselves trapped in a warehouse. They realize the remains of the old Frightworld Amusement Park—a place haunted by the spirit of Verden Fell, a serial killer who died there a year before. Verden has awakened and is hungry for human souls. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95.

THE HOUSE ON SORORITY ROW. Widescreen. Come meet the girls of Theta Pi. All through college they've lived under the tyranny of their resident housemother. But tonight will be different. Tonight the girls are celebrating their graduation in the most deadly way they know. You're invited to join them for this nightmare of terror. Rated R. 94 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. $12.95.

GRAVE OF THE LIVING DEAD. Widescreen. Multiply your taste for terror with this collection of seven blood-soaked tales from beyond the grave. Includes shorts from directors Pat Kusnadi, Sam Mason Bell, Dustin Ferguson, and more. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95.

SWORD OF DESPERATION. Widescreen. In order to save his tie, expert swordsman KANEKI Sanzaimon publicly assassinates his lord's favorite concubine. Instead of being behaved, he is sentenced to solitary confinement for one year, then ordered to serve as the lord's bodyguard. Pub. at $24.95.

TALES OF TERROR. Widescreen. Features the best segments from the American animated horror series of the same name created by Frank Sudol. Follow along in these tales of random doomed characters who are miserably and gory ways. Not Rated. 60 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.

VIDEOPSYCHO. Ryan is a drifter going from town to town looking for the perfect girlfriend. When he meets Kylie, he is instantly smitten. Only problem is, Kylie already has a boyfriend named Rick. But Ryan won't let anyone stand in his way to be with Kylie. Not Rated. 75 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.

ARREBATO. A low budget horror film directed by a patriotic who is trying to film his consciousness during drug abuse. The research will lead the characters to fall deeper into drug addiction. Finally it is discovered that the low budget filmmaker was absorbed by his camera and the eccentric prepared himself to be absorbed too. Rated Unrated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $27.99. $21.95.

THE VIGIL. Widescreen. A reclusive Holocaust survivor has an eerie encounter with a deceased member of his former Orthodox Jewish community finds himself opposite a malevolent entity, in writer-director Keith Thomas’s electrifying directorial debut. English SDH. 89 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.98. $14.95.

THE SNARLING. Widescreen. In a rural village, the cast and crew of a horror film find themselves accused of a rash of savage killings when the “cursed” movie they are filming turns out to be wi th Kyli e. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.

INVESTIGATION 13. Widescreen. A group of college students become the latest in a long line of ex-patients said to still reside within the walls of the Black Grove Asylum. When members of the group start going missing, they soon learn that this myth is more real than they thought. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. Price Cut to $3.95.

AMERICAN NIGHTMARES. Mr. Malevolent (Danny Trejo) hacks two millennials’ computers and forces them to watch the horrific consequences of various real-life crimes in this chilling horror anthology. Also stars Vivica A. Fox and Jay Mohr. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Price Cut to $1.95.

THE HAUNTING OF MOLLY BANISTER. Widescreen. After the death of their eldest sister, the women of the Banister family begin to feel that something is very wrong. Trapped inside, the house feels menacing, the youngest sister, Molly, is plagued by strange noises in the night and a constant feeling that they are being watched. Not Rated. 101 Films. Price Cut to $3.95.

THEY REACH. Widescreen. Thirteen year old Jessica Daniels accidentally unleashes a demon from a reel to reel player, which also happens to be a doorway to the dark side. She musters her science fair winning brainpower and recruits her two best friends to battle the beast and send it back to Hell before more souls are taken. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Price Cut to $3.95.

WILTING. Widescreen. A teenage girl’s coming of age turns into a terrifying twist in this spellbinding tale on the werewolf legend. Unable to adjust to a normal life, she finds herself drawn instead to the idea of the forest while struggling to resist the growing bloodlust inside of her. Stars Bel Powley and Liv Tyler. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Scream Factory. Price Cut to $2.95.


DON’T LET THEM IN. Following the death of fifteen year old girl fifteen years ago, a reformed David Pierce is finally released from the asylum and returns to his family home: the Twelve Balls Inn, a long-abandoned haunted hotel. When two social workers pay a routine visit, and things are not what they seem. Not Rated. English SDH. 82 minutes. 4Digital Media. Price Cut to $3.95.

AMERICAN ZOMBIELAND. Widescreen. A wannabe horror film director is about to have his life and the world he knows change forever when he gets the big break he has been waiting for. Unfortunately, it isn’t Hollywood knocking on his door...it’s the undead. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. in Distribution. Price Cut to $3.95.

GREMLIN. Widescreen. Two years after the murder of his ten year old son, Adam Abboud receives a mysterious box from a relative containing a terrible secret—a creature that will brutally kill everyone he cares about one by one. The only way to release himself from the curse is to give the box to someone he loves, continuing the never-ending circulation of this evil. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Shout! Factory. Price Cut to $3.95.

47 HOURS TO LIVE. Widescreen. During a car trip, four high school outcasts, Rose and Cadence, turn to the internet for scary movies, but instead find an iPhone game which dares the players to set the photo timer on their phone and when the timer runs out, the player’s brain is taken, loses and is vexed with a curse. Stars Allie Marie Evans and Annie Hamilton. Not Rated. 91 minutes. 4Digital Media. Price Cut to $3.95.

THE HAUNTING OF MOLLY BANISTER. Widescreen. After the death of their eldest sister, the women of the Banister family begin to feel that something is very wrong. Trapped inside, the house feels menacing, the youngest sister, Molly, is plagued by strange noises in the night and a constant feeling that they are being watched. Not Rated. 101 Films. Price Cut to $3.95.

AMERICAN NIGHTMARES. Mr. Malevolent (Danny Trejo) hacks two millennials’ computers and forces them to watch the horrific consequences of various real-life crimes in this chilling horror anthology. Also stars Vivica A. Fox and Jay Mohr. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Price Cut to $1.95.

HUNTING THE LEGEND. Widescreen. Five years ago, a hunter vanished in the Alabama woods. Today, the hunter’s son and a documentary film crew venture out to find the truth—and to exact vengeance. What they find is much more than what they bargained for—a ruthless, hungry, ragged terrain hides a huge, man-like beast known as Sasquatch. Not Rated. 95 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Price Cut to $3.95.

AMERICAN ZOMBIELAND. Widescreen. A wannabe horror film director is about to have his life and the world he knows change forever when he gets the big break he has been waiting for. Unfortunately, it isn’t Hollywood knocking on his door...it’s the undead. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. in Distribution. Price Cut to $3.95.

THE ASH CROFT ENTITY. Widescreen. Peter and Margaret believe they’ve purchased their dream home, but this house is hiding a deadly, decades-old secret. Upon arrival they meet the mysterious Anna and her brother Ian. Ian is a grusomely twisted horror comic who approaches the couple and asks the boy to help him. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. Dark Sky Films. Price Cut to $3.95.
Horror

4874587 CAPTURED. Jessica Johnson has just learned that her brother has died. When she goes to his apartment to gather his belongings, she notices an old camera. She has no idea about the secrets behind the camera. It's only a matter of time before she begins to hear and see visions only behind the camera whenever the camera is near. Not Rated. PRICE CUT to $3.95

475994X POLAROID. Widescreen. High school loner Bird Fisher has no idea what dark secrets lie tied to the morbid Polaroid vintage camera she stumbles upon, but it doesn't take long to discover that those who have their picture taken meet a tragic end. English SDH, Vertical. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 4839951 THE RESONATOR: Miskatonic U. Widescreen. A University student follows in his late father’s footsteps and becomes obsessed with completing work on The Resonator, an inter-dimensional device that opens doorways to other worlds. With the aid of his closest friends, they manage to get the machine running with terrifying results! Stars Dane Oliver, Michael Pare, and Amanda Wyss. 64 minutes. PRICE TO $7.95


4836480 THE CRUCIFIXION. Widescreen. When a priest is hailed for the murder of a nun on whom he was working to cure him from an investigatory journalist strives to determine whether he in fact murdered a mentally ill person, or if he actually lost the battle to a demonic presence. Stars Sophie Cookson, Raul R. 90 minutes. VVS Films. PRICE TO $3.95

4807308 GATES OF DARKNESS. Widescreen. A young girl with a telepathic connection to her twin brother is ripped from her family and their home. She is even more convinced after a family tragedy reveals a sinister connection between their family and their church. Not Rated. English SDH. Distribution. PRICE TO $3.95

4874471 ABIGAIL HAUNTING. Widescreen. After escaping the clutches of an abusive relationship, Katie reluctantly returns to the foster home she grew up in. Little does she know her foster mother芒’s harboring a sinister secret dating back a decade. Now, Katie finds herself caught in a horrifying family drama. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Distribution. PRICE TO $3.95

480152X CLEAVERS: Killer Clowns. Widescreen. Jody Anne Howells, a survivor of the Still Rivers Massacre is on the hunt for the man who turned her hometown into a nightmare. A faceless and remorseless psychopath may be her only hope in saving all American families who have found themselves in the clutches of The Cleaver. Not Rated. 89 minutes. 191 Films. PRICE TO $3.95

4693523 HERE ALONE. Widescreen. Isolated in the wilds of the Louisiana swamps, a young girl’s struggles to survive after a mysterious epidemic decimates society. Reluctantly she offers shelter to two survivors she meets while escaping for her life. And the trio is forced to fight for their lives, Ann must face the fact that these survivors are more dangerous than the infected. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vertical. PRICE TO $3.95

4824512 THE DAWN. Widescreen. A man haunted by recurring nightmares murders his family at the insistence of mysterious voices. The only survivor is his eldest daughter who is sent to live in a convent. Plagued by strange memories of events that haven’t happened, Rose finds comfort in believing she is being protected by saints, until the demons which terrorized her father have come with her to the convent. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vertical. PRICE TO $3.95

4771906 THE MAN WHO COULD CHEAT DEATH. Widescreen. When the son of a psychiatrist (Anton Diffring) has figured out a way to live forever, all he needs are glands from some very unwilling donors. As he struggles to maintain an inevitable icy grip of death, the doctor begins a descent into madness that threatens to destroy the laws of nature and the lives of those he cares for the most. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. PRICE TO $3.95

408953X CHOICE. Widescreen. Nathan Jones’ methods are simple. He selects a victim and forces them to choose between horrific options, his blood-filled hour glass counting down the seconds they're allowed to decide. And to choose, then Nathan forces both horrible options upon them, Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. IFC Films. PRICE TO $3.95

★ 4848579 CRUEL JAWS. Widescreen. Legendary Indian wrestler, Ray “The Scorpion” Steed and Enzo G. Castellari’s The Last Shark. Filmed in South Florida with a cast of now ashamed unknowns. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Troma. PRICE TO $11.95

★ 4836133 MANIAC KILLER. Widescreen. A malevolent religious cult stalks a French village, kidnapping prostitutes and subjecting them to unimaginable tortures under the guise of saving their souls. When a man’s girlfriend is taken by the sect, he teams up with a mob of angry pimps to track down the maniacal, holy-rolling killers and put an end to their bloody mission. Stars Bo Svenson and Enzo G. Castellari. PRICE TO $5.95

4908902 THE BANISHING. Widescreen. A young revenger, his wife and daughter move into a manor with a horrifying secret. When a vengeful spirit haunts the little girl and torments the family apart, the revenger and his wife are forced to confront their beliefs. They must turn to black magic by seeking the help of an occultist to save their daughter. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. PRICE TO $3.95

4730887 LEPRECHAUN RETURNS. Widescreen. When the sisters of the Alpha Upsilon house decide to go green and use an old well as their water source, they awaken a creature lurking in the shadows who has been waiting a long time for her. Not Rated. English SDH. 70 minutes. Wild Eye. PRICE TO $9.95

★ 4823117 THE FACE OF MARBLE. Dr. Randolph is so obsessed with reanimating the dead in his isolated old dark house and lab that he doesn’t realize his wife is in love with his young assistant. Stars John Carradine, Claudia Drake and Robert Shayne. In B&W. 72 minutes. Reel Vault. PRICE TO $5.95

4794575 HELLS MOUTH. Widescreen. When one of their own is the offspring of the demonic entity haunting their latest job, Stars Joe Head and Tom Sizemore. Not Rated. English SDH. 81 minutes. Genius Products. PRICE TO $3.95

★ 4742369 PERIDITA DURANGO. Widescreen. Oscar nominee Rosi Perez and Adam Beach star in “the amoral love story” (DVD Talk) filled with human sacrifices, kidnapping, murder, fetas trafficking and the duged DEA agent (James Gandolfini) on the trail. Not Rated. Cuts to 130 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $14.95. PRICE TO $7.95

4874641 THE HEIRESS. Widescreen. Clare and Anna are devoted sisters who live together. However, when Clare begins to see ghastly visions within the family home, Anna believes that the true target, the spencers are after Anna and her unborn child. Not Rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. Digital Media. PRICE TO $3.95

★ 4810455 RENAISSANCE. Widescreen. After some eerie advice from an old fortune telling machine, a young woman receives an invitation to her high school reunion. However, when she arrives she finds a desolate building and a masked maniac lurking in the shadows who has been waiting a long time for her. Not Rated. English SDH. 70 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95. PRICE TO $3.95

4807588 SCARECROW'S REVENGE. Widescreen. A warrior must step up when a heathen, banished from her village gives her his son, a monthly winner. Joaquin for the near indestructible form of a demonic Scarecrow. As warriors fall to the vengeful Scarecrow, it’s down to one woman to save her village from annihilation. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Distribution. PRICE TO $3.95

★ 4763955 BIGFOOT VS MEGALODON. Widescreen. It’s star year 4045 AD. A period of relative calm exists between the visions within the halls of the Archons— but that uneasy truce is shattered with the appearance of the fearsome Nazi-era laboratory project, the Megalodon! Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Not a Film. Studios. Pub. at $11.95

★ 4712226 BAD ASS BABES. In Bad Ass Babes, these bad ass babies can slay dragons and slaughter armies. These babes show no mercy to those who oppose them. In Lady of Death a happens when a woman becomes obsessed with joining forces with the mafia. In Female Warriors, a band of renegade female warriors fight their way through the walls of the last city while combating mutated scavengers. 170 minutes on two DVDs: WWMM. Pub. at $19.99. PRICE TO $11.95

4838960 THE ZOMBIE DIARIES. Widescreen. Set in England during the world-wide viral infection, this documentary-style frightfest records the rise of the undead from the videos of several survivor groups. As each group is wiped out, the viewer must find more horrifying fate lurks among them. Rated R. English SDH. 81 minutes. Genius Products. PRICE TO $3.95

★ 4711080 SANTO IN THE TREASURE OF DRACULA: The Sexy Vampire Version. Widescreen. After inventing a time machine, Mexican wrestler, El Santo, uses it to go back in time to track down the location of Dracula’s hidden treasure. This is with the noble intention of using the treasure to fund a children’s hospital. However, he is forced to battle Dracula and his bevy of beautiful vampire vixens. Not Rated. Dubbed in English. 81 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE TO $7.95

★ 481889X LUST. Widescreen. A famous crime writer becomes the victim after a convict can brutally attacks her. Isolated in her apartment she continues to feel threatened after experiencing strange events. Her proximity to the lethal maniac forces her to go back and fight against him. 130 minutes. Not Rated. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE TO $9.95

★ 4895421 THE UNHEALER. Widescreen. A battle scarred veteran means to fight a back when a batched faith healing bestows supernal powers upon him. When his tormentors pull a prank that causes the death of someone he loves and threatens to tear the family apart, the teen uses his abilities for revenge and goes on a bloody rampage to settle the score. Stars Natasha Henstridge and Adam Beach. Not Rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $19.98. PRICE TO $11.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/873
Screwdriver! becomes the playground to a masked killer. Widescreen. First up, in *Rated.* 73 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

...to the camp to continue his murder spree. Not escape from the care of his doctor, he returns away in a mental institution for the past 25 privileged who hunt humans for sport. turns to a terror hell ride like no other camping weekend for four friends quickly supernatural murders. Not Rated. 90 minutes. English and bestowed with supernatural humanity as she exacts revenge. EnGLISH

...to hold on to her sanity and her life. But the truth behind the murders is far whether the Tunche is more than a creepy local detective to figure out just how to stop the Reaper once and for all. Not Rated. 75 minutes. SRS Cinema.

**Screwdriver!**

**4797965 MORTUARY.** Widescreen. Christie Parson (Mary McDonough) has been having terrifying nightmares ever since her father drowned in the family swimming pool. She knows his death was not an accident but no one will believe her. Christie’s curiosity plummets her and her boyfriend into a series of bizarre and terror-filled circumstances. Also stars Bill Paxton. Rated R. 93 minutes. MVD Visual. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4778621 I AM LISA.** Widescreen. In this campfire yarn, Spanish with English subtitles. 77 minutes. MVD Visual. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4757890 DEEP BLOOD.** Shot on location in Florida surf and Rome swimming pools, D’Amato combines ’80s teen sex and S&M with supernatural horror to chilling effect. Alex lives alone and isolated in the countryside, and is also harboring a very dark secret deep in the pit of his stomach. After he is tormented by some work colleagues, the hate-fueled monster growing inside him has no choice but to break free and go on a killing spree. Stars Louise Sailer. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Adults only. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4775546 FACE OF THE DEVIL.** Widescreen. Seven lively backpackers travel to the Peruvian Amazon, where they learn about the Tunche—a primal spirit whose shrill whistle is an omen of impending death. The lush, exotic idyll becomes oppressive after sundown, and the doomed delinquents begin to wonder whether the Tunche is more than a story. Starring Brie, Dan Stevens, and Jeremy Allen White. Not Rated. 72 minutes. SRS Home Video. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4716035 OH! THE HORRORS!** Explore our fascination with horror and all things creep and macabre as we dissect some of the best cut horror films ever made in this bone chilling documentary. Featuring interviews from film producers, filmmakers and horror writers from across the globe. Not Rated. 140 minutes. FilmDread. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**479060X DARK WATERS.** A modern Nunsploration chiller from director Mariano Baino. When a young couple attempts to discover her mysterious connection to a remote island convent, she unlocks an unholo corruption of blamelessness, and graphic demonically depraved. Stars Louise Sailer. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Adults only. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4755860 VOODOO DOLLS/MADONNA:** Maria’s B Movie. Widescreen. A local outcast is left to die by a sadistic, small-town sheriff and her underlings. When bitten by a creature of the night and bestowed with supernatural abilities, Lisa decides her best to retain her humanity as she exacts revenge. English SDH. 92 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.99 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4749045 BLOOD HARVEST.** Widesc reen. A rural idyll is terrorized by an unexplained evil force who drains the blood from its victims. A discredited police detective, who believes the killer is malevolent, must team up with his former partner to uncover the truth of these ritualistic, seemingly supernatural murders. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Video. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4743704 SKILL FOREST.** A girls camping weekend for four friends quickly turns to a terror hell ride like no other when they encounter a stranger in the woods and his turn forced to fight for their lives against the rich and privileged who hunt humans for sport. Not Rated. 75 minutes. WMM. Pub. at $14.95 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4828771 THE DARK.** Widescreen. This chilling tale of alien terror, a writer (William Devane) takes a personal interest in a series of baffling, shocking murders in Los Angeles—and evidence suggests the suspect may not be human. But behind the killing there is far more strange and horrifying than anyone could ever imagine. Not Rated. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4282882 MORBID/SCREW DRIVER.** Widescreen. First up, in Morbid, a sadistic, serial killer becomes the playground to a masked killer stalking and killing the locals for no apparent reason. Then, stop in for more screams in Screwdriver! After a new parts store opens that sends the town’s former handyman out of business, he takes revenge on the new owner’s son and all his friends. Not Rated. 154 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $19.95

**4886294 THE RENTAL.** Widescreen. Two couples on an oceanside getaway find that their celebratory weekend trip has turned into something sinister as an inexorable threat forms to expose well-kept secrets and they come to see each other’s true nature. Stars Brie, Dan Stevens, and Jeremy Allen White. Rated R. English SDH. 88 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $16.98 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4907345 MIDNIGHT 2: Sex, Death & Videotape.** No one will believe her. When a woman who has always reported back deliveries to a former employer is found dead after announcing that she had been attacked by a masked killer, she is said to have run into something sinister inside the seedy video store. The investigation is turned over to Bambi Bollin (Linda Bruns), but the truth behind the woman’s death is far more disturbing. Stars Christie Parson (Mary McDonough). Not Rated. 72 minutes. SRS Home Video. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**4716030 THE STRANGENESS.** A hooded cannibal killer in the town of Sunnyville, Florida. Past and present blur as the lone survivor joins up with a local detective to figure out just how to stop the Reaper once and for all. Not Rated. 75 minutes. SRS Cinema. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**


**4798155 SODOMANIA.** Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95

**4917189 THE TALL MAN.** Widescreen. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95

**4827001 THE GOLEM.** Widescreen. Trrionic Entertainment. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**
**Sci-Fi**

**3646572 THALÉ.** Widescreen. Two crime-scene cleaners discover a mythical tailed female creature in a concealed cell. She never utter a word, unable to tell her story, but the pieces of the puzzle soon come together: she’s been captive for decades for reasons soon to surface. “An undamaged alien should not be missed” ( Ain’t It Cool News). Not Rated. CC. 78 minutes. XLator Media. Pub. at $20.99. $5.95

**4820088 WESTWORLD.** Widescreen. Westworld is a theme park where customers can bust up a bar or bust out of jail on a brothel or get the drop on a gunslinger. It’s all safe: the park’s androids are programmed never to harm the customers. But not all the androids are getting with the program. Written and directed by Michael Crichton. Stars Yul Brynner and James Brolin. CC. 88 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**4865774 THE LOST CITY.** An evil scientist plots to take over the world from his base in Africa, where he has invented a machine that can cause earthquakes. This 1935 serial stars William Boyd and Kane Richmond. In B&W. Four hours on 2 DVDs. Reel Vault. $9.95

**3856437 SHERLOCK HOLMES.** Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s famous sleuth faces the ultimate challenge when enormous monsters attack London. Stars Dominic Keating and Gareth David-Lloyd. 90 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

**3876313 BEYOND THE TIME BARRIER.** When performing a test flight for an experimental Air Force jet, Major William Allison unknowingly passes through a time barrier. When he returns to base he finds it and surrounding buildings in ruins. He encounters humans with children not his own and a robot with a key protocol put in place to protect dwindling human life. When a robot overrides a key protocol put in place to protect human life, ROC Robotics insurance agent Jacq Vaucan (Antonio Banderas) is assigned to eliminate the robot. Also stars Dylan McDermott and Melanie Griffith. WVS Films. $5.95

**4766105 UFO.** Widescreen. Derek, a brilliant college student haunted by a childhood UFO sighting, believes the mysterious sightings reported at airports across the U.S. are UFOs. With the help of his girlfriend and a professor, Derek races to unravel the mystery with an FBI agent on his heels. Stars Derek Sharp and Gillian Anderson. English SDH. 88 minutes. WideScreen. Sometime in the near future, a scientific team built a machine to predict earthquakes. After predicting a terrible quak... (truncated)

**4766106 BEYOND THE SKY.** Widescreen. After a test flight for an experimental Air Force jet, Major William Allison unknowingly passes through a time barrier. When he returns to base he finds it and surrounding buildings in ruins. He encounters humans with children not his own and a robot with a key protocol put in place to protect dwindling human life. When a robot overrides a key protocol put in place to protect human life, ROC Robotics insurance agent Jacq Vaucan (Antonio Banderas) is assigned to eliminate the robot. Also stars Dylan McDermott and Melanie Griffith. WVS Films. $5.95

**5396616 SHARK ATTACK PAC.** Widescreen. The most dangerous beast of the sea turns the water red in this sci-fi-triple feature. A sea creature is terrorized by a mutant 2-Headed Shark. Then, it’s the epic prehistoric battle of Mega Shark versus Crocosaurus! And finally, Shark Island, a deserted compound where a horrifying gauntlet of shark species awaits. Not Rated. Over 4 hours. GT Media. $2.95

**3856437 SHERLOCK HOLMES.** Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s famous sleuth faces the ultimate challenge when enormous monsters attack London. Stars Dominic Keating and Gareth David-Lloyd. 90 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

**51726901 RIVERWORLD.** Widescreen. After being killed in an explosion, Matt (Tahmoh Penikett) is reawakened on an unseen planet where people from all eras of history have been simultaneously resurrected under the eye of a mysterious alien force. With a 13-foot-tall robot warrior and the charismatic Mark Twain by his side, Matt sets out to find his lost fiancee. Also stars Laura Vandervoort. CC. Nearly 5 hours. Vivendi Entertainment. $5.95

**4703498 BEYOND THE SKY.** Widescreen. After a test flight for an experimental Air Force jet, Major William Allison unknowingly passes through a time barrier. When he returns to base he finds it and surrounding buildings in ruins. He encounters humans with children not his own and a robot with a key protocol put in place to protect dwindling human life. When a robot overrides a key protocol put in place to protect human life, ROC Robotics insurance agent Jacq Vaucan (Antonio Banderas) is assigned to eliminate the robot. Also stars Dylan McDermott and Melanie Griffith. WVS Films. $5.95

**1778057 FEMALIEN COSMIC CRUSH.** Widescreen. This isn’t a star-hopping Aliens is back in a cosmic caper of conjugal conjugation! When an ancient burger is awakened in the human race’s space, the Allevian High Council sends newly ordained Collector Maxy Prime (Kira Noir) to investigate with her nimble know it all sidekick, Gabb... (truncated)

**3805054 BEYOND THE EDGE.** Widescreen. A decade into their mission to reach the end of the universe, Dr. Abe Anderson (Mark Strong) and Harold ‘Van’ Dornay (Casper Van Dien) begin to unravel the mysteries of this unknown planet. Nearly insurmountable obstacles begin to take their toll on the ship and him. Stanaloth must find the strength to guide a broken ship and broken man to the planet’s surface. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. Paramount. $3.95

**4824895 2099: The Soldier Protocol.** Widescreen. Sometime in the near future, police are under attack by a mysterious group of scavengers. In the end, the scavengers are revealed to be part of a larger conspiracy that threatens the safety of the entire city. Stars Der... (truncated)

**3819374 NEAR EXTINCTION.** Widescreen. In this post-apocalyptic creature thriller, humans engineer an ice age to eradicate a pollution barrier. When he returns to base he finds it and surrounding buildings in ruins. He encounters humans with children not his own and a robot with a key protocol put in place to protect dwindling human life. When a robot overrides a key protocol put in place to protect human life, ROC Robotics insurance agent Jacq Vaucan (Antonio Banderas) is assigned to eliminate the robot. Also stars Dylan McDermott and Melanie Griffith. WVS Films. $5.95

**4874447 POSSESSOR.** Widescreen. An aspiring sci-fi thriller about elite corporate assassin Tasya Vos. Using brain-implant technology, Vos takes the bodies to execute high-profile targets. As she sinks deeper into her latest assignment, Vos becomes trapped inside a mind that threatens to obliterate her. Stars Der... (truncated)

**3864871 HALO: The Complete Video Collection.** Widescreen. Inspired by the world famous video game series, this compilation of action-packed stories will blow your mind. Includes Halo Legends; Halo 4: Forward Unto Dawn; Halo: Nightfall; and Halo: The Fall of Reach. CC. Over 6 hours on six DVDs. Shout Factory. $14.95

**4774752 STAR PAWS.** Widescreen. An evil kitten known as Adventure Cat needs to get his paws on an ancient bone with magical power in order to take over the universe. This hilarious group of space dogs, headed by the impertial General Ruff, to make sure Adventure Cat doesn’t succeed. 78 minutes. MVDS. $5.95

**4311299 STAR PAWS.** Widescreen. An evil kitten known as Adventure Cat needs to get his paws on an ancient bone with magical power in order to take over the universe. This hilarious group of space dogs, headed by the impertial General Ruff, to make sure Adventure Cat doesn’t succeed. 78 minutes. MVDS. $5.95

**4312576 QUATTERMARS AND THE PIT.** This 1958, six-part BBC serial starts Andre Morell, Anthony Bushell, and Christine Finn. Beginning with the discovery of a 20,000 year old human skull, it ends with the long dormant Martian heritage in humanity taking over. In B&W. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. DVD Video.

**4654475 ROBOCOP/ROBOCOP TRILOGY COLLECTION.** Widescreen. The ultimate action trilogy. Includes bonus RoboCop DVD. Most Rated R. English SDH. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. MGM. $9.95

**4654463 SCI FI BABES, VOL. 2.** Hot chicks from the underworld abound in this awesome second edition of sci fi babes, from interdimensional witches, to sword wielding female warriors, sci fi babes volume 2 is an action packed babe fest! 170 minutes on two DVDs. Adult only. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**3759415 CREATURE.** Widescreen. A space exploration mission lands a team of scientists on Saturn’s largest moon, Titan. Cold and unforgiving, the moon yields a surprise when the researchers stumble across a fascinating archaeological find that turns out to be an abandoned alien lab. 100 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**4696483 SCI FI BABES, VOL. 2.** Hot chicks from the underworld abound in this awesome second edition of sci fi babes, from interdimensional witches, to sword wielding female warriors, sci fi babes volume 2 is an action packed babe fest! 170 minutes on two DVDs. Adult only. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller**
Sci-Fi

4773357 MEGA PYTHON VS. GATOROID. Widescreen. An animal activist has accidentally unleashed a python into the Everglades. When the hunt for the creature results in the death of Chief Ranger. Terry O'Hara's boyfriend, she resorts to extreme measures by creating genetically enlarged alligators and harmless sasquatch. Stars 80s pop icons Debbie Gibson and Tiffany. 91 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

4693336 THE CLOVERFIELD PARADOX. Widescreen. Orbiting Earth on the brink of a devastating war, scientists prepare to test a device that could provide unlimited power, or trap them in a terrifying alternate reality. CC 101 minutes. Paramount. $3.95


5695834 THE DAY TIME ENDED. Widescreen. Deep in the desert, a rural American family is forced to endure a night of inter-dimensional, extra terrestrial terror when a UFO appeared in the sky. Suddenly the clan is besieged by a warping race of reptile monsters, a fleet of lethals, laser-shooting miniature spaceships and a rilt in the very fabric of time and space. Full Screen. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

4916913 ENDGAME. Widescreen. In a radiation-ravaged future, an underground society of mutant rebels will attempt to overthrow the tyrannical government by infiltrating its secret laboratories. Stars Al Cliver and Moira Chen. Not Rated. CC 97 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $11.95

4846730 THE CONGRESS. Widescreen. An aging actress (Robin Wright) decides to take her final job—preserving her digital likeness for a future Hollywood. Twenty years later her likeness is still the center of an immortal stardom. However, the consequences of her decision affect her in ways she never considered. Also Jon Hamm, Harvey Keitel and Paul Giamatti. Rated R. 80 minutes. Full Moon. Pub. at $9.95

5840348 ESCAPE FROM AREA 51. Sheera (Donna D’Errico), a sexy alien warrior uses a power glitch to escape from... (continued on next page)

SOLD OUT

4884434 Aeon Flux. Widescreen. Charlize Theron stars as Aeon Flux, the underground operative fighting totalitarian rule in 25th-century Paris. Set in the heart of a utopian society... (continued on next page)

SOLD OUT

4707716 THE FABULOUS JOURNEY OF THE CENTER OF THE EARTH. Widescreen. Join legendary intergalactic crime fighters William “Buck” Rogers (Gil Gerard) and Colonel Willma Deering (Erin Gray) as they lead the crew of the starship. Starship... (continued on next page)

SOLD OUT

4824709 ARCHIVE. Widescreen. In the near future, George Almore (Theo James) is working on a truly human-equivalent AI. When he becomes critically injured in a car accident, he becomes obsessed with the impossible—bringing her back to life. In a race against time, George must defy science to save his beloved and teach her one he loves most. Not Rated. English SDH. Full Screen. Pub. at $9.95

4836251 Devil's Gate. Widescreen. What unorthodox forces lie locked away in this Wyoming ghost town? A farmer's disappearance and a mysterious object buried in the... (continued on next page)

SOLD OUT

523997 THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT COLLECTION. Widescreen. An animal activist has accidentally unleashed a python into the Everglades. When the hunt for the creature results in the death of Chief Ranger. Terry O'Hara's boyfriend, she resorts to extreme measures by creating genetically enlarged alligators and harmless sasquatch. Stars 80s pop icons Debbie Gibson and Tiffany. 91 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95
Family & Kids

4658094 LIGHTNING, THE WHITE STALLION. Fullscreen. Mickey Rooney plays Barney Ingram, a down on his luck gambler who has just discovered his prized white stallion has been stolen. When the horse escapes his captors, a local teen, Stephanie Ward gives him a new home. When the thing goes awry, Lightning and Barney team up to get him back in time for the World Championships. 92 minutes. Timeless Media Group. $2.95

398462 WILLY WONKA & THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY. Widescreen. Join the expedition visiting legendary Candy Man Willy Wonka (Gene Wilder) in a splendidly move that wonderously brings to the screen the endlessly appetizing delights of Roald Dahl’s classic book. A boy named Charlie Chocolat discovers the sweetest secret of all—a geneart heart. And you’ll rediscover the timeless magic of a delicious family classic. CC, 100 minutes. Warner Bros. SOLD OUT

466316 BENJI: 4 Movie Collection. Widescreen. Enjoy the tales of the most lovable floppy-eared hero with this collection that’s fun for the whole family! Movies include Benji: The Original Classic; For the Love of Benji; Benji: Off the Leash!; and Benji’s Very Own Christmas Story. English SDH. Nearly five hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

496924 LITTLE VAMPIRE. Widescreen. Little Vampire has been 10 years old for the last 300 years. Despite living in a haunted house with a merry group of monsters, he is bored to death. His dream? Going to school to meet other kids. Unfortunately, his parents won’t let him leave. Accompanied by his trusted bulldog, Little Vampire sets off on a quest for new life in this animated movie. Not Rated. English SDH: 85 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95


482035 PUP STAR: Triple Feature. Widescreen. In Pop Star Tiny, a cute little Yorkshire puppy is given a big voice. In Star Pups: A Dog’s Life, to the finale of a singing competition, only be dog-napped right before her performance. In Pup Star: Better Get Ginner Tiny is forced to swap lives with an evil pup named Scrapy, leading to a hilarious tale in the life of a form of a beautiful Egyptian princess who joins him for a night on the town, then takes him back to ancient Egypt. A unique 1944 song-film vehicle. B&W. 55 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

5073461 GLORIA. Widescreen. A rebellious and controversial Mexican pop icon becomes a huge success with her style and catchy, but a large-scale scandal will rock her world entirely. Stars Sofia Espinosa and Marco Perez. Rated R. In Spanish with English subtitles. 128 minutes. Universal. $7.95

4735897 NEW FACES. The highly popular Broadway hit magnificently transferred to the big screen with dazzling performances that launched the careers of future movie stars. Includes Eddy ‘‘C’’ and Bing Coby, Cyd Charisse, and Gordon MacRae. In B&W. 99 minutes. Reel Vault. $5.95

4758269 A MIRACLE ON CHRISTMAS LAKE. Widescreen. Sixteen year old Bobby hates the holidays. As a young boy, he was abandoned by his father two weeks before Christmas. One night he makes an amazing discovery on the lake by his home, a magic, perfectly groomed hockey rink that he can see. With the help of his high school crush, and a little magic from St. Nick, Bobby rallies the townspeople to save the lake from a developer. 111 minutes. Vision Films. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

4785770 GOLDEN CHRISTMAS COLLECTION. Widescreen. Cinedigm. SOLD OUT

4785762 FAMILY & HOLIDAY COLLECTION. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Gaian. $5.95

4785800 HOLIDAY COLLECTION 4 MOVIE PACK. Gaian. $5.95

376285 THE SHELL SEEKERS. Fullscreen. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

4714054 PEE-WEE’S PLAYHOUSE: Seasons 1 & 2. Fullscreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

4789857 MIDNIGHT STALLION. Widescreen. Vivendi Entertainment. $5.95

4799717 DOG DAYS OF SUMMER: 8 Kids Film Collection. Fullscreen. $5.95

472674X THE DUST FACTORY/HER BEST MOVE/MATERIAL. Widescreen. Anchor Bay Entertainment. $5.95

Musicals

4789805 INSIDE DAISY CLOVER. Widescreen. Natalie Wood plays the 15 year old Daisy Clover in this blend of Hollywood melodrama from the producer/director team of Alan J. Pakula and Robert Mulligan. Joining Wood are two Golden Globe winning performances, Robert Redford as the vain movie star who weds Daisy, and Ruth Gordon as Daisy’s 128 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

4851630 CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG. Widescreen. Dick Van Dyke stars as eccentric inventor Caractacus Potts, who creates an extraordinary car called Chitty Chitty Bang Bang. It not only drives—but it also flies and floats—as it leads him, his two children and his lady friend, to the one place on earth. Stars Julie Andrews and Dick Van Dyke. In B&W. 102 minutes. E One. Fullscreen. Price Cut to $9.95

4726812 G.I. BLUES. Widescreen. Stationed in Germany, Army specialist Tulsa McLean (Dean Martin) and his buddies are saving up to open a nightclub after they get discharged. To build their seed money faster, they make a wager that one of their own can seduce a sexy dancer (Natalie Wood) in Frontenac Plaza. CC, 103 minutes. Sony. $7.95

4720049 A NIGHT OF MAGIC. An Englishman is surprised to inherit a 3,000 year old mummy from his uncle—but not as expected. His search for the treasure of the mummy comes to the attention of a beautiful Egyptian princess who joins him for a night on the town, then takes him back to ancient Egypt. A unique 1944 song-film vehicle. B&W. 55 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4951518 SOUL KITTENS CABARET. Widescreen. Fueled by the bright lights and illusions of fame, we follow seven women on their journey to self-discovery as they struggle with temptation, personal demons and false promises. Stars Fantasia Barrino and Faith Evans. Not Rated. 147 minutes. Image Entertainment. $5.95

4973550 PITCH PERFECT 3. Widescreen. Now graduated from college, Bellas takes more than cappella to get by, as all the Bellas return in the final chapter of the beloved series. They get a chance to reunite for a European USO tour. Stars Anna Kendrick, Hailee Steinfeld, and Rebel Wilson. English SDH. 93 minutes. Universal. $5.95

4658715 HAPPY GO LUCKY. David Niven is B.G. Bruno, a wealthy Scottish millionaire caught up in a case of mistaken identity in this British musical comedy. Look for Cesar Romero in an over the top performance as producer John Frost. Also stars Vera-Ellen. 97 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4694449 BRAZIL. Fullscreen. Virginia Bruce and Latin singing sensation Tito Guizar star in this light musical comedy from 1944. In Brazil, it tells a story of a fish out of water author, cupid’s wayward arrows, dual identities, and of course, plenty of dancing feet. In B&W. 91 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

4928407 THE PRODUCERS. Widescreen. From Mel Brooks comes this comedy about a stage-play producer who devises a plan to make money by producing a spectacle, starring Zero Mostel and Cesar Romero. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4880441 BILL AND COO. This unique film won a special Oscar for its clever use of trained birds in a narrative film. It’s a love story dealing with the trials and tribulations of the fine, feathered inhabitants of Churpendale. 61 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

4788443 SOUTH PACIFIC. Fullscreen. Based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning book by James A Mitchener, this musical spins a romantic tale of love and loss on a tropical island during the Second World War. Enjoy the fun adventure of this breathtaking production with a star-studded cast which includes Glenn Close, Harry Connick Jr., and Rade Serbedzija. 133 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4971647 RUTHLESS! The Musical. Widescreen. This hilarious all female camp was filmed during it’s premier presentation at the Arts Theatre in London, after the critical acclaim the show received in it’s Off-Broadway outings. Tells the story of the beautiful and talented eight year old, Tina, who will do anything to play the lead in her school play. Not Rated. 108 minutes MV/Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


4911211 THE FABULOUS DORSEYS. Fullscreen. Follows Tommy and Jimmy from their musical beginnings in Pennsylvania to their great successes in the music industry. Shows the tunes that charted a generation, starring Jimmy Dorsey, Tommy Dorsey, and Janet Blair. In B&W. CC. 88 minutes. Film Detective. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
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**4728453 PIPPIN.** Using the medieval legend of Charlemagne’s son, Pippin, heir apparent to the Holy Roman Empire, this musical pageant is a parable about a young man’s search for meaning and truth. Stars Ben Vereen as the master of ceremonies, jumping from the 1960s to the Middle Ages and back again. Along with their number one fan, the duo rockets to stardom only to discover that “once you reach number one, Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 110 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95.

**4956249 THE LEGEND OF THE STARRIDUS BROTHERS.** Widescreen. Meet the Stardust Brothers, a 1960s Japanese pop duo manufactured by a shady music mogul when he brings together two wannabe stars and transforms them into a girl-friendly, synth-pop sensation. Along with their number one fan, the duo rockets to stardom only to discover that “once you reach number one. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 110 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95.

**4735978 STAGE DOOR CANTEE.** Dakota, a young soldier on a pass in New York City, visits the famed Stage Door Canteen, where famous stars of the theater and films appear and host a recreational center for servicemen during the war. Dakota and hostess Eileen meet many entertainers in this star-studded wartime musical. In B&W. 132 minutes. Reel Video. $5.95.


Time Life

**373661X ROBIN WILLIAMS: Comic Genius.** Robin Williams started performing stand-up comedy in the mid ’70s and amazed audiences with his frenetic energy and unbelievable quick wit. This collectible’s set includes all five of Robin’s HBO specials; rare archival footage; raw footage from HBO’s promo shoots; and exclusive interviews. English SDH. Fourteen hours. 5 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $24.95 $44.95.

**3866106 THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 3: Kornfield Classics.** Conceived as a rural counterpart to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Roger Miller, Bill Anderson, Susan Raye, Lorreta Lynn, and Buck Owens. 107 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95.

**3085066 HEE HAW: PIH! You Was Gone!** Like an old friend dropping by for a visit, HEE HAW is back. From 1969 to 1992, the wisecracking Emily could gather around the TV set and enjoy the laughter and songs of the wildly talented cast. This set features four of the best HEE HAW shows from 1969 to 1973 with Jean Haggard, George Jones, Dolly Parton, Marty Robbins, Tammy Wynette, and more. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95.


More Movies

**4741692 DOCTOR WHO: The Doctors Revisited.** Widescreen. Takes a look at the three exceptionally gifted performers who have played Doctor Who since 2005. Christopher Eccleston, David Tennant and Matt Smith. Doctor Who: A Doctor’s Doctor Steven Moffat leads this review of each actor’s tenure as the Doctor followed by a thrilling two-part story for each Doctor. English SDH. Over 11 hours on 3 DVDs. BBC. $7.95.

**4866965 GETTING IT, Widescreen.** After being dumped by his cabaret partner boyfriend, Jamie angrily shuts out the world. Next door, Ben, a poet whose mother has passed away, can’t seem to shake his depression. When a friend asks Jamie to reach out to Ben, he brings together to hopefully begin healing. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95.


**477390X ALTERED INNOCENCE, VOL. 1.** Nearly three hours of LGBT short films and videos awaits you in the debut of Altered Innocence’s cinematic mixtape supreme. Cruising, dancing, naked wrestling, trans terrorism, and much more is in store! Not Rated. English SDH. Eighty minutes. Breaking Glass. English SDH. $29.95.

**4797647 007: For Our Eyes Only, Widescreen.** From the first feature film production in 1956 to the highly anticipated No Time to Die, this film will allow viewers to get to know all the actors who have embodied the spy, the gadgets, watches, planes, and most of all, the cars used throughout filming in a more intimate way than ever before. Dreamscapes Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95.

**5841057 BEAUTIFUL AND GAY, VOL. 1.** Two touching stories of true love and the struggle for happiness. In Fail Away, the lead singer for up and coming country folk band “65 Home” dies violently in a back alley, causing friends and lovers to come to terms with his death. In 7 Last Chance at Paradise Kai and Tobi share one last night together before the end of the world. English SDH. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95.

**4810329 THE GO-GO BOYS: The Inside Story of the New Wave.** Widescreen. Joseph Hyman. 113 minutes. Images Entertainment. $29.95.

**3987515 THE HARVEST.** Widescreen. indiePix. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95.

Animated TV & Movies

**4912448 THE GUMBY SHOW: The Complete ’50s Series.** Gumby and Pokey live out their adventures in this 1950s cartoon classic. Release captures the magic and wonder. This fun-loving duo can dive into any book for adventures near and far, of magic and wonder. This fun-loving duo can dive into any book for adventures near and far, of magic and wonder. 33 episodes. 90 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95.

**4836804 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN: Season 2 & 3.** Fullscreen. The Superman arch-villain of all time flies up, away and lands on two-DVD editions with classic villains like Lex Luthor, Brainiac and Mogo. Over 10 hours of new episodes. Widescreen. $17.95.

**4957199 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN: DC Comics Classic Collection.** Fullscreen. This animated series took place in the show’s first Saturday morning cartoon shows showcasing the adventures of a superhero. In each episode, a superhuman was defeated and replaced by someone who was faster, stronger and more powerful. Thirteen episodes. $19.95.

**4889259 SCOOBY-DOO! VOLUME 1, SEASON ONE: Mystery Collection.** Widescreen. This Scoobu-Doo series is perfect for families who want the mystery and Shaggy want their pizza–spicy with extra sauce! So, get trapped with Scooby, Shaggy, Freddy, Daphne and Velma in four action-packed adventures from the cool show that’s a lot of doggone fun! English SDH. 92 minutes. Warner Home Video. **TIME LIFE **$5.95.

**4980404 THE BEST OF DR. KATZ, Professional Therapist.** Fullscreen. Dr. Katz is a professional psychotherapist. The show follows him as he sees patients (often played by comedians) and his life outside of work. Not complete episodes are collected and includes segments from the hit show. 50 minutes. Alamar Entertainment. $6.95.

**4895645 BEWARE THE BATMAN: BEYOND THE SHADOWS OF GOTHAM.** Widescreen. Another night falls in Gotham City and the ever-vigilant Dark Knight watches over his city and its citizens. With the help of his ex-secret agent butler, Alfred, and assassin Katrina the Batman wages a tireless war against Gotham’s twisted criminal underworld.

**3945123 SCOOBY-DOO MEETS THE HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS.** Scooby-Doo and the Mystery, Inc. gang score big wins when they team up with the Harlem Globetrotters in two hilarious action-packed mystery adventures. Includes "The Lock Ness Mess" and "The Mystery of Hunted Island." 70 minutes. Warner Bros. $6.95.

**4890169 THE NEW SCOOBY-DOO MOVIES.** The stars come out for Scooby-Doo and the gang in 15 cool and classic episodes. Celebrity guest stars include the Harlem Globetrotters, Maze & Triangle, The Three Stooges, Jonathan Winters, Don Knotts, Laurel and Hardy and “Mama” Cass Elliot—some voicing their cartoon selves.
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Animated TV & Movies

**480711** **BATMAN: Triple Feature.** Three animated features. In Batman & Mr. Freeze: Subzero Batman faces his costest enemy when Mr. Freeze returns to Gotham City. Then in Batman vs. Dracula an army of vampires are taking over the city and it is up to Batman to stop them. Finally, in The Batman/Superman Movie Superman teams with Batman to save the planet. English SDH. Over four hours. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $26.99

**490199** **THE FLINTSTONE KIDS: Rockin' in Bedrock.** You know their names: Fred, Barney, Dino, Betty and Dino. The beloved characters in history are back but for the first time as a singing, dancing, singing and fun-filled animated series. Features the voices of Arsenio Hall, Maurice LaMarche, Lorenzo Music, Laura Summer and Frank Welker. Over four hours. English SDH. $19.98

**490199** **THE FLINTSTONE KIDS: Vol. 1.** Fullscreen. Showcasing haunted power plants, the Sandman, Halloween spirits, and the Goobie man. Each episode includes the voices of Arsenio Hall, Maurice LaMarche, Lorenzo Music, Laura Summer and Frank Welker. Over five hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $26.99

**490199** **THE FLINTSTONE KIDS: Vol. 2.** Fullscreen. Teletransports onto this two-DVD set with all the Martians attack! 75 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**495717** **THE FLINTSTONES AND WAVE: Stone Age Smackdown!** When Fred loses his job, he hatches one of his hairbrained plans to get it back. It's a sports entertainment spectacle that involves throwing Barney into the ring with the likes of John Candy, Ben Stiller, Robert Downey Jr., and Ben Stiller again. English SDH. 140 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $39.98

**493515** **HANNA-BARBERA HOLIDAY TRIPLE FEATURE.** Celebrate the Holidays with this all-star line-up: A Flintstone's Christmas Carol; Yogi Bear's All-Star Comedy Christmas; and The Smurfs Holiday Celebration. English SDH. 140 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $5.95

**493640** **BATMAN: Under the Red Hood.** Widescreen. Batman faces his ultimate challenge as the mysterious Red Hood takes Gotham City by firestorm. One part vigilante, one part criminal kingpin, Red Hood begins cleaning up Gotham City with the efficiency of Batman, but without following the same ethical code. Includes an animated short, Jonah Hex. English SDH. 76 minutes. plus a loader for the Blu-ray. Over four hours. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.98

**482558** **SON OF BATMAN.** Widescreen. With his son in tow, Batman wages war against the villain Deathstroke and the League of Shadows, all while teaching his young son that one can’t fight crime by becoming a criminal. With help from the Bat-Family, including Commissioner Gordon and Nightwing, Batman will soon discover that his son and most trusted ally are one and the same. English SDH. 74 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $39.98

**473229** **TOM AND JERRY SPOTLIGHT COLLECTION.** Collects 40 restored and remastered shorts (along with fabulous celebratory bonuses) and includes nine Academy Award nominees and seven winners. CC. Over five hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

**479384** **THE REAL GHOSTBUSTERS, VOLUME 1.** Fullscreen. Showcasing haunted power plants, the Sandman, Halloween spirits, and the Goobie man. English SDH. 239 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Home Video.

**494500** **JOEY AND THE PUSSYCATS: The Complete Series.** Josie, from the legendary Archie Comics fame, is here to put on an unforgettable show! So put on those Saturday Pajamas, grab some cereal, call your friends and rock out to this three-DVD complete series collection! English SDH. Over five hours. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $39.98

**490252** **TOM AND JERRY: Pint-Sized Pals.** Big laughs come in small packages! Here come Tom and Jerry, and they’re bringing with them a group of adorable, sidekicking allies. Includes 150 hilarious episodes. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**438105** **THE FLINTSTONES: The Complete First Season.** The lovable temperament of Fred Flintstone, the delicious digs of wife Wilma, the hilarious jabs of neighbor Barney Rubble. They’re all present and perfectly accounted for in these 26 episodes of the prehistoric First Season that will make fans shout, “Yabba dabba doo!” In color and B&W. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Cartoon Network. $9.95

**497726** **JUSTICE LEAGUE: Season One.** Fullscreen. Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Green Lantern, Martian Manhunter and Hawkgirl—they have all saved countless lives from unspeakable dangers, using their unique powers to fight light on Earth and across the galaxy. Includes all 26 episodes of Season One. CC. Over nine hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Home Video. $9.95

**394323** **THE HUCKLEBERRY HOUND SHOW: Season 1, Volume 1.** Rediscover the good of hound dogs ever in this collection of 26 original episodes from a true animated classic. The cool canine charmed early TV audiences with his unique personality, a slow Southern drawl and fast wit that had people laughing. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

**483618** **THE HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN COLLECTION.** Read along on screen with some of your favorite classic children’s stories brought vividly to life. Includes The Ugly Duckling; The Emperor’s New Clothes; Nightingale; and The Red Shoes. Plus two bonus stories, The Little Match Girl and The Swineherd. Recommended for ages 3-9. 119 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**468922** **THE RETURN OF THE KING.** Fullscreen. Frodo’s quest to destroy the One Ring continues. With faithful servant Samwise at his side, he faces many perils on the quest to Mount Doom. Will Frodo resist the ring’s ominous power and defeat the Dark Lord Sauron? Revisit The Return of the King, a classic in this remastered edition. English SDH. 97 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**389412** **HEAT GUY J: Limited Edition Collector’s Box 1.** After being transported to the Himalayas in a spaceship bound for Mars. After their mysterious mission, the heroes arrive in Dantes. Includes four episodes and extras. 100 minutes. Adults only. Pioneer.

**477366** **TOM AND JERRY: Blast Off to Mars.** Once content to duke it out here on Earth, The Flash, Scooby-Doo, and Tom and Jerry now boldly go where no cat and mouse have gone before when they get trapped on a spaceship bound for Mars. After their mission is sabotaged and control, the tables are turned on Tom when scheme to capture Spider-Man.

**474730** **SPIDER-MAN: The Mutant Menace.** Widescreen. Features three Spider-Man adventures: Rhino Squeeze, where three ex-KGB agents take a group of people hostage; Law of the Jungle, where Peter’s professor, Doc Connors, interacts with a sentient dinosaur; and Lizard Bridge, where a swashbuckling side. Also on hand is a holiday favorite The Night Before Christmas, where Tom and Jerry change into an animated classic. The cool canine charmed early TV audiences with his unique personality, a slow Southern drawl and fast wit that had people laughing. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

**477357** **SCOOBY-DOO goes to the Movies.** Widescreen. Features the adventures of Scooby-Doo and his friends, who take a wild ride through a world of new cases. Includes the adventures of wave to wave to wave of other fun and funny adventures. Over 9 hours on 5 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99
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★ 4811054 SPIRITUAL AWAKENING. Produced for those seeking an enlightened orientation to the mystical and spiritual world. This fascinating program takes viewers down the path of empowerment and self-discovery, and is sure to supercharge your own personal spiritual journey. Over four hours. Reality Entertainment. $14.95

★ 4758153 COUNTDOWN TO ARMAGEDDON. Includes five complete programs covering many aspects of Biblical prophecy. The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse; Apocalypse Now, Later or Never; False Messiahs; Jerusalem: At Peace or in Pieces?; and Inside the Middle East. 79 minutes. Total Time: 4 hours. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 4835956 BILLY GRAHAM: American Experience. Widescreen. Examines the evangelist’s extraordinary influence on American politics and culture, interweaving the voices of historians, scholars, family, and Graham himself, to create a kaleidoscopic portrait of a singular figure in American society. English SDH. 110 minutes. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 4846168 SHIVA MANTRAS. Widescreen. Mantra is a sacred utterance, the basis of all religious traditions, scriptures, and prayers. This DVD presents a collection of Mantra songs with lyrics devoted to the sound vibration Ram. 34 minutes. Wowow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4846402 RAM MANTRAS. Widescreen. Mantra is a sacred utterance, the basis of all religious traditions, scriptures, and prayers. Vedic Scriptures state that chanting the Sacred Names is one of the most effective spiritual practices. This DVD presents a collection of Mantra songs devoted to the sound vibration Ram. 34 minutes. Wowow! Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4836001 JOURNEY INTO BUDDHISM. Widescreen. The acclaimed Vajra Trilogy of John Bussian: Dharma River; Praja Earth; and Vajra Sky over Tibet. The living presence of place is the primary focus of these lyrical films which are meditations on themselves. Their characteristic pacing, indigenous music and harmonious chants are designed to induce an inner journey while traveling to these legendary places. English SDH. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. $33.95

4807561 REVIVE US/REVIVE US 2. Widescreen. In both the original Revive Us and Revive Us 2, Kirk Cameron points us toward how we can help revitalize our country in these darkening days. With insights, teachings, prayer and worship, you are bound to find the courage we all need today. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Provider. PRICE CUT to $3.95

4888510 HOW GREAT THE ART & CLIMB EV’RY MOUNTAIN. Questar. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

4253922 GOD’S MIRACLES. Questar. $5.95

★ 38080664 BIBLE REVELATIONS: The Sacred Codes. Sector’s Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

Documentaries

4888502 HONG KONG & BANGKOK: Rudy Maxa’s World. Tour around Hong Kong and Bangkok with travel journalist Rudy Maxa. In Hong Kong you will explore the streets in one of the iconic streetcars around the city. You also will take a cuisine tour around the city. In Bangkok you will lean about street food while also exploring the klongs (canals) and temples. Questar. $5.95

3848140 A WALK THROUGH THE BRONX. With unbridled enthusiasm and expansive knowledge of the city, David Hartman and historian Barry Lewis take a walk through the Bronx. Throughtenacious grassroots efforts, the borough’s residents have kept historic landmarks, cleaning up the Bronx River, creating community gardens, preserving buildings and rebuilding neighborhoods. 90 minutes. Thirteen. $2.95

4860003 DISCOVERING HAWAII. Discover the origins of Hawaiian culture, and the unique culture of the Hawaiian Islands, with their astounding diversity. Learn about Kilauea and other legendary volcanoes. Hear the story of Hawaian culture and the pilgrimage to Hana. In Grand Teton you’ll see the Teton Range monumental mountains, see breathtaking wildlife and vistas, and see Jackson Hole. In Yellowstone, see Mammoth Hot Springs, Yellowstone’s unique hot springs. Old Faithful, Inspiration Point and more. 120 minutes on two DVDs. Questar. Pub. at $19.99

4974342 AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Dodge Dart GTS/Plymouth Roadrunner. Fullscreen. A car which succeeded wonderfully in its time. Lessons in musclecar concept—find the lightest body you can, put in the biggest engine you’ve got (even the Hemi), and hang on, it’s Dart GTS! Chryslers Corporation finds a whole new image and whole bunch of new consumers. The Roadrunner’s owners just love the little horn—and the big engines! 50 minutes. MPI. $5.95

4795408 ERIC BROWN: A Pilot’s Story. Widescreen. Capt. Eric “Whiskey” Brown, one of the most accomplished aviators of the 20th century, recalls his amazing life. In addition to his legendary career as a test pilot, he was at the 1936 Berlin Olympics, interrogated Hermann Goering, helped liberate the Belsen concentration camp, and sang with the Glenn Miller Band. 80 minutes. Pub. at $14.99

4789954 SHOOTING WAR: World War II Combat Cameramen. Fullscreen. From writer/producer/director Richard Schickel and executive producer Steven Spielberg comes a remarkable look at the first battle to be truly reported and recorded by one of the more unsung heroes of World War II—the combat photographer. 89 minutes. DreamWorks. $5.95

4859583 CRUISE MEXICO. This program takes you on a cruise with a dozen locales and a thousand memories. Your itinerary includes Acapulco; Cabo San Lucas; Cancun; Cozumel; Huatulco; La Paz; Loreto; Mazatlan; Bahia de Banderas; Zihuatanejo; and Puerto Vallarta. 82 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

4957229 TOP GEAR: From A-Z. Widescreen. School yourself in the ABCs of automotive ridiculousness with some of the best the genre has to offer. Includes five complete programs covering every aspect of the world of automobiles. Two hours. Questar.

4803564 LONDON’S EAST END, 1900S–1970S. This collection of rarely seen archive films captures 70 years of a bygone era. Programs include: Bringing the Empire Home: The Greatest Port in the World; London’s East End 1900s–1930s; London’s East End 1940s–1970s; and London’s East End at War. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. St. John’s. $9.95

3803787 OPUS DEI AND THE DA VINCI CODE. Granted exclusive and unprecedented access, British journalist and former friar Mark Dowd goes inside Opus Dei to untangle fact from fiction. Accompanying his journey are charts of strange and disturbing practices. Mark investigates both the religious organization and the bestseller that ignited a firestorm of controversy. 120 minutes. American Home Treasures. $3.95

3848086 A WALK AROUND STATEN ISLAND. Join your host David Hartman and historian Barry Lewis as they follow the footsteps of the American immigrant. Fishers—rich history, restored St. George Theatre, and the waterfront Richmond County Saving Bank Ballpark, along with many other points of interest. 70 minutes. Polish National Film Institute. $2.95

3919382 SCARY STORIES. Widescreen. Explore the history of one of the most controversial works of modern children’s literature: the best-selling classic Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark, which scared a generation of young readers and banned one of the most banned books of all time. The truth behind the horror hallmark of a generation. Not Rated. 85 minutes. WildEye. Pub. at $19.99 $2.95

4677684 YOSEMITE NATURE. Widescreen. Join scientists and wildlife adventurers as they capture the unique culture of the Sierra Nevada’s most precious resource, its water. Glide over the Yosemite Valley, climb trees as tall as buildings, and see how critters both great and small survive through drought, wildfires and mountains of snow. 60 minutes. PBS. $5.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
 Documentaries

380366X MODERN MARVELS: Motorcycles. This installment of Modern Marvels chronicles the history and development of motorcycles, including speculators, racing motorcycles, and heavily-customized choppers. In Color and B&W. 50 minutes. History Channel. $3.95

★ 3906493 LIFE OF ADOLF HITLER. Carefully chronicling in great detail the early years of Hitler’s life and the events that shaped him into the leader of Germany. The film offers a critical insight into the steady rise of the Nazi party and how its racist vision of the world slowly took hold in a disillusions Germany. In R&W. 102 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

4669215 THE ADVENTURES OF ERROL FLYNN. This documentary traces Flynn’s entire journey, from his Tasmanian roots to the height of Hollywood celebrity. Features film clips, home movies, interviews, and commentary by regular Flynn co-star Olivia de Havilland. In Color and B&W. 87 minutes. Warner Archive. $3.95

SOLD OUT

3801349 TURKEY: Rudy Maxa’s World. Explore the festive Grand Bazaar, where more than 4,000 shops and two mosques are spread across sixty streets in Istanbul. Then take a Blue Cruise, exploring the dazzling Turquoise Coast to discover the enchanting Greek and Roman ruins. 56 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

3973021 DEFLATING THE ELEPHANT. Features George Lakoff, a professor of cognitive linguistics at the University of California, Berkeley, who dissects the conservative dialogue and provides explanations as to how they have spent the last 35 years perfecting their ideas and their language. An invaluable learning tool for anyone who wants to learn how to recognize the real meaning behind framing messages. 124 minutes. Cinema Libre Studio. $3.95

399564X LOOK, UP IN THE SKY! The Amazing Story of Superman. This definitive telling of the Superman saga traces the character’s humble beginnings all the way up to his emergence as the world’s mightiest pop culture icon. Includes rare footage, outakes and exclusive interviews. Also includes a behind-the-scenes look at Superman Returns. CC. 110 minutes. Warner Bros. $3.95

★ 4837738 LUCY WORSLEY’S ROYAL MYTHS & SECRETS, VOLUME 1. Widescreen. Journey across Europe to visit the incredible locations where royal history was made. From the Spanish Armada to the French Revolution, learn how royal history is a mixture of facts, exaggeration, manipulation, and myth. Includes the lives of three women, Elizabeth I, Queen Anne and Marie Antoinette. English SDH. 160 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

3860116 1 NATION UNDER TERROR. Widescreen. Delves into the heart of the unstoppable Donald Trump, from the ground floor all the way to the pinnacle of the 2016 American political landscape. An unforgettable look at could be the most important political figure of the 21st century, as he continues to solidify himself as the world’s most controversial president. English SDH. 112 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

4819241 A DAY IN THE LIFE: Seasons 1 & 2. Widescreen. Acclaimed director Morgan Spurlock dissects the most interesting individuals in our pop culture landscape. Each episode goes behind the scenes with today’s leading figures, allowing you to “live in the wall” during a typical day with Richard Branson, Joel McHale, Mario Batali, Misty Copeland and more. All 16 Season One and Two episodes. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Virgil Films. PRICE CUT to $1.95

★ 4726335 CHARIOTS OF THE GODS. World-renowned authority Erich von Daniken gives stunning visual proof that some form of life from outer space landed on Earth centuries ago. His compelling documentary takes the viewer from underground caves and tombs to the blackest mountain peaks to uncover provocative answers to some of humanity’s most pressing quandaries. 90 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 396611X THE COMPLETE COSMOSPHERE. Full-color, 240-page guidebook offers an encyclopedia of space and astronomy on DVD, exploring the Solar System, our Milky Way and the Universe beyond. From the big bang and the formation of the planets to black holes and the farthest quasars, the film tells a crisp visual story uninterrupted by interviews or on-screen hosts. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Beckmann Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 4890395 BEHIND YOUR RADIO DIAL. Take a deep and personal look behind the scenes of America’s very own NBC—National Broadcasting Company—in this 1948 documentary. Veteran radio man Ben Grauer takes you on a wondrous journey to both incredible studios at Rockefeller Center in New York, and the glamorous Hollywood studios in California. 84 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

4726650 CHURCHILL’S FIRST WORLD WAR. Widescreen. At the outbreak of WWI, Britain’s First Lord of Admiralty, Winston Churchill, dreams of winning fame and glory. But when the disastrous Battle of Gallipoli takes place, Churchill himself is facing certain defeat. This film is a must-see for Churchill enthusiasts. 55 minutes. Docurama. $3.95

3973527 RICHARD Pryor: Omit the Logic. Widescreen. Mike Epps, Richard Pryor Jr. and others recount the culture-defining influence of Richard Pryor—one of America’s most brilliant comic-minds—in this documentary. Pryor remains an inspiration to young comedians. English SDH. 93 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

★ 3932591 1 BILLION ORGASMS. Widescreen. Follows Aaron, the creator of a device that helps couples trigger female ejaculation, to Las Vegas to promote his invention at the Sex Expo. The story that unfolds reveals a man at odds with what he says he wants and the consequences of that conflict for both him and the people around him. Not Rated. R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

★ 4787676 ALIEN CRASH AT ROSWELL: The UFO Truth Lost in Time. In 1947, Major Jesse Marcel, commander of the most technologically advanced bomb group in the world, discovered the crash site of a downed UFO in the New Mexico desert. Here, Jesse Marcel III, the Major’s grandson, tells his grandfather’s story and reveals what has continued to haunt his family for over sixty years. CC. Venturo. $3.95

★ 3948528 HOW TO LIVE FOREVER. Director Mark Wexler embarks on a worldwide trek to investigate just what it means to live forever, and what it could mean to really live forever. This film documents his journey as he seeks to learn if eternal life is possible or even desirable. 94 minutes. Docusaurus. $3.95

★ 3771164 SILENT AND FORGOTTEN. In this fascinating documentary thirteen silent film stars share their own stories in their own words, including Clara Bow, Lillian Gish, allowing you to “live in the wall” during a typical day with Richard Branson, Joel McHale, Mario Batali, Misty Copeland, and more. All 16 Season One and Two episodes. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Virgil Films. PRICE CUT to $1.95

★ 480984X A MURDER IN THE PARK. Widescreen. In 1983, Anthony Porter was sentenced to death for the murders of two teens. In 1998 a group of university students investigated the case and seemingly found the real killer. This film’s investigation provides a fascinating glimpse into a very broken criminal justice system and re-examines one of the most pivotal conviction reversals in American history. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sundance Selects. $4.95

4773500 PUSSY RIOT: A Punk Prayer. Filmed over the course of six months, this film tells the incredible story of three young women who challenged Putin and Russia. As members of the feminist art collective Pussy Riot, they performed a 40 second “punk prayer” inside Russia’s main cathedral. This performance led to the arrest of religious leaders and culminated in a trial that has worldwide resonance. CC. 88 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

6636187 WESTINGHOUSE. Widescreen. Carol Lee Epsey narrates this fascinating look at the famous electric company about the world and times of industrialist George Westinghouse: his companies, legacy, personality, partnership with Nikola Tesla and the lives of Thomas Edison. CC. 112 minutes. Inecom. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

★ 4969228 A TABOO IDENTITY: THE (Re)Evolution of Kay Taylor Parker. Explores Kay Taylor Parker’s journey from being an anti-reform legend to a powerful work as a metaphysical counselor. Social psychologist David W. Wahl introduces the viewer to Kay and the evolution of her sexuality to her newly evolved identity. Includes the discussion and many long-time friends of Parker. Unrated. 61 minutes. Docurama. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

4729714 STEVE JOBS: THE LOST Interview. Widescreen. Steve Jobs did not last his early days, career battles, and vision for the future. This film provides a fascinating look at Jobs at a particularly interesting moment in his career. Non-Fiction. R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Docurama. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ 3754829 WHAT WE LEFT BEHIND: Looking Back at Star Trek—Deep Space Nine. Widescreen. Often described as dark and edgy, Deep Space Nine was maligned by many fans and critics at the time as a show that did not fit into Gene Roddenberry’s vision of the future. But now, two decades after it left the airwaves, it’s being rediscovered by new, younger fans. This full-length documentary delves into the new-found resurgence of this groundbreaking series. English SDH. 116 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 4836186 SHIP THAT CHANGED THE WORLD: Nova. Widescreen. A well-preserved wreck off the coast of Sweden dating back to the era of Columbus reveals new details about the engineering that changed the world. Dive with NOVA as we uncover the sunken clues to this significant new discovery. English SDH. 58 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

3679223 SINATRA IN PALM SPRINGS: The Place He Called Home. Widescreen. Explores Sinatra’s deep attachment to Palm Springs and the Coachella Valley. The story of the Sinatra Ranch and paying tribute to his unique lifestyle. Featuring more than 70 movie and TV show clips and rarely seen archival footage, as well as interviews with Frank Sinatra, Tom Dreesen, Mel Haber and many others who knew Sinatra best. English SDH. 92 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $9.95

3662992 SNAPPED–THE KILLER HUNTED. Widescreen. The true story of a woman who brutally murdered her husband, then took a trip to Disneyland. And Susan Wright, an average American mother and housewife who murdered her husband’s lover and stabs him 192 times. These true stories, full of scandal and intrigue, are guaranteed to grip and shock. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $24.98 $4.95

More titles at erhb.com/873
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- 4738462 ESCAPE FROM ROOM 18. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

- 4676319 TARGET: St. Louis/TARGET: Philadelphia. Fullscreen. Indepix. Pub. at $34.95

- 3945596 JOURNEY TO SPACE. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

- 4707397 IN CASE OF EMERGENCY. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

- 4707281 EPICENTRO. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95


- 4707168 BORN TO BE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**UFos, Conspiracies & Mysteries**

- 3841030 9/11: Ten Years of Deception. In 2011, experts and scientists from around the world gathered in Toronto, Canada to present new and established evidence that questions the official story of 9/11. This evidence was presented to a distinguished panel of experts and through their analysis they hope to spark a new investigation into the 9/11 attacks. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

- 4787684 ANCIENT ASTRONAUTS: Our Extraterrestrial Legacy. Examines the Sumerian culture, which dates to the 5th millennium BC, whose emigration out of nowhere left no predecessor in the land that is now south-western Iraq. We attribute to the Sumerians over 100 of the firsts needed for an advanced civilization, from the wheel to the first form of writing. Did the Sumerian people make all these discoveries, or did they get help from above? Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

- 4274431 TOP 20 MINDBLOWING UFO CASES. Explore suppressed and hidden information about the strangest and most fantastic UFO incidents in history. Learn about the deception and cover up of the UFO phenomenon. Everyone’s heard of aliens and UFOs is a lie. Learn the facts they don’t want you to know. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Total Content. Pub. at $19.99

- 4575695 THE VIKING SERPENT. While many of the most evil symbols for Christianity—666, the pentagram and the snake—have in common? Quite possibly one of the most amazing discoveries of all time, this film reveals an ancient and incredible legacy placed upon the landscape of Norway. Prepare to be stunned by the ramifications of this incredible find. 80 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

- 4380756 UFO’S OVER AMERICA. This comprehensive, four-hour, two-DVD collection features over 200 UFO phenomena and over 20 interviews. The latest developments in this collection are suppressed and hidden information about the strangest and most fantastic UFO incidents in recent history. This collection is truly ground-breaking. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

- 4758554 EGYPT: Origins and Aliens. New evidence of highly advanced, precision machining on Egypt’s Giza Plateau gives credence to the ancient alien hypothesis. This is further supported by DVID’s discovery of prehistoric flywheels and other artifacts and monuments cut with laser precision, including Egypt Exposed and Aliens in Egypt. 150 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99

- 467488X YES: They Are Controlling Our Minds. What was once an Orwellian novel is now our reality. Even though our ancestors were controlled by the ruling elite comprised of royalty and religions, they would not recognize what has become of our world today and amazingly very little has in fact changed. The difference is we believe we’re free, when in truth we are controlled, manipulated and cajoled into action or inaction. 70 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.99

- 4790128 THE DA VINCI CODE EXPOSED: What They Don’t Want You to Know. Posits that for centuries the truth about the bloodline of Jesus Christ and Christianity has been suppressed by the ruling powers because it would spell a major blow to the institutions around the globe. If you have been intrigued by The Da Vinci Code, this program will overwhelm you with new insights. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Pub. at $19.99

- 4717550 ILLUMINATI: The All-Seeing Eye, Widescreen. Among the most infamous of secret societies stand without a doubt the shadowy Illuminati. This secret sect has been referenced throughout books to movies and games, yet for all that we think we know about it, there’s so much more. This documentary seeks to point a spotlight on the enigmatic “keepers of the light.” 70 minutes. Pub. at $19.99

- 4657470 THE TRAVYON HOAX. Filmmaker Joel Gilbert exposes in detail what he believes is the most consequential hoax in recent history and reveals how the Travyon Hoax set the stage for the downward spiral of race relations in America. Unrated. 120 minutes. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $2.95

- 4652649 CORONAVIRUS: Plague of the Pandemic. What if the Coronavirus was planned long ago by the ruling elite manipulating the internet and the media to control our minds, our spirits and our lives to create a “new normal” that aligns with an enigmatic and elusive secret society? Explore the history, the mounting evidence, and lies – life and death. From UFO cover-ups to Hollywood’s biggest secrets and scandals, this film connects the dots through some of history’s greatest conspiracies including: assassinations, alien encounters, Cold War intrigue and more. 90 minutes. Total Content. Pub. at $14.95

- 4809227 SECRET SOCIETIES: Illuminati. From rap artists wearing the all seeing eye around their necks, to the multi-million dollar movies, the enigmatic and elusive secret society we know as the Illuminati has held us captive for decades. This film uncovers their very ancient origins and explores the proof of how they were there at the very beginning of the major religions of the globe. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

- 4575614 CONSPIRACY: Top Secrets Revealed. The Chilling Evidence. DVD series moves along the shadowy boundary between fact and fiction—truth and lies—and death. From UFO cover-ups to Hollywood’s biggest secrets and scandals, this film connects the dots through some of history’s greatest conspiracies including: assassinations, alien encounters, Cold War intrigue and more. 90 minutes. Total Content. Pub. at $11.95

- 4811039 UNEARTHED HISTORY: What Historians Still Don’t Understand. Widescreen. Who were the first Americans, and when—and how—did they arrive? How on earth did Stonehenge get built? What did Christopher Columbus really find in the New World? How did the Salem witchcraft outbreak of 1692? All of these, and more, will be examined during this fun and fascinating talk. 70 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $11.95


- 4784472 AMERICAN ILLUMINATI: The Final Countdown. Alchemy. Pub. at $9.95

- 4736303 AMERICAN ILLUMINATI. One Media. Pub. at $19.98

- 4760442 A FALSE REALITY. WWM. Pub. at $19.99

- 4570388 ALIENS AND UFOS: Legend of Planet X. WWM. Pub. at $11.95


- 4716116 SECRET SOCIETIES. Widescreen. Ruthless. Pub. at $9.95

- 4730098 ALIENS AND PYRAMIDS: Forbidden Knowledge. Alchemy. Pub. at $11.95


- 4758161 THE DEEP STATE PROPHECY. Total Content. Pub. at $14.95

**Total Content:**

- 4574859 COVID-19: Inside Job. This film explores the work being done on us and how we’ve been deceived. The filmmaker investigates the “controversial” development of the vaccine and uncovers its origin through research and interviews. 70 minutes. Alice in Arms. Pub. at $14.95

- 4809300 ATLANTIS: The Future of Mankind. Today we are finding lost cities, strange civilizations, and more with the power of new technology that may also prove once and for all that Atlantis might not be a myth. Explore Atlantis in a new light that explains the legacy of humanity from the Bible, to the cataclysm, to alien intervention and beyond. 70 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

- 4758145 CONSPIRACY: Top Secrets Revealed. The Chilling Evidence. DVD series moves along the shadowy boundary between fact and fiction—truth and lies—and death. From UFO cover-ups to Hollywood’s biggest secrets and scandals, this film connects the dots through some of history’s greatest conspiracies including: assassinations, alien encounters, Cold War intrigue and more. 90 minutes. Total Content. Pub. at $11.95

- 4811039 UNEARTHED HISTORY: What Historians Still Don’t Understand. Widescreen. Who were the first Americans, and when—and how—did they arrive? How on earth did Stonehenge get built? What did Christopher Columbus really find in the New World? How did the Salem witchcraft outbreak of 1692? All of these, and more, will be examined during this fun and fascinating talk. 70 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $11.95

- 4758161 THE DEEP STATE PROPHECY. Total Content. Pub. at $14.95

- 4758161 THE DEEP STATE PROPHECY. Total Content. Pub. at $14.95
American History

**4836057 HINDENBURG: The New Evidence.** Widescreen. The chain of events that ignited Hindenburg’s hydrogen remains one of the biggest mysteries in aviation history. Now, more than 80 years after the event, new footage has surfaced that gives us a fresh angle at the story. SDH. 90 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.95

**4889378 SOLD OUT 8009939 THE SPEECHES COLLECTION, VOLUME 1.** This two-disc set contains the important and famous speeches of John F. Kennedy, Martin Luther King, Jr., and Malcolm X. SDH. Approximately 4 hours. MPL. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**4878602 CROSSFIRE: The Plot That Killed Kennedy.** Fifty years after the event that rocked the nation and shocked the world, Jim Marrs, the man whose words inspired Oliver Stone’s hit film JFK, takes you into the conspiracy of John F. Kennedy’s untimely death with never before seen maps, photos, newspaper articles, government documents, and more. Includes 67 minutes and 75 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

**4932035 AMERICA AFTER 9/11: Frontline.** Widescreen. On September 11, 2001, Al Qaeda terrorists carried out the deadliest terror attack on America in the country’s history. Twenty years later, this film re-examines the U.S. government’s response across four presidencies—and the unintended consequences. Draws on dozens of revelatory interviews. English SDH. 110 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95**

**4819903 NATIONAL SECURITY VS. PRIVACY: The Inside Story of the Pentagon Papers.** This film charts theendars on how the necessity to ensure national security must be reconciled with the rights guaranteed in the First Amendment. That challenge is central to the first film that leaked the Pentagon Papers, a top-secret account of the origins of the Vietnam War. Later, those issues are evaluated again. 81 minutes. MAPL. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**


**494643X GHOSTS OF THE WEST: The End of the Bonanza Trail.** Lost mines, abandoned diggings, ghost towns. These very words conjure enigmatic images of the Old West—of thousands of towns and mining camps that boomed and died during that brief era where men scrambled throughout the territory, searching for the next big gold strike. Reveals the towns’ ultimate fates and legacies. 57 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

**493492X A WALK IN HER SHOES.** Widescreen. This story’s intimate story of personal waking, discovery, empowerment, and triumph, and in a quest to overcome one of the greatest obstacles in her life, personal trainer and author Meta Hunter was determined to freedom by re-tracing the steps of the great American heroine, Harriet Tubman. From In doing so Meta discovers who she really was. CC. 94 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

**4954130 WHEN LIBERTY BURNS.** This documentary highlights the life and death of Arthur L. McDuffle. On December 17, 1979, after failing a traffic stop, the police gave chase. McDuffle was surrendered but he was beaten until he lost consciousness and died. This film looks at Miami’s dynamics of race relations in a city with such diverse ethnic populations, and shows how the civil rights movement changed. CC. 90 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

**4831710 TULSA: The Fire and the Forgotten.** Widescreen. Examines the 1921 Tulsa Race Massacre on the 100th anniversary of the crime. The film includes interviews with descendants of victims and those families’ devastating experience affects their lives in today’s America, and also documents the current excavation of potential mass graves from the massacre English SDH. 90 minutes. **PRICE CUT to $15.95**

**4839964 THE BLINDING OF ISAAC WOODARD: American Experience.** Widescreen. In 1946, Isaac Woodard, a Black army sergeant, was taken off a Greyhound bus after a heated exchange with the driver. The local police chief savagely beat him, leaving him permanently blind. This film tells how the modern civil rights movement. English SDH. 110 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$19.95**

**4840410 FREE SPEECH: The First Amendment in Crisis.** Widescreen. In recent years, America has become hotbeds not just for vigorous debate but for questioning whether vigorous debate even has a rightful place on campus. Speech codes, canceled lectures, and hecklers regularly make headlines. This talk will explore how our colleges have become lightning rods for conflict about the First Amendment. 97 minutes. Dreamscape Media. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**4818571 AMERICAN IMMIGRATION: Fear, Myth, and Reality.** Widescreen. From colonial days to the present, debates over immigration help define who Americans are, what they believe their country has and should be, and reveal most of all each generation’s politics and priorities. Do we welcome immigrants and what’s at stake? What is the economic impact on the United States? 56 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**480762X MYSTERIES OF THE GREAT LAKES.** Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**481867X FIVE TURNING POINTS IN AMERICAN HISTORY.** Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4804095 THE SUPREME COURT: How Did We Get Here, and Where Are We Headed?** Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4836707 THE LIFE AND TIMES OF ALLEN GINSBERG.** Visionary, radical, spiritual seeker, Allen Ginsberg faced a long battle as the leader of a new literary movement, champion of human rights, Buddhist, political activist and teacher—Ginsberg’s remarkable life shaped the way we see ourselves. This film is revealed in this compilation of the last 60 years of American culture. Includes a second DVD of bonus material. In Color and B&W. 84 minutes. Documentary. **$9.95**

**483892X THE AMERICAN WEST OF JOHN FORD.** This two-DVD collection captures a few of the most memorable movies in Hollywood history, and many of their greatest roles have been played off-screen. CC. 95 minutes. HBO. **$5.95**

**8079587 QUEEN & COUNTRY.** Widescreen. In 2012 all eyes were on Queen Elizabeth as she marked her Diamond Jubilee. In this fascinating series, veteran newsmans Sir Trevor McDonald looks at not only the traditions and institutions surrounding the life and the labors of British life and history. English SDH. Four hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99 **$5.95**

**4835024 TAB HUNTER CONFIDENTIAL.** In the 1950s, Tab Hunter was one of the sexiest leading men in Hollywood, and number one on the music charts and romantically linked to Natalie Wood, Debbie Reynolds and Sophia Loren to name just a few. Nothing can diminish his film legacy, that is, except the fact that Tab is secretly gay. Not Rated. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 **$14.95**

**4972619 FERLINGHETTI: A Rebirth of Wonder.** Widescreen. This incisive and entertaining portrait of American poet Lawrence Ferlinghetti explores his vital role as catalyst for numerous literary careers and for the Beat Movement itself. With Ferlinghetti and others reveal a rich melange of characters and events that unfolded in postwar America. Not Rated. English SDH. 79 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $34.95 **$21.95**

**4837797 SAMMY DAVIS, JR.: I’ve Gotta Be Me.** Widescreen. He was “Mr. Entertainment,” a showman whose energy spanned across the twentieth century. Yet his life was complex, complicated, and contradictory. This film explores the life and art of a uniquely talented entertainer; and events that unfolded in postwar America. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 **$19.95**

**4744983 FROM THE HOLocaust to HOLlywood: The Robert Clary Story.** Widescreen. His life begins with a close-knit loving family followed by the horrors of war, genocide, two years in forced labor camps, and three concentration camps, but the result was not just a purifying experience, but a psychological victory over the enemy—Clary even made it to Hollywood, best known as Corporal Louis LeBeau on “Hogan’s Heroes.” This is his story. 49 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/873
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**4837606** THE DICTATOR'S PLAYBOOK. Widescreen. Meeting the most ruthless rulers of all time, the spectacular history of dictation. Sold out.

**4725211** HEMINGWAY: The Man, the Myth, the Writer Revealed. Examines the visionary work and turbulent life of one of the greatest and most influential American writers. Widescreen. Intimate and insightful, the series weaves together Hemingway's biography with excerpts from his work. PBS. Pub. at $39.99

**4892674** CLEARK. Widescreen. A story of a man who wears many hats. All of them backwards. This chronicles the life and career of indie filmmaker Clark Smith. Featuring never before seen interviews with friends, family and filmmaking peers, along with icons of the film, comic and comedy world, the story unfolds in 115 minutes. SDH. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**4756157** THE CODEBREAKER: American Experience. Widescreen. The fascinating story of Elizabeth Smith Friedman, the groundbreaking cryptanalyst whose painstaking work decoding thousands of messages for the U.S. government would send infamous gangsters to prison and bring down a massive, near-invisible Nazi spy ring in WWII. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

**483769X** JOSEPH PULITZER: Voice of the People. Widescreen. The personal story of Pulitzer is a riveting tour on the American Dream narrative. Arriving as a penniless immigrant, he became famous in his own time for the outsized financial success of his newspapers and his outspoken, cantankerous editorial voice. English SDH. 90 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

**4835768** INSIDE THE MIND OF CHRISTINA CHRISTIE/AGATHA CHRISTIE'S ENGLISH MURDER. Combining access to Agatha Christie's family, her personal archive and speaking to those who knew her best, we discover what made the world's most successful crime writer tick in Inside the Mind of Agatha Christie. Retracing Agatha's footsteps across England, we discover how her surroundings became integral to her stories in Agatha Christie's English Murder.


**290476** THE GREATS. Fullscreen. RLJ Entertainment. $7.95

**3901445** PRINCES OF THE PALACE. Widescreen. Dreamspace Media. PRICE CUT to $15.95

**4703138** VAN GOGH: Brush with Genius. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

**4707443** JIMMY CARTER: Rock & Roll President. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

**4837746** MCCARTHY: Power Foods on Fear. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

Sports

**4713222** KINGDOM OF BRUNEL. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

**3931154** WHAT SHE SAID: The Art of Pauline Kael. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

**4713081** INSIDE THE MIND OF ARTHUR CHRISTIE/AGATHA CHRISTIE'S ENGLAND. Widescreen. Sold out.

**4842648** LOVE EXPRESS. Widescreen. Alterred innocence. Pub. at $24.99

**4703081** MEAN MAN: The Story of Chris Holmes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**3965806** STEELERS GREATEST GAMES: Super Bowl Victories. For the first time, the original network broadcasts of these classic Steelers games are collected in this thrilling 5 DVD set. Steelers Vs. Vikings January 1975; Steelers Vs. Cowboys January 1976; Jets Vs. Cowboys January 1979; Steelers Vs. Rams January 1980; and Steelers Vs. Seahawks February 2006. CC. Ten hours. Warner Home Video.

**375782X** SUPER BOWL COLLECTION II-XLVI. The ultimate Super Bowl collector's set. Relive all the unforgettable moments, historic images and legendary icons throughout Super Bowl history. This 23-DVD collection includes 45 hours of thrilling NFL action all the way through Super Bowl XLVII. The amazing set is packaged in a 26 page retrospective hardcover volume making this a must-have for any NFL fan. Vivendi Entertainment. $24.95

**4773055** THE BEST OF WATE AT A GARDEN OF GAMES. Relive 20 of the most iconic matches and moments to take place at The World's Most Famous Arena. From Bruno Sammartino's incredible championship run in January 1975; to John Cena's return to glory. Also, get the stories behind the history with new interviews from wrestling greats including, for the first time on WWE Home Entertainment, Bruno Sammartino. CC. Over 7 hours on 3 DVDs. WWE.

**3864812** DALLAS COWBOYS HEROES. Fullscreen. Get an inside look at the legends who made the Dallas Cowboys one of the greatest franchises in NFL history, from iconic coach Tom Landry to "Captain Comeback" Roger Staubach, to the "Triplets" of the '90s, to Tony Romo and the stars of today. 140 minutes with a second DVD of bonus content. WWE. $11.95

**4880633** STARRCADE: The Essential Collection, 1983-2000. For nearly two decades, it was the signature event—first in NWA, then WWF, then WCW and later WWE. Starrcade may be gone, but fans of sports entertainment continue to celebrate its rich tradition and lasting legacy. Includes 25 matches featuring Dusty Rhodes, Road Warriors, Mr. America, Goldberg, and others. Nine hours. SDH. $11.95

**3864790** COLTS: The Complete History. Widescreen. The names are legendary—Unitas and Berry, Manning and Harrison, Shula and Gonzalez, Irsay and Ditka, Taylor and Grier, and many more. History and legendary icons throughout sports entertainment. Spanning a quarter century, this set brings together nine of the most dedicated fans in all of sports. Not to be missed. SDH. 60 minutes. WWE.

**4781972** HISTORY OF THE NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS. From the nomadic days in Boston, to sparkling Gillette Stadium in Foxboro, this two-DVD set covers all the great games, all the star players and all the unforgettable moments. CC. 120 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**4730925** THE ROLLER DERBY CHRONICLES. From its beginnings in the Great Depression through its peak in the early '70s as a touring and TV sensation, the history of the Roller Derby often parallels that of America itself. The myth of its origins, the real story of its invention, its sale to the XIX entertainment and salesmanship and hard work. This special set brings that story to life, reviving archival material in documentaries, footage from six classic games, and more. Over 12 hours on 2 DVDs. VSC. $9.95

**1619284** ECW: Extreme Rules. Relives some of the best of matches today, mixed with incredible early ECW matches that set the standard. Matches include Sandman vs. Cactus Jack from Hardcore Heaven; Big Show from the ECW Championship; Rey Mysterio vs. Rob Van Dam; and Tazz vs. Sabu in an Extreme Death Match. Seventeen matches in all. Three hours on two DVDs. KOCH. $9.95

**4677676** WASHINGTON REDSKINS: Super Bowl Champions. Relive the most memorable moments from Washington's three Super Bowl victories; their fourth quarter heroics against the Dolphins in Super Bowl XVII; Doug Williams' record-tying four touchdown passes in Super Bowl XXII; and the Redskins' victory in Super Bowl XXX against the Bills. Over 5 hours. Vivendi Entertainment.

**4977859** FOREVER LOYAL: A Salute to Cubs Fans and Their Field. Two historic programs, a must for any true blue Cubs fan. Inside Chicago. Wrigley Field gives you an inside look at the history, the legend, and the secrets behind America’s favorite baseball park. The Cubs Fan is a moving tribute to one of the most dedicated fan bases in all of sports. Not to be missed. SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. WWE.

**1728432** LEGENDS OF THE SQUARE CIRCLE, VOL. 1. Collects 22 action-packed matches, featuring Tennessee wrestling. Among the rare Jerry "The King" Lawler world title match against Tommy Rich. Other wrestlers include Randy Savage, Tommy Rich, Larry Boston, the "Big Cat" Mark Callous, Lanny Poffo, Iron Mike Sharpe and more. 121 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

**4818498** MCMAHON. This set takes a complete look at the blured reality between Vince McMahon, Chairman of the WWE, and McMahons, TV’s "boss from hell." Includes candid interviews with WWE Superstars and other members of the McMahon family. All of his most famous moments are included, as well as nine complete matches. Six hours on 2 DVDs. WWE. $9.95

**4741994** WRESTLING'S HIGHEST FLYERS. Now, matches featuring the greatest aerial daredevils have been collected in this set packed with more than two dozen matches featuring such stars as Ric "The Dragon" Flair, Goldiesteamboat and Jimmy "Superfly" Snuka, international superstars including Ultimo Dragon, Super Crazy, and Great Muta along with WWE fan favorites. Eight hours on 3 DVDs. WWE. Pub. at $24.95

**3973913** CARD SUBJECT TO CHANGE. Takes you deep inside the underground world of professional wrestling. This compelling film follows several wrestlers as they make their way through the local VFW halls, high school gyms and Elks' lodges grinding it out on the independent circuit where the payouts can range from $5 to $20 per match, 87 minutes. Cinema Libre Studio. $9.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**898493** THE LOST TERRITORY: Continental Championship Wrestling. Collects nearly 15 hours of action with the likes of the Bullet, the Flame, Tommy Rich, Johnny Anderson, and many more. Over 75 matches, bonus footage and an interview with Ron Franklin. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

**4809599** LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT: A Film by Monte Hellman. With Jon Cypher, Julie Carmen, and Kit Carson. 112 minutes. Adults only. $29.95

**4757955** LICENSED SQUARE APPLE. A Film by Monte Hellman. With Jim Brown, Jake Lacy, and Grace Lee Whitney. 99 minutes. Adults only. $39.95

**4757388** SUPERSTAR KIDS. A Film by Monte Hellman. With Jim Brown, Jake Lacy, and Grace Lee Whitney. 75 minutes. Adults only. $39.95

**4819261** 24TH STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection. Vol. 49. Fullscreen. This collection features films from classic “loops” with titles like, Hot Call Lesbians; Lesbian Impressions; and more. Toast is the protagonist and he takes on various roles in his search for love and excitement. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

**4819262** 24TH STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection. Vol. #11. The Peep Show Collection. Fullscreen. Part of 24th Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm sized films, this collection of the flicker film genre includes films from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Girl Scout Nookie, Hi Karate; After School Fun; and much more. Watch for adult film stars Annie Sparkle, Linda Shaw, and Maria Tortuga. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**4746576** 41ST STREET FOREVER, VOL. 46: The Peep Show Collection. Fullscreen. Thousands of these underground movies were made between the 1960s and 1980s, and sold in the back of sex magazines or distributed to the almost 60,000 private peep show booths located in adult stores in major cities. Collected here are fifteen classic loops. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**4935614** MUHAMMAD ALI: Widecreen. Brings to life one of the most significant and indelible figures of the 20th century, a three-time heavyweight boxing champion who captivated millions of fans throughout the world with his mesmerizing combination of speed, grace and power in the ring, and charm and playful boasting outside of it. English SDH. Widescreen. 140 minutes. Adults only. $29.95

**4994225** JIM BROWN: All-American. HBO. 65.5. $5.95

**4851260** BRET “HITMAN” HART: The Dungeon Collection. Features the greatest matches from Bret Hart, hand-picked by the Hit Man himself, and featuring prized rare matches from Bret’s personal Stampede Wrestling library, along with forgotten classics against legends like Andre the Giant, Stone Cold Steve Austin, Sting, and Ric Flair. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. Sold Out. $29.95

**4809897** SCREWBALL. WideScreen. Recounting the high-profile doping scandal that rocked Major League Baseball, director Billy Corben takes us into the surreal Miami of the 1970s and ’80s, with titles like, He admistress Jackie, Crystal Dawn, and a slew of unknowns in these raunchy raillery. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**4809704** DANIÉLLE: Seductive Blonde. This dirty blonde from the heyday of porn bares it all and gives you scene after scene of carnal action. 77 minutes. Adults only. $21.95

**4787516** THE BEST OF THE FABULOUS ONES. The Fabulous Ones were one of the top teams in wrestling history. Steve Keirn and Stan Lane won 22 major titles in the time they tagged together. So sit back and watch Jerry Jarrett tell you how this great team started and give you behind the scenes stories on one of the greatest teams of all time. Over 3 hours. Donrock Films. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

**4980935** HUMAN WARRIOR: The Ultimate Brawler. 3 DVDs. WWE. $119.95

**4787430** THE LAST ROUND: Chuvao vs. Ali. KOCH Vision. With John Cena, Chuck Palumbo, and Paul Bearer. 67 minutes. $17.95


**4980824** DIRTY BLONDE. DONROCK FILMS. Micro Film. Not Rated. Over 3 hours. Adults only. $29.95

**4963607** GREEN STREET: Hooligans. WideScreen. A violent tale of urban warfare as two Chicago high school students forge an unlikely friendship. When a gang war erupts, they find themselves caught in the middle of a deadly feud. English SDH. Widescreen. 112 minutes. Adults only. $29.95

**4963608** GREEN STREET: Hooligans. Widescreen. A violent tale of urban warfare as two Chicago high school students forge an unlikely friendship. When a gang war erupts, they find themselves caught in the middle of a deadly feud. English SDH. Widescreen. 112 minutes. Adults only. $29.95

**4963609** GREEN STREET: Hooligans. Widescreen. A violent tale of urban warfare as two Chicago high school students forge an unlikely friendship. When a gang war erupts, they find themselves caught in the middle of a deadly feud. English SDH. Widescreen. 112 minutes. Adults only. $29.95

**4963610** GREEN STREET: Hooligans. Widescreen. A violent tale of urban warfare as two Chicago high school students forge an unlikely friendship. When a gang war erupts, they find themselves caught in the middle of a deadly feud. English SDH. Widescreen. 112 minutes. Adults only. $29.95

See more titles at erhbco.com/873
**CURRENT SPECIALS**

**$17.95**

**3959635** 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection, Vol. #5. Full Moon. Part of 42nd Street Forever's ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection remastered classics includes 15 classic "loops" from the 1970s and '80s, with titles like horny Cowgirls; A Schoolgirl's Dream; Lesbian Rogue; and more stars like Karen Barbour, Aunt Peg, and Vanessa Del Rio. Not Rated. 111 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$19.95**

**3950928** FULL EXPOSURE. Full Moon. Whether in the bustling confines of her studio or in the serene majesty of the great outdoors, Julia’s lens has captured the nature of human sensuality. But when her fans demand she come out from behind the camera to become the subject of her own work, can she put her raw talent on display and give them full exposure? Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

**$9.95**

**393337X** MAID IN SWEDEN. Fullscreen. Young Inga (Christina Lindberg), a country milk maid, lends for a trip to Stockholm. Leaving her rural home for a weekend in the big city, Inga soon discovers the sex trade and ends up in the bed of a world of lesbian seduction and shocking sadism. Not rated. 83 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98

**$11.95**

**2947699** GIRLS OF THE GOLDEN SALON. Widescreen. 1970's European sex comedy with Julian, Evelynne and Alice Arno star in this rousing and rapturous tale about a wild west slavey ring that kidnaps young women and puts them to work at the notorious frontier brothel, the Golden Salon. Unrated. Dubbed in English. 81 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

**$9.95**

**39862X** CRIES OF PLEASURE. Obscure even by hardcore Jess Franco standards, this early '80s erotic shocker utilizes long, minimal, and Eisensteinian montages to tell a tale of海 seduced and violent. Sate-induced scenes of depravity, depravity and sexual maiming are the amoral story. Not Rated. CC: 87 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $19.98

**$14.95**

**3934254** DIRTY ANGELS, CHAPTER 4: Object of Obsession. Fullscreen. In the Hollywood Hills, Tracy and Jeff meet the drop-dead gorgeous Miss Briony. But when Briony’s husband proves he’s the man of the hour, Jackson will either have to settle for his stripper wife or find a new man. Stars Carl, a pawn shop owner, and a hot bodied, single’s flock to a hidden, hedonistic island where anything goes. But when a mad scientist sets up shop at one of the resorts to test out his latest creation, things really heat up for our horny heroes and heroines. Stars Nicole Oring. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

**$9.95**

**3945938** PORNOCRUDITY. Fullscreen. This is the film that all those so-called classics wish they were. The latest installment in the Pornocracy series is a sordid, seedy, sexual nightmare of a tale. Starring the famous pornstar of all time, the ultra-prostituted Ricki Miller, Pornocracy is a must-see for any true fan of the genre. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

**$19.95**

**3978065** SEDUCED BY FAME. Fullscreen. These days, it seems like everyone is a porn star. But what if they do get the girls? When Carl, a pawn shop clerk, gets a shot at making his own movie race is on to find a legit leading lady. Soon, Carl is conducting his own private auditions with casting couch cuties. Not Rated. 106 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$9.95**

**3950298** FULL EXPOSURE. Full Moon. Whether in the bustling confines of her studio or in the serene majesty of the great outdoors, Julia’s lens has captured the nature of human sensuality. But when her fans demand she come out from behind the camera to become the subject of her own work, can she put her raw talent on display and give them full exposure? Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

**$19.95**

**3999993** BABA YAGA. Widescreen. Sex symbol Carri Baker stars as a mysterious figure who is undying for human flesh and unpeachable torte. When she casts a spell over a beautiful young fashion photographer (Isabelle De Funes), Milan’s street becomes a world of lesbian seduction and shocking sadism. Not rated. 83 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98

**$11.95**

**3972359** BIKINI APOCALYPSE. Fullscreen. In the Hollywood Hills, Tracy and Jake decide to take a trip to Stockholm. Leaving their rural home for a weekend in the big city, Inga soon discovers the sex trade and ends up in the bed of a world of lesbian seduction and shocking sadism. Not rated. 83 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98

**$19.95**

**2991111** SEX STYLES OF THE RICH & FAMOUS. The adult video you’ve all been waiting for is here. Yes, it’s with video X-Pix, the jet-setting host, Robin. Follow as Robin as he globetrot to visit with all the beautiful people and finds out what really goes on in the boardrooms and the rich and famous. 66 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pix. Pub. at $14.99

**$11.95**

**5785168** THE DYNAMITE THREESHOT. Fullscreen. A virtual journey through the history of X-rated cartoons in this live action oddly featuring Cyndee Summers, Rick Cassidy, Nina Faux, and many others. Then, check out the after show over an hour of erotic animation from the 1920s through the 1970s. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98

**$17.95**

**42ND STREET FOREVER: THE Peep Show Collection, Vol. #47. Full Moon. This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like Deep Clamich; Tasty Trio; Angel Sandwich; and more. Watch for adult film stars Crystal Dawn, Angel Cash, Tawny Pearl, and a slew of unknowns in these fifteen classic “loops” with titles like *3959688** 42ND STREET FOREVER: The Peep Show Collection, Vol. #43. Fullscreen. A new, continuing series of the Peep Show Collector’s Edition, this collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like Gang Bang Fantasy; Tasting Ginger; Come Softly and more. Stars Tina Louise; Ginger Lynn, and Rhonda Jo Petty. 109 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**$19.95**

**$9.95**

**3982798** CALENDAR GIRLS. Widescreen. Swiss sexpotatriot film legend Erwin C. Distin returns once more to his beloved film *The Young Seducers* franchise. Another fabulous sex-fest featuring his muse, the comedic Swedish starlet Ingrid Steenhammar. It follows the comic adventures of a photo shoot in the farmland positions. Unrated. 85 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

**$9.95**

**6935435** THE YOUNG SEDUCERS 2. Widescreen. The name of the game here is young ladies who lock their sites on their older male sexual conquests and go to great lengths to get them. And get them they do—in every position and in every location within shagging distance. Not Rated. 81 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.
Boning up for the finals, the girls of CSU are on the brink of graduation, favorite slutty study buddies are back for another sexy semester.

After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95

Action; Harry Hard; Adults only. Live Wire Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99


$14.99

Heather Young. 69 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pix. Pub. at $11.95

$17.95

She escapse her captors—and her own lust—become an obsession, one that will drive her to the brink of madness. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $39.95

Blondes have always been special, especially in the adult cinema through the years. Film magazine titles feature the hottest blondes from the golden age of porn, including Seka, Jennifer Welles, Amber Lynn, Gina Carrera, Susannah Britton and Heather Young. 69 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Flix. Pub. at $17.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/873

LUST IN MARATHON. Widescreen. Garden of Eden's Tropicalia doubles two erotic films from 1982. A vicious televangelist gets his kicks from abusing and humiliating beautiful young women in Lust Inferno, and Sharon Mitchell, Malena Morgan, Jamie Gillis, Ron Jeremy and John Holmes throw the sex party to end all sex parties in Marathon. 164 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98

$13.95


Blondes have always been special, especially in the adult cinema through the years. Film magazine titles feature the hottest blondes from the golden age of porn, including Seka, Jennifer Welles, Amber Lynn, Gina Carrera, Susannah Britton and Heather Young. 69 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Flix. Pub. at $17.99

$22.98

101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.

5901217 FRIENDLY & JOHNNIE WERE LOVERS IN MISS LAYED GENI. widescreen. Rene Bond was one of the most popular, versatile, and talented actresses of the early hardcore era. Presented here are two Rene rarities from 1973. Frankie and Johnny's sordid and unflinching analysis of sexual frustration.

4981687 THE AMBER LYN COLLECTION. Contains over 100 minutes of the hottest, most sizzling moments of Amber's porn career. Alice in Wonderland, Karen Summer, Gina Carrera, Sharon Kane and John Leslie. Adults only. Video-X-Pix. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4790200 TWO FEMALE SPIES WITH FLOWERED PANTIES. Fullscreen. Lisa Roman and Lynn Montell star as a pair of cunning bisexual spooks released from prison to work undercover for the U.S. government. What follows is a deranged erotic thriller of kinky threesomes, crazed S&M, deprived white slavers, and audacious politics, directed by the infamous Jess Franco. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4695942 HOT TIMES AT THE LOST OASIS. Fullscreen. Off the beaten path, in the deserts of Nevada, there is a private resort that travelers have dubbed the Lost Oasis. It is there that a trucker (William Shatner) and a country singer (Ella Raines) make love to the death.

5853407 LA BALLENA VS. SERENA/ORIENTAL HAWAII. Widescreen. A double feature of '80s adult entertainment. In La Balleona Vs. Serena, two sultry superheroes enter into sexual battle for the starring role in a new Mondo Bizarro欢快腕部。在La Balleona Vs. Serena中，两个迷人的超级英雄进入性争夺，以争夺成为新Mondo Bizarro欢快腕部的主演角色。

4790536 MONDO FREDDO/MONDO BIZARRO. The notorious filmmaker team of Leo Fretz and Bob Grease combined the extremes of the Mondo genre to create two shockumentaries. Mondo Freddo explores a world of sex and the strange and unusual laws that govern it. Mondo Bizarro takes a typically tasteless entry into the subworlds of nude teleportation! 69 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pix. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4698059 FIREBOX. International arms trafficking. Big bucks to be made and lost. The master schemer Sergei is in New York to make a major score. He has his most deadly and beautiful assistant with him. But Private Detective Elliot is not in their plans. They play a manipulative couple hoping for ways to rejuvenate their passion in Robin's Nest. Then, they join the tale of a sordid family and their perverse lifestyle in Bella. 166 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pix. Pub. at $29.95 $22.95

4790836 CALENDAR GIRLS 2. Widescreen. Also known as The Red Hostess and Hostess in Heat, this film stars the comely Karen Kimora baring all in a typically tasteless entry into the subworlds of nude teleportation! This time held together by the tale of a sex-crazed window washer who regulates a sleazy producer with hot stories he hopes will make into movie gold.

4980700 ANNIE: THE PRIVATE MOMENTS, VOL. 2. In this exclusive look into Annie’s sex life, you will explore scenes from such edge-of-your-seat adult classics as Escape into Inside Annie’s Sex Life and Sprinkle’s Private Moments. A must-have for any serious collector of vintage, golden-age material. 54 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pix. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4681347 TROPIC OF DESIRE/FANTASY WORLD. Widescreen. The seediest of cinema in two 1979 exploitation flics. Georgia Spelvin stars in Tropic of Desire, about a madam at an underground brothel. Convinced Adults only. Video-X-Pix. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

4980454 FASCINATION. Chuck Vincent brings us the erotically authentic portrayal of Ernie Gordon and assoc. as two women who long for the freedom and pleasure of sexual experimentation. In this exclusive look into Annie’s sex life, you will explore scenes from such edge-of-your-seat adult classics as Escape into Inside Annie’s Sex Life and Sprinkle’s Private Moments. A must-have for any serious collector of vintage, golden-age material. 54 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pix. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

4790977 VELVET HIGH/SEMISSERTIME BLUE. Widescreen. Two forces for good of ‘70s and ‘80s adult films. Velvet High follows the “sexploits” of a beautiful schoolgirl (Misty Regan) as she embarks on an erotic adventure. Then, Arcadia Lake and John Holmes lead Saturn in a Perversion of W.W.II. In Velvet High, two of our model students unearth unbridled passions and stir the carnal consequences. Will the erotic energies be contained, or will the underground ads fall prey to the passions of the lost idols? 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

6612717 SERENA: An Adult Fairy Tale. Sold into prostitution by her stepfather, Serena desperately wants to please her husband, but he’s losing interest and cheats. Tired of trying to satisfy him, she falls for her handsome stepson and begins a sordid affair. Stars Carroll Baker and Adolfo Celi. Unrated. 95 minutes. Adults only. Television. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

6392552 PASSIONS OF THE LOST IDOL 2. Fullscreen. It’s another round of buttock-slapping, run-in-the-dust-as-your-model-students-uneart homemade erotic films, full of beautiful women and perverted passion-mixed-sensual styles. Films include: Under Dozen; Lust Tales; The Castle Queen; and Hidden Beautes. Over 195 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pix. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

6081836 SESSIONS OF LOVE/THE 101 ACTS OF LOVE. Fullscreen. In Sessions of Love Therapy, a sexual hypnotist reveals the secrets of the human mind and how to control your own destiny. This is the story of a young man, Tom (played by Hal Holbrook) who is under the influence of love and desire. With the help of the hypnotist, Tom learns how to control his sexuality and achieve his dreams. Stars Ron Jeremy and Candida Royaly.
Adult DVD

**6971284** SHERLOCK HOLMES: REUNION. Widescreen. The hit film "Sherlock Holmes" presents two sex-filled mysteries from the mid-’70s. The world’s greatest detective gets a raunchy twist in the torrid time-travel tale "Sherlock Holmes." Then, a group of friends are tricked into a weekend of sexual revenge - "Sherlock Holmes: Reunion," Stars Bree Anthony, Harry Reems, Annie Sprinkle and others. Not Rated. 144 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.95

**6989770** GRINDHOUSE TRIPLE FEATURE. Widescreen. Showcasing some of the most rare, explicit and shocking movies from Micro-Budget auteur Ray Dennis Steckler: "Sacrifice," "Fire Drive Below," and "Debbie Truelove Strikes Back." Not Rated. Three hours. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95

**7154977** DIXIE RAY HOLLYWOOD STAR WORLD. Widescreen. The(Activity) Popopodopolis (John Leslie) has a problem: there’s a corpse of a beautiful woman (Juliet Anderson) on the floor of his office. As he explains to his investigative assistant (Cameron Mitchell), a strange story of blackmail unfolds, centered around movie star Dixie Ray (Lelia Debeuf), Rated R and Rated X versions. 101 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.

**7154978** CORPSE ASSETS. Widescreen. In the sinister world of corporate greed, Jill is an on-call prostitute who takes care of the other girls in the corporation’s illicit harem. But when her secret romance with a man in a violent harem heats up, she realizes with his help, she could destroy the evil empire holding her hostage. Rated X. 104 minutes.

**6987073** BUONDE IN BLACK SILK. In Paris, the exquisitely decadent Confessa Serena hosts an exotic orgy. Her insatiable lust takes her all over the world in search of sexual satisfaction. When she meets a wealthy New York publisher, all hell breaks loose with a sexual fury that cannot be matched. Stars Meade Michaels and Samantha Fox. 85 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pub. at $14.95

**7165551** THE LITTLE BLUE BOX. Widescreen. Classic 70’s erotica, newly remastered! A sexy temptress (Jennifer Westley) hooks on John’s (Leslie) sale and sells him a “Little Blue Box”, this new technology is an adult home movie system that can show him anything his “heart” desires! People will flock from 1974 loop only. He’ll be able to finally unlock the mystery of “Channel 69.” 94 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**7165552** THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. 45: 2nd Street Forevers. Fullscreen. This collection features fifteen classic “loops” with titles like “Hitler Versus the Klans” Clesses; and more. Watch for adult film stars Leslie Weston, Seka, Linda Shaw and a slew of unkowns in these raunchy rarities! Not Rated. 103 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95

**7165553** THAT LADY FROM RIO. Vanessa is the leader of an international organization of white slave traders who supply women to brothels all over the world. She has to duc the law as well as her enemies to stay on top of things. Will Vanessa keep her empire of lust? Stars Vanessa Del Rio and Jamie Gillis. 76 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pub. at $11.95

**7165554** THE SECRETS OF ASRAN. There exists an adult movie system known as the “Blue Box”. Stars Emmanuelle Arsan as Emmanuelle, in this breakthrough film from director Cesare Canevari, which represents the first film appearance of Emmanuelle Arsan’s “Emmanuelle” character. In Italian with English subtitles. 94 minutes. Adults only. Televista Pub. at $14.95

**4989094** MISBEHAVIN’. The story begins with an angel and the devil playing poker for human souls. The stakes escalate as they wager on whether wealthy divorcée Rita first finds Religion or wins the Blue Box. Gloria Leonard is the marriage broker supplies Rita with a stream of studs and leads, to a steamy climax. 84 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pub. at $14.99

**4989109** THE PLATINUM PRINCESS. One of the hottest porn stars ever to appear on film. 61 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pub. at $14.99

**2955930** A MAN FOR EMMANUELLE. Widescreen. Starring Erika Blanc stars as Emmanuelle in this breakthrough film from director Cesare Canevari, which represents the first film appearance of Emmanuelle Arsan’s “Emmanuelle” character. In Italian with English subtitles. 94 minutes. Adults only. Televista Pub. at $14.95

**4989495** LUCIOUS. When three lovely, lusty small town girls head off for the tropics in search of excitement, they wind up at the most exotic, erotic hotel in the Caribbean. From the moment the three beauties strip down and change into their bikinis, you know they’re in for a real treat. Stars Summer Wallace, Samantha Fox. 75 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pub. at $14.99

**4989093** THE LIFE & TIMES OF XAVIERA HOLLANDER. You’ll see Xaviera in every possible compromising position, Adults only. Video-X-Pub. at $14.99–to-please. And please she does—men and women, singly and together, in the entire panorama of sexual variety. 71 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pub. at $14.99

**4989075** HOT GIRLS IN LOVE. Another Allen Stuart 80’s to an apartment complex of college girls, like Gina Carrera, Crystal Breeze and Joey Silvera. Joey plays a perverted and study photographer, and he and his associates experience a passionate modeling session in a mansion. 80 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pub. at $14.99

**6505654** LADIES NIGHT/WICKED WAYS. Widescreen. The Lewis Brothers present two hot and heavy canapés starring the biggest names in ’80s erotica. An unsatisfied housewife enjoys a wild night on the town in Ladies Night. Then, when Ruby’s boyfriend past, when he finds himself bombarded with the erotic tricks of cheap-cash hungry visitors in Her Wicked Ways. Not Rated. 154 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98

**6987078** CORPSE ASSETS. Widescreen. In the sinister world of corporate greed, Jill is an on-call prostitute who takes care of the other girls in the corporation’s illicit harem. But when her secret romance with a man in a violent harem heats up, she realizes with his help, she could destroy the evil empire holding her hostage. Rated X. 104 minutes.

**6989909** SADDLE UP! Widescreen. In Paris, the exquisitely decadent Confessa Serena hosts an exotic orgy. Her insatiable lust takes her all over the world in search of sexual satisfaction. When she meets a wealthy New York publisher, all hell breaks loose with a sexual fury that cannot be matched. Stars Meade Michaels and Samantha Fox. 85 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pub. at $14.95

**7154979** DIXIE RAY HOLLYWOOD STAR WORLD. Widescreen. The(Activity) Popopodopolis (John Leslie) has a problem: there’s a corpse of a beautiful woman (Juliet Anderson) on the floor of his office. As he explains to his investigative assistant (Cameron Mitchell), a strange story of blackmail unfolds, centered around movie star Dixie Ray (Lelia Debeuf), Rated R and Rated X versions. 101 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.

**6989908** SADDLE UP! Widescreen. In Paris, the exquisitely decadent Confessa Serena hosts an exotic orgy. Her insatiable lust takes her all over the world in search of sexual satisfaction. When she meets a wealthy New York publisher, all hell breaks loose with a sexual fury that cannot be matched. Stars Meade Michaels and Samantha Fox. 85 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pub. at $14.95

**6989907** HOT GIRLS IN LOVE. Another Allen Stuart 80’s to an apartment complex of college girls, like Gina Carrera, Crystal Breeze and Joey Silvera. Joey plays a perverted and study photographer, and he and his associates experience a passionate modeling session in a mansion. 80 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pub. at $14.99

**4989093** THE LIFE & TIMES OF XAVIERA HOLLANDER. You’ll see Xaviera in every possible compromising position, Adults only. Video-X-Pub. at $14.99–to-please. And please she does—men and women, singly and together, in the entire panorama of sexual variety. 71 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pub. at $14.99

**4989495** LUCIOUS. When three lovely, lusty small town girls head off for the tropics in search of excitement, they wind up at the most exotic, erotic hotel in the Caribbean. From the moment the three beauties strip down and change into their bikinis, you know they’re in for a real treat. Stars Summer Wallace, Samantha Fox. 75 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pub. at $14.99

**4989075** HOT GIRLS IN LOVE. Another Allen Stuart 80’s to an apartment complex of college girls, like Gina Carrera, Crystal Breeze and Joey Silvera. Joey plays a perverted and study photographer, and he and his associates experience a passionate modeling session in a mansion. 80 minutes. Adults only. Video-X-Pub. at $14.99

**6505654** LADIES NIGHT/WICKED WAYS. Widescreen. The Lewis Brothers present two hot and heavy canapés starring the biggest names in ’80s erotica. An unsatisfied housewife enjoys a wild night on the town in Ladies Night. Then, when Ruby’s boyfriend past, when he finds himself bombarded with the erotic tricks of cheap-cash hungry visitors in Her Wicked Ways. Not Rated. 154 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98
See more titles at erhbc.com/873
TV Drama

★ 4936094 GUILT: Season One. Widescreen. Brothers Max and Jake couldn’t be more different. Max is wealthy with an apparently perfect life, while Jake scrapes by running a record shop. Driving home one night, they accidentally kill an old man on a darkened street. They manage to avoid the crime, but the lives start falling apart. Collects all 22 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Nearly 7 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $34.99 * PRICE CUT to $27.95

★ 372280 REIGN: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. If you’re not being queen! As France surges toward chaos, the honeymoon’s afterglow fades quickly for the newly crowned king and queen, Francis and Mary. Tensions over the Black Death, factional shifting alliances and religious turmoil must be resolved quickly. Collects all 22 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over fifteen hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $44.98 * PRICE CUT to $39.95

★ 4912020 QUIZ. Widescreen. When “Who do you think is going to win?” goes on the air in the UK the nation is griped. Diana Ingram desires to be in the hot seat with the chance of winning the biggest cash prize ever. Her husband Mark makes it onto the show, where he causes a major scandal when he cheats his way to the prize money. Includes all three mini-series. English SDH. RLJ Entertainment. * PRICE CUT to $3.95

471895X PENNY DREADFUL: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. An erotically charged, profoundly unsettling new saga, this series completely reimagines Victor Frankenstein, Dracula, Dorian Gray and all the other literary characters. Dorian Gray, Victor Frankenstein and timeless figures from Dracula join a core of original characters in a brutal quest to save a post-apocalyptic London. Collects all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. * PRICE CUT to $14.95


★ 4691393 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN: The Complete Series. Widescreen. A modernist Western, Highway to Heaven explores the shifting alliances and religious turmoil that happen when a troubled carpenter named Ben Johnson (Michael Landon) is given the choice of going to paradise or hell. Collects all 119 episodes. English SDH. Widescreen. Universal. Pub. at $39.99 * PRICE CUT to $19.95

★ 4698565 ARDE: MADRIN: Burund Mudran. Widescreen. DIRECTV. One of the first TV crime dramas to feature semi-documentary visual style and recreate the real-life cases of Spain’s most famous detective, Arde Madrid. English Subtitled. Widescreen. HB Media. Pub. at $29.95 * PRICE CUT to $19.95

★ 468631 TWIN. Widescreen. English. SDH. Widescreen. HB Media. Pub. at $39.95 * PRICE CUT to $21.95


TV Crime Solvers

★ 4660471 DIRK GENTLY’S HOLISTIC DETECTIVE AGENCY: Season One. Widescreen. Meet Dirk Gently (Samuel Barnett), the fast talking, eccentric detective who believes in the interconnectedness of all things, and his friend interdimensional cat Hiro (Chris Wood) who stumbles upon the scene of a murdered millionaire. Dirk wholly believes they’re destined to work together. Includes all Season One Episodes. English SDH. Six hours on two DVDs. BBC. * PRICE CUT to $7.95

★ 4680071 BONES: The Complete First & Second Seasons. Widescreen. David Boreanaz stars as FBI agent Seeley Booth, who teams up with forensic anthropologist Dr. Temperance Brennan (Emily Deschanel) to solve some of the most baffling and bizarre crimes ever. Includes all 43 Season One and Season Two episodes. Over 31 hours on eleven DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $39.98 * PRICE CUT to $29.95

★ 3850247 BONES: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. David Boreanaz stars as FBI agent Seeley Booth, who teams up with forensic anthropologist Dr. Temperance Brennan (Emily Deschanel) to solve some of the most baffling and bizarre crimes ever. Includes all 22 episodes. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $39.98 * PRICE CUT to $29.95

3808902 COLUMBO: The Complete Fourth Season. Fullscreen. From a_timed kidnapping plot to murder at a military academy, join Columbo as he asks all the right questions in some of the most deceptive and dangerous crimes imaginable. Includes Dick Van Dyke, Larry Storch, George Hamilton, Robert Conrad and more. Includes 11 Season Four episodes. English SDH. Widescreen. Echo Bridge. Pub. at $39.95 * PRICE CUT to $19.95


★ 4717783 THE RED TENT. Widescreen. Fullscreen. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $39.99 * PRICE CUT to $29.95

★ 4717824 THE CHURCH. Widescreen. Widescreen. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $39.99 * PRICE CUT to $29.95

★ 4717832 THE HUMAN CONDITION: Season 2. Widescreen. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $39.99 * PRICE CUT to $29.95
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\[471865\] CRIMINAL MINDS—BEYOND BORDERS: The First Season. widescreen. over 6 hours on 2 DVDs. paramount. \$9.95

\[4358579\] THE KILLING: The Complete First Season. widescreen. on the day she plans to move to California to get married, Seattle detective sarah linden (mireille enos) is instead paired with renegade cop stephen holder (joel kinnaman) to investigate the horrific murder of a local teen. the lives of the police, the victim’s family and the suspects are intricately interwoven in this Emmy-nominated series. collects all 13 episodes. english SDH. nine hours on 4 DVDs. paramount. \$6.95

\[2969629\] A TOUCH OF FROST: Season 3. presents four episodes from the third season of the UK’s number one rated detective show. david jason stars as detective inspector frost, a policeman with an 11-year-old is found on the beach in Broadchurch, Detective Sergeant Ellie Miller (Alex Hartley) is called in to investigate. As the mystery deepens, a national spotlight threatens to pull the town, its residents, and their secrets apart. Includes all 8 episodes. English SDH. over 6 hours on three DVDs. \$9.95

\[372937\] WITCHBLADE: The Complete Series. widescreen. New York homicide detective Sara Piromzi (Nancy butler) doesn’t know why she has been chosen to possess the living weapon called the Witchblade. it is hers to wear and fight in the against crime—buts at a terrible and potentially deadly price. English SDH. all 24 episodes. over 18 hours on seven DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. \$11.95

\[2938310\] DANNY AUGUST: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. burt reynolds earned a Golden Globe nomination for his role as Lt. Danny August in the 1975 film. david jason stars as Detective Inspector Frost, a policeman with a knack for attracting trouble. The cast includes Pauline Collins, Tim McInnerny, and Denis Lill. Includes all 26 episodes and a TV movie. \$27.95

\[2926418\] THE MAGICIAN: The Complete Collection. widescreen. Bill bixby stars as master stage magician tony blake, a playboy philanthropist who uses his talents as an illusionist to solve crimes and help others in need. After being falsely imprisoned, Blake escapes and uses his bluff imprisonment as a motivation to seek justice for others. Includes all 21 episodes and the TV movie. \$24.95

\[2949551\] BROADCHURCH: The Complete First Season. widescreen. When the body of an 11-year-old is found on the beach in Broadchurch, Detective Sergeant Ellie Miller (Olivia colman) and Detective Inspector Alec哈特 is; Crimes of the Hart; Old Friends Everyone’s favorite crime-solving couple is back in a new case with a notifies our hands, Bergman (rolf lassgard) insists they hire him. it’s a race against the clock to catch a murderer who appears to be striking a pattern with those of a deadly criminal Bergman put behind bars years ago. in Swedish with english subtitles. over 176 minutes on two DVDs. \$5.95

\[480706X\] SEBASTIAN BERGMAN: Paris 1 & 2. widescreen. when the Stockholm police realize they have a serial killer on their hands, Bergman (rolf lassgard) insists they hire him. it’s a race against the clock to catch a murderer who appears to be striking a pattern with those of a deadly criminal Bergman put behind bars years ago. in Swedish with english subtitles. over 176 minutes on two DVDs. \$5.95

\[477859\] HART TO HART: Movies. widescreen. every one’s favorite solving couple return in eight feature-length mysteries: Hart to Hart Returns; Home Is Where the Hart Is; Crimes of the Hart; Old Friends

\[3910083\] AGATHA CHRISTIE’S CRIMINAL GAMES: Season 2. widescreen. agatha christie’s world-famous mysteries are delightfully adapted in a new series of high-styled french TV movies set in the 1950s including: Hickory Dickory Dock; Murder is Easy; Miss McGinty’s Dead; Murder Party; The Strange Kidnapping of little Bruno; The Pale Horse; and The Protheroe Affair. Over 10 hours on 4 DVDs. \$19.95

\[4691482\] THE ROCKFORD FILES: The Complete Series. widescreen. James garner stars as ex-con turned private investigator Mike mitchum, staying under the radar as he takes on the cases of the lost and dispossessed. in 122 episodes brimming with chilling suspense, wry humor and engaging cases, Rockford chases down his own dead-end clues on the sunbaked streets of L.A. over 103 hours on twenty-two DVDs. \$77.95

\[3831531\] INSPECTOR REX, SEASON 1: Vienna. widescreen. there’s a new crime fighter in Vienna: Inspector Rex. this amazing German shepherd’s unerring instinct and phenomenal intelligence have made him one of TV’s top dogs. he may have a soft spot for animals, but with the flair he uses sniffing out crimes and cleaning up the streets of Vienna. includes all 14 Season One episodes. in German with english subtitles. over 11 hours on 4 DVDs. \$24.95

\[5922926\] INSPECTOR LEWIS: The Complete Series. widescreen. Inspector robert lewis (kevin whately) steps out of the shadow of his mentor, inspector morse, in this acclaimed series of intriguuing mysteries. Together with his surefire, incorruptible partner, Inspector Sergeant James Hathaway (laurence fox), he takes on the elite criminal underworld of Oxford England. Collects all 33 episodes, from pilot to finale. english SDH. Fifteen hours on 8 DVDs. \$77.95

\[483612X\] PROFESSOR T. widescreen. professor jasper tempest (ben miller) precisely calibrates and structures his life. his regimented approach keeps his OCD and germophobia under control. But professor T’s button-down world is slowly and painfully shattered when one of his former students assists in investigating a serial rapist. all six episodes. English SDH. over 4 hours on two DVDs. \$31.95

\[4905784\] PUBLIC DEFENDER: The Official Second Season. widescreen. Collects episodes 1-10 of this hit series, starring Reed hadley as Bart Matthews—a tireless and dedicated public servant who earnestly defends the rights of the underdog, whatever the implications. written by Natalie Wood, charles bronson, Dennis hopper, DeForest kelley, Denver Pyle and many more. in B&W. Nearly 18 hours on five DVDs. \$34.95
TV Crime Solvers

★ 4936068 FRANKIE DRAKE MYSTERIES: The Complete Fourth Season. Widescreen. Frankie Drake Private Detectives, a tight-knit team of our intrepid detectives, Frankie Drake (Lauren Lee Smith) and Trudy Clarke (Chantel Riley) and their best gal pals, Mary Shaw and Flo Chakravorti investigating murder, mayhem and poisonings. Collects all 10 episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

★ 4836199 UNFORGOTTEN: The Complete Fourth Season. Widescreen. The BAFTA-winning hit series returns, as DCI Cassie Stuart (Nicola Walker) and DI Sunny Khan (Sanjeev Bhaskar) investigate a cold case with alarming links to the police force. Includes all six Season Four episodes. English SDH. Eight hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 4820371 THE ROCKFORD FILES: Season Four. Fullscreen. Universal. $4.95

★ 4820363 THE ROCKFORD FILES: Season Three. Fullscreen. Universal. $4.95

★ 4773160 DRAGNET. Fullscreen. Image/Madacy. $24.95

★ 3984648 MURDER ONE: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $34.95 3984400 CRACKED: Pushed to the Edge. Widescreen. BBC. $2.95

★ 4657802 THE BASTARDS OF PIZZOFALCONE. Widescreen. MHz. Pub. at $29.95


★ 4931742 AGATHA CHRISTIE MARPLE: The Julia McKenzie Collection. Widescreen. Acorn Media. SOLD OUT

★ 4740607 THE INSPECTOR LYNLEY MYSTERIES, VOLUME 1. Widescreen. BBC. $14.95

★ 3910199 THE SANDHAM MURDERS, VOLUME 1. Widescreen. MHz. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

★ 3831558 THE LITTLE MURDERS OF AGATHA CHRISTIE. Widescreen. MHz. Pub. at $39.95

★ 383154X INSPECTOR WINTER. Widescreen. MHz. Pub. at $39.95

★ 391012X FJALLBACKA MURDERS: Set 2. Widescreen. MHz. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

★ 4836030 HALIFAX: Retribution. Widescreen. PBS. SOLD OUT

★ 4837649 FRANKIE DRAKE MYSTERIES: The Complete Third Season. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $49.99 PRICE CUT to $34.95

TV Action & Adventure

★ 3865094 THE ADVENTURES OF ROBIN HOOD. Relive the adventures of Robin Hood with this 12-hour collection. Stars Errol Flynn and Olivia De Havilland. English SDH. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Warner Home Video. $9.95

★ 3954161 MONK: Season One. Widescreen. Monk (Tony Shalhoub) uses his astonishing skills of observation and analysis to bring killers to justice. At crime scenes across California, Monk helps an elite team of detectives break their toughest cases. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. Also stars Sharon Lawrence, Ted Levine, and Stephanie Szostak. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

★ 4713600 MISS SCARLET & THE DUKE: Masterpiece Mystery! Widescreen. Set in the same world as Miss Scarlet and the Duke, this is an exciting new murder mystery from the same writing team. Miss Scarlet has always been more interested in running her late father’s detective agency than behaving like a proper lady. Includes all five episodes. English SDH. Over five hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.95 PRICE CUT to $19.95

★ 4901680 CHIPS: The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Complete second season of the award-winning series. A 13-episode saga of crotchety, irrepressible Miami Vice as they defy the villagers against evil Prince John and Sheriff of Nottingham. Watch 26 episodes of the hit series in this collection. (Sanjeev Bhaskar) as Sunny Khan (Sanjeev Bhaskar) investigate a cold case with alarming links to the police force. Includes all six Season Four episodes. English SDH. Eight hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99

★ 4365952 WOMAN: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Former Mary Tyler Moore stars as Wonder Woman, who hides her identity behind the oversized glasses of a War Department functionary. But when duty and danger call, she puts on her metallic bodysuit and helmet, and becomes Wonder Woman. Includes all 13 episodes. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95
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LIMITED EDITION 469130X AIRWOLF: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Assigning covert missions by the CIA's mysterious "Archangel" (Alex Cord), Stingray hawk Hawke (Jan-Michael Vincent) and his friend Dominic Santini (Ernest Borgnine) soar across the dangerous skies in the cutting-edge Airwolf helicopter, searching for international criminals and spies. Collects all 79 episodes of the action-packed series. Over 3 hours on fourteen DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $44.98

3759792 CHIPS: The Complete Fifth Season. Fullscreen. Between illegal car races, animal bank robbers, a hit and run investigation and an epic Battle of the Bands, Ponch (Erik Estrada) and Jon (Larry Wilcox) are busy! It's a thrill-packed 12-episode set based on the 1970s is gathered here in its entirety. Stars Victor Jory, Iris Meredith, Cheryl Ladd, Shelley Hack, Tanya Roberts, and David Soul. Warner Bros. Pub. at $24.98

$9.95

3856127 THE GREEN ARCHER: Super Hero Classics. Contains all 15 action-packed episodes of the original 1940s serial. With his deadly bow and arrows, the deadly Green Archer confounds kidnappers, jewel thieves, murderers, and more. Stars Victor Jory, Iris Meredith, James Flavin, in B&W. Nearly 5 hours on a doubled-sided DVD. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $5.99

$1.95

3760927 SHARPE: Complete Season Two. widescreen. Sean Bean stars as the daring outlier among the British Army during the Napoleonic Wars, breaching fortresses, rescuing captives and fighting a new kind of guerilla war. Includes three feature length episodes from this complete Season Two. 2 DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $42.98

$3.95

3886115 SHARPE'S PERIL: widescreen. Sean Bean returns to his iconic role for a new adventure set in 1818 India. Lt. Col. Richard Sharpe and Sergeant Major Sam Black (John Sessions) face battle after battle, as the British attempt to wipe out the rusing rebels of Mysore. Stars Sean Bean, Miranda Richardson. 2 DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $24.98

$3.95

3904314 XENA–WARRIOR PRINCESS: Season Two. Fullscreen. Lucy Lawless returns to her iconic role in all 22 episodes of this action-packed series. As the Amazonian heroine, she displays exceptional bravery and brilliance to rid the world of some of the most massive mythological deviants ever seen. Over 16 hours on five DVDs. Universal.

$9.95

4774574 MERLIN: The Complete First Season. widescreen. In the mythical city of Camelot, magic has been banned by the ruthless tyrant, Uther Pendragon. When Merlin, a young man gifted with extraordinary magical powers, arrives in the kingdom he quickly makes enemies, including the heir to Uther's throne, the headstrong Prince Arthur. Stars Colin Morgan and Anthony Head. Over nine hours on five DVDs. BBC.

$7.95

3885259 SHEENA: Queen of the Jungle. Syndey. $2.95


$9.95

3904160 EMERALD CITY: Season One. widescreen. Universal.

$7.95

3924681 THE RAT PATROL: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. MGM.

$7.95


$9.95


$29.95


$9.95

3579849 REVOLUTION: The Complete First Season. widescreen. Imagine a world where all technology—computers, planes, cars, phones, even lights—has mysteriously blacked out. What’s left is a post-apocalyptic landscape inhabited by ruthless paramilitary groups, heroic freedom fighters and families struggling to survive in this epic series. Includes all 16 Season One episodes. Over 11 hours on seven DVDs. Warner Bros. Pub. at $29.95

$7.95

4774396 DC’S LEGENDS OF TOMORROW: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. The creators of the Flash and Arrow deliver a super hero spinoff series that combines characters from both shows with new heroes from the DC pantheon. Includes all 16 Season One episodes featuring a dynamic team with one extraordinary mission—save our world! Stars Brandon Routh, Caity Lotz, Victor Garber and Wentworth Miller. Over 11 hours on seven DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.98

$9.95

359100X TRANSPORTER: THE COMPLETE FIRST SEASON: widescreen. British ex-cop8m8er Jason Statham (Tom Ludlam) is a high-stakes courier who delivers dangerous cargo to top secret clients in exotic locations. Joined by sexy former CIA agent Carla Valeri (Andrea Osvart), Frank faces danger around every high-speed turn and his life will not at all that bother the unappeasable threat of the Nazi regime. Collects all 8 episodes. 24 episodes on four DVDs. New Line Cinema.

$7.95

3876456 THE RAT PATROL: The Complete Series. widescreen. In the North African campaign of WWII, an elite team of Allied soldiers rides the dunes to battle the dreaded Afrika Korps of the German Army. This four-man army must transport secret goods and people, and they'll stop at nothing to halt the unappeasable threat of the Nazi regime. Collects all 58 episodes. Twenty-four hours on seven DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $39.97

$29.95

4691590 STARRY & HUTCH: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Mixing explosive action with tongue in cheek humor, addictive characters and plenty of 70s swagger, Starly & Hutch remains a beloved forever favorite to this day. Collecting all 53 episodes of the original detective classic, this set features stars David Soul and Paul Michael Glaser in all four action-packed seasons. 77 hours on fourteen DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $44.98

$14.95

3819230 MANNIX: The Complete Series. widescreen. Stars Mike Connors and Gail Fisher. Includes all 94 episodes of this action packed series. Over 18 hours on ten DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93

$9.95

4528062 CH IPS: The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Collects all 26 episodes of this hit television classic. Operating on secret orders from President Ulysses S. Grant and General Phil Sheridan, Colonel MacKenzie and his men spring to life in all 38 episodes of this series. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.98

$9.95

3904217 THE LONE RANGER: Season One. Fullscreen. With the speed of light, a cloud of dust and a hearty “Hi-Yo, Silver,” one of the most iconic heroes of our time returns with his faithful companions, Tonto. Collects all 52 classic Season One episodes. Stars Clayton Moore and Jay Silverheels. Over 20 hours on eight DVDs. Universal.

$7.95

4699363 CUSTER: The Complete Series. Wayne Maunder stars as one of American history’s most famous figures in this captivating Western television series. Loosely based on Custer’s life, the series follows then Lieutenant Colonel George Custer as he leads a team of militia cavalrymen in post Civil-War America. Also stars Slim Pickens. Collects all 17 episodes. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.98

$9.95

4772458 DANIEL BOONE: Season Five. Fullscreen. Fess Parker once again dons the wide-brimmed hat and coon-skin cap of an American hero in 26 Season Five episodes. Parker’s iconic portrayal of the renowned woodsman perfectly depicts the pioneer spirit upon which our nation was built. Guest stars include Kurt Russell, Vincent Price, and others. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.98

$9.95

3940225 THE LONE RANGE: Season Two. Fullscreen. Return with us to those thrilling days of yesteryear. From out of the past come the thundering hoof beats of the great American horse, the one the Ranger rides again! Collects all 26 episodes from Season Two. Nearly 10 hours on four DVDs. Universal.

$7.95
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Sci-Fi and Horror TV


4689348 WITCHES OF EAST END: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox.

$5.95

★ 9823860 THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES. Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95

$14.95

TV Comedy

4893662 THE BEST OF THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW. Celebrates the 50th anniversary of this TV legend with 13 hours of the best episodes from across all eleven years of The Carol Burnett Show together in one collection. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $39.95

$5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 4977912 ON LOCATION WITH GEORGE CARLIN. On March 5, 1997, George Carlin’s stand-up concert at the University of Southern California. This is the first of this over ten HBO specials. The routines include “Old Folks and Kids,” “Monopoly,” “Dogs and Cats #1,” “Newscast #1,” “Names,” “Supermarkets” and “Words.” 90 minutes.

$1.95

4985537 THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: Carol’s Favorites. This collection of favorites includes musical moments with The Jackson 5, plus guest appearances by Carl Reiner, Joan Rivers, Shirley MacLaine and many others. Also featured are the classic sketches “The Family,” Mrs. Wiggin, The Charwoman, The Hollow Hero, and the parodies The Walnuts, along with an epic takeoff of the Airport movies, Disaster 73. Over seven hours on 2 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $22.95

$5.95

4772504 IN LIVING COLOR: Season One. Fullscreen. Get ready to laugh out loud at the show that broke all the rules with its outrageously offensive, wildly original comedy satire. Includes 26 episodes. Season One. CC. Nearly five hours on 3 DVDs. 20th Century Fox.

$9.95

4977890 GEORGE CARLIN: Doin’ It Again. In his seventh live stand-up concert for HBO, taped at New Jersey’s The State Theater in 1990. Carlin once again tackles the minutiae of everyday life, pointing out the best and worst in all of us. Nothing is off limits: cancer, stupid people, organ donor programs, dogs—George skewers them all. 60 minutes. MPI. Pub. at $19.98

$5.95

4985336 THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: Three’s Company. Last Four Episodes. Showcases the last four episodes as they originally aired on television, and showcases some of the most acclaimed and beloved moments from The Carol Burnett Show. Includes the marquee parody Happy Birthday/Naughty Nominie: guest stars Eddie Albert, Lucille Ball, Nanette Fabray, Bob Newhart, Don Rickles and more, along with nearly an hour of three hours. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $12.95

$5.95

4985337 THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: Carol’s Crack Ups. Collects three uncut episodes from Burnett’s Emmy Award-winning variety show, featuring her trademark blend of comedy, song and dance. Includes all of Burnett’s beloved moments like hilarious movie parodies Rebecy and The Story of a Star; comedy sketches like “World’s Oldest Orphan”; and guest stars from Andy Griffith to Dick Van Dyke. Over 3 hours. StarVista.

$5.95

4939752 BOSOM BUDDIES: The First Season. Fullscreen. Best friends Kip (Tom Hanks) and Henry (Bernie Mac) open an advertising agency with their friend Amy. After their apartment is destroyed, they take at Amy’s place, a hotel for women. After discovering how cheap their new digs are, they disguise themselves as “Buffy” and “Hildegarde” and move in. Collects all 19 Season One episodes. Nearly eight hours on 3 DVDs. Turner Home Video. Pub. at $27.98

$5.95

4939817 MORK & MINDY: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Actor-comedian Robin Williams stars with Pam Dawber in this laugh-filled comedy series. Dispatched from Ork in his egg-shaped spacecraft, the lovable Mork hurtles to Earth and befriends a college student Mindy. It’s an out of this world situation. Includes all 24 Season One episodes. Over 10 hours. Paramount.

$4.95

4895135 JOAN RIVERS: That Show with Joan Rivers. This half-hour show was one of the first primetime talk shows on TV. Each show included a monologue by Joan before featuring a celebrity and an “expert” guest talking a part. Includes all 13 episodes. Guest stars included Johnny Carson, Rita Moreno, Lily Tomlin and more. Collects 29 episodes from Season One. Approximately 11 hours on four DVDs. Topics Entertainment.

$2.95

4983600 MAIL CALL: S.N.A.F.U. This DVD is loaded with an hour of uncensored foul-ups, blunders, and mishaps from the Mail Call set. You are NEVER going to see this stuff on television, so get ready to lock and load for the “X-Rated” version. There is also a “Family” friendly version to experience Gunny with the rough language bleeped out. 53 minutes.

Adult only. History Channel.

$1.95

3894712 THE MARX BROTHERS TV COLLECTION. The first of its kind set- featuring long lost material from the Marx Brothers’ own rare recordings, a never-before-seen rare array of television work from the comedy legends, who still had plenty of laughs left in them after the movies. Includes over 50 television appearances. Over 10 hours.

$3.95

39263X RED SKELTON: America’s Clown Prince. Among America’s great comedians, Red Skelton is certainly the most beloved, along with his gallery of characters “The Old Timer,””Bubba the Redneck,””Mac The Knife,””Humphrey School of Dramatic Art,””Income Tax Man; Clean Fighter, Deadeye, and the Gunslinger,” ”Fatso,””The King of the Cleaners,” and many more. English SDH. 69 minutes. E One. Pub. at $19.95

$5.95

4814117 JERRY SEINFELD: “I’m Telling You for the Last Time”. Fullscreen. Filmed live in New York at Broadway’s Broadhurst Theater on the 25th anniversary of his top-rated TV series, Seinfeld embarked on an international tour of the classic stand-up material that made his name, and a closing performance where it would likely be Seinfeld’s final for the very last time. Not Rated. 75 minutes. HBO.

$6.95

★ 279635X BURNS AND ALLEN 1951: Collectors Box Set. This hysterical collection of the classic classic comic duo’s TV show includes twenty episodes featuring George Burns, Gracie Allen, and Jack Benny. Titles include “The Bank President; Breaking Up the Team; Free Trip to Hawaii; Gracie’s Checking Account; Harry Morton’s Male Secret.” The set is loaded with bonus features. Over 10 hours on 2 DVDs. Imprint. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

4823931 THE WOMEN OF SNL: Widescreen. Beginning with a Real Housewives parody, host Andy Cohen invites comedians back to studio 8H for a comically charged reunion show with an honest “Housewives-style” tell-all that allows us to know what they’ve been up to since being on TV. Stars include Tina Fey, Michael Ian Black, Julia Louis-Dreyfus, Amy Poehler, Molly Shannon, and many more. English SDH. 96 minutes. Universal.

$3.95

4945239 THE WACKY WONDERS: Season One. This series captured the anything-goes spirit of a simpler time in suburbia. This middle-class America in the late ’60s, as seen through the life and times of Kevin Arnold (Fred Savage). Watch as Kevin experiments with his first “real” closes and the downs of young love, his school’s comedic attempts at sex education, and the incredible social situations of a junior high dance. Includes all six episodes. Over 4 hours on 2 DVDs. StarVista.

$6.95
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**TV Comedy**

4691520 SOAP: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. With its combination of ironical plotlines, a liberal dose of wackiness, this Emmy Award-winning parody of TV soap operas defined the '70s. Starring Jimmy Baio, Diane Canova and many others, the controversial favorite is available in its entirety in this 90-episode collection. Over 38 hours on eight DVDs. Mill Creek. $24.95

461058 SNUFF BOX: The Complete Series. Elliston (as B.J.) has written by and starring Matt Berry and Rich Fuller, aired only once, yet instantly entered cult infamy. A combination of depraved sitcom about a保罗 · 乔布的 joint happens and twisted sketch comedy is filled with bad first dates, time travel, sex, random beatings, snappy musical numbers, and an endearing cast. Includes hilarious soundtrack CD. 168 minutes. See price. \*

461144X MARRIED WITH CHILDREN: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Spend some quality time with the family as you join Hank, hisUIfficient protégé Al (Ed O'Neal), and devilishly clever twenty-one DVDs. Over 13 hours on 3 double-sided DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $119.00 \*

477509X THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW: Season 2. Fullscreen and an endearing cast of characters helped to make The Andy Griffith Show one of the beloved comedies in the history of TV. Andy's a nervous househusband, Barney Fife (Don Knotts), is his deputy, and Lulu has to assume control of his crafty and lovable Sgt. Bilko tries a seemingly impossible job: to make people laugh. The first two seasons of this beloved series comes a long that changes our lives forever. The Honeymooners is just one of the '50s' "lost" episodes. Get Ready to Join Ralph, Alice, Ed and Ritchie on a trip of laughs. Stars Jackie Gleason and Art Carney. In B&W. Over 6 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. \*

4580293 10 ITEMS OR LESS: The Complete First & Second Seasons. widescreen. All Lesley ever wanted was her dad's approval. So when his father passed away and left him the family grocery store in Ohio, Leslie took over the reins. Stars John Lehr. Includes all 13 episodes. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. \*

4581901 BACK TO YOU: Season 1. This 100% feel-good comedy stars Jimmy Smits and Michael Rapaport. The show follows the hilarious everyday adventures of young Theodore "Beaver" Cleaver and his older brother Wally. This slipcased set includes all 23 episodes of Season One through Six. In B&W. Over 102 hours on thirty-six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $119.00 \*

459798X THE HONEYMOONERS LOST EPISODES, SET One, In a blue moon, a series comes along that changes our lives forever. The Honeymooners is just one of the '50s' "lost" episodes. Get Ready to Join Ralph, Alice, Ed and Ritchie on a trip of laughs. Stars Jackie Gleason and Art Carney. In B&W. Over 6 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. \*

4582468 FATHER KNOWS BEST: Season One. Dennis Morgan, as Peter Brady, but before an ill-fated career move. Reunited with his high-strung co-anchor, Kelly Newlander. Michael Douglas and Alan Arkin star as best friends who keep each other going as they navigate their twilight years in youth-obsessed Los Angeles. Stars John Dye and Jane Kaczmarek. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $119.00 \*

4691547 WINGS: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. For eight great seasons, the Hackett brothers (Tim Daly and Steven Weber) and employees of Tom Nevers Field soared into the heights of hilarity to become one of the funniest sitcoms of all time. Now you can take a first class seat and enjoy all 171 episodes in one collection. Also stars Thomas Haden Church, Tony Shalhoub and Crystal Bernard. Over 64 hours on sixteen DVDs. Shout!. \*

1831704 WKRP: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Join everyone's favorite radio DJ's–the rockin' Dr. Johnny Fever (Howard Hesseman) and the soulful Venus Flytrap (Tim Reid)–as they wind down their inner-city antics of the crazy WKRP staff including the station’s steady program director Andy (Gary Sandy), smarmy advertising executive Herb (Frank Whaley), cute Bailey (Jan Smithers), and the lovely receptionist, Jennifer (Lori Anderson). Includes all 88 episodes and an extra disc of bonus features. CC. Over 37 hours on thirteen DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $119.00 \*

377754X THE KOMONSKY METHOD: The Complete First Season. The sun is setting yet on the once-famous acting coach Sandy Kominsky and his cantankerous long-time agent, Norman Newlander. Douglas and Alan Arkin star as best friends who keep each other going as they navigate their twilight years in youth-obsessed Los Angeles. Stars John Dye and Jane Kaczmarek. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $119.00 \*

4691318 BEWITCHED: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. The pilots of these two shows-the stand-up debuts of legends Jerry Seinfeld and George Carlin, guest appearances by the likes of Frank Sinatra, David Letterman and Richard Pryor, and a host of highlights. Nearly 50 hours. StarVista. \*

3884022 COMIC BOOK HEROES: The Complete Series. In B&W. Elven hours on 4 DVDs. Mill Creek. $5.95

3935639 JOHNNY CARSON 25 DVD SET. Few entertainers have achieved the iconic status of Johnny Carson–and none have become more beloved by American audiences. This set includes: several classic episodes, including his final two shows, the stand-up debuts of legends Jerry Seinfeld and George Carlin, guest appearances by the likes of Frank Sinatra, David Letterman and Richard Pryor, and a host of highlights. Nearly 50 hours. StarVista. \*

3884683 FULLER HOUSE: The Complete First Season. widescreen. The adventures that began with Full House continue as D.J. Tanner-Fuller (Candace Cameron Bure) recently widowed and living in San Francisco. With surprise visits from new suitors, ex-husbands, and your favorite house promises to become fuller than ever, includes all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Nearly 6 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. \*

4978684 LOST TV: Collection 1. Collects three pilot episodes of television rarities up until now. Includes Barefoot in the Park (1969), Octavius and Me (1961), and Joanne of Arkansas (1958) starring Joan Davis. In B&W and in color. \*

477246X FATHER KNOWS BEST: Season One. Stars John Lehr, aired only once, yet instantly entered cult infamy. A combination of depraved sitcom about a man called "Papa" (Robert Prosky) and twist comedy is filled with bad first dates, time travel, sex, random beatings, snappy musical numbers, and an endearing cast. Includes hilarious soundtrack CD. 168 minutes. \*

4901149 ROSEANNE: The Complete Series. Celebrates the hysterical banter, honest sentiment and flat-out hilarity that broke all the rules after the syndicated sitcoms. Roseanne and Dan's unconventional parenting methods entertained millions as they navigated the ups and downs of blue-collar life with their children. Enjoy all 212 episodes of the record-breaking award-winning series. Over 51 hours on twenty-seven DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98 \*

4795754 COMICS WITHOUT BORDERS: Complete Season One. widescreen. Hosted by world renowned comic sensation Dave Calistrat, this program takes you behind the scenes of comics from around the world. Comics Without Borders takes free speech to its very limits and keeps you in stitches from start to finish. Over 5 hours. Vivendi Entertainment. \*

4884499 ANYTHING BUT LOVE, VOLUME ONE. Fullscreen. Can best friends become lovers without ruining their relationship? That's the question posed in this B&W rom-com that is often acclaimed as one of the best romantic comedy starring Jamie Lee Curtis and Richard Lewis. They play co-workers and friends who give in to their mutual attraction—and find that falling in love is the easy part! Collects 28 episodes from Seasons One and Two. Eleven hours on three double-sided DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $19.98 \*

4695526 MURPHY BROWN: The Complete First Season. Candace Bergen portrays Murphy Brown, a star reporter for a Washington DC-based TV news magazine, delivering a performance so funny and dynamic that she earned five Emmys. A collection of 22 episodes. Murphy Brown takes everything from romance to friendship and national politics to office politics. Includes all 22 episodes. Over 9 hours on two DVDs. \*

See more titles at erhbc.com/873
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ADVENTURE/BLURAY

494771 BATMAN VS SUPERMAN. Widescreen. Featuring the actions of a godlike super hero left unchecked, Gotham City’s formidable vigilante, Batman (Ben Affleck), takes on Metropolis’ revered savior, Superman (Henry Cavill), while the world is at war with what sort of hero it really needs. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. English SDH. 114 minutes. Warner Home Video. \$4.95

1914790 RAMPAGE. When three different animals become infected with a dangerous pathogen, a primatologist and a geneticist team up to stop them from destroying Chicago. Stars Dwayne Johnson and Naomie Harris. Includes Blu-ray 3D and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 151 minutes. Warner Bros. 4.95

472870X MAD MAX. Widescreen. In the riveted near-future, a motorcycle gang rules the road. Terrorizing civilians while tearing up the streets, the gangs laugh in the face of a police force made up of the worst of foes, but even she may have her hands full when she takes on a drug-smuggling ring ruled by the sinister Philip Bianco (Cesar Danova). Will the police triumph? Rated R. 93 minutes. Shout! Factory. \$27.99

4947525 SAN ANDREAS. Widescreen. In the aftermath of a massive earthquake in California, a rescue-chopper pilot makes a dangerous journey with his ex-wife across the state in order to rescue his daughter. Stars Dwayne Johnson and Carla Gugino. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 144 minutes. Warner Home Video. \$4.95

497051X THE ORDER/NOWHERE TO RUN. Widescreen. Jean-Claude Van Damme stars in this double feature. The Order follows reformatted artifact smuggler Rudy, framed for murder, who enlists the aid of a mysterious beauty (Sofia Milos). Nowhere To Run follows Sam who always manages to be in the wrong place at the right time. Risking his freedom, Sam and a young widow (Rosanna Arquette). All Rated R. English SDH. Three hours on 2 Blu-ray discs. \$19.99

4910604 XUX: Return of Xander Cage. Widescreen. When a group of lethal mercenaries steal a hi-tech weapon that poses a global threat, the world needs super hero Xander Cage (Vin Diesel). Recruited back into action, Xander leads a team of death-dealing adrenaline junkies on a mission to save the day and take down the world’s top mercenary. Includes Blu-ray 3D and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 91 minutes. Warner Bros. \$5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 4936841 ASSASSIN’S CREEED. Widescreen. Callum Lynch explores the memories of his ancestor Aguilar de Nerha and gains the skills of a Master Assassin before taking on the secret Templar society. Stars Michael Fassbender, Marion Cotillard and Jeremy Irons. This is the Spanish language edition with an English audio track. English SDH. 116 minutes. 20th Century Fox. \$5.95

493299 FAST & FURIOUS: Hobbs & Shaw. Widescreen. Dwayne Johnson and Jason Statham return to their unforgettable roles as Hobbs and Shaw in this action-packed feature from the blockbuster Fast & Furious franchise. Hobbs and Shaw have banded together to bring down the only guy who might be badder than themselves. Includes Blu-ray French. English SDH. 137 minutes. Universal. \$5.95

4747117 RIVER RUNS RED. Widescreen. A Blackfoot-Canadian judge is murdered in a routine pull-over gone wrong, Judge Charles Coleman (Taye Diggs) takes the law into his own hands to ensure justice is served in this courtroom drama. Also stars John Cusack and Luke Hemsworth. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. Cinedigm. \$9.95


4952030 SCORCHY. Widescreen. Conni Stevens is Jackie “Scorcho” Parker, the hottest undercover agent the Feds have ever known. She’s stood up to the most dangerous gang in the city, and now she has her hands full when she takes on a drug-smuggling ring ruled by the sinister Philip Bianco (Cesar Danova). Will the police triumph? Rated R. 93 minutes. Shout! Factory. \$27.99

94800X4 AGAINST ALL ODDS. Widescreen. Jerry Bogan (Jeff Bridges) and Jesse Wyler (Rachel Ward), the runaway mistress of a ruthless nightclub owner, Jake Wise. But Terry’s mission is soon forgotten when Jake track down and falls in love with the beautiful Jesse on a Mexican island. Trouble brews, however, when Jake dispenses his henchmen to bring the lovers back. Rated R. English SDH. 122 minutes. Cinedigm. \$9.95

4574367 VALENTINE: The Dark Avenger. Widescreen. After a chance meeting with a film director leads to a life-changing series of events for Srinaya, a waitress turned actress, she is thrust into the person the beleaguered Batavia City needs and deserves most: the consummate kick-ass superhero, Valentine! Not Rated. English SDH. 106 minutes. Image Entertainment. \$5.95

4980023 WOLF CREEK 2. Widescreen. Lured by the promise of an Australian holiday, exchange student Paul visits the notorious Wolf Creek Crater. His dream Outback adventure soon becomes a horrific reality when he encounters the site’s most infamous local. Stars John Jarratt and Ryan Corr. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. TriStar. \$6.95

1927507 X-MEN APOCALYPSE. Widescreen. In the 1980s the X-Men confront an all-powerful mutant, En Sabah Nur, who intends to thrive through bringing destruction to the world. Stars James McAvoy and Jennifer Lawrence. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. Includes Blu-ray 3D and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 144 minutes. 20th Century Fox. \$7.95

4703693 A SCORE TO SETTLE. Widescreen. Diagnosed with a fatal condition, Frankie Carver (Nicholas Cage) is released from prison after serving 19 years of hard time. With only a short time to live, Frankie must decide what the world owes him and how to get even. Also stars John Travolta and Christine Applegate. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. TriStar. \$4.95

4703170 THE FIRST KING. Widescreen. Romulus and Remus are two shepherds and loyal brothers who are destined to found the greatest empire the world has ever seen—but only one can rule. The journey to greatness is paved with blood and the fate of the empire is in the hands of their brother. Not Rated. In Latin with English subtitles. Includes Blu-ray and DVD. WellGo USA. \$4.95

4978188 MEGA TIME SQUAD. Widescreen. John steals motors and a bracelet/temporal dislocator from a Chinese antique shop. Fleeing, he triggers the device and goes minutes back in time. This time he is a new Johns and they form the Mega Time Squad. Stars Anton Teenen and Jonny Brugh. Not Rated. English SDH. 116 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. \$4.95

4795233 NO TEARS FOR THE DEAD. Widescreen. Gun (Jang Dong-gun) was Gon (Jang Dong-gun) was raised by an American mafia syndicate to become a hitman. He mistakenly kills an innocent young woman during a mission and then finds himself in South Korea. To take out his last target, he discovers that she is the mother of the young girl he killed. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Korean with English subtitles. \$4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/873
**Action/Adventure Blu-ray**

4901584 300: Rise of an Empire 3D. Widescreen. This new chapter of the epic saga 300, brings us to a challenging new battlefield: the sea. Knowing his only hope of defeating the Persian armada is to unite Greece, Themistokles leads the charge that will change the course of war. Stars Sullivan Stapleton, Eva Green and Lena Headey. Includes 3D and 2D versions. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

4962991 WORLD WAR Z. Former United Nations investigator Gerry Lane (Brad Pitt) is in a race against time to save both his family and the world from a pandemic that is toppling governments and threatening to destroy the human race. Includes Alternate English and French versions. Includes Blu-ray 3D. Blu-ray (Unrated) and DVD versions. English SDH. 122 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

4745578 THE COURIER. Widescreen. A motorcycle courier (Dga Karyloynka) must fight off a crime boss (Gary Oldman) in order to protect the one witness that can bring him down. Rated R. 99 minutes. VVS Films. $4.95

4824652 RUMBLE IN THE BRONX. Widescreen. Keong (Jackie Chan) comes forward to help his uncle get married. Widescreen. A reluctant hobbit, Frodo Baggins, sets out to destroy the Lonely Mountain with a group of dwarves and a wizard. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray disc versions. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Bros. $7.95

4777697 THE MAN WHO KILLED DON QUIXOTE. Widescreen. Troy (Adam Driver), a cynical advertising director, finds himself trapped in the outrageous delusions of an old Spanish showman who believes himself to be Don Quixote (Jonathan Pryce). In the course of their comic and surreal adventures, Troy is forced to confront the tragic repercussions of a film he made in his youth. Not Rated. 132 minutes. Screen Media Films. $5.95

4907833 GALVESTON. Widescreen. Roy (Ben Foster) is a heavy-drinking criminal enforcer and mob hit man whose boss sets him up in a double-cross scheme. Roy discovers Rocky (Elliott Gould), a young man being held captive, and reluctantly takes him with him on his escape. Roy must find a way to stop his boss from pursuing them while his boss entangles the two of them in the past. Not Rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

4951921 GUARDIANS. Widescreen. During the Cold War, an elite squad of superheroes defended the Soviet Union from threats far beyond the capabilities of normal men. For years, these heroes hid in the shadows—but now, four must emerge to defend humanity itself. Also stars Mireille Enos. Includes Blu-ray 3D. Blu-ray (Unrated) and DVD versions. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Bros. $6.95

4964852 MAN OF STEEL. Widescreen. A young boy learns that he has extraordinary powers and is not of this Earth. As a young man, he journeys to discover where he came from and why he was sent here. But the hero in him must emerge to save the planet from annihilation. Stars Henry Cavill. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. English SDH. 143 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

3926061 PABLO. Widescreen. A crime family of the 1974 Mario Bava cult classic. When a daring bank robbery goes wrong. Sabri and his accomplices are forced to flee. Taking a young woman and a father and daughter trapped in a violent road trip that not all of them will survive. In French with English subtitles. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions of the film. 94 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95

3947450 THE COURIER. Widescreen. A veteran of the Vietnam War leaves the jungles of Africa behind for a gentrified Asian city with no recollection of who he is or where he came from. As he pieces together clues from his past, he vaguely recalls having been kidnapped, and races to find her abductor. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.97. $5.95


4947509 PAN. Widescreen. Twelve year old orphan Peter is spirited away to the magical world of Neverland, where he finds both fun and danger, and ultimately discovers his destiny—to become the hero who will forever be known as Peter Pan. Stars Levi Miller and Hugh Jackman. packaged in a steelbook case. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. This is a limited edition with an English audio track. English SDH. 111 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

4777573 DEATH WARRANT. Widescreen. Jean-Claude Van Damme faces his biggest challenge yet, a maximum-security prison. The international superstar spin-kicks his way through this action-packed adventure that explodes with death-defying stunts and nonstop martial-arts wizardry. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. MGM. $4.95

1927485 WARCRAFT: The Beginning. Widescreen. As an orc horde invades the planet Azeroth using a magic portal, a few human heroes and a disenchanted orc must attempt to stop the true evil behind this war. Stars Travis Fimmel and Paula Patton. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions with a bonus DVD. English SDH. 123 minutes. Universal. $6.95

4706483 THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN. Widescreen. teenage social outcast Peter (Andrew Garfield) spends his days trying to unravel the mystery of his own past and win the heart of his high school crush. Stars Andrew Garfield, Emma Stone. English SDH. 136 minutes. Columbia. $4.95

4661185 SUPERMAN: THE MAN OF STEEL & SUPERMAN RETURNS. Widescreen. Enjoy an afternoon with the man of steel with this triple feature collection that includes Superman: The Movie (151 minutes), Superman II: The Richard Donner Cut (116 minutes), and Superman Returns (154 minutes). Includes Blu-ray disc versions. Warner Home Video. $5.95

4807877 SABRAGE: Widescreen. When a domestic task force led by Breacher Wharton (Arnold Schwarzenegger) sets up a cartel safe house, his team uses it as a cover to steal $10 million in cash from a drug lord. Breacher must band together to climb the war of the criminal with vengeance on his mind. Rated R. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 109 minutes. Universal. $4.95

1927493 THE WOLVERINE. Widescreen. Wolverine comes to Japan to meet an old friend whose life he saved years ago, and gets embroiled in a conspiracy involving yakuzas and mutants. Stars Hugh Jackman and Will Yun Lee. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions. The Richard Donner Cut /SUPERMAN RETURNS. English SDH. 126 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

4825544 THE LEGEND OF TARZAN. Widescreen. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 110 minutes. Warner Home Video. $7.95

4908155 THE MAN WHO KILLED HITLER AND THEN THE BIGFOOT. Widescreen. Since WWII, Calvin Barr has lived with the burden that he was responsible for the assassination of Adolf Hitler. Now decades later, the U.S. governess has called on him again for a new top-secret mission, to kill Bigfoot. Stars M. Emmet Walsh, Adam Driver, Noah Wyle. $7.95

4908082 BRAWL IN CELL BLOCK 99. Widescreen. A former boxer named Bradley is put in a brutal prison and, his troubled marriage is about to expire. He feels he has no other option than to work for an old buddy as a drug courier. This improves his situation until he ends up injured and in prison. Stars Vince Vaughn and Jennifer Carpenter. Not Rated. English SDH. 108 minutes. Arrow Video. Pub. at $8.95. $9.95

4678152 RESIDENT EVIL: Retribution. Widescreen. Umbrella Corporation’s deadly T-Virus is spreading across the globe, transforming ordinary people into legions of Undead. Heeded for extinction, the human race must find a cure to save the planet. (Milla Jovovich). She’s on a mission, fighting her way through cities and across continents. Rated R. Packaged in a Steelbook case. English SDH. 96 minutes. Asylum. $9.95

3994163 EARTHQUAKE. Widescreen. Charlton Heston leads an all-star cast in this epic film about ordinary citizens who must band together in the face of an unprecedented disaster—the most catastrophic earthquake in history rips through Southern California. English SDH. 123 minutes. Universal. $4.95

4880536 JUNGLE. Widescreen. An enthusiastic young adventure follows his dreams into the Amazon jungle with two friends and a guide with a mysterious past. Their adventure turns into a terrifying ordeal. Stars Daniel Radcliffe, Thomas Kretschmann, and Yasmin Kassim. Rated R. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 115 minutes. Momentum. $5.95

---
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379881 WRATH OF THE TITANS 3D. Widescreen. Enlisting the help of the warrior Queen Andromeda (Rosamund Pike), Poseidon's deposed son, Argenor, and fallen god Hephæstus, Perseus bravely embarks on a treacherous quest into the underworld to rescue Zeus (Liam Neeson). The two men vie for the attentions of Magrit Helen (Lucy Lawless) and a manikind. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray 2D and DVD versions. Also stars Ralph Fennnes. English SDH. 99 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95

4981374 TEN SECONDS TO HELL. Widescreen. Jeff Chenler and the Nuck-Palace Co-star in this Jack Nicholson German demolition experts Karl Witzl and Eric Kœther. Returning to bomb-out Berlin the two men accept the very dangerous job of defusing unexploded Allied bombs scattered throughout the city. Tension grows even further when the two men vie for the attentions of Margot Helen in B&W and 93 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

3994147 BRONSON TRIPLE THREAT COLLECTION. Widescreen. Legendary tough guy Charles Bronson ignites a firestorm of action as urban avenger Paul Kersey in these three pulse-pounders, Death Wish 2; Death Wish 3; and Death Wish 4: The Crackdown. All Rated R. All English SDH. Over four hours, 3 Blu-rays. $5.95

4688529 RAGING PHOENIX. Widescreen. A violent Thai gang is aborting and killing women around Thailand. Having lost loved ones, Saram (Patrick Tsoy) and his friends join together to break up the gang of kidnappers. After learning the gang's unique martial arts style, the group lures the gang into an epic battle to save the women of Thailand. Rated R, Dubbed and in Thai with English subtitles. 114 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

4668838 MAX RELOAD AND THE NETHER BLASTERS. Widescreen. When small-town school teacher Max Jenkins discovers and plays the only known copy of Nether Dungeon, the legendary lost city of the Nether Game series, he accidentally unleashes the ancient "Curse of the Ages," turning friends and family into possessed ghouls hell-bent on destroying civilization. Not Rated. 101 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95

3741575 NUDE NUNS WITH BIG GUNS. Widescreen. When Sister Sarah becomes enslaved and victimized by the drug-pushings predators within the church walls and, while on the verge of death, she receives a divine message--to seek revenge! Packing heat and shedding her habit, this sister of no mercy embarks on a relentless rampage against these unholy men. Stars Asun Ortega. English subtitles. 98 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

4704490 DAUNTLESS: The Battle of Midway. Widescreen. During the pivotal battle of Midway, the two-man crew of a U.S. Navy dive bomber is forced to ditch into the sea. Set adrift, the men look toward their comrades for rescue, namely the r aging crew of an amphibious aircraft, who are reluctant to help the two lost souls, Jack Nelson and C. Thomas Howell. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

4907906 ONCE UPON A TIME IN VENICE. Widescreen. Steve Ford is a down-on-his-luck ex-cop turned private investigator whose professional and personal worlds collide after his loving pet, Buddy, is stolen by a notorious gang. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Stars John Travolta, Benicio Del Toro, John Cusack, and Olivia Wilde. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

4703758 DRAGON WARS: D-War. Widescreen. As a boy, Ethan Kendrick was told he would grow up to become the ultimate warrior to save the world from evil dragons. Years later, Kendrick is a news reporter in L.A. When his city comes under attack by evil forces, Ethan's destiny at last comes to fruition. Stars Jason Behr and Amanda Brooks. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

1927388 FANTASTIC 4. Widescreen. Four young outsiders teleport to an alternate and dangerous universe which alters their physical form in shocking ways. The four must learn how to harness their new abilities and work together to save Earth from a former friend turned enemy. Charlie Cox stars as Reed Richards, Michael B. Jordan and Kate Mara. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. Packaged minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

4702227 THE UNITY OF HEROES. Widescreen. A shipment of a narcotic more dangerous than opium is about to be distributed across the country by a corrupt pharmaceutical company. In the face of foreign and domestic enemies, can Wong Fei Hung stop the spread of this dangerous drug and save lives in time? Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 116 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

4703618 INTO THE ASHES. Widescreen. With an honest job and a loving wife, Nick Brenner believed he had safely escaped his violent, criminal history. But his past comes back to haunt him when his ex-partners track him down and want their share of the loot. Stars Luke Grimes. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

4936718 LIFE OF CRIME. Widescreen. Two criminals get more than they bargained for after kidnapping the wife (Jennifer Aniston) of a corrupt real-estate developer (Tim Robbins) who starches a 20 million-dollar ransom for her safe return. Based on the novel The Switch by Eloise Leonard. Also stars Will Forte and Isla Fisher. Rated R. 110 minutes. VFS Films. $5.95

4746651 KILLERMAN. Widescreen. A New York City money launderer (Liam Hemsworth) desperately searches for answers after waking up with no memory, millions in stolen cash and drugs, and an elite team of dirty cops hunting him down. Rated R. 113 minutes. VFS Films. $4.95

1926012 SYNCHRONIC. Widescreen. Two New Orleans paramedics' lives are ripped apart after they encounter a series of horrific deaths linked to bizarre, otherworldly effects. Stars Anthony Mackie and Daniela Melchior. Rated R. 91 minutes. VFS Films. $4.95

4687465 INNOCENT BYSTANDERS. Widescreen. John Craig (Stanley Baker) is a James Bond-like British secret agent who’s given one last chance to redeem himself after a failed mission. When the head of the organization sends two young thieves and a man named Bane, Packaged in a lenticular digi-book with both, Blu-ray and DVD versions. Includes 4K Ultra HD and Blu-ray versions.Rated R. 110 minutes. MGM. $4.95

4901770 BUMBLEBEE. Widescreen. Cybertron has fallen. While Optimus Prime sends Bumblebee to defend earth, his journey to become a hero begins. Stars Mark Wahlberg and John Cena. Rated PG. 4K Ultra HD, Blu-ray and DVD. English SDH. 113 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

4884854 THE DARK KNIGHT RISES. Widescreen. Eight years after the Joker’s reign of anarchy, Batman, with the help of Catwoman, is forced from his exile to save Gotham from Bane. Concludes The Dark Knight Trilogy. Also stars Anne Hathaway and Tom Hardy. Includes Blu-ray, DVD and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 161 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

4947428 HARRY POTTER AND THE DEATHLY HALLOWS, PART 1. Widescreen. As Harry, Ron and Hermione race against time and evil to destroy the Horcruxes, the existence of the three most powerful objects in the world ends: The Deathly Hallows. Stars Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint and Emma Watson. Packaged in a steelbook case. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. 146 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

4747720 PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN: At World’s End. Widescreen. Tapped on a sand in Davy Jones’ Locker, Captain Jack Sparrow (Johnny Depp) faces the wrath of the Brethren Court in one last stand. Stars Orlando Bloom and Keira Knightley. Includes a second Blu-ray of bonus features. English SDH. 161 minutes. Disney. $4.95
4961277. The Naked Face. Widescreen. Roger Moore stars as a doctor targeted for murder. Framed by shadowy figures bent on his destruction, he discovers that the only way to escape an ever-widening web of conflict is to learn who he would be assassins’ agents. Also stars Rod Steiger, Elliott Gould, Anne Archer, and Art Carney. Rated R. 103 minutes.

4836561. Face/off/Snakes on a Plane. John Travolta is FBI agent Sean Archer doing the unthinkable to stop the elusive terrorist Castor Troy (Nicolas Cage). Watch the bullets fly and the action explode in this pulse-pounding tale. Rated R.


4884515. Death Race/Death Race 2. Widescreen. Welcome to the Death Race, where hot-blooded biker dudes are pitted against each other in a race against time to save both his family and the world from a pandemic that is toppling governments and threatening to destroy humanity itself. Also stars Miriel Blue, an embossed metal case. Not Rated. English SDH. 122 minutes. Widescreen. SEPTEMBER 1941. In a turn of events, the mighty German battleship Bismarck battles the British Royal Navy's largest fleet in history. Rated R. 120 minutes. English SDH. $2.95.

498236X. 47 Ronin. Widescreen. After a treacherous warlord kills his master and banishes him from Japan, a laconic 17th-century samurai vows to seek vengeance and reclaim their honor. This band of ronin must seek help from Kai (Keanu Reeves)—an enshrined hashrumentha, whose body—rejected in his ultimate fight for redemption. English SDH. 119 minutes. Universal. $4.95.

4987529. The Protector 2. Widescreen. When Boss Suchart is murdered, all evidence points to KHAM (Tony Jaa), who, except to him clear his name, he is hunted by not only the police, but Boss Suchart's revengeful twin nieces and LC (RZA), a crime lord with his own agenda. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Magnolia. $2.95.

4977645. Bounty Hunters. Widescreen. Jules (Tish Shaulis) and her team race against the clock to make ends meet until they find what seems like an easy job: deliver a mob informant to the police and claim a $100,000 reward. But the mob has a price, and gives Jules a choice—hand over the captive or face death. Rated R. 79 minutes. MPI. $4.95.

4890819. 1939: Battle of Westerplatte. Widescreen. On September 1, 1939, the German battleship Bismarck-Hoff in the Polish garrison stationed at the Westerplatte peninsula. Fewer than 200 soldiers stood in defiance against the relentless Nazi onslaught. Amidst the bloodshed, two Polish commanders struggle with the decision to fight or surrender. Rated R. CC. Includes DVD 93 minutes. ARTC Entertainment. $3.95.

4884515. Death Race/Death Race 2. Widescreen. Welcome to the Death Race, where hot-blooded biker dudes are pitted against each other in a race against time to save both his family and the world from a pandemic that is toppling governments and threatening to destroy humanity itself. Also stars Miriel Blue, an embossed metal case. Not Rated. English SDH. 122 minutes. Widescreen. SEPTEMBER 1941. In a turn of events, the mighty German battleship Bismarck battles the British Royal Navy's largest fleet in history. Rated R. 120 minutes. English SDH. $2.95.

498236X. 47 Ronin. Widescreen. After a treacherous warlord kills his master and banishes him from Japan, a laconic 17th-century samurai vows to seek vengeance and reclaim their honor. This band of ronin must seek help from Kai (Keanu Reeves)—an enshrined hashrumentha, whose body—rejected in his ultimate fight for redemption. English SDH. 119 minutes. Universal. $4.95.

4977645. Bounty Hunters. Widescreen. Jules (Tish Shaulis) and her team race against the clock to make ends meet until they find what seems like an easy job: deliver a mob informant to the police and claim a $100,000 reward. But the mob has a price, and gives Jules a choice—hand over the captive or face death. Rated R. 79 minutes. MPI. $4.95.
4848846 THE LAST LEGION. Widescreen. As invading hordes besiege the crumbling Roman empire, a young general (Colin Firth), joined by a powerful wizard (Ben Kingsley) and a master warrior (Ashwarya Rai) attempt to lead one last legion of fallen soldiers and glory against all odds. English SDH, 102 minutes. Video R. 4927450 PACIFIC RIM: Uprising. Widescreen. Jake Pentecost, son of Stacker Pentecost, and a new generation of Jaeger pilots, including rival Lambert and 15 year old hacker Amara, reluctantly agree to help a heroin trafficker with international interests, New York City detective Nick Cassidy (Dolph Lundgren) goes to Southeast Asia and joins up with a Thai detective to get the killer trafficking network. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment.
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Action/Adventure Blu-ray

300: Rise of an Empire. widescreen. Greek general Themistokles is pitted against invading Persian forces, who are ruled by the god-King Xerxes and led by Artemisia, the vengeful commander of their navy. Themistokles leads the charge that will change the course of the war. Includes 3D and 2D versions. Rated R. 110 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

BATTLE BEYOND THE STARS. widescreen. Shad must scour the cosmos to recruit mercenaries from different planets and cultures in order to save his peaceful home planet from the threat of the evil tyrant Sador, who’s bent on dominating and enslaving the entire universe. Stars Richard Thomas and Robert Vaughn. Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH. $49.42


THE LOVERS. widescreen. An epic, sweeping and riveting tale of an immigrant family’s rise and fall, spanning two time periods and continents. Stars Josh Hartnett and Bipasha Basu. Rated R. English SDH. 109 minutes. $7.95

THE IRON MASK. widescreen. An English traveler sets out to map the Far East, resulting in an incredible adventure where he encounters the likes of emperors, empires, military leaders, and dangerous characters including Master (Jackie Chan) and James Hook (Arnold Schwarzenegger). 120 minutes. WS Films. $5.95


TO THE WEST. Limited Quantity. 4795955 Journey to the West. In a world plagued by demons who cause great human suffering, a young man fights for the sake of all humanity. In order to halt this all-out war, he must embark on a journey to the West that’s full of challenges. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 110 minutes. Magnolia. $7.95

WOLF HOUND. widescreen. In Nomad: The Warrior, Wolfhound, the last surviving member of a slaughtered tribe, is destined to become the world’s most feared warrior. Stars Aleksandr Bukharov and Oksana Akinshina. In Russian with English subtitles. Over 104 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

WORLD WIDE WOLVES. widescreen. Disgraced WWII Army Captain Jack Wosick is given the opportunity for redemption. He is asked to lead a ragtag unit of misfits, known as the War Pigs, on a secret mission. They must go behind enemy lines to uncover and capture a Nazi-developed super weapon, the V3, a massive cannon. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. English SDH (Blu-ray). Rated R. 86 minutes. $29.95

THE BOURNE LEGACY. widescreen. Disgraced WWII Army Captain Jack Wosick is given the opportunity for redemption. He is asked to lead a ragtag unit of misfits, known as the War Pigs, on a secret mission. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. English SDH (Blu-ray). Rated R. 86 minutes. $29.95

THE IRON MASK. widescreen. An English traveler sets out to map the Far East, resulting in an incredible adventure where he encounters the likes of emperors, empires, military leaders, and dangerous characters including Master (Jackie Chan) and James Hook (Arnold Schwarzenegger). 120 minutes. WS Films. $5.95


THE IRON MASK. widescreen. An English traveler sets out to map the Far East, resulting in an incredible adventure where he encounters the likes of emperors, empires, military leaders, and dangerous characters including Master (Jackie Chan) and James Hook (Arnold Schwarzenegger). 120 minutes. WS Films. $5.95


THE WILD GEES. A team of aging mercenaries are hired by a wealthy industrialist for one final mission: recruit and train a squad of desperate commandos, parachute into an unstable African nation, snatch its deposed president from prison, and escape, killing anyone in their way. Stars Richard Burton, Roger Moore, and Richard Harris. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 110 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95
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**491754** THE BRAIN. Widescreen. When NATO transfers some of its funds from Paris to Brussels because of a criminal mastermind posing as a British colonial planner to steal it but two petty French thieves also have the same idea. Stars Jean-Paul Belmondo and David Niven. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**4824520** THE DELTA FORCE. Widescreen. When a U.S. passenger plane is seized by vicious hijackers and taken over by the Tunisian military, the Delta Force, a crack team of commandos led by Colonel Nick Alexander and Major Scott McCoy. In a desperate race against time, Alexander and McCoy save them, and avenge America’s honor before it’s too late. Stars Chuck Norris and Lee Marvin. English SDH. 128 minutes. MGM.

**4982666** THE CHINESE BOXER. Widescreen. When his martial arts school is viciously attacked by a rival gang of Japanese thugs, Lei Ming swears to bring them down with violent justice. Not Rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Blue78. $17.95

**4962524** THE DEADLIEST PREY. Widescreen. Kidnapped in front of his home while attempting to rescue a team of scientists investigating the lost city of Atlantis, they’ll instead discover a post-apocalyptic world on the run. Stars Chuck Norris and Sean Bean. Widescreen. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.97

**49712X2** RAIDERS OF ATLANTIS. Widescreen. When a pair of Miami mercenaries (Christopher Connelly and Tory King) rescue a team of scientists investigating the lost city of Atlantis, they’ll instead discover a post-apocalyptic world on the run. Stars Chuck Norris and Sean Bean. Widescreen. 119 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.95

**4665058** UNCLE SAM. Widescreen. It’s Fourth of July, and an accessories-dressed corpse of Sgt. Sam Harper—killed by “friendly fire” during the first Gulf War—is returned to his all-American hometown. But when Sam rises from the dead to punish the unpatriotic, only his young nephew and a lone Japanese girl are the only ones who believe he could be alive. Stars Ryan Reynolds, Emily Blunt. Widescreen. 93 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. English SDH. $28.95

**4926562** THE DOGS OF WAR. Widescreen.Jamie Shannon (Christopher Walken) is a cynical war hero who feels truly alive only in the heat of battle, and now he’s about to take the most challenging assignment of his combat record: to direct movie actors to fake an authentic directorship and shoot control to the “puppet” of a powerful British corporation. Also stars Tom Berenger and Paul Freeman. Widescr. 104 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $39.99

**4926563** THEY LIVE THE 7 GOLDEN VAMPIRES. Widescreen. Professor Van Helsing (Peter Cushing) and Count Dracula (John Forbes-Robinson) meet again in this spectacular sequel, and a walking corpse in the village of Ping Kieu. It’s a fearsome battle to the death—the ultimate clash between good and evil. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $24.95

**4678028** TERMINATOR 2: Judgement Day/TOTAL RECALL. Widescreen. Arnold Schwarzenegger is back for Terminator 2, in one of the biggest sequels of all time. Now he’s one of the good guys, sent back in time to protect John Connor, the boy destined to lead the freedom fighters. Next, Schwarzenegger is Quaid, a 2084 construction worker haunted by dreams of Mars in the action-packed sci-fi spectacle. Rated R. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. Morningstar. $194.88

**4912751** WARRIORS OF THE YEAR 2072. Widescreen. In 2072 Rome, Italy, the ruthless CEO of a TV network plots to stage a modern version of gladiator games for ratings while a crack team of commandos led by Alexander, directed by Colonel Nick Alexander and Major Scott McCoy, try to stop them. Stars Chuck Norris and Sean Bean. Widescreen. 128 minutes. Olive Films.

**4979291** MAJOR DUNDEE. Widescreen. Charismatic movie stars as Major Amos Dundee, a vainglorious Union cavalry officer, who mounts an expedition to hunt down Apache war chief Sierra Chambra, building his own army of criminals, among them Captain Ben Stone (Rutger Hauer) and his rookie partner to destroy the rampaging evil or it could destroy the country. Cod Red. $34.95

**4822611** SHATTER. Widescreen. International assassin Alejandro Whitman completes a contract to kill an African dictator and heads for Hong Kong to collect his payment. But when he finds himself marked for death in a deadly double-cross, he must work with a band of kung fu masters to take on the international drug syndicate. Not Rated. English SDH. 128 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95

**4949044** NEW YORK WINTER. Widescreen. It’s just an average day working as a sound technician in New York on Christmas, until one day his pregnant wife is brutally murdered. Dressing as a white ninja, John takes on the ruthless wields the vigilante. This was filmed in 1984 but then abandoned until 35 years later when Viperine Syndrome acquired the original unaired footage and finished the film. Includes bonus Blu-ray of extras. Not Rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98

**4942019** THE TRANSFORMERS: The Movie. For millennia, the heroic Autobots led by Optimus Prime (Peter Cullen) have been at war with the evil Megatron and his Decepticons over control of their home planet. However, an even greater threat, Unicron is heading right for Cybertron. Time is running out to save their home world in time? Packaged In Includes 4K UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray Shout Factory. Pub. at $29.97

**4936865** BREED ARE THE TITANS. Widescreen. This obscure 1974 G-Rated adventure movie was originally titled The Treasure of Jamaica Reef and was later re-released with R-Rated gore as Evin the Deep to the Depraved. Includes a British military history. Includes a Blu-ray and a bonus Blu-ray of extras. Packaged in a Steelbook case. English SDH. 85 minutes.

**1910612** BATTLE OF THE BULGE: Winter War. Widescreen. Lt. Robert Capa and his platoon of 2nd Infantry Division soldiers must defend a vital supply depot from being captured by attacking German soldiers. With enemies all around and allies who are not what they seem, Capa must make combat ready decisions to halt the advancing German. Stars Steve Luke and Aaron Courone. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.95

**3950131** LETHAL WEAPON COLLECTION. Widescreen. The smash hits that started Buddy Cop movies now for the first time together on Blu-ray! Includes: Lethal Weapon 2, Lethal Weapon 3, and Lethal Weapon 4. Stars include Mel Gibson, Danny Glover, Joe Pesci, Rene Russo and more. All Rated R. English SDH. Over seven hours. Vinegar Syndrome. Bros. Enter. $24.95

**3959058** SPLIT SECOND. Widescreen. In the year 2008, the cops are better armed than ever, but nothing has prepared them for this. A deadly threat is devouring people right from the streets. It’s up to maverick cop Harley Stone (Rutger Hauer) and his rookie partner to destroy the rampaging evil or it could destroy the country. Cod Red. $34.95

**3913872** ATOR: The Fighting Eagle. Widescreen. Set among the ancient ruins, this 1982 sword and sorcery barbarian flick back tracks two friends and look. The Sort of a Toren learns of his heritage, goes to avenge the deaths of his fellow villagers and rescue his love interest from the evil Dakkor and Shatter. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.95

**4857712** TERMINAL ISLAND. Widescreen. After the abolishment of the death penalty, California murders are doubly punished — they must either spend the rest of their lives unsupervised. There, two groups are formed, one led by a psychopath and another group determined to bring him down. Stars Phyllis Davis, Don Marshall and Tom Selleck in one of his earliest roles. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98

**4987809** THE BONE SIMULATIONS. Widescreen. When a bounty hunter Tyson Bucum chases after two bit hustlers and three time loser Reggie Wright, he thinks he’s in for an easy payday. But when they cross paths with a group of diamond thieves, the pair team up in search for the biggest score of them all. Stars Ice Cube, Mike Epps and Eva Mendes. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Bros. Enter. $22.98

**4984785** DEAD HEAT. Widescreen. Detectives Doug Bigelow and Roger Morris have just tried, and failed, to take down a group of master thieves who have been targeting high-end jewelry dealers. Stars Fred Williamson and Treat Williams and Joe Piscopo. Rated R. English SDH. 82 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $34.95

**3958807** JIM JONES: Whispers. Widescreen. Uncover Jim Jones' secrets. When a cold-blooded killer fails to take down a group of diamond thieves, the pair team up in search for the biggest score of them all. Stars Ice Cube, Mike Epps and Eva Mendes. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Bros. Enter. $22.98

**3925962** MILE 22. Widescreen. James Silva, a successful military command team must face off with countless enemies to extract a high value target out of a hostile country. Stars Mark Wahlberg, LaMonica Garrett and Brian Tyree Henry. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. 94 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

**4575300** SGT. KABUKIMAN N.Y.P.D. Widescreen. Meet N.Y.P.D. Sgt. Harry Griswold, a hot dog loving Bronx cop who suddenly turns into a 2,000 year old kabuki super-human hero. Uses his new powers to fight crime, save lives and uncover heat-seeking choppers and pyro projectile parasites. Sgt. Kabukiman must save New York City from the evil ONE. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Troma/Gecco. $9.95
Action/Adventure Blu-ray

**1910620 BATTLE OF THE BULGE: Wunderland.** Widescreen. It’s Christmas 1944, and the Germans make one final push against the attacking allied armies in the West. Lt. Robert Cappa and his platoon of infantry soldiers have been ordered to hold a road junction against German aggressors. Starts Steven Luke and Aaron Courteau. Not Rated. English Subtitles. 95 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95.


**4941837 HUNTERS.** Widescreen. Several years after a virus has ravaged the world, soldier John T. Wrecker continues his task of protecting a group of refugees and the base to which he was assigned. As he goes about his daily routine, the threats increase and even more dangerous grows ever closer in the form of monstrous mutants. Not Rated. English Subtitles. 95 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.98.

**4791290 THE FINAL COUNTDOWN.** Widescreen. America’s mightiest nuclear powered submarine takes on maneuvers in the Pacific Ocean. Suddenly, a freak electrical storm engulfs the ship and triggers the impossible. The Nitro is hauled back in time to December 6, 1941, mere hours before the attack on Pearl Harbor. Stars Kirk Douglas and Martin Sheen. Includes 4K UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions as well as a CD of the movie soundtrack. English Subtitles. 102 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $59.95.

**4900200 THE SNAKE GIRL AND THE SILVER HAIRST WITCH.** Widescreen. Extremely fun Dalei adaption of two shop horror manga into a single, crazy FX-laden story about two rival sisters, who are on less good terms. However, when an evil creature makes an appearance they have to overlook their differences and join forces. In B&W. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 82 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95.

**4794946 WALKING THE EDGE.** Widescreen. Jason Walk (Robert Forster), a down on his luck cabbie and numbers runner, has a chance at redemption when he crosses paths with revenge-seeking Christine Holloway (Nancy Kwan). She’s after the gang of vio lence that murdered her husband and son. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Fun City Editions. Pub. at $26.98.

**4837905 CENTIGRADE.** Widescreen. Inspired by real events. A young American couple, Matt and Naomi is traveling through the Arctic Mountains of Norway. They get stranded in a snow storm and with few resources. They realize they must work together to survive in the freezing cold, with the threat of wildlife, and the dropping temperatures. Stars Brendan Walsh and Genesis Rodriguez. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $22.98.

**4983548 COME DRINK WITH ME.** Widescreen. When the Governor’s son is taken hostage by bandits, a mysterious swordsman named Golden Shallow is hot on their trail. What the bandits don’t realize, however, is that Golden Shallow is actually a woman dressed as a man with the help of her brother. She is determined to set him free. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95.

**4942027 THE TRANSFORMERS: TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES.** Widescreen. The Transformers, led by Optimus Prime (Peter Cullen) have been at war with the evil Megatron and his Decepticons over control of the Universe. However, a new, even greater threat, Unicron is heading right for Cybertron. Will the Autobots be able to save their home world in time?

**1950312 GLASS.** Widescreen. Elijah Price, also known as Mr. Glass (Samuel L. Jackson), finds David Dunn (Bruce Willis) pursuing Kevin Wendell Crumb’s (James McAvoy) victims. In a series of escalating encounters, includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 129 minutes. Universal.

**4959171 IRON WARRIOR.** Widescreen. Miles O’Keefe returns as Aster in this thrilling adventure as he teams up with beautiful Savania Gershak to fight a machine gang and the deadly sword master. 87 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $39.95.

**4820843 THE BEASTMASTER.** Widescreen. A small-time crook goes in search of the half of a wooden mask which will help him to the legendary kung fu technique of the Gibbon Clan Fist. Includes a booklet and a double-sided fold out poster. Rated R. Dubbed and in Cantonese with English subtitles. 93 minutes. 88 Films. Pub. at $29.95.

**4841334 THE REBELS OF PT-181.** Widescreen. Follows the intrepid crew of a motorcycle, against the constant bombardment by German forces as the sea becomes a deadly battleground. Stars Eric Roberts. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $22.98.

**4931165 THE MAN FROM HONG KONG.** Widescreen. When a Chinese envoy is murdered in Australia on dispatch, a tough Hong Kong cop wages a one-man war against Sydney’s most powerful kingpin. Stars Jimmy Wang Yu and George Lazenby. Rated R. English SDH. 106 minutes. Screenbound. Pub. at $39.95.

**4968859 MASTER OF THE WORLD.** Primitive humans had to adapt to their brutal and savage environment or disappear into oblivion. For Bog, a great warrior, this struggle means conquering the land and gaining supremacy over his rivals. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 105 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98.

**4959140 THE FLAG OF IRON.** Widescreen. Another cult classic from the Shaw Brothers Studio. A quintessential Hong Kong tale of rivals, betrayal and family feuds. When the master of the Iron Fist is murdered by a mysterious assassin known as the Wanderer, it sets off an explosive chain of events which pits brothers against each other. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 113 minutes. 88 Films. Pub. at $29.95.

**4917022 IRON WARRIOR.** Widescreen. Miles O’Keefe returns as Aster in this thrilling adventure as he teams up with beautiful Savania Gershak to fight a machine gang and the deadly sword master. 87 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $39.95.

**4780031 THE PHANTOM OF THE AIR.** Fullscreen. After inventing an anti-gravity device, Thomas Edmunds and his daughter attend the National Air Races in search of a pilot to demonstrate the device. Unbeknownst to them the leader of a gang of imposters after Edmunds’ invention and will stop at nothing to get his hands on it. Collects all 12 episodes of the 1933 serial. Stars Tom Tyler. In B&W. Over 3 hours on two Blu-ray discs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.95.
**Action/Adventure Blu-ray**

- **491236** FINAL JUSTICE. Widescreen. Homicidal sheriff Thomas Jefferson Geronimo is tasked with escorting a mobster to Malta. When the prison escapees, Geronimo goes to catch him. Includes collectible remarque by director Joe D'amato, Rossano Brazzi, Rated R, 86 minutes. MVD Visual. **Out of Stock**

- **482244** HUNTER HUNTER. Widescreen. An unsettled submarine captain (Gerard Butler) and a team of Navy SEALs set out to stop a rogue Russian general with sinister intentions. Also stars Danny Glover and Jada Cardellini. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. 121 minutes. WFS. **Out of Stock**

- **490517** SKYSCRAPER. Widescreen. A security expert must infiltrate a burning skyscraper. 225 stories above ground, when his family is trapped inside by criminals. Starring Dwayne Johnson and Neve Campbell. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal. **$14.95**

- **494200** TAKE BACK. Widescreen. Zara and Brian are living the perfect small-town life when Zara heroically 설s a robbery and becomes headline news. This unwanted notoriety draws elements of Zara’s mysterious past back into her life, putting the lives of her family in danger. Starring Gillian White and Michael Jai White, Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes, Shout Factory. Pub. at **$22.98**

- **492587** UNDERWATER. Underwater. An unarmored submarine captain (Mike DeLuise) and a team of Navy SEALS set out to stop a rogue Russian general with sinister intentions. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. 121 minutes. WFS. **$14.95**

- **488014** EXPLORERS. Widescreen. Shout Factory. **Sold Out**

- **482298** THE VENGEANCE OF SHE. Widescreen. **Out of Stock**

- **478852** VON RICHTHOFEN AND BROWN. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at **$29.95**

- **481016** CLOSE RANGE/SAVAGE DOG. Widescreen. **Out of Stock**

- **491694** FORCE TO FEAR. Widescreen. Screen Team Releasing. Pub. at **$24.95**

- **488081** HUNTER HUNTER. Widescreen. Shout Factory. **Sold Out**

- **492772** THE CAPER OF THE GOLDEN BULL. Widescreen. **Out of Stock**


- **488784** 400 BULLETS. Widescreen. Shout Factory. **Sold Out**

- **498629** NO MAN’S LAND. Widescreen. Shout Factory. **Sold Out**

- **489974** BATWOMAN/THE PANTHER WOMEN. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at **$29.95**

- **489748** DEAD RECKONING. Shout Factory. Pub. at **$22.98**

- **471593** HONOR KILLING. Troma Team. Pub. at **$19.95**


- **475749** LAST GASP. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at **$34.98**

- **494740** THE HOBBIT: The Desolation of Smaug. Widescreen. MGM. **Sold Out**


- **4902130** DIE LIETE REPEAT: Edge of Tomorrow. Warner Bros. Pub. **Sold Out**

- **490525** TROLLHUNTER. Widescreen. **Sold Out**

- **479330** ADNIFT. Widescreen. WFS Films. **$5.95**

- **4866453** MALEFICENT. Widescreen. Disney. **$9.95**

- **477727** RED CLIFF. Widescreen. Magnolia. **$5.95**

- **1237418** LIFE OF PI. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. **$5.95**

- **4810821** IRON MAN 3. Widescreen. **Out of Stock**

- **4824504** THE CORRUPTOR. Widescreen. Warner Home Video. **Out of Stock**

- **480719** BRAVEN. Widescreen. **Out of Stock**

- **488504** KILL ZONE. Widescreen. Weinstein. **$9.95**

- **4954331** DEATH WISH 2. Widescreen. MGM. **$2.95**

- **4984516** GREEN LANTERN/WATCHMEN. Widescreen. **$14.95**

- **494748** INTO THE NIGHT. Widescreen. Warner Home Video. **Out of Stock**

- **486181** ERAGON. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. **$5.95**

- **3929124** THE COLONY/STRANDED. Widescreen. RL Entertainment. **Out of Stock**

- **3950107** BEN AFFLECK: 4 Film Collection. Widescreen. Warner Bros. **Out of Stock**

**Western Blu-ray**

LIMITED QUANTITY 490866X THE KING AND FOUR QUEENS. Widescreen. Clark Gable stars as Don Kehoe, a smooth-talking con man in hot pursuit of a gold fortune in the desert town of the Raoul Walsh. Seeking the spoils of a heist gone bad by the McAlde brothers, Don sets about romancing each of their wives in hopes that one of them knows where the gold is hidden. Also stars Eleanor Parker. 84 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at **$29.95**

- **4810414** NEW BATTLES WITHOUT HONOR AND HUMANITY. The Complete Trilogy. Widescreen, Arrow. **Sold Out**

- **4824598** JERUSALEM COUNTDOWN. Pure Fix. **$3.95**

- **4782888** THE BLACK DRAGON/ENFORCER FROM DEATH ROW. Widescreen. Dark Force. **Sold Out**

- **4707729** THE WONDERS OF ALADDIN. Widescreen, Kino Lorber. Pub. at **$24.95**


- **3970949** PITCH BLACK. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at **$49.95**

- **4787927** BLACK MOON RISING. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. **Out of Stock**

- **4707534** THE GROUNDSTAR CONSPIRACY. Kino Lorber. Pub. at **$24.95**

- **4748832** THE BASHER BOX. Widescreen, VCI Entertainment. Pub. at **$34.95**

- **477170** ARABIAN ADVENTURE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at **$29.95**

- **4840224** ADRENALIN. Widescreen. Shout Factory. **Out of Stock**

- **4937690** SUIKYIYI WESTERN DJANGO. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at **$29.95**

- **4790510** CAMINO. Widescreen, MVD Visual. **$9.95**

- **4707532** NEWMAN’S LAW. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at **$24.95**

- **4857658** COMMANDO NINJA. Widescreen. ETR Media. Pub. at **$29.98**

- **4764234** DEATH HAS BLUE EYES. Widescreen, Arrow. Pub. at **$29.95**

- **4757963** LIEUTENANT JANGLES. Widescreen. Screen Team Releasing. Pub. at **$24.95**

- **4657187** LAKE MICHIGAN MONSTER. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at **$39.95**

- **3913848** WHITE FIRE. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at **$39.95**

- **4937244** BLOODSTONE. Widescreen. **Out of Stock**

- **3900436** WHY DON’T YOU JUST DIE! Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at **$29.95**

- **4797582** STRIKE COMMANDO 2. Severin. Pub. at **$34.95**

- **479214** DYNAMO. Widescreen. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at **$29.95**

- **4653092** PITCH BLACK. Widescreen. Arrow. **Out of Stock**

- **3931714** REDCON-1. Widescreen. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at **$26.95**

- **4741784** MOTORPSYCHO. Widescreen, Vinegar Syndrome. **Out of Stock**
Western Blu-ray

**4721080** TRUE GRIT/HONDO. In True Grit a stubborn teenager enlists the help of a tough U.S. Marshal to bring her father's murderer. Stars Jeff Bridges, Matt Damon and Hailie Steelin. In *Hondo* Army dispatch rider Hondo Lane discovers a woman and young son living in the midst of warring Apaches who becomes their protector. Stars John Wayne and Geraldine Page. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Paramount. $4.95

**4758798** HICKOK. Widescreen. Infamous gunslinger and outlaw “Wild Bill” Hickok (Luke Hemsworth) attempts to escape his past by settling in the small town of Abilene, Kansas. The mayor (Kriss Kristofferson), captivated by Wild Bill’s unparalleled gun skills, offers him a job as marshall where his skill with the gun is soon tested by outlaws. English SDH. Includes 4K UHD and English subtitles. SDH. 92 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

**4961145** DAKOTA. Fullscreen. John Dillen (John Wayne) and his wife move to North Dakota hoping to cash in on the land boom. On their trip west, they meet two swindlers who steal their savings. In a desperate attempt to get his savings back, Dillen joins the wheat farmers in an armed range battle against the crooks, leading to a daring fight to the finish. Also stars Ward Bond, in B&W. 82 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. $7.95

**3947995** TRUE GRIT. The cantankerous Henrietta Gamby (Elizabeth McGovern) by a headstrong young girl (Kim Darby) to find the man who murdered her father and fled with the family savings. Wayne earns a reputation as a Quaker who wants to get their hands on Nina’s inheritance. Co-stars Sheila Terry and Gabby Hayes. 1934. In English SDH. 127 minutes. Warner Bros. $7.95

**4811992** VENGEANCE TRAILS: 4 Classic Westerns. Widescreen. This specially curated selection gathers together four outstanding examples of the Italian Western genre from the height of its popularity, all centered around a theme of revenge. *Massacre Time*, *My Name Is Pecos*, *Banditos*, and *And God Said to Cain*. Stars include Franco Nero, George Hilton, Alberto Sordi, Teresa Mora, and Patricio Sainz. Arrow. In SDH. Not Rated. Six hours on four Blu-rays. Slipped Arrow. Pub. at $99.95. $59.95

**4961126** THE LAST COMANCHE. Widescreen. Moderation Bows leads rebellious Texans—and Dave Crockett—in a last-ditch stand against his old friend, Santa Anna. Stars Sterling Hayden and Anna Maria Alberghetti. Not Rated. 110 minutes. Kino Lorber. $7.95

**4710846** GUNFIGHT AT THE O.K. CORRAL. Widescreen. But Lancaster and Kirk Douglas star as larger than life heroes in this classic Western Epic. Frontier lawman Wyatt Earp (Lancaster) joins his three brothers in their feud against the villainous Clanton gang, in Tombstone Arizona. In the famous stagecoach robbery he learns that the man he once maxiamed during a stagecoach robbery is now a U.S. Marshal (Kim Coates) who will stop at nothing to find them. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. $7.95

**4665659** VIRGINIAN/DAWN RIDER. Widescreen. Trace Adkins, Ron Perlman and Brendan Penny star in this gritty and riveting re-imagination of the classic Western saga *The Virginian* (Not Rated). Christian Slater, Jill Hennessy, and Donald Sutherland star in this gripping story of vengeance and passion set in the American West. Stars James Marsden, Peter Sarsgaard, and John Cusack. Over three hours on 2 Blu-rays. Vivendi Entertainment. $3.95

**4729609** THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN COLLECTION. Widescreen. This collection of rough and tumble classics includes the landmark Westerns *The Magnificent Seven* starring Steve McQueen, *Charles Bronson, and James Coburn; Return of the Magnificent Seven* starring Yul Brynner; *Guns of the Magnificent Seven* starring George Kennedy, and *The Magnificent Seven: Ride* with Lee Van Cleef. Some Not Rated. English SDH. Over 7 hours on four Blu-rays. MGM. $9.95

**4773675** THE TRAIN ROBBERS. Widescreen. Three Civil War veterans team up with a train's crew to recover a cool half-million in hidden gold. The widow (Ann-Margaret) wants to clear her husband’s name. The three friends (John Wayne, Alan Ladd and James Caan) want to help her and collect a $50,000 reward. But the dead man's ex-partners just want the gold—and will kill to get it. English SDH. 92 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**4844556** DJANGO. Widescreen. Franco Nero stars in this spaghetti western classic as the lone stranger who roams the West dragging a coffin of chaos towards a destiny ruled by vengeance. A bonus Blu-ray includes James Tanos, Alten, starring Nero as a Texas sheriff who travels across the border into Mexico to confront the man who killed his father. Packaged in a steelbook case. Italian Western genre from the height of its popularity, all centered around a theme of revenge. *Massacre Time*, *My Name Is Pecos*, *Banditos*, and *And God Said to Cain*. Stars include Franco Nero, George Hilton, Alberto Sordi, Teresa Mora, and Patricio Sainz. Arrow. In English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. $14.95

**4892801** ROY ROGERS DOUBLE FEATURE: Mackintosh and T.J./Under Western Stars. Roy Rogers stars in these two westerns. In *Mackintosh* and T.J., Rogers stars as Mackintosh, a migrant cowboy traveling across West Texas plains in his pick-up truck and befriends run-away, T.J. In *Under Western Stars* a severe drought and greedy cattle company puts a pair of ranchers in the Dust Bowl. CC. 161 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

**4817732** THE AMERICANO. Widescreen. Glenn Ford stars in this modern day “Southwestern” as Sam Dent, a rancher who travels to South America to deliver a cargo of valuable Bahama bulls to a Brazilian rancher only to find the buyer has been murdered. Also stars Cesar Romero as a dashing and jovial bandito, Frank Lovejoy, Abbe Lane, and Ursula Thiess. 85 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $6.95

**4774485** THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY. Widescreen. Civil Eastwood returns as the “Man with No Name” in one of the most ambitious, unflichingly graphic and stylistically influential westerns ever mounted. This time, he’s teaming with another unpredictable acid western penner by the acclaimed novelist Tom McGuane. Also stars Elizabeth Ashley and Harry Dean Stanton. Rated R. 93 minutes. Fun City Editions. $9.95

**4841815** RANCHO DELUXE. Widescreen. Jeff Bridges and Sam Waterston are a pair of hippie cattle rustlers who draw the ire of a wealthy Montana ranch owner (Clifton James). In the 1970s, a group of cowboys travel across West Texas plains in their pick-up truck and befriends runaway, T.J. In *Under Western Stars* a severe drought and greedy cattle company puts a pair of ranchers in the Dust Bowl. CC. 161 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95. $24.95

**4844548** DJANGO: Prepare a Coffin. Widescreen. Django the drifter returns to the Wild West from Ferdinando Baldi starring Terence Hill as the wandering gunslinger, hired as an executioner for a corrupt local politician who is framing innocent men, sending them to hang in an evil scheme to take hold of their land. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 92 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $34.98. SOLD OUT

**4771505** THE COMPLETE SARTANA. Widescreen. Sartana is a mysterious Spaghetti Western character who takes pride in his appearance and has a James Bond-like fondness for gadgets. This set collects all five films: *If You Meet My Angel of Death; Sartana’s Here Trade Your Angel of Death for Your Life; Sartana, Pray for Your Death; I am Sartana, This is Coming. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. Eight hours on 5 Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95. $59.95

**4709748** WESTWARD HO. Fullscreen. Jeff Bridges and Sam Waterston are a pair of hippie cattle rustlers who draw the ire of a wealthy Montana ranch owner (Clifton James). In the 1970s, a group of cowboys travel across West Texas plains in their pick-up truck and befriends runaway, T.J. In *Under Western Stars* a severe drought and greedy cattle company puts a pair of ranchers in the Dust Bowl. CC. 161 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95. $7.95

**4663802** THE MAN FROM ALAMO/ THEY CAME TO CORDURA. Fullscreen. *Cordura*. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

**3900142** GET MEAN. Widescreen. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95. SOLD OUT

**4717805** BLOOD RED. Widescreen. In 19th century California, a Sicilian family of able winemakers gets targeted by a corrupt railroad tycoon after their refusal to leave their land. The conflict soon turns to a battle between the winemaker and the railroad owners. This set collects all five films: *If You Meet My Angel of Death; Sartana’s Here Trade Your Angel of Death for Your Life; Sartana, Pray for Your Death; I am Sartana, This is Coming. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. Eight hours on 5 Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95. $59.95

**4716517** MACKINTOSH AND T.J. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

**4775851** WILD WEST DAYS. Fullscreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

**484453X** DJANGO. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. $19.95

**392890X** THE PHANTOM RIDER. VIC Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/873
**Comedy Blu-ray**

4720202 YOUNG ADULT. Mavis Gary (Charlize Theron), a 37-year-old former prom queen, and current writer of young adult novels, returns home to relive her glory days and win back her now-married high school sweetheart. When she finds her homecoming more challenging than expected, Mavis forms a bond with a former classmate. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

4742156 THE DOUBLE. Widescreen. Simon, a clerk in a government agency finds his unrequited love for the beautiful and elusive, Teresa, along with other problems, brings him to the brink. His only hope is to find a way to escape his current job. Rated R. English SDH, with Filipino subtitles. 119 minutes. Sony Pictures Classics. $6.95

4686906 MEMORIES OF ME. Widescreen. They say, like father, like son. This film tells the story of a young man who inherits his father's apartment and soon discovers that his father was a serial killer. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

4668459 SERIOUS MOONLIGHT. Widescreen. Things aren't going exactly as planned for power-hungry Manhattan lawyer Louise (Meg Ryan). Her husband of 13 years Ian (Timothy Hutton) announces he’s leaving her for a younger woman. Louise can win back her ex-husband until he agrees to work on their marriage. When their gardener and things spiral out of control. Rated R. English SDH, 84 minutes. Sony Pictures Classics. $9.95

1925784 BUFFALOED. Set in the underworld of debt-collecting, overachiever and hustler, Peg Dahl, finds quick success, making her a target of a violent competitor. Stars Zoey Deutch, Jai Courtney and Jermaine Garre. Not Rated. 95 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

2922517 TEEN WOLF DOUBLE FEATURE. Widescreen. An ordinary high school student (Michael J. Fox) discovers that his family has unusual pedigrees when he finds himself turning into a werewolf with extraordinary basketball skills in Teen Wolf. Jason Bateman stars in Teen Wolf Too as a college freshman who's the big walk on over three hours. Shout! Factory. $5.95

4937680 A.C.O.D. Widescreen. Meet Carter: It’s been years since his parents’ divorce, but now, with the wedding of his younger brother, he must keep mom and dad from annihilating each other over again. The real surprises start! Features Adam Scott, Catherine O’Hara, Richard Jenkins and Amy Poehler. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

4924253 SOME LIKE IT HOT. Widescreen. When Chicago musicians Joe (Tony Curtis) and Jerry (Jack Lemmon) accidentally witness a gangland shooting, they quickly board a outbound train to Florida, disguised as Josephine and Daphne, the two newest—and homeliest—members of an all-girl jazz band. The cover is perfect until a lovelorn singer (Marilyn Monroe) falls for “Josephine.” In B&W. 121 minutes. MGM. $5.95

4807545 THE RATINGS GAME. Fullscreen. Danny DeVito stars as a New Jersey trucking magnate whose only dream is helping his Hollywood producer. Luckily for him, he has a girlfriend (Rhea Perlman), who works for the TV ratings service. Together they pull off a hilarious scam on television networks. 102 minutes. Olive Films. $6.95

4809450 APPLESACUE. Every Tuesday night, radio talk show host Steve Bricks invites his listeners to call in and share the “worst thing they’ve ever done.” As a former police officer, Ron Wetz shares his story someone starts sending him severed body parts and he has no idea who it could be. A dark comedy with noir and a dash of horror. Stars Dylan Baker and Kevin Scanlon. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Dark Sky. $4.95

4902025 FOUR WEDDINGS AND A FUNERAL. Widescreen. Over the course of five social occasions, a committed bachelor and a married woman redefine their relationship. The characters may have discovered love. Stars Hugh Grant and Andie MacDowell. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. MGM. $5.95

4977521 ANOTHER EVIL. Widescreen. When ghosts invade their vacation home, a successful artist and his family hire an exorcist who may be more frightening than the supernatural. Rated R. Stars Steve Zissis and Mark Porschk. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Dark Sky. $4.95

**4809912 THE SIX WIVES OF HENRY LEFAY.** Widescreen. Following the unexpected death of her father Henry LeFay (Tim Allen), straight-laced daughter Barbara (Elisabeth Rohm), reluctantly returns to her small hometown to sort out her carefree dad’s many messy affairs. What starts out as a dignified funeral quickly descends into chaos as Henry’s six former wives show up. English SDH. Includes the theatrical cut (106 minutes) and extended cut (116 minutes). New Line Cinema. $5.95

1925775X BREAKING NEWS IN YUBA COUNTY. Widescreen. After her husband leaves her for a younger woman, its suburban wife gets a taste of being a local celebrity as she embarks on a city-wide search in Yuba County to find him. Stars Alain Janney, Mia Kirshner and Awkwafina. Rated R. 96 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

4740130 FORCE MAJEURE. Widescreen. A model Swedish family is on a skiing holiday in the French Alps. As the family is enjoying lunch, an avalanche suddenly beams down on the happy diners. With people fleeing in all directions the patriarch of the family makes a decision that will change the course of his life forever. Swedish with English subtitles. 119 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

**482048 PRIVATE SCHOOL.** Widescreen. Cherriyelle student Christine Rambo (Phoebe Cates) and Jim Green (Matthew Modine) from the nearby Freemount Academy are experiencing the joys and pains of first love. But when Christine gets caught on campus with Jim it sets off a cavalcade of raucous hijinks that turn everyone’s life upside down. Rated R. In DVD versions. Rated R. CC. 95 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

3994260 THE KING OF COMEDY. Widescreen. On his way to the studio, talk show host Jerry Langford (Jerry Lewis) is kidnapped by stand-up comedian Rupert Pupkin (Robert De Niro) and his wacky sidekick (Sandra Bernhard). There’s only one way to get him to let Jerry go: freedom. he must let this struggling comic perform on his show. Directed by Martin Scorsese. 110 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

3994201 GULLIVER’S TRAVELS 3D. Widescreen. Based on the Lewis Carroll novel, this is a story about a lovely mailroom clerk named Gulliver (Jack Black) on the fantastical island of Lilliput, he transforms into a giant— in size and ego! His heroism and heart of the Lilliputians, but when he loses it all and puts his new friends in peril. Gulliver must find a way to undo the damage. Includes 2D reduction. Rated PG. $6.95

4901606 ACE VENTURA: Pet Detective. Widescreen. A goofy detective specializing in animals goes in search for the missing mascot of the Miami Dolphins. Stars Jim Carrey and Courtey Cox. English SDH. 86 minutes. Warner Bros. $7.95

8599912 ANIMAL HOUSE. Widescreen. Freshmen at a prestigious college can’t handle things at a wild party, what starts as a conversation quickly... and Amy Poehler. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

4809450 APPLESACUE. Every Tuesday night, radio talk show host Steve Bricks invites his listeners to call in and share the “worst thing they’ve ever done.” Stars Dylan Baker and Kevin Scanlon. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Dark Sky. $4.95

4902025 FOUR WEDDINGS AND A FUNERAL. Widescreen. Over the course of five social occasions, a committed bachelor and a married woman redefine their relationship. The characters may have discovered love. Stars Hugh Grant and Andie MacDowell. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. MGM. $5.95

4977521 ANOTHER EVIL. Widescreen. When ghosts invade their vacation home, a successful artist and his family hire an exorcist who may be more frightening than the supernatural. Rated R. Stars Steve Zissis and Mark Porschk. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Dark Sky. $4.95

**4809912 THE SIX WIVES OF HENRY LEFAY.** Widescreen. Following the unexpected death of her father Henry LeFay (Tim Allen), straight-laced daughter Barbara (Elisabeth Rohm), reluctantly returns to her small hometown to sort out her carefree dad’s many messy affairs. What starts out as a dignified funeral quickly descends into chaos as Henry’s six former wives show up. English SDH. Includes the theatrical cut (106 minutes) and extended cut (116 minutes). New Line Cinema. $5.95

1925775X BREAKING NEWS IN YUBA COUNTY. Widescreen. After her husband leaves her for a younger woman, its suburban wife gets a taste of being a local celebrity as she embarks on a city-wide search in Yuba County to find him. Stars Alain Janney, Mia Kirshner and Awkwafina. Rated R. 96 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

4740130 FORCE MAJEURE. Widescreen. A model Swedish family is on a skiing holiday in the French Alps. As the family is enjoying lunch, an avalanche suddenly beams down on the happy diners. With people fleeing in all directions the patriarch of the family makes a decision that will change the course of his life forever. Swedish with English subtitles. 119 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

**482048 PRIVATE SCHOOL.** Widescreen. Cherriyelle student Christine Rambo (Phoebe Cates) and Jim Green (Matthew Modine) from the nearby Freemount Academy are experiencing the joys and pains of first love. But when Christine gets caught on campus with Jim it sets off a cavalcade of raucous hijinks that turn everyone’s life upside down. Rated R. In DVD versions. Rated R. CC. 95 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

3994260 THE KING OF COMEDY. Widescreen. On his way to the studio, talk show host Jerry Langford (Jerry Lewis) is kidnapped by stand-up comedian Rupert Pupkin (Robert De Niro) and his wacky sidekick (Sandra Bernhard). There’s only one way to get him to let Jerry go: freedom. he must let this struggling comic perform on his show. Directed by Martin Scorsese. 110 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

3994201 GULLIVER’S TRAVELS 3D. Widescreen. Based on the Lewis Carroll novel, this is a story about a lovely mailroom clerk named Gulliver (Jack Black) on the fantastical island of Lilliput, he transforms into a giant— in size and ego! His heroism and heart of the Lilliputians, but when he loses it all and puts his new friends in peril. Gulliver must find a way to undo the damage. Includes 2D reduction. Rated PG. $6.95

4901606 ACE VENTURA: Pet Detective. Widescreen. A goofy detective specializing in animals goes in search for the missing mascot of the Miami Dolphins. Stars Jim Carrey and Courtey Cox. English SDH. 86 minutes. Warner Bros. $7.95
Comedy Blu-ray

★ 4931807 ELVIRA: Mistress of the Dark. Widescreen. When her great aunt dies, famed horror hostess Elvira heads for the upfit New England town of Falwell to claim her inheritance of a haunted house, a witch’s cookbook and a punk rock poodle. But once the stubby locals get an eyeful of the scream queen’s ample assets, all hell breaks loose! English SDH. 96 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $14.98. $8.95

★ 4880412 UP IN SMOKE. 40th Anniversary Limited Edition. Widescreen. (Cheech Marin and Tommy Chong) travel from Mexico to Los Angeles, unaware that the van they are driving in is made entirely of marijuana. With her in the air and police on their trail, it’s a joint effort adventure that sparks laughs and pus hes boundaries. Packaged in a cool stash box. Widescreen. When her great aunt dies, famed horror hostess Elvira heads for the upfit New England town of Falwell to claim her inheritance of a haunted house, a witch’s cookbook and a punk rock poodle. But once the stubby locals get an eyeful of the scream queen’s ample assets, all hell breaks loose! English SDH. 96 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $14.98. $8.95

★ 4928343 DAD CRAIG. 99 minutes. VVS Films. $9.95


★ 4951315 PAPA’S DELICATE CONDITION. Widescreen. Jackie Gleason portrays Jack Griffith, a gregarious railroad man whose love for his family is rivaled only by his love for the bottle. Griffith’s penchant for outrageous behavior, followed up by more outrageous gifts to alone for it, has begun to alienate his wife and oldest daughter, although his youngest still loves her father. Not Rated. 98 minutes. Kino Lorber. $7.95

★ 482461X Laggies. Widescreen. Overeducated and underemployed 28 year old Megan (Keira Knightley) is in the throes of aquarterlife crisis, while her friends check off milestones. When her high school sweetheart proposes, Megan panics and hides out for a week in the home of her new friend, 16 year old Annika and Annika’s world weary single dad Craig (Sam Rockwell). 99 minutes. WVS Films. $7.95

★ 4809850 BRIEF INTERVIEWS WITH HIDEOUS MENS. Widescreen. John Krasinski makes his directorial debut. After being abruptly dumped by his boyfriend, a graduate student decides to interview a series of men about their relationships for being badly. What follows is an intimate portrait of the male species at their best, worst and most hilariously complex. Stars Will Arnett and Bobby Cannavale. Not Rated. English SDH. 80 minutes. $9.95

★ 4972650 A BAG OF HAMMERS. Widescreen. Ben and Alan, two misfit best friends incapable of growing up, find direction for their lives by taking in an abandoned child and raising the family they’ve always needed. Stars Aidan Rigter and Jake Sandvig. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. MPI. $4.95

★ 4740173 JOHN DIES AT THE END. Widescreen. It’s all about the Soy Sauce, a drug that promises an out of body experience with each hit. But some who come back are no longer human. Suddenly a silence is under way, and mankind needs a hero. What it gets instead is a pair of college dropouts who can barely hold down a job. Stars Chase Williamson and Rob Hayes. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

★ 1925822 DINNER WITH FRIENDS. Widescreen. Molly (Molly Akerman) and Abby (Kat Dennings), along with their crew of close friends and acquaintances, host a dysfunctional, corny and chaotic Thanksgiving dinner. Rated R. 95 minutes. WVS Films. $5.95

★ 4860500 IDLE HANDS. Widescreen. A teenage slacker’s right hand becomes possessed with murderous intent. With the help of his zombiefied buddies, he’s got to stop the rampaging devil appendage before it takes control of his life and runs any chance of a class hottie. Stars Devon Sawa, Seth Green and Jessica Alba. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99. $17.95

★ 4824431 AFTERNOON DELIGHT. Widescreen. Look who’s in the lap of luxury! So he’s going to inherit a cool stash box. Widescreen. (Cheech Marin and Tommy Chong) travel from Mexico to Los Angeles, unaware that the van they are driving in is made entirely of marijuana. With her in the air and police on their trail, it’s a joint effort adventure that sparks laughs and pus hes boundaries. Packaged in a cool stash box. Widescreen. When her great aunt dies, famed horror hostess Elvira heads for the upfit New England town of Falwell to claim her inheritance of a haunted house, a witch’s cookbook and a punk rock poodle. But once the stubby locals get an eyeful of the scream queen’s ample assets, all hell breaks loose! English SDH. 96 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $14.98. $8.95


★ 4819438 JOHNNY ENGLISH REBORN. Widescreen. International espionage expert Johnny English returns as the accidental secret agent in this hilarious spy film spoof. In his latest mission, Johnny English must stop a group of international assassins before they eliminate a world leader and cause world chaos. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 102 minutes. Universal. $3.95

★ 4942736 GAMBIT. Widescreen. An English cat burglar needs an European Danny. He pulls off the perfect heist, but even the most foolproof schemes have a way of backfiring. Stars Shirley MacLaine and Michael Caine. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95. $14.95

★ 4822137 SATURDAY THE 14TH. Widescreen. John (Richard Benjamin) and Mary (Paula Prentiss) are both smitten with their good fortune when they inherit the vast estate of John’s recently departed uncle. But it turns out that they’re just moved into the spoiltiest house in Eerie, PA, and one that some localshrooms booy-los are simply dying to take off their hands! 75 minutes. WVS Films. Pub. at $27.99. $17.95

★ 4821173 BREWSTER’S MILLIONS. Widescreen. Richard Pryor is a minority league baseball pitcher who discovers he has to hold $30 million in 30 days as a condition to inherit a much greater fortune. Driving calculations, he discovers that everything if he reveals to a soul the real reason he’s throwing away all that cash. Stars John Candy. English SDH. 102 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.97. $11.95

★ 4821555 FULL MOON HIGH. Widescreen. The most important thing to quarterly Tony Walker (Adam Arkin) is to win the big game against arch rival Simpson High. But then Tony is bitten by a werewolf, and then things really get hairy! Curled to live for ever as a teenager with the uncontrollable urges, Tony realizes he must find a way to end this cycle of animalistic transformation and retain his humanity. $19.95

★ 4857913 CITY SLICKERS II: The Legend of Curly’s Gold. Widescreen. Life is good for Mitch, yet something troubles him: the ghost of leathery trail boss Curly. And when he finds a hidden treasure map in Curly’s grave he’s being told to “Go West!” So if it’s westward he goes with his good buddy, Phil and his brother, Glen. Stars Billy Crystal and Daniel Stern. English SDH. 105 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $26.98. $16.95

★ 4741664 DANCE WITH ME! HENRY. Widescreen. When business partners, friends and housemates Lou Henry (Lou Costello) and Bud (Abbott) become involved in a money-laundering scheme, they risk not only their partnership and friendship, but jeopardize the welfare of the two orphaned children they have taken in. An adventure that can only be done the “Abbott and Costello” way. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.97. SOLD OUT

★ 485294X SECRETS OF SWEET SIXTEEN/WACKY TAXI. Widescreen. Secrets of Sweet Sixteen is an erotic anthology revolving around women and their sexual fantasies. Not Rated. Dubbed In English. 74 minutes. In Wacky Taxi John Astin stars as a man unsatisfied in his job and decides to start a taxi service. Not Rated. 81 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.95. SOLD OUT

★ 4912209 MY STEPMOTHER IS AN ALIEN. Widescreen. Dan Aykroyd, Kim Basinger and Jon Lovitz star in a fish out of water comedy with a sci-fi twist that questions the romance between two star-crossed lovers who are literally worlds apart can ever work. English SDH. 105 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. SOLD OUT

★ 4817621 TWINS. Widescreen. An ambitious genetic experiment takes a wrong turn when two twins—who look nothing alike—are born and then separated. Years later they begin to meet. With girlfriend in tow and a man on their trail, the new-found brothers set off on a wild, cross-country misadventure to find their mother. English SDH. 87 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $22.98. $14.95

★ 4941977 STATE AND MAIN. Widescreen. A blue collar crew takes over a small town, they shoot first and ask questions later. Director Walt Price (William H. Macy) has his work cut out for him with a girl with crazy looks (Kate Beckinsale), a care-free leading lady (Sarah Jessica Parker), an idealistic writer (Philip Seymour Hoffman) and a high-strung producer. Rated R. English SDH. 106 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $32.98. $14.95

★ 4941632 THE BORROWER. Widescreen. Aliens punish one of their own by sending him to earth. The alien is very violent, and when the body he occupies is damaged, he is forced to return the alien to earth. Stars Dean Chong and Don Gordon. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $32.98. $19.95

★ 4796559 POOP TALK. Widescreen. This docu-comedy gives an inside look at all things poop—from funny uncensored, embarrassing secrets to the dressing room antics behind a home-grown porn star. Rated R. English SDH. 80 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $24.95.
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comedy Blu-ray</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4872209 DIRTY LAUNDRY.</strong> Widescreen. Only in L.A. could you make one million dollars at a laundromat! That’s what happens when Jay unknowingly stumbles into a drug deal at the local laundromat and accidentally exits with a bag full of cash. What follows is a hair-raising, hilarious chase with the police...</td>
<td>**$24.95 ** ($14.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4971612 MODERN VAMPIRES.</strong> Widescreen. A borderline fascist Dr. Van Helstrom’s smoking gang-bangers to pursue the decadent vampires who secretly control Hollywood and the United States. Stars Casper Van Dien and Natasha Gregson White. Not Rated. 91 minutes.</td>
<td>**$24.95 ** ($14.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4942663 BREAKING IN.</strong> Widescreen. Professional thief Ernie takes folks like on as an apprentice, but while Mike clearly has “larceny in his heart,” it will take him a long time to get as good as Emrie. Stars Burt Reynolds and Casey Siemaszko. Rated R. 94 minutes. Kino Lorber.</td>
<td>**$24.95 ** ($14.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4772020 TAXI GIRLS/HEAVENLY DESIRE.</strong> Widescreen. When a group of Los Angeles street prostitutes decide that they've had enough with the law, they up with an ingenious plan to produce busses: open a sex themed taxi service in Taxi Girls. When two working girls in the Old West are accidentally shot to death, they're revived from the dead by The Devil and given an opportunity to be admitted into hooker heaven in Heavenly Desire. Both Not Rated. English SDH. 171 minutes. Adults only. Peerkrama.</td>
<td>**$32.95 ** ($21.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4942664 THE NAKED APE.</strong> Widescreen. In a series of live action and animated vignettes, the evolution of humanity is depicted and explored, primarily through the experiences of Cathy—a tour guide in a natural history museum—and Lee, a high school intaluated with her. Stars Johnny Crawford and Victoria Principal. English SDH. 85 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $29.95</td>
<td>**$17.95 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4941861 LITTLE BIG LEAGUE.</strong> Widescreen. When 12-year-old Billy Heywood (Luke Edwards) inherits the Minnesota Twins from his grandfather (Jason Robards), he names himself manager in the hopes of turning the baseball team’s season around. Billy learns what it takes to run a team of misfits and reminds them all how much fun the game can be. English SDH. 119 minutes. Shout Factory. <strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
<td>**$22.95 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4745233 LITTLE ANNOY ROONEY.</strong> Widescreen. Mary Pickford plays a “tomboy of the tenements” in this silent comedy drama, which she also wrote. Co-starring William Haines and a wide-range of multi-ethnic cast, the film received huge critical and commercial success upon its original release in 1925. In B&amp;W. 114 minutes. Flicker Alley. Pub. at $29.95.</td>
<td>**$17.95 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4742478 MR. WASTE.</strong> Widescreen. Eleven year old Mickey Hoosten is frustrated with his changing body—most notably, the over-sized ears sprouting out of his head. A loner at school with an Overbearing mother who treats him like a child, Mickey finds his only solace in selling urine to his classmates for drug tests. Not Rated. In Polish with English subtitles. 86 minutes.</td>
<td>**$29.95 ** ($19.95)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Drama Blu-ray**

**4908694 MR. SATURDAY NIGHT.** Widescreen. The rise and fall of those in the spotlight is the stuff of the case of Mr. Saturday Night. A great comic as well. Billy Crystal directs and stars as Buddy Young, Jr., who from humble beginnings becomes the reigning King of Saturday Night Comedy. A Whorndell of a行为 jeopardizes his personal life. Rated R. 119 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

**4907324 PRICK UP YOUR EARS.** Widescreen. Biographer John Dominick is writing a book about playwright Larry D']). and Kenneth meet in drama school and live together for ten years as lovers. Both want to be writers but only one will be successful. Starring Gary Oldman and Vanessa Redgrave. Rated R. 110 minutes. OliveFilms. $6.95

**4908678 LITTLE LADY TATE.** Widescreen. The struggle to lead and maintain a normal kind of life in the center of the struggle is Fred Tate (Adam Hann-Byrd), a seven year old with an IQ bordering on genius. Allowing Fred to enroll in a school for gifted children, where children that doctors and staff to brutalize their patients. Also stars Dennis Hopper and Rated R. 97 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

**4908635 HARRY & SON.** Widescreen. Harry Keach has been widowed for two years and works as a demolition crane operator on a demolition crew. Harry has a less than ideal relationship with his father-in-law, Major General Howard. Starring Paul Newman and Robby Benson. 104 minutes. OliveFilms. $6.95

**4908207 CHATTAHOOCHEE.** Widescreen. Emory (Gary Oldman), a Korean War hero institutionalized in the Florida State Hospital in Chattahoochee following an attempted suicide, becomes an unlikely crusader, fighting to change a system that allows doctors and staff to brutalize their patients. Also stars Dennis Hopper and Rated R. 97 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

**4906615 IPIGENIA.** Widescreen. The film adaptation of the stage play tells the story of a father torn between duty to his country and duty to his family. Believed to be cursed for his slaying of a deer, Agamemnon is told by an oracle that he must sacrifice his daughter Iphigenia. Not Rated. In Greek with English Subtitles. 130 minutes. OliveFilms. $6.95

**4908600 THE BOOST.** Widescreen. Living the high life—figuratively and literally—married couple Lenny and Kinda Brown will see their fast lane L.A. lifestyle come crashing down around them when they take a high-stakes market takes a sudden downturn. Stars James Woods and Sean Young. Rated R. 95 minutes. OliveFilms. $6.95

**4908201 THE NORMAN KITCH.** Widescreen. After her husband's death, Eliska and her daughter move to a rural village in hope of a fresh start. But its not long before they hear the troubling tales of the mysterious man who haunts the surrounding farm fields and abducts kids in broad daylight. Not Rated. In Czech with English Subtitles. 85 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

**4908677 VFW.** A typical night for a group of war veterans at the local VFW turns into an all-out battle for survival when a teenage girl rushes into the bar with a bag of stolen drugs. Suddenly undercover hook from a gang of punk mutants, the vets use every weapon they can put together to protect the girl. Stars Stephen Lang and Martin Kove. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

**4703537 DEVILS KNOT.** Widescreen. Three boys vanish in the woods of West Memphis, Arkansas. In the rush to find those responsible, police focus on a trio of teens. But when a private investigator reveals that the evidence doesn't add up, the community is forced to face the possibility that they're still out there. Stars Colin Firth and Reese Witherspoon. Also includes DVD version. 114 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

**1921272 HEROES.** Widescreen. Jack (Michael Pare) is a Vietnam vet who embarks on a cross-country odyssey to prove his own self-worth. En route, he meets Carol (Sally Field), who is attempting to “sort things out” before she gets married. It's an affirming story of two people who find themselves when they find each other. Also stars Harrison Ford. English SDH. 113 minutes. Mill Creek Pub. at $19.98

**4908104 CLOSER.** Widescreen. The relationship of two couples becomes complicated and deceitful when the man from one couple meets the woman of the other. Stars Julia Roberts, Jude Law. Olive Owens and Natalie Portman. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Columbia. $6.95

**4908498 GOOD.** Widescreen. When John Hackett (Kyoji Mortensen) latest novel is enlisted by powerful political figures in the Nazi party to push their agenda, his career and social standing instantly advance. But for Hackett, the struggle is Fred Tate (Jodi Foster), Fred's Single mother, soon finds herself in the battle with the camp psychologist. 99 minutes. Olive Films.

**4908350 BABYTEETH.** Widescreen. Yardley Acheman (David Oyelowo) chase after learning of the Reich's horrific plans, he wields the power and light. 92 minutes. VVS Films.

**470374X ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD.** Widescreen. When John Paul Getty III (Charlie Plummer) is kidnapped, his devoted and loving son to fight the Getty ransom. When Getty Sr. refuses, Gail attempts to sway him to his son's captor with increasing volatility and brutal. Rated R. English SDH. 133 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**490936X 4:44: Last Day on Earth.** Widescreen. Tomorrow at 4:44 A.M. the world is going to come to an end. As panic hits the Earth’s population, two lovers (Williem Dafoe and Shayan Leigh) seclude themselves in a Manhattan high-rise and decide to spend their last moments together. Accepting their fate, the pair discovers more about themselves than most do in an entire lifetime. Not Rated. English SDH. 82 minutes. ICFS. $4.95

**4746570 BLINDSPOTTING.** Widescreen. A timely and wildly entertaining story about a recently paroled man (Daveed DGiffs) who begins to find a new home in the volatile best friend (Rafael Casal). 95 minutes. VFS. $5.95

**4908919 EVELYN.** Widescreen. Desmond Doyle (Prince Bosnian) is a father fighting for custody of his three children after abandonment by their mother. Due to an incriminating video, court children could be raised by one parent in what the court considered a “broken home.” With the help from a chemist (Julianna Margulies) and two lawyers, he will take the fight to court.

**4908236 THE POSTCARD KILLINGS.** Widescreen. New York Detective Jacob Kanon’s (Jeffery Dean Morgan) world is destroyed when his grandson and son in law are brutally murdered in London. Unable to sit idly by, Jacob travels to London to get the answers he needs. As he learns of similar heinous murders happening across Europe, he is in a race against time. Not Rated.

**4952014 RESISTANCE.** The story of mime Marcel Marcou as he works with a group of Jewish boy scouts and the French Resistance to save the lives of ten thousand orphans during World War II. Rated R. Stars Jesse Eisenberg and Clemence Poey. English SDH. 121 minutes. Shout! Factory. $5.95

**394890L MODIO INGRID.** Widescreen. In a small Paris. Roman Dvies plays wealthy bachelor Colin, whose hobbies include developing his pianochalk (a cocktail making piano) and devouriing otherworldly dishes at luxurious restaurants. Then he meets Chloe, and before they know it, they're plunging headfirst into a rapturous romance. Not Rated. English SDH. In French with English subtitles. 131 minutes. Cinedigm. $2.95

---
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Drama Blu-ray

4742944 THE ATTACK. Widescreen. Amin Jallal, an Israeli Palestinian surgeon, has a loving wife, wields and an exemplary career. But his picture perfect life is turned upside down when a suicide bombing leaves nineteen dead and the Israeli police inform him that his wife, who also died in the explosion, was pregnant. Rated R. In Arabic and Hebrew with English subtitles. 102 minutes. Universal. $5.95

4971533 MANGLEHORN. Left heartbroken by the woman he loved and lost many years ago, Manglehorn, an eccentric Boston RCMP detective, is convinced to help the family of a new friend, stars Pacino and Holly Hunter. English SDH. 97 minutes. IFC. $4.95

4678044 TERMS OF ENDEARMENT. Widescreen. Thelma (Blythe Danner) and Audrey (Jane Fonda) are brought together continously in love and marriage and they are reformed by a young woman who has a child with the help of a new friend. Olive Films. $5.95

4801251 ANONYMOUS. Widescreen. This film speculates on the question, who was the author of the plays credited to William Shakespeare? It focuses on a time when clack and daggar political intrigue, illicit romances in the Royal Court, and the working class rebel of the streets in the most unlikely of places: the London Stage. Stars Rhys Ifans and Vanessa Kirby. 130 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

467028X THE ECLIPSE. Widescreen. In a small town, a newlywed couple, Hidetarō and Saya (Ciaran Hinds), a widower sparks with Lena Morelle, a visiting supernatural novelist, all while he begins to believe that his wife is possessed. However, Hidetarō is distracted by another novelist with whom she had an affair. The trajectories of the three people lead them to a life-altering collision. Rated R. English SDH. 140 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

4669409 THE READER. Widescreen. Kate Winslet is riveting as Hanna Schmitz—a lonely, working-class woman who experiences a brief but intense affair with a ten-year-old boy. Years later when they meet again: Hanna has now become a notorious in a case and her ex-lover, now a law student, holding the secret to her salvation. Rated R. English SDH. 124 minutes. Weinstein. $4.95

4979098 WASHINGON. Widescreen. Tim, a young sixteen-year-old athlete, is both brilliant and talented. And the pressure he undergoes pushes him to the edge, where human limits reach the point of no return. Stars André Holland, Domenick Lombardozzi. In French with English subtitles. 105 minutes. One. $2.95

4809440 AMERICANO. Widescreen. Following the death of his mother, Martin (Mathieu Demy) travels to California to settle her estate. When the heartfelt recollections of family friend Linda (Geraldine Chaplin) challenge his own negative memories of his mother, Martin finds himself searching for the truth. Also stars Selma Hayek. English SDH. 119 minutes. Volt. $4.95

4911210 FIBBY LONDON. Widescreen. A promising hip-hop performer from Los Angeles finds herself in a gray area when a record producer offers her a contracts and his vulnerable star. Gina Rodriguez and Jenni Rivera. Rated R. CC, 99 minutes. Vivendi Entertainment. $5.95

4901789 THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT: THE DIRECTOR’S CUT. Widescreen. A young man struggling to get over disturbing memories from his childhood discovers that he is able to travel back in time and alter events in his past. However, every change he makes transforms his life and that of those around him, often to unexpected and dire consequences. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. MGM. $5.95

1938355 HYSTERIA. Widescreen. The inmates of an insane asylum are subjected to experiments using chemicals and surgically implanted chips in an attempt to create perfect citizens. Stars Patrick McGoohan and Amanda Plummer. Not rated. 102 minutes. Cult Epics. $5.95

1914774 JOY. Widescreen. Betrayal, treachery, the loss of innocence and the scars of love pave the road in this intense emotional and human comedy about becoming a true boss of family and enterprise facing a world of unforgiving commerce. Stars Jennifer Lawrence and Robert De Niro. English SDH. 140 minutes. Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 118 minutes. SOLD OUT

4836510 DIARY OF A CHAMBERMAID. Fullscreen. Legendary director Jean Renoir’s film version of Octave Mirbeau’s novel. The career of a young woman played by Mireille Mercier. Paulette Goddard plays the title character, a sexy and saucy servant named Celestine, whose forthrightness has a curious effect on a wealthy Parisian household. In B&W. 86 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

49776 HOPE GAP. Widescreen. Drs. Grace and Leonard Birling (Meryl Streep and Kevin Kline) are the parents of Sarah (Juliet Stevenson). When their daughter, played by Cher, in need of a star. Also stars Kristen Stewart. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. MGM. $4.95

1915010 A FANTASTIC WOMAN. Widescreen. Marina and Orlando are in love and planning their future, when one night Orlando suddenly falls ill and passes away. Instead of being able to mourn her lover, Marina is treated with suspicion by those who knew him, especially by his family, because Marina is a trans woman. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. $4.95

4789676 BURLESQUE. Widescreen. A small town singer, All (Christina Aguilera) moves to the big city for her chance at stardom where she is enchanted by Burlesque, a glamorous nightclub packed with dancers, sizzling music, and an owner (Cher). Also stars Kristen Bell and Eric Dane. English SDH. 119 minutes. Sony. SOLD OUT

4807642 SYRUP. Widescreen. Fresh out of school with a degree in marketing, Scat is anything but to prove that he has what it takes. Armed with a brilliant product concept that gives new meaning to the old saying “sex sells,” he only has to convince his boss. However, soon discovers the road to success isn’t always an easy one. Stars Amber Heard and Shiloh Fernandez. English SDH. 90 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

4718350 STRANGER AT MY DOOR. Widescreen. After carrying out a brazen bank robbery, Clay Anderson (Skip Homeier) finds safe haven in the home of soft-spoken minister Hollis Jamet, his beautiful wife Peg and son. However, every hospitality offered and gives him every chance at redemption, despite the undeniable sexual attraction that is clearly forming between Pen and the gunman. In B&W. 86 minutes. MGM. $4.95

4670345 POSTCARDS FROM THE EDGE. Widescreen. Based on actress Carrie Fisher’s bestselling autobiographical expose of life in the Hollywood fast lane. Meyrl Streep stars as a wisecracking, vulnerable actress determined to restart her faltering career. Shirley MacLaine plays her aging movie star mother, alongside Dennis Hopper, Mike Nichols. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. Mill Creek. $4.95

1932026 MANCHESTER BY THE SEA. Widescreen. A man must face his painful past when he returns to his Massachusetts hometown after the sudden death of his son. Stars Casey Affleck, Michelle Williams and Kyle Chandler. Rated R. English SDH. 137 minutes. Montego Media. $5.95

4747186 WILD BILL. Out on parole after eight years in prison, Bill (Charlie Creed) returns home to find his now 11 and 15 year-old daughter who is being raised by their mother and fending for themselves. When Jimmy’s old drug-dealing mates come around, he has to decide what kind of man he is: a good one or a free one. Not rated. English SDH. 98 minutes. SOLD OUT.

4890467 AS COOL AS I AM. Widescreen. Sixteen-year-old Lucy Vallandingham (Wright) longs for a traditional family but with an immature working mother (Claire Danes) and a frequently absent father, she is mostly on her own. Lucian Littleton is the boy who is destined to make her own. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. IFC. $4.95

4961234 THE MAN WHO DID TWICE. Widescreen. An innocent woman is murdered by a murderer terror by hired killers, drug lords and vice kings of the underworld. A nightclub singer (Vera Ralston) becomes mixed up in it all, as she searches for her son after witnessing her husband’s supposed death and the murder of narcotics agents. Also stars Rod Cameron and Mike Mazurki. In B&W. 70 minutes. Kino Lorber. $7.95
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4773268 JOY. Widescreen. Joy is the wild story that centers on a girl who becomes a working woman who founds a business dynasty and becomes a matriarch in her own right. Betrayal, treachery, the loss of innocence and the scars of love pave the road in this intense emotional and human comedy about a family's loss and enterprise facing a world of unforegoing commerce. English SDH. 124 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $3.95

4692470 SLEEP WITH ME. Widescreen. Relationships are put to the test when Frank (Craig Sheffer) and his best friends Joseph (Eric Stoltz) and Sarah (Meg Tilly), that he’s in love with Sarah. Despite her protestations, newlywed Sarah finds herself drawn to this romantic drama. 95 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

★ 4790243 WHAT? Sydne Rome stars as an off-taxed American girl lost inside a Mediterranean villa inhabited by eccentricists, perverts and a sympathetic pimp while indulging in madcap acts of gang rape, sodomy and ping-pong. Directed by Roman Polanski. Not Rated. 110 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

1915045 MARRIED LIFE. Widescreen. In the 1940s an adulterous man plots his wife’s death instead of putting her through the humiliation of a divorce. Stars Pierce Brosnan, Chris Cooper and Patricia Clarkson. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

4712080 THE ONE AND ONLY. Widescreen. From their unconventional courtship and whirlwind college romance, we follow Andy Schmidt (Henry Winkler) and Mary Crawford (Kim Darby) into adulthood, careers, and the beckoning lights of Broadway where Andy is convinced he’ll make it big on the stage—but then life begins to take control. Andy and Mary find themselves caught between two worlds. Also stars Tom Wilkinson and Emily Watson. English SDH. 104 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

★ 4882235 THE PIANIST. Widescreen. Based on a true story. They were degraded, they were hoarded up, and they were sent to die. A brave woman passing as a man in order to work and survive in 19th century Ireland. Some thirty years after donning men’s clothing, she finds herself trapped in a prison of her own making. Rating: R. English SDH. 113 minutes. E One. $6.95

★ 4872258 THE AMAZING MR. X. Widescreen. Turhan Bey stars as Alexis, a man who claims to communicate with spirits. The sly Alexis makes a living by separating gullible people from their money, but before this tale is over he will learn that the living are far more dangerous than the dead. Not Rated. In BW. 78 minutes. Film Detective. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

3931862 BETTIE PAGE: Dark Angel. Widescreen. Recalls in episodes, Bettie Page’s last three years as a pin-up queen, her mysterious disappearance and faithfully re-creates in Julia Roberts’ original style, many of her now lost classic bondage films. Not Rated. In Color and Widescreen. 75 minutes. Epics. $6.95

3966321 THE LITTLE HOUSE. Widescreen. The time frame is 1931-1945 as Japan drifts towards war—while the sociopolitical aspects make an important backdrop, director Yoji Yamada zeroes in on a deeply personal story: the doomed love between a married man and his wife. This Japanese artistical collective as observed and later recalled by an innocent servant girl. In Japanese with English subtitles. 136 minutes. Shochiku. $5.95

4866320 THE PIRATES OF SOMALIA. DVD version. Stars Billy Campbell and Barbara Hershey. Not Rated. In BW. 92 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95


4825373 IF I STAY. Widescreen. Seventeen year old Mia (Grace Metzger) is a gifted musician with a bright future and an abiding boyfriend. But when unexpected tragedy strikes, Mia’s lives caught in a blink of an eye and she finds herself caught between life and death. She must make a heart-wrenching decision that will determine her future. Includes Blu-ray SDH. 101 minutes. $4.95

4825632 THE WAY BACK/DAY OF THE FALCON. Widescreen. The Way Back begins in 1940 when seven prisoners attempt the impossible: escape from a brutal Siberian penal camp. Stars Ed Harris and Colin Farrell. In The Day of the Falcon (Rated R) the leaders of two rival kingdoms reluctantly agree to end the fighting. But when the border between their territories is crossed, the war is inevitable. 200 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

**ARGO: Extended Edition.** The winner of three Academy Awards, including Best Picture, this film is based on the true story of Diaspora agent Tony Mendez and his efforts to rescue six American diplomats from Iran. Stars Ben Affleck and Bryan Cranston. This set includes a bonus DVD of special features, a 64-page photo book and much more. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

4681189 SCHINDLER’S LIST. The winner of seven Academy Awards including Best Picture and Best Director, this Steven Spielberg masterpiece tells the indelible true story of the enigmatic Oskar Schindler, a member of the Nazi party, womanizer, and war profiteer who saved more than 1,000 Jews before they were deported. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Stars Liam Neeson and Ben Kingsley. In BW & W. Over 100 minutes. Olive Films. $17.95

4718259 RICH KIDS. Widescreen. Despite their upwardly mobile backgrounds, pre-teens Franny (Trini Alvarado) and Jamie (Jeremy Lev) find themselves navigating universal issues including family discord, divorce and romance in the Big Apple. 97 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

**SOLD OUT**

4901983 THE DROP. Widescreen. Legendary bartender Boguski (Tom Hardy) leads a gang of hardened criminals. Cousin Mary (James Gandolfini) run a bar that is used as a “drop”--a covert scheme that funnels cash to local gangsters. But with the collar closing in, Boguski will make a desperate bid for freedom in a bid for survival. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Olive Films. $8.95

4914180 HAVOC. Widescreen. When I.A. teens Allison and Emily leave their affluent suburb for a joyride, they glimpse a frightening landscape of drugs, violence, and death. But as their fear turns into fascination, the two find themselves seduced by this dark and dangerous world. Stars Anne Hathaway and Bijou Phillips. Unrated. 92 minutes. Olive Films. $14.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 4717929 THE DELINQUENTS. Widescreen. Director Robert Altman’s 1957 feature film debut. Tom Laughlin is Scotty, a naive young man who is drawn into a “wrong crowd.” What starts as adolescent fun quickly escalates into robbery, assault and kidnapping, putting Scotty and his family in grave danger. In BW & W. 72 minutes. Olive Films. $10.95

4660269 ARGO: Extended Edition. Widescreen. The winner of three Academy Awards, including Best Picture, this film is based on the true story of Diaspora agent Tony Mendez and his efforts to rescue six American diplomats from Iran. Stars Ben Affleck and Bryan Cranston. This set includes a bonus DVD of special features, a 64-page photo book and much more. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

★ 4942655 ALL MY SONS. Fullscreen. During WWII, industrialist Joe Keller comes home to find his business partner Herbert Deever, but years later his son comes back to haunt him when Joe’s son, Chris, plans to move Deever’s daughter. Stars Tangen, Johnson and Burt Lancaster. Not Rated. In BW & W. 94 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

4681719 SCHINDLER’S LIST. The winner of seven Academy Awards including Best Picture and Best Director, this Steven Spielberg masterpiece tells the indelible true story of the enigmatic Oskar Schindler, a member of the Nazi party, womanizer, and war profiteer who saved more than 1,000 Jews before they were deported. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Stars Liam Neeson and Ben Kingsley. In BW & W. Over 100 minutes. Olive Films. $17.95
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48252X THE BABYSITTERS. Widescreen. When Shirley starts babysitting for Gail and Michael, Shirley and Michael begin a dangerous affair. As more of Michael’s married buddies learn of their arrangement, Shirley’s calendar is soon filled with student-babysitters and married fathers and their friends can manage. Rated R. 90 minutes. Phase 4 Films.

494245X MARIA’S LOVERS. Widescreen. After spending the last of WWII in a brutal Japanese POW camp leaving him with nightmares, Ivan returns home to Pennsylvania for his childhood friend, Maria. But he has reasons for her love. Stars Nakajo Kiko and John Savage.Rated R. English SDH. 109 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

488448 WILDCATS. Widescreen. The Wildcats are a motley crew with a perfect record: zero victories. But when the sparkly new coach gets into the grooming and dancing a lot for glory, Stars Goldie Hawn, and James Keach. Rated R. English SDH. 106 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $26.98. $16.95

4961218 I, JANE DOE. Fullscreen. During WWII, a married American fighter pilot (John Derek) and a young French woman (Vera Ralston). When he disappears at the end of the war, she follows him to the U.S. and finds he’d married to a successful lawyer. In a heated argument, Ralston accidentally kills him, and to everyone’s surprise, the wife takes on her case and defends her. In B&W. 85 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95. $9.75

492857X EQUATION TO AN UNKNOWN. Fullscreen. This long-form masterpeice of gay erotic cinema centers on a handsome young student who rides his motorcycle through a myriad of sexual encounters, from locker room to a dreamy and unsettling orgy where the film reaches its melacholic peak. In French with English subtitles. Not Rated. $4.95

4901851 BELS. Widescreen. A famous opera singer is held hostage in South America by a guerrilla rebel group after performing at a Japanese businessman’s lavish birthday party. Unbeknownst to the aliens, they are foraged in the standoff that ensues. Stars Julianne Moore and Ken Watanabe. Not Rated. 102 minutes. Screen Media Films. $2.95

4942502 CENTER OF MY WORLD. Widescreen. When singer/songwriter gets his best friend, Kat to escape his family, Phil goes back to school. As the school year begins a handsome new student arrives—the mysterious Nicholas. When Nicholas is killed, it’s all for one and one for all. Not Rated. In German with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Altered Innocence. $14.95

1929865 I, TONYA. Widescreen. Featuring Margot Robbie as the fiery Tonya Harding and a tour de force performance from Allison Janney as her acid-tongued mother, this is an irreverent, and piercing portrayal of Harding’s life and career in all of its unchecked and checkered glory. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. 120 minutes. WS Films. $19.95

4718348 THE SINGING DETECTIVE. Widescreen. Based on the original BBC series, Robert Downey Jr. stars as Dan Dark, an author of pulp novels who is undergoing treatment for paranoia which has crippled both his body and mind. In and out of consciousness, Dan’s paranoid delusions manifest themselves as vivid fantasies, combining from his past. Not Rated. In English with French subtitles. 115 minutes. Altered Innocence. $14.95

4892386 THE YOUNG CYCLE GIRLS. Widescreen. This dover of a story revolves around three sexy young Colorado girls who decide to ride their motorcycles to California. Along the way they face getting drugged and attacked by outlaw bikers. Stars Lorraine Ferris and Daphne Lawrence. Rated R. 82 minutes. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95

4901967 THE DRESSMAKER. Widescreen. A glamorous world-dressmaker returns to her small Australian hometown to seek out the truth behind her notorious reputation. This dark and quirky comedy stars Kate Winslet, Judy Davis, Hugo Weaving and Liam Hemsworth. Rated R. English SDH. 119 minutes. Broad Green Pictures. $9.95
**Drama Blu-ray**

- **4888251 RAW.** Widescree. At sixteen, Justine is a brilliant and promising student. But when she starts at a prestigious school, she quickly encounters a decadent, merciless and dangerous world. She stays away from her family's principles and will soon be mired in the terrible consequences of her actions as her true self begins to emerge. Rated R. In English with French subtitles. 99 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.95

- **4842767 IMPASSE.** Widescree. When Pat Morrison (Burt Reynolds) learns of a cache of gold hidden in the Philippines during World War II, he recruits a team of veterans who buried the treasure to lead him to the site. But with the crucial help of Charlie, Pat Morrison’s patience. Also stars Anne Francis. Rated R. 100 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95

- **4879066 WILD TIGERS I HAVE KNOWN.** A lyrical telling of a coming of age 14 year-old boy who learns to cope with his newfound sexuality and his unrequited love for the cool kid in school. Written and directed by Cam Archer. Not Rated. English SDH, with English subtitles. 116 minutes. IFC Films. Pub. at $24.95

- **488809X JUST A GIJOLO.** Widescree. After World War I, a war hero returns to Berlin to find that there’s no place for him–he has no skills other than what he learned in the army, and can only find menial, low paying jobs. He decides to become a gigolo to lonely rich women. Stars David Bowie and Sydne Rome. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.98

- **49784X FIVE MINUTES OF HEAVEN.** Widescree. Thirty years after Alissar Little assasinated Jim Griffin he is rehabilitated and released from prison. A television talk show decides to bring Little (Liam Neeson) assemble the finest, eccentric cast of live for a live-on-air reconciliation. Two men haunted by one moment must come face to face in this film based on true events. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. J-FCP. Pub. at $14.95

- **4949290 HER SMELL.** Widescree. A self-destructive punk rocker struggles with sobriety while trying to recapture the creative inspiration that led her band to success. Stars Elizabeth Moss, Cara Delevingne and Dan Stevens. Rated R. English SDH. 136 minutes. Gunpowder & Sky. Pub. at $34.98

- **4842480 BROTHERS OF THE NIGHT.** Widescree. Follows decade of young Bulgarian Roma who move to Vienna in search of adventure and freedom, but poverty drives them to sleep with older men for money. Boys by day and kings by night, they’re sucked into the allure of the city while striving to support their families back home. Not Rated. In Bulgarian, Romanian and German with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $22.99


- **4942752 THE GREAT ESCAPE.** Widescree. As WWII rages on, the German prisoner of war camp designed to hold even the craftiest escape artists. In doing so, however, the Nazis unwittingly assemble the most diverse roster of military history. Includes 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Stars Richard Attenborough, James Garner and Steve McQueen. Not Rated. 172 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $39.95

- **4950479 THE MULE.** Widescree. Earl Stone, a man in his 60s, is broke, alone, and facing foreclosure of his business when he is offered a job that simply requires him to drive. Easy drive, enough, but, unbeknownst to Earl, he’s just signed on as a drug courier for a Mexican cartel. It’s not long before Earl has taken over the leadership duties for the extended family of moonshiners. The arrival of a stranger (Harry Carey) is cause for alarm in this small community. 98 minutes. PUBLISHED 9.4.19. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

- **4707656 THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS.** Fullscreen. Burdened by the weight of family tragedy, Matt Mathews (John Wayne) life is driven by the need to avenge his mother’s abandonment by an uncaning father. The stubbornness of Matt’s father has taken over the leadership duties for the extended family of moonshiners. The arrival of a stranger (Harry Carey) is cause for alarm in this small community. 98 minutes. PUBLISHED 9.4.19. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

- **4842812 THE WILD BOYS.** Widescree. Tells the tale of five adolescent boys enamored by the arts, but drawn to crime and transgression. After a brutal attack committed by the group and aided by TREVOR–a deely of chaos they can’t control–they’re punished by boarding a boat with a captain hell-bent on laming them. Not Rated. In B&W and Color. In French and English SDH. 116 minutes. IFC Films. Pub. at $24.95

- **4883838 TESLA.** Widescree. Brilliant, visionary Nikola Tesla (Ethan Hawke) fights an uphill battle to bring his revolutionary electrical system to fruition, to mosi. He then faces even thornier challenges with his new system for worldwide wireless energy. English SDH, 102 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.98

- **4887883 A CALL TO ryP.** Widescree. In the beginning of WWII, with Britain becoming desperate, Churchill orders his new spy agency—the Special Operations Executive (SOE)—to recruit and train women as spies. Their daunting mission: conduct sabotage and build a resistance. Inspired by true stories. Stars Sarah Megan Thomas and Stana Katic. English SDH. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.98

- **4842774 TIGER MILK.** Widescree. Best friends Nini and Jameelah are 14 years old. They delve into the urban jungle of Berlin, drawn to crime and transgression. After a turn when her sugar daddy, Max, arrives at the shiva with his accomplished wife and crying nieces,德美多 drives from London to Bristol to investigate his brother’s death, and the purpose of his trip is offset by his encounters with a series of odd people. Also stars Mika, Sandy Ratcliff. Not Rated. 104 minutes. Fun City Editions. Pub. at $34.98

- **4937147 RADIO ON.** Widescree. Christopher Petts’ debut feature is the rare road movie from England. Robert (Davies) and Sally (Devereux) meet in an English pub. 96 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95


- **4715993 THE MARY MILLINGTON MOVIE COLLECTION.** Widescree. Released. Reflected to commemorate the 40th anniversary of Mary Millington’s death, this special box set celebrates Mary’s most glamorous film roles, including Come Play with Me; The Playbirds; Confessions from the Dead Galaxy Affair; Queens of the Blues; Mary Millington’s Confessions; and Respectable–The Mary Millington Story. Rated R. Over 9 hours on five Blu-rays. Screenbound. Pub. at $69.95

- **1950371 THE GOOD LIAR.** Career con man Roy (Ian McKellen) sets his sights on a blushing bank clerk. Recently widowed Betty (Penelope Wilton), who’s worth millions. And he means to take it all. But as the two grow closer, what should have been another simple scheme begins to spin out of control. Widescree. In the streets of London, the two play a high-stakes game of cat and mouse. Rated R. English SDH, 109 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $17.95

- **4788222 MISSISSIPPI BURNING.** Widescree. In Jessup County, 1964, as three civil rights activists drive down a desolate stretch of highway, they gradually draw near to the truth. Telling each other to stay calm, they have no way of knowing that in minutes they will disappear into the night and spark one of the most explosive murder investigations in history. Rated R. 127 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95
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4888964X THE DEBUT. Widescreen. The delicate story of the impossible love between a teenage girl and a middle-aged man. Stars Marisa Tomei. Dutch with optional English subtitles. 95 minutes. Cult Epics. At $34.95

1987990 BITTER MOON. Widescreen. A mild-mannered man (Hugh Grant) attempts to rekindle the sexual passion in his marriage via an onshore cruise, but instead he develops an irresistible infatuation with an eccentric paraplegic’s wife (Amaltea Seigner). Rated R. 108 minutes. Kino Lorber. At $29.95

4994461 THE LEATHER BOYS. Widescreen. Young newweds Reggie (Campbell Collins) and Dot (Rita Tushingham) embark on a new life together. But there’s trouble in paradise when Reggie develops feelings for Pete (Dudley Sutton), a member of a rival biker gang. Not Rated. 108 minutes. Shout! Factory. At $34.98

4860950 SURVIVOR BALLADS: Three Films by Shohei Imamura. Widescreen. These three works epitomize the director’s almost documentary style of filmmaking, exposing the vulgar yet vibrant and instinctive underbelly of Japanese society through a sympathetic focus on peasants, prostitutes, small-timers, and other marginalized figures. Figures include a young woman who finds love with a schoolmate; a traveling singer who falls in love with an impotent doctor while touring to raise funds for an orphanage. Not Rated. In B&W. In Dutch with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. At $29.95

4927821 THE SWERVE. Widescreen. The dark secrets of Holly’s seemingly perfect life are exposed, when an unwanted intruder spins her life out of control forever. Stars Azura Skye and Bryce Pinkham. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Epic Pictures Releasing. At $19.95

4948737 KOKO-DI KOKO-DA. Widescreen. In B&W. 73 minutes. In Hungarian with English subtitles. Over 7 hours on two Blu-rays. Arrives in the spring. At $24.95


4788362 RKO CLASSIC ROMANCES. Fullscreen. Millie (1931) is a grand melodrama about a divorcée; Kept Husbands (1931) circles around a bell made by a steel magnate’s daughter; The Lady Refuses (1931) is a frank Pre-Codex melodrama on poor降落, women and liberty, and under the guise of becoming a prostitute; The Woman Between (1931) is a risqué romance; and in Sin Takes a Holiday (1930) a poor secretary is in love with her boss. English SDH. In B&W. Over 6 hours on two Blu-rays. At $39.95

4879794 A DELICATE BALANCE. Widescreen. Agnes (Katharine Hepburn) and Tobias (Paul Scofield) are the heads of an affluent Connecticut family, whose petite and bookish daughter Cecile becomes a victim of society. The film is a delicate examination of relationships, their intricacies, and the need for emotional balance. English SDH. 133 minutes. In B&W. October 2011. In Japanese with English subtitles. Kino Lorber. At $29.95

4842561 DESIRE WILL SET YOU FREE. Widescreen. Ezra, an American writer, meets Soviet diplomat and eyes a talented escort, and he introduces him to the world of clubs, a dizzying and vibrant hedonistic underground. As they journey together through Berlin’s legendary Kabarett, they develop a close relationship. Unfiltered through language, gesture, and a common cultural sensibility, they capture the essence of the Jewish soul. This set captures the diversity of Yiddish film with ten features dated from 1922 to 1934. Over 14 hours on five Blu-rays. Kino Lorber. At $49.95

4888170 THE NEST. Widescreen. Rory (Jude Law), an ambitious entrepreneur and former commodities broker, persuades his American wife, Allie (Naomi Watts), to leave the comforts of suburban America and return to his native England. Sensing opportunity, Rory relies on his feminine wiles to seduce a rich Englishman. Not Rated. In B&W. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. At $22.98

4886755 SATANTANGO. Widescreen. Follows the members of a humble agricultural community living in a bleak and punishing backwater after the fall of Communism. In B&W. In Hungarian with English subtitles. Over 7 hours on two Blu-rays. Arborus. At $39.99

1544748 CENTURY. Widescreen. Four classic Sherlock Holmes mysteries. Includes Sherlock Holmes’ Fatal Hour; The Triumph of Sherlock Holmes; Silver Blaze (with Arthur Wontner and Niall MacGinnis in the role of Sherlock Holmes); and The Hound of the Baskervilles (with Nigel Bruce as Sherlock Holmes and Basil Rathbone as Dr. John Watson). Not Rated. In B&W. Four hours on four Blu-rays. Film Detective. At $19.95

4707435 THE JEWISH SOUL: Ten Classics of Yiddish Cinema. Fullscreen. During the late 1930s Soviet Yiddish movies covered a broad range of genres: comedies, soap operas, the supernatural, literary adaptations, musicals, and melodrama. Over the next five years, they developed a discourse of early ‚70s Japan. Coup d’état returns to the past for a biopic of Ikk Kita, the right wing extremist. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. Over six hours on three Blu-rays. Arrow. At $49.95
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**4983505** HAM ON RYE. Widescreen. A bizarre rite of passage at the local deli determines the fate of a generation of teenagers, leading some to escape their suburban town and doomed others to remain. Stars Haley Bodell and Aubrey Boos. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Factory 25. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

**4986883 PALS.** Three teenagers living in a Spanish suburb find themselves in a whole world of trouble when one of them, Rosario, gets pregnant and decides to have the money for an abortion. Her brother, Antonio and her lover, Jose fail to find legitimate work to raise the cash and turn to petty crime. Not Rated. In Spanish with English Subtitles. 98 minutes. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95

**4956044** 3:15, Widescreen. The Cobras, a vicious street gang, rules an embattled high school with their brand of terror. But they’re headed for a showdown when a former member tuned good challenges their reign. Stars Adam Baldwin and Deborah Foreman. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

**4918624 BROKEN DIAMONS.** In the wake of his father’s death, a Twenty–something writer sees his dream of moving to Paris put in jeopardy when he’s forced to temporarly take in a wildly unpredictable, mentally ill sister. Stars Lola Kirke and Ben Platt. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**4953991 DIGGING TO CHINA.** Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**4790332 ADAM RESURRECTED.** Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $31.95 $19.95

**4748190 CONNECTING ROOMS.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**4892807 ALL OR NOTHING.** Widescreen. Severin. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

**4887980 EMBATTLED.** Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.98 $14.95

**4787887 THE BEDROOM WINDOW.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**485764X BEATS.** Widescreen. Music Box Films. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

**4752368 BARBARA STANWYCK COLLECTION.** Fullscreen Kino Lorber. Pub at $49.95 $24.95

**4888367 STARnDUST.** Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.98 $14.95

**4799445 ADORATION.** Altered Innocence. Pub. at $32.99 $17.95

**4748417 THE LOVE OF JEANNE NEY.** Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4918675 DARK BLOOD.** MVD Visual. Pub at $24.95 $14.95

**4748336 JENNY.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**4748522 OLD BOYFiENDS.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**4748107 THE CAPTIVE HEART.** Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**4789007 PRiME TiME PANiC.** Fun City Editions, Pub at $59.98 $44.95

**4748581 THE RUNNER STUMBLES.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub at $29.95 $17.95

**4748557 POOL OF LONDON.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub at $29.95 $17.95

**486879X ART SCHOOL CONFIDENTIAL.** Widescreen. Visual. Pub at $24.95 $17.95

**398432X THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT/THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT 2.** Widescreen. Warner Brothers. Pub at $24.95 $17.95

**3996178 FATHERLAND.** Widescreen. Clasart. $3.95

**4718571 MY SON JOHN.** Olive Films. Pub at $29.95 $5.95

**4991970 BLANCHE.** Widescreen. Olive Films. $5.95

**4721236 FIfty Shades Darker.** Widescreen. Universal. $3.95

**4902403 THE RED SQUIRREL.** Widescreen. Olive Films. $0.95

---

**492041X TRUE BELIEVER.** Widescreen. The killing. The conviction. The cover-up. Now James Woods is about to go up against corruption and conspiracy at the highest levels of New York law enforcement in the action-packed courtroom drama. A powerful film that takes a piercing look into justice and the American legal system. Also stars Robert Downey Jr. Life Rated R. 97 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

**4907868 THE LIMEHOUSE GOLeM.** Widescreen. The city of London is gripped with fear as a serial killer–dubbed the Limehouse Golem–is on the loose. With few leads and increasing public pressure, Scotland Yard assigns the case to Inspector Kildare (Bill Nighy)–a seasoned detective with a troubled past and a speaking monkey in a fun nailed costume. True Believer. Pub at $29.95 $4.95

**4703707 THE STANDOFF AT SPARROW CREEK.** Widescreen. After a mass shooting at a police funeral, a reclusive ex-cop Gannon realizes that the killer belongs to the same militia he joined after quitting the force. Gannon quarantines the fellow suspect in a remote lumber mill with the intent of ferreting out the killer through a series of grueling interrogations. Stars James Badge Dale. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. RLJE Entertainment. Pub at $29.95 $4.95

**4988340 COMPLAiNCE.** Widescreen. On a busy day at a suburban Ohio fast food joint, high-strung manager Sandra receives a phone call from a police officer saying an employee named Beely has stolen money from a customer. Convinced she’s only doing what’s right, Sandra follows the officer’s step by step instructions, no matter how invasive they become. Stars Ann Dowd. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

---

**4988515 VERONiCA GUERIN.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub at $24.95 $11.95

**4784951 AN INSPECTOR CALLS.** Fullscreen. MVD Visual. Pub at $29.95 $14.95

**4797736 CROSSCURRENT.** Widescreen. Cheng Cheng Films. Pub at $29.95 $14.95

**3952583 TOTO THE HERO.** Widescreen. Arrow. Pub at $39.95 $19.95

**4748954 THE SOUND BARRIER.** Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub at $29.95 $14.95

**3960862 INSIDE THE RAIN.** MVD Visual. Pub at $24.95 $12.95

**4748967 TARTUFFE.** Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub at $29.95 $14.95

**3889335 SACHA GUITRY: Four Films. 1936-1938.** Fullscreen. Arrow Academy. Pub at $29.95 $14.95

**4866823 THE COOL LAKES OF DEATH.** Widescreen. C;ut Epics. Pub at $34.95 $21.95

**4787951 BRIGHT ANGEL.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub at $29.95 $9.95

**4707516 MARTIN EDEN.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub at $29.95 $14.95

**3987159 LITTLE NOiTHINGS.** Widescreen. Arrow. Pub at $39.95 $19.95

---

**4914236 THE NAKED CAGE.** Widescreen. From the director of Chained Heat comes another women in prison thriller! Locked up for someone else’s crime, Michelle Shattuck realizes she’s making enemies at every turn. Then, when a cell block riot erupts, she must contend with her greatest foe of all—one who could prove her innocence or destroy her life. Rated R. 97 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub at $27.99 $7.95

---

**4907885 COMA.** Widescreen. The life of a young nurse in the middle of a medical school from a custom hospital is disrupted when she awakens from a coma and has no memory of anything that has happened to her. Stars Louise Fletcher. Not Rated. English SDH. 105 minutes. RLJE Entertainment. Pub at $29.95 $4.95

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/873
Thriller Blu-ray

483891X SOLACE. Widescreen. A psychotic doctor with a dark past (Anthony Hopkins) is recruited by an FBI agent (Jeffrey Dean Morgan) to hunt a serial killer (Colin Firth). Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 101 minutes. VWSFilms. $4.95

488051X THE INFORMERS. Widescreen. This interweaving tale takes us back to decadent 1960s Los Angeles: a city ruled by addictions of every type, where youth is wasted, love is fleeting, and every night is a headlong rush into the next sensation. Sooner or later, the party will end—and the hangover will be a killer. Stars Billy Bob Thornton and Kim Basinger. R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

4911784 JOSIE. Widescreen. The residents of a small, southern town are forever changed when the tattooed, sweet-talking stranger Josie (Sophie Turner) struts into town. Striking up relationships with a local young punk and her loner neighbor, she quickly becomes a hot topic of gossip. But her intentions for arriving in town are far more sinister. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Screen Media Films. $4.95

4836545 ENEMY TERRITORY. Widescreen. The harrowing true story of a family’s fight for survival following a violent revolution. Featuring powerful performances by Academy Award winner Adrien Brody and Academy Award nominee Salma Hayek. 110 minutes. VWSFilms. $5.95

4824644 ROCKNRolla/SWORDFISH. Widescreen. In RockNRolla crime gets expensive for an old school gangster (Tom Wilkinson) when a wealthy mob moves in and a small-time crook (Gavin O’Connor) thinks he can play both sides. A big payday awaits the superhacker (Hugh Jackman) if he takes on a job masterminded by a charismatic covert agent (John Travolta). Thriller, Swordfish. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. SOLD OUT

4709497 THE ATOMIC CITY. Fullscreen. Nuclear physicist Frank Addison (Gene Barry) and his wife are living every parent’s nightmarish—and son Tony (Lee Aaker) has been kidnapped. The kidnapper’s random demands are the secrets behind the H-bomb! The desperate scramble to rescue Tombs ends in a rapid pace in the Atomic City. In B&W. 85 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

4838847 RECLAIM. Widescreen. A young couple (Ryan Philippe and Rachelle Lefevre) discovers all is not what it seems when they travel to Puerto Rico to finalize the adoption of their daughter. When the girl mysteriously disappears, the couple realizes that to save the child and escape the city, they must first take down a deranged psychotherapist. Rated R. English SDH. Nearly 8 hours on four Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. SOLD OUT

4902525 OUT OF THE FURNACE. Widescreen. Rodney (Casey Affleck) gets involved with a crime ring, only to disappear without a trace. As his trail goes cold, Rodney’s brother Russell (Christian Bale) takes matters into his own hands. Powers struggle to uncover the truth. Also stars Woody Harrelson, Forest Whitaker, Willem Dafoe, Zoe Saldana and Sam Shepard. Rated R. English SDH. 116 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

4759796 HEADHUNTERS. Widescreen. Roger is a charming scoundrel and Norway’s most accomplished headhunter. He lives a life of luxury well beyond his means and chooses to subsidize his expensive lifestyle by means of highly original art. When his beautiful wife introduces him to a former mercenary in possession of an extremely valuable painting, he decides to risk it all to own it. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

4807707 VANISHING ON 7TH STREET. Widescreen. An unexplained blackout plunges the city of Detroit into total darkness and by the time the sun rises, only a few people are left to avoid the danger that begins to disappear completely and whispering shadows surrounding the survivors, they soon discover that the enemy itself is the darkness. R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

4821971 OF UNKNOWN ORIGIN. Widescreen. When not mired in the corporate rat race, Wall Street executive Barthelemy (Christian Bale) begins to lose hope for love. But when he stumbles upon a light in the dark, he realizes that to save the child and escape the temptress of a sun-drenched fortress town, Charlie quickly finds himself at the center of three tales of murder, mayhem, blackmail and revenge. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

4886438 ELITE SQUAD: The Enemy Within. The sprawling slum that surrounds Rio de Janeiro is one of the most dangerous places on earth, so as the head of Rio’s Special Police Operations Battalion, Captain Nascimento has seen his share of intense situations. But Nascimento discovers his true enemies, the city, the mob and begins a new war. The hall. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. In Portuguese with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Flatiron. $3.95

4822110 ROAD GAMES. Widescreen. Stacy Keach is Pat Quid, a loner trucker who wants the police to focus on his sanity on long hauls through the Australian Outback. Jamie Lee Curtis is a free-spirited hitchhiker looking for excitement with a game of her own. And somewhere up ahead is a maniac in a van whose game may be butchering young women. The rules of the road are about to take some very deadly turns. 101 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

4842111 THE SEDUCTION. Widescreen. L.A. anchorwoman Jamie Douglas (Morgan Fairchild) has it all: a glamorous career, a luxurious house, and a devoted young admirer named Val. But when Jamie renews her acquaintance with Val, her taciturn boyfriend, she discovers he’s a tough as nails hit man for a secret criminal empire. Jamie withholds her distrust and her true identity from Val and lets him into her glamorous world. But when Jamie’s affections waver, Val becomes obsessed. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Scream Factory. $29.99 $17.95

482251X VICE SQUAD. Widescreen. Season Hubley stars as Princess, a single mom by day, a Hollywood prostitute by night. A volatile cop uses her to trap a sadistic pimp named Ramrod who murdered one of her friends. But when Ramrod pulls out his real muscles, Undersung’s in grave danger. Rated R. 97 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

488440X VAL. Widescreen. Fin, a wanted criminal, rides out with an escort named Barthelemy and offers to help a fugitiveamerica’s most wanted criminal, and a wanted criminal. Bars: Debrah Fanning. Not Rated. English SDH. 81 minutes. Epic Pictures. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

4822307 THE TENANT. Widescreen. Roman Polanski stars (and also directs) as a Danish film critic who finds his life and work crumbling when his boss asks him to cover a story that challenges his own beliefs. He is set on discovering the truth, and the truth is dangerous. Rated R. English SDH. 125 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $15.95

**4794184 YEARS OF LEAD: Five Classic Italian Crime Thrillers 1973-1977.** Widescreen. The 1970s were a time of intense political and social uncertainty in Italy. Throughout this period a series of brutal, often morally ambiguous crime thrillers defined the era. This box set contains five films of seduction in one collection. Classic Italian Crime Thrillers 1973-1977. Contains: Three; Like Rabid Dogs; Colt 38; Special Squad; Highway Racer; And No Case is Happily Resolved. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. Over eight hours on 3 Blu-rays. Arrow. $49.95

**3994252 KILL ME THREE TIMES.** Widescreen. This darkly comedic thriller stars Simon Pegg as the cunning assassin, Charlie Wolfe, who discovers he’s been hired to kill the tempestuous sun-drenched fortress town. Charlie quickly finds himself at the center of three tales of murder, mayhem, blackmail and revenge. Rated R. English SDH. $4.95

**4821920 VENGEANCE/VENDETTA.** Widescreen. In Naked Vengeance, a group of rowdies break into Carla Harris’ (Deborah Jeane) home and rape her, leaving her for dead. But, she survives and is now bent on gruesome revenge! In Vendetta a tough as nails stuntwoman (Karen Chase) seeks justice while pursuing the woman who murdered her son. Rated R. English SDH. 83 minutes. Scream Factory. $29.99 $17.95

**484864X TRUE ROMANCE: Director’s Cut.** Widescreen. Runaway lovers Clarence and Alice (Clint and Patricia’s Arquette) play a dangerous game when they come to possess a suitcase of mob contraband. They head for Los Angeles, where they rename and begin a new life. But both sides of the law have other ideas. Written by Quentin Tarantino. Rated R. Warner Bros. Enter. $11.95

**4836669 I.T.** Widescreen. Mike Regan (Ryan Reynolds) is a successful businessman, who soon finds himself in a deadly game of cat and mouse when his I.T. consultant uses his skills to endanger Mike’s family, business and life. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions of the film. 95 minutes. VWSFilms. $4.95

**4817613 THE SEVENTH SIGN.** Widescreen. The time is coming. The seals are breaking. Judgement is at hand. As the signs of the apocalypse come to pass, only one woman can stop the imminent end of the world. This is an intense, mind-bending thriller. Rated R. 97 minutes. Scream Factory. $29.99 $17.95

**482251X VICE SQUAD.** Widescreen. Season Hubley stars as Princess, a single mom by day, a Hollywood prostitute by night. A volatile cop uses her to trap a sadistic pimp named Ramrod who murdered one of her friends. But when Ramrod pulls out his real muscles, Undersung’s in grave danger. Rated R. 97 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

**488440X VAL.** Widescreen. Fin, a wanted criminal, rides out with an escort named Barthelemy and offers to help a fugitiveamerica’s most wanted criminal, and a wanted criminal. Bars: Debrah Fanning. Not Rated. English SDH. 81 minutes. Epic Pictures. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**4822307 THE TENANT.** Widescreen. Roman Polanski stars (and also directs) as a Danish film critic who finds his life and work crumbling when his boss asks him to cover a story that challenges his own beliefs. He is set on discovering the truth, and the truth is dangerous. Rated R. English SDH. 125 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $15.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/873
THE AMBULANCE. (4921084) Widescreen. One minute Josh Baker (Eric Roberts) is meeting the woman of his dreams. The next, he’s watching her whisked away by a mysterious ambulance that never arrives at the local hospital. Doubtful, he’s forced to carry on a one-man crusade that leads to a discovery more frightening than his worst fears. Also stars James Earl Jones. Rated R. 96 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $29.99

THE MAFU CAGE. (4942833) Widescreen. Ellen, a successful architect, cares for her mentally-ill sister, Cissy, who keeps a variety of pets, including her own turnaround, poodles, and her anthropologist father. When Ellen begins a romance, Cissy’s jealousy proves deadly. Stars Lee Grant and Carol Kane. English SDH. Pub. at $29.95

THE DEAD ZONE. (4941683) Widescreen. After slamming into an 18-wheeler, Johnny (Christopher Walken) is plunged into a coma. When he awakens, he finds he now has the remarkable gift (or curse) of seeing into the future. He’s saving children in danger, helping the police and finding a serial killer. But his new vision may be his most terrifying yet. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $32.98

STRAIGHT ON TILL MORNING. Widescreen. An ugly duckling yearns to leave her drab life behind and move to swinging London to find her Prince Charming. But the big city holds some nasty surprises for the naive young woman when she becomes entangled with a handsome gigolo who may be a deposed serial killer! Stars Rita Tushingham and Shane Briant. Not Rated. 96 minutes. ScreenMedia. Pub. at $22.95

SPHINX. (4988324) Widescreen. A beautiful cryptologist finds her life threatened many times when traveling from Cairo to Luxor’s Valley of the Kings. She is in search of the mysterious tomb of riches, which also holds great interest for black marketeers. Stars Lesley-Anne Down and Frank Langella. English SDH. 118 minutes. ScreenFactory. Pub. at $22.95


THE CURSE OF THE CAT PEOPLE. (4921300) Fullscreen. This continuation of 1942’s Cat People follows Oliver Reed (Kent Smith), now remarried and the father of six year-old Amy. When Army becomes withdrawn and speaks of consort with a new “friend,” Oliver worries she may be under the influence of the curse…of the cat people. Rated R. Widescreen. Pub. at $29.99

SIX-FOOT DAY. (4888405) Widescreen. Aliens are systematically gaining control of the Earth by masquerading as humans and luring the public into submission. Humanity’s last chance lies with a lone drifter who stumbles upon a harrowing discovery…Ultra HD and Blu-ray. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. ScreenFactory. Pub. at $59.95

THE CAT O’ NINE TAILS. (4847806) Widescreen. When a break-in occurs at a secretive genetics institute, blind psychotherapist Arno (Karl Malden) who overheard an attempt to blackmail one of the institute’s scientists shortly before the robbery, teams up with intrepid reporter Diana Johnson (Carlo Giordani) to crack the case. Includes a double-sided poster, six double-sided postcards and an illustrated collector’s booklet. English SDH. 112 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95

SOLD OUT

THEY LIVE. (4868405) Widescreen. Aliens are systematically gaining control of the Earth by masquerading as humans and luring the public into submission. Humanity’s last chance lies with a lone drifter who stumbles upon a harrowing discovery…Ultra HD and Blu-ray. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. ScreenFactory. Pub. at $59.95

ASHTANI. (4790391) Fullscreen. In this controversial thriller, Michael Caine stars as a clever, debonair half of a married U.N. medical team in West Africa. But when his wife (Beverly Johnson) is abducted by an Arab slave trader, he joins the forces with an activist, a mercenary, and a Bedouin to save her from being sold into slavery. Rated R. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 118 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

SOLD OUT

THE DEBT. (4839870) Widescreen. In 1966, three Mossad agents were assigned to track down a lecherous ex-football player hiding in East Berlin. The mission was accomplished at great risk and personal cost—or was it? Thirty years later, shocking revelations are uncovered over Rachel Singer (Helen Mirren) to take matters into her own hands. Also stars Sam Worthington, Jessica Chastain and Ciaran Hinds. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes. FocusFeatures. Pub. at $34.95

SOLD OUT

THE FOURTH VICTIM. (4852737) Widescreen. In this rarely seen but always surprising driller, five stars and a beautiful English SDH. 107 minutes. ScreenFactory. Pub. at $29.99

SOLD OUT

THE DEBT. Widescreen. In 1966, three Mossad agents were assigned to track down a lecherous ex-football player hiding in East Berlin. The mission was accomplished at great risk and personal cost—or was it? Thirty years later, shocking revelations are uncovered over Rachel Singer (Helen Mirren) to take matters into her own hands. Also stars Sam Worthington, Jessica Chastain and Ciaran Hinds. Rated R. English SDH. 114 minutes. FocusFeatures. Pub. at $34.95

SOLD OUT

THE AMBULANCE. One minute Josh Baker (Eric Roberts) is meeting the woman of his dreams. The next, he’s watching her whisked away by a mysterious ambulance that never arrives at the local hospital. Doubtful, he’s forced to carry on a one-man crusade that leads to a discovery more frightening than his worst fears. Also stars James Earl Jones. Rated R. 96 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $29.99

THE DEAD ZONE. After slamming into an 18-wheeler, Johnny (Christopher Walken) is plunged into a coma. When he awakens, he finds he now has the remarkable gift (or curse) of seeing into the future. He’s saving children in danger, helping the police and finding a serial killer. But his new vision may be his most terrifying yet. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $32.98

STRAIGHT ON TILL MORNING. An ugly duckling yearns to leave her drab life behind and move to swinging London to find her Prince Charming. But the big city holds some nasty surprises for the naive young woman when she becomes entangled with a handsome gigolo who may be a deposed serial killer! Stars Rita Tushingham and Shane Briant. Not Rated. 96 minutes. ScreenMedia. Pub. at $22.95

SPHINX. A beautiful cryptologist finds her life threatened many times when traveling from Cairo to Luxor’s Valley of the Kings. She is in search of the mysterious tomb of riches, which also holds great interest for black marketeers. Stars Lesley-Anne Down and Frank Langella. English SDH. 118 minutes. ScreenFactory. Pub. at $22.95


THE CURSE OF THE CAT PEOPLE. This continuation of 1942’s Cat People follows Oliver Reed (Kent Smith), now remarried and the father of six year-old Amy. When Army becomes withdrawn and speaks of consort with a new “friend,” Oliver worries she may be under the influence of the curse…of the cat people. Rated R. Widescreen. Pub. at $29.99
Thriller Blu-ray

★ 4821475 THE FAN. Widescreen. Sally Ross (Lauren Bacall) is a Broadway star and the adoration for her career attracts the admiration of Michael (Brian De Palma). But among the admirers lurks a young man (Michael Biehn) whose devotion teeters on madness. As he attempts to realize his ultimate fantasy—and is met with rejection—the stakes become the life and death heights. Rated R. Also stars James Garner, 95 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

★ 4842534 KNIFE HEART. Widescreen. Paris, Summer 1979. Anne produces this adult film, but her editor/lover leaves her. She tries to win her back by shooting her most ambitious film yet. But one of the actors is brutally murdered, and Anne gets caught up in a strange investigation that turns her life upside-down. In French with English subtitles. 103 minutes. 3-Disc Set. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98 Sold Out

★ 4828601 ELOY DE LAGELSA'S QUINQUI COLLECTION. Widescreen. Jose Luis Garces shares a story from his Long Island days; a young war vet named Luis who�s trying to retrieve the tape. Not Rated. Spanish with English subtitles. 50 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 Sold Out

★ 4870923 SHALLOW GRAVE. Widescreen. Four college students take their way to Florida for spring break. While passing through a small Georgia town, they witness the murder of a woman. But when they-disprove their own theories, they're forced on the run from a deranged sociopath who will stop at nothing to cover up his crime. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $31.95


★ 4822269 STRAIT-JACKET. Widescreen. After a woman spends twenty years in a mental institution, her doctor cultures her body if she wants to become a movie star. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. Adults Only. Caunard. Pub. at $34.95.
Thriller Blu-ray

**4912241** YEARS OF LEAD: Five Classic Italian Crime Thrillers 1973-1977. Widescreen. The 1970s were a time of uncertainty and instability in Italy. Political corruption and widespread acts of left and right-wing terrorism, breakdown in social cohesion and a loss of trust in public institutions. These were expressed in a serious of brutal crime thrillers. Includes Savage Three; Like Habid Dogs; Colt 38 Special Squad; Highway Racer; and No, the Case is Happily Resolved. Not Rated. In Italian with English Subtitles. Over 8 hours on three discs. Slipcased. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95

**4748077** BRIGHTON ROCK. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

**4748239** THE GENERAL DIED AT DAWN. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95


**4917200** SURGE. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

**4748506** THE NIGHT MY NUMBER CAME UP. Fullscreen. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95

**3963477** SABOTAGE. Fullscreen. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

**4624926** THE SHANGHAI STORY. Widescreen. Olive Films.

**3985385** ANGEL OF MINE. Widescreen. VOS Films. $4.95

**4663795** DIABOLIQUE/INCONCOIT/THE IN CREED. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.95


**4886739** QUEENS OF EVIL. Widescreen. Mondo Macabro. Pub. at $29.95

**3950468** SNAPDRAGON. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95

**3976419** THE IPCRESS FILE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

**4740106** THE COALITION. Widescreen. Magnolia. $3.95

**3931919** POUND OF FLESH. Widescreen. Odyssey. $5.95

**4657631** I START COUNTING. Widescreen. Fun City Editions. Pub. at $34.98

**4787935** THE BORDER. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

**3971462** THE ELEVENTH COMMANDMENT. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

**4652450** BILLY BOY. Widescreen. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

**4773888** ALL-AMERICAN MURDER. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98

**4922123** RUST CREEK. Widescreen. Scream Factory. Pub. at $22.95

**3987000** THE BANKER. Widescreen. Code Red. Pub. at $29.95

**4707664** SO SWEET, SO DEAD, Fullscreen. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95

**4788206** MIDNIGHT LACE. Widescreen. Arrow. Sold Out.

**4788168** THE MAN WHO HAUNTED HIMSELF. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

**4738675** JOURNEY INTO FEAR. Widescreen. Dark Force. Pub. at $29.95

**4808674** HUNTING GROUND. Widescreen. Mondo Macabro. Pub. at $29.95

**4707002** THE WHISTLE BLOWER. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95

**474862X** SHADOW PLAY. Widescreen. Scorpion. Pub. at $29.95


**4707303** THE FACE AT THE WINDOW. Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95

**4821661** I AM FEAR. Widescreen. Scream Factory. Pub. at $19.99

**4788281** ORDEAL BY INNOCENCE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95

**4788311** PURSUIT. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95

**470732X** FEAR NO EVIL/RITE OF EVIL. Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

**4853165** SUBMERGED. Darkside Releasing. Sold Out.

**3879212** BAKERMAN. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95

**4788303** PORTRAIT IN BLACK. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

**3985321** HAVEN. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**4716019** MURDEROUS TRANCE. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

**4545705** NEW BLOOD. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**4791883** CONTAMINATION. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $32.98

**3965821** BLACK TEST CAR/THE BLACK REPORT. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**4674294** MISERY. Widescreen. Often regarded as one of the best Stephen King film adaptations ever made, the white-knuckle tale of a woman held captive by a crazed fan (Kathy Bates in an Oscar-winning role) gets the Collector’s Edition Treatment! Directed by Rob Reiner and written by William Goldman. Rated R. English SDH: 108 minutes. $9.95

**4951883** PERSISTENT STRANGERS. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.88


**5014270** SCREAMING SKULL. Widescreen. When a young woman returns to her woodland home, she learns that a local company has been dumping radioactive waste. The result: the trees of the forest are transforming into giant monsters! This can classic also goes by CREEPERS; THE CRAWLERS; and TROLL 3. Rated R. 94 minutes. $4.95

**5161827** THE NORTHERN LIMIT LINE. Widescreen. When Eric (John Hudson) brings his mentally fragile new bride (Ann Prentiss) home, Paul, her first husband, strange things begin to happen. Jenni is certain she is being tormented by Eric’s former wife, who died under mysterious circumstances. But no one else can hear the screams or see the rolling skull that knocks at the front door. Not Rated. In BW & 88 minutes. Scream Factory.

**4908341** Z. Widescreen. When Beth’s son brings home an imaginary friend named “Z,” she becomes concerned that he is falling too deep into a world of make believe. He starts to display destructive behavior, blaming it all on Z. But when he is kicked out of school, Beth mediates her son, making him unable to see Z but now Beth sees Z. Not Rated. KINO Entertainment. $4.95

**4908287** THE SHED. Widescreen. Directed by and his best friend Dommer have put up with bullies for their whole lives. That all changes when a stray discovers a murderous vampire living in his shed. He knows he must destroy it, but Dommer has a more sinister plan. Not Rated. English SDH: 83 minutes. Scream Factory.

**4908333** YUMMY. Widescreen. While waiting for his girlfriend to come out of surgery, Michael stumbles upon a young woman, gagged and strapped to an operating table; she is the result of an experimental rejuvenation treatment. Often has help her escape, he removes the restraints but soon realizes he just unleashed a virus that will turn the hospital into a bloodyhxr zombies. Not Rated. English SDH: 84 minutes. $9.95

**4718559** BLOODSUCKING BASTARDS. Widescreen. Vinny. In an overrun countryside with his beautiful girlfriend and slacker best friend, his world begins to crumble when a stray dog, his girlfriend dumps him and he gets bypassed for a promotion. Things only get worse when bodies begin to pile up in the bowels of the town. Rated R. English SDH: 86 minutes. $6.95

**4908295** SMALL TOWN KILLERS. Widescreen. Fed up with their marriages, two best friends make the rash decision to hire a hitman to kill their wives. It’s not until they meet Igor, that they immediately regret their decision and try to cancel the hit. Igor won’t be dissuaded. They find out about Igor and his hitman’s of their own. Not Rated. English SDH: 90 minutes. $4.95

**4908228** THE OWNERS. Widescreen. A group of friends think they found the perfect easy score— an empty house with a safe full of cash. But when the elderly couple that lives there comes home early, the tables are suddenly turned as a deathly game of cat and mouse ensues. Stars Maise Williams. Not Rated. English SDH: 92 minutes. $4.95

**4900784** MAYHEM. Widescreen. Derek Cho is living a really bad day. After being unjustly fired from his job, the detective that the law firm’s building is under quarantine for a mysterious and dangerous virus. Chaos erupts throughout the city as the victims begin acting out their wildest impulses. Stars Steve Yeun and Samara Weaving. Not Rated. In BW & 88 minutes. $6.95

**1925431** J.D.’S REVENGE. Widescreen. In a mysterious underground lab someone is out on the town when a nightclub hypnosis act leaves him possessed with the spirit of a violent 1940s gangster. Believing himself to be the reincarnation of the murderous J.D., he sets out on a campaign of ghostly revenge. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 96 minutes. Arrow. Sold Out.

**4901332** DOOLY’S SOLDIERS. Widescreen. When a band of soldiers discovers that war games, stumble across a rival team slaughtered in camp, they realize they’re not alone. Something deadly is waiting in the darkness that isn’t animal or man. Stars Kurtwood Smith, John Stocker. The soldiers start a bloody battle against the beasts. Will they live to see the dawn? Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 105 minutes. First Look. $9.95
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**Horror Blu-ray**

**4825241 THE AMITYVILLE HORROR.** Widescreen. In November 1974, a family of six was brutally murdered. Now, a year later, an unsuspecting young couple, George (Ryan Reynolds) and Kathy Lutz (Melissa George) and their children move into the house and into the horrific event. What follows is 28 days of unimaginable terror. Rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. MGM. $4.95

**4757239 TOURIST TRAP.** Widescreen. Includes an exclusive, limited edition slipcover! Four unsuspecting young travelers are in for spine-tingling terror when they step foot in a deserted wax museum. Slaugher’s Lost Daddy, a hub of Old West landscape is Slaugher (Chuck Connors), a bizarro reclus with murderous intent, the world of forensic pathology, coroner and forces the staff to engage in a late night of misfits are hired by an unknown third party to burglarize a desolate house in the countryside and acquire a rare tape. Upon searching the house, the girls are confronted by the cast and crew of an old主流 television and an endless supply of cryptic footage, each video stranger and more terrifying than the last. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $21.95

**4785746 BLOOD FEST.** Widescreen. Fans flock to a festival celebrating the most iconic horror movies, only to discover that the charismatomic showman behind the event has a diabolical agenda. As festival attendees start dying off, three teen bands together and battle through various madmen and monstrosities to survive. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**4716140 THE TOXIC AVENGER COLLECTION.** Widescreen. For the first time in history, all four films of the world famous Toxic Avenger have been brought together into one package. Including: The Toxic Avenger, The Toxic Avenger Part II, The Toxic Avenger Part III, and Citizen Toxie: The Toxic Avenger IV. Not Rated. Over 6 hours on 2 Blu-rays.romo Team. $29.95

**4907390 PAY THE GHOST.** One year after his young son disappeared during a Halloween carnival, Mike Lawford (Nicholas Cage) is haunted by eerie images and terrifying messages he can’t explain. Together with his estranged wife, he will stop at nothing to unravel the mystery and find their son—and, in doing so, he unearths a legend that refuses to remain buried in the American legend is unleashed from its secret tomb, Danielle’s inner conflicts meet a flesh and blood nightmare. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Anchor Bay. $4.95

**4862258 IT WAITS.** Widescreen. When a young couple embarked on a road trip through the Irish countryside, car trouble lands them in a place few people would choose. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Dark Sky. $4.95

**4862216 THE UNBORN.** Widescreen. Enter a world of unrelenting evil as terror finds a new form in this shocking supernatural thriller about a young woman plagued by chilling dreams and terrifying ghost that haunts her waking hours. Her only hope to defeat the debilitating paranormal curse is in an exorcism with spiritual advisor who has not been untread. Rated R. English SDH. 88 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**4848217 APRIL FOOL’S DAY.** Widescreen. When Muffy St. John (Deborah Foreman) invites her college friends to her secluded island home for the time of their lives, she forgot to tell them it just might be the last time of their lives. As soon as the kids arrive, something goes wrong… Like the guest list, one murder at a time. Rated R. English SDH. 88 minutes. ScareFactory. Pub. at $29.99. $17.95

**4881916 I KNOW WHO KILLED ME.** Aubrey Fleming was living the small town life, until the day she was abducted by a sadistic killer. After a frantic search, Aubrey turns up alive, but changed. Stars Lindsay Lohan, Julia Ormond, and Brian Geraghty. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. $5.95

**4844424 SILVER BULLET.** Widescreen. When a manic killer terrorizes a peaceful town, a wheelchair boy discovers a werewolf is to blame. The boy and his uncle set out to stop the half-man/half-beast before he sinks his teeth into someone. Stars Gary Busey and Corey Haim. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. ScareFactory. Pub. at $29.99. $17.95

**4829107 THE DEVIL RIDES OUT.** Widescreen. The Duc de Richefield has been estranged from the care of his deceased friend’s son, Simon. Discovering that the young man has been seduced into joining a satanic cult, headed by the diabolic Mocata, the Duc sets out to save Simon from a bloody ritual. Now Richefield is pursued by Mocata, who will stop at nothing to destroy the Duc. Stars Christopher Lee and Charles Gray. 95 minutes. ScareFactory. Pub. at $27.99. $17.95

---
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HORROR BLU-RAY

★ 475270 ORGY OF THE LIVING DEAD. Widescreen. Includes an exclusive, limited edition slipcover. A zombie movie set in a small highland village in 19th century Scotland, where a stranger’s arrival to claim an inheritance is met with apocalyptic visions and other evil omens. The town unearths a crypt full of horrors, including throngs of the living dead. Also known as The Hanging Woman. $21.95

★ 495194 THE LESSON. Widescreen. Fin, a tone deaf from a broken family gets caught up in the wrong kids in this chilling horror film. When Fin and his friend, Joel act up in class, their English teacher decides to teach them a lesson they will never forget. Rated R, Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. $17.95

★ 477324 INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS. Widescreen. Undercover of darkness, while an unsuspecting city sleeps, an alien life form begins to sow the seeds of unspeakable terror. Donald Sutherland, Brooke Adams and Leonard Nimoy star in this shocking, first-rate suspense thriller. English SDH. 115 minutes. MGM. $7.95

★ 38860X POLGERSTEIN: Extended Cut. Widescreen. The Mask (2015 remastered). The biggest box office hit of 1994, is now a glorious classic! After the Bowen family moves into a seemingly perfect suburban home, sinister spirits begin to haunt them. And when the apparitions about their youngest daughter, the Bowens must find a way to rescue her— or they’ll lose her forever. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and Blu-ray 3D versions. 94 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

★ 474652 THE ASSENT. Widescreen. After a series of disturbing supernatural events in his home, Joel, a single father comes to suspect that his young son may be possessed. 67 minutes. WS Films. $4.95

★ 484440 THIRTEEN GUESTS. Widescreen. What a house! It’s all steel and glass and elegance and it belongs to Arthur Kriticos and his family as an unexpected inheritance. You could say it’s their dream home. Especially if dreams are nightmares. Stars Tony Shalhoub and F. Murray Abraham. Rated R, English SDH. 91 minutes. Shout! Factory. $17.95

★ 4857498 THE LOVE BUTCHER. Widescreen. The twisted tale of Caleb, and his alter ego Lester. After being pushed around too far, Caleb transforms into Lester and seeks vengeance on those who have wronged him. Stars Eric Stern. Rated R. 85 minutes. Code Red. $9.95

★ 4848507 DARK WAS THE NIGHT. Widescreen. After a logging company decimates an area of forest in a quiet town, a rash of violent and unexplainable events transpire. The sheriff and his deputy struggle to confront their own demons while facing down a being of raw terror that is possibly older than humanity itself and much hungrier. Stars Kevin Durand. Not Rated. English SDH. 98 minutes. Image Entertainment. $9.95

★ 486074X THE PROWLER. Widescreen. In 1945, on the night of her graduation dance, young Rosemary and her date are brutally murdered by a prowler. Thirty years later, the dance is held for the first time since that horrific evening. Something else may have also returned. Stars Farley Granger, Vicky Dawson, and Lawrence Tierney. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Also known as Rosemary’s Killer. Blue Undergroon. $11.95

★ 4866282 THE LOST. Widescreen. For sociopath Ray (Marc Senter) and his friends, small town life is a dead-end road. Their boredom soon yields an act of senseless vandalism that turns deadly. Described as Santa Claus himself, he goes on a yuletide killing spree! Includes the Rated R Theatrical (79 minutes) and Unrated (85 minutes) cuts. Shout! Factory. $27.99

★ 4821521 THE FLY COLLECTION. Widescreen. Experience the ultimate in horror with this must-have set. Collects the original trilogy—1958’s The Fly starring Vincent Price, The Return of the Fly, and The Curse of the Fly. Also includes David Cronenberg’s 1986 remake, The Fly II starring Eric Stoltz. Not Rated and Rated R. In Color and B&W. Over 8 hours on 5 Blu-rays. Shout! Factory. $64.99


★ 482122X CANDYMAN. Widescreen. With the recent media spotlight on student, there’s talk about Candyman, a slave spirit with a hook hand who is said to haunt a notorious housing project, she thinks she has a new twist for her thesis. Plagued by the gang-ridden territory to visit the site, Helen amenably assumes Candyman can’t really exist—until he appears, igniting a string of grisly slayings. Rated R. 99 minutes. Screen Factory. Pub. at $29.98

★ 292255X THE VAMPIRE. Widescreen. When a small-town physician (John Beal) accidentally swaps experimental bald serum pills, he’s gripped by a thirst for blood. He transforms into an undead fiend, the doctor finds himself sucked into a dark and sinister world where he saves patients by day—and feeds on them at night. Not Rated. In B&W. 75 minutes. $27.99

★ 4945220 V/H/S: Viral. Widescreen. A police chase through the streets of Los Angeles inspires dozens of teens to flock to the camera’s help desk on capturing the next viral video. Soon these teenagers will realize they themselves are the stars of the next viral video—one in which their lives are in mortal danger. Rated R. English SDH. 81 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

★ 4951875 THE BINDING. Widescreen. Sarah Iman (Amy Gumenick) is a young mother and faithful minister’s wife. Her idyllic home life is put to the ultimate test when she is forced to uncover the truth behind her husband’s horrific visions. As tensions rise, Sarah soon finds herself spiraling toward a terrifying decision. Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. $29.98

★ 4853415 PUMPKINHEAD. Widescreen. When a group of teens kill his only son, Ed Harley (Lance Henriksen) seeks the power of Pumpkinhead to bring the child back to life. But instead, she invokes “Pumpkinhead”—a monstrously clawed demon which, once reborn, answers only to terror. Remake. Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. SOLD OUT

★ 4842154 SILENT NIGHT, DEADLY NIGHT. Widescreen. One of the most controversial films of all time is back! Traumatized by his parents’ Christmas Eve murder, then brutalized by sadistic orphanage nuns, Billy Chapman is all grown up and out to take his revenge on those who wronged him. Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. SOLD OUT

Mose and Rain Wilson. 110 minutes. Shout! Factory. $17.99
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**HORROR BLU-RAY**

- **4822170 TALES FROM THE DARKSIDE**. Widescreen. From the clever and creepy minds of Stephen King, Michael McDowell, and George A. Romero, Conan Doyle comes an all-star anthology of horror classics. The Black Cat; The Raven; The Case of Samuel Brass; The Shadow of the Cat; Made Monster; The Black Cat; Jungle Captive. Stars include Richard Greene and Boris Karloff. Not Rated. In B&W. Over four hours on 4 Blu-rays. Scream Factory. Pub. at $69.97

- **4822160 HORROR OF FRANKENSTEIN**. Widescreen. **UNIVERSAL HORROR COLLECTION, VOLUME 2**. **SOLD OUT**. Young Frankenstein returns from medical school with a beautiful woman and fiendish experiments. When he runs out of fresh body parts for his research, he turns to murder to complete his gruesome creation. Stars include Bette Midler, Peter Boyle, and Tracey Ullman. Rated R. In B&W. Over four hours. Scream Factory. Pub. at $69.97

- **4843934 THE MANGLER**. Widescreen. Based on Stephen King’s short story, this white-knuckle chiller follows a cop (Ted Levine) as he investigates a series of grisly accidents—and uncovers a deadly town secret. Rated R. In B&W. 94 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

- **4821572 THE BRAIN**. Widescreen. A hot, new TV program starring Dr. Anthony Blake (David Gage) captures the world by storm. But as the show’s ratings continue to soar, so does the suicide and murder rate among its viewers! Also stars Dennis Weaver, Moorehead, and Yvette Vickers. Rated R. 101 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $27.99


- **4821177 FRANKENSTEIN AND THE MONSTER FROM HELL**. Widescreen. Is Baron Franklin truly dead? That’s precisely what he wants the world to think. He’s had it with a public that doesn’t appreciate the troubles he went through to snatch good body parts. To carry on his work, he holes up in a place where the possibilities are utterly maddening—a strange, desolate town called Silent Hill. Starring Faith Domergue and Richard Lewis. Not Rated. In B&W. 93 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99

- **4821416 THE EVIL OF FRANKENSTEIN**. Widescreen. Long thought destroyed, Dr. Frankenstein’s creature is ultimately resurrected in his laboratory. Unfortunately, the creature’s mind is dormant and, much to the Baron’s honor, he finds that only a hypnotist can order the creature to do his unholy bidding now. Stars Peter Cushing. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $28.95

- **4861028 REC 3: GENESIS**. Widescreen. Kolits and Clara are about to celebrate their wedding day. Everything is going according to plan until some of the guests start showing signs of a strange illness. Before they know what’s happening, an uncontrollable wave of violence is unleashed, turning an idyllic day into a nightmare. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. In Spanish with English subtitles. **SOLD OUT**

- **4971817 PHENOMENA**. Widescreen. Jennifer Connelly (Jennifer Connelly), is sent to a Swiss academy where a vicious killer is on the loose. Gifted with the ability to telepathically communicate with insects, Jennifer is enlisted by Dr. John McGregor (Donald Pleasence) to help find the madman. Multiple cuts of one of Dario Argento’s best and most disastrous films—Italian version (116 minutes), international cut (110 minutes) and U.S. version (98 minutes). English SDH. Two-disc set. $34.95

- **4692565 HANA-MAHA: THE ORIGIN**. Widescreen. Bululd, a Japanese school student Mizuki has the ultimate revenge on her favorite tomboy in this horror-fest tinged with dark humor. Possessed by a powerful spirit, Mizuki sprouts a mysterious flower from her head which empowers her with deadly skills. Includes Blue-ray and DVD versions. In Japanese with English subtitles. Not Rated. 106 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95

- **4729641 RED RIDING HOOD**. Widescreen. For years the villagers of Daggerhorn have maintained an uneasy truce with a reclusive forest—until the beauty’s sister of brave, young Valerie (Amanda Seyfried). When Valerie learns she has a unique connection to the wolf that inexorably draws them together, it makes her both suspect—and bar. English SDH. 100 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95

- **4885852 JEEPERS CREEPERS 2**. Widescreen. In Jeepers Creepers 2 a team of high school athletes are stranded on a deserted road when their bus breaks down. They discover an opponent they can not defeat—and may not survive. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two discs.

- **4651908 DEAD SHADOWS**. Widescreen. A new comet is appearing and everyone in Chris’s (Fabian Wolfmoon) building is getting ready for a party to celebrate the event. As the night falls, Chris discovers that people are becoming disoriented and violent and it doesn’t take long before they mutate into something far beyond the original comet. **SOLD OUT**

- **4842399 UNIVERSAL HORROR COLLECTION, VOLUME 1**. **SOLD OUT**. Horror icons Boris Karloff and Bela Lugosi created some of the most memorable characters in cinematic history. When these two actors came together for a series of films in the 1930’s audiences could not get enough. This collection includes The Black Cat; The Raven; The Invisible Ray; and Black Friday. Not Rated. In B&W. Over 4 hours on four Blu-rays. Scream Factory. Pub. at $69.97

- **4822412 UNIVERSAL HORROR COLLECTION, VOLUME 3**. Fullscreen. Get ready for more thrills and chills! This collection includes such horror stars as Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi, Vincent Price, Lon Chaney Jr. and Basil Rathbone. Four horror icons that have hypnotized audiences from London: Man Made Monster; The Black Cat; and Horror Island. Not Rated. In B&W. Over 4 hours on four Blu-rays. Scream Factory. Pub. at $69.97

- **4822439 UNIVERSAL HORROR COLLECTION, VOLUME 5**. Fullscreen. This volume of the Universal Horror Collection includes four tales of terror: Night Key; Night Monster; The Climax; and The Black Cat. Not Rated. In B&W. Over 4 hours on four Blu-rays. Scream Factory. Pub. at $69.97


- **4831385 ZOMBIE**. Widescreen. Tisa Farrow, Ian McCulloch, Al Cliver and Richard Johnson star in this worldwide splatter sensation directed by “Maestro of Gore” Lucio Fulci. **SOLD OUT**

---

**THEATRE**

- **4822117 Elixir of Life**. Widescreen. Using female hormones, a team of high school athletes are stranded on a deserted road when their bus breaks down. They discover an opponent they can not defeat—and may not survive. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two discs.

- **4822415 THE APPEARANCE**. Widescreen. Mateo the Inquisitor (Jake Stormoen) and his comrade (Kristian Nairn) are summoned to a monastery to investigate series of grisly murders. Stars include Boris Karloff, Bela Lugosi, Lionel Atwill and Rondo Hatton. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. Nearly five hours on 4 Blu-rays. Scream Factory. Pub. at $69.97

- **3913856 ZOMBIE**. Widescreen. Tisa Farrow, Ian McCulloch, Al Cliver and Richard Johnson star in this worldwide splatter sensation directed by “Maestro of Gore” Lucio Fulci. **SOLD OUT**

---

**DOCUMENTARY**


---

**WIDE SCREEN**


---

**WIDESCREEN**

- **4867533 SHANKS**. Widescreen. The final film by horror master William Castle, this unique class B horror-fest of the world-renowned mime Marcel Marceau in a dual role as a mute puppeteer and an eccentric inventor. After the death of the inventor, the downtrodden puppeteer gleefully discovers that the mate of his dead wife is a live creature with electrodes and manipulate 94 minutes. Olive Films. $5.95
**482122** BLOOD FROM THE MUMMY'S TOMB. Widescreen. A teenage girl becomes infected by an outbreak of a disease that slowly turns those exposed into the walking dead. Darkly poetic and lean, Francois D'Ylen's horrific film stars François Truffaut as their demented father by his side, burdened with protecting her from the outside world, and protecting the outside world from her. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray. WS/F. $4.95

**399097** LIGHTS OUT. Widescreen. Growing up, Rebecca never knew what lay behind the terror lurking in the dark. When she left home, she thought she'd also left her fears behind. Now her little boy is experiencing the same unexplained and terrifying events that once tested her sanity. English SD, 81 minutes. Warner Bros. $5.95

**402289** X...THE UNKNOWN. Fullscreen. A radioactive, mud-like creature terrorizes a Scottish village. Dr. Adam Royston (Dean Jagger) speculates that the unknown is on a quest to absorb the entity before its power can be used to trap the outside world from the outside world. Rated R. 89 minutes. Screan Factory. $4.95

**482130** BODY PARTS. Widescreen. After a grisly car accident, in which Bill Chuhrshanks loses his arm, a daring medical operation allows for a donor's arm to be grafted onto Bill's body. But after the operation the arm starts to take on a violent life of its own. Bill is driven to learn of the donor's identity and what he discovers leads him into a world of unimaginable horror. Rated R. Screen Factory. $27.99

**4926560** THE CURSE OF THE WEREWOLF. Widescreen. Oliver Reed stars as the orphan of a maniacal beggar and a much younger manhood, he discovers a horrible secret. Try as he may, the cursed man is unable to deny the dark force within. When the moon is full, he becomes an uncontrollable, seemingly unstoppable killer. Directed by Terence Fisher. Not Rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. Screan Factory. $29.99

**4868207** GHOST MONTH. Widescreen. A young housekeeper discovers the ancient customs of the Chinese Ghost Month and the malevolent spirits that it brings. Directed by Horace Cheng. Rated R. 90 minutes. North American Motion Pic. $4.95

**4821734** LAND OF THE DEAD. Widescreen. Legendary filmmaker George A. Romero returns to unleash another chapter in his zombie film series. The director of Dawn of the Dead and Land of the Dead, Romero creates a harrowing vision of a modern-day world where the walking dead roam a vast uninhabited wasteland and the living die miserable and fearful exist behind the high walls of a fortified city. Rated R. 93 minutes. Also includes an Unrated version of the film. Screan Factory. $24.99

**4844432** WAKE UP, SLEEPWALKERS. Widescreen. Stephen King's chilling tale of modern day vampires who move from small town to small town to prey on virtuous young women. These vicious shapeshifters have found their prey in the fast, sexually curious virgins. As the tension mounts, the town's tabbies gather for a final, chilling showdown. Stars Brian Krause. Rated R. 89 minutes. Screan Factory. $21.95

**4842727** DEJA VU. Widescreen. Dr. Oliver Franco's ambition is to continue the experiments of his late grandfather, the wicked Dr. Frankenstein. He has special plans for his boss's young niece, Trudy (Sandra Bullock). But Dr. Frankenstein has returned to take revenge on the family he feels has failed him. Rated R. 104 minutes. Screan Factory. $22.95

**4851791** NIGHT OF THE CREEPS. Widescreen. When an alien experiment goes awry in 1959 and infects a young college student. Twenty-seven years later, his cryogenically frozen body is thawed out by frailly pleading college students who is quickly overrun by alien creatures whose victims turn into zombies! Includes theatrical cut (Rated R, 88 minutes) and director's cut (Not Rated, 90 minutes) on two Blu-rays. Screan Factory. $22.99

**48153X** FRANKENSTEIN'S CREATIVE WOMAN. Widescreen. After being reanimated, Baron Frankenstein transfers the soul of a murdered young man into the body of a woman, which results in a vision of beauty. The experiment appears successful until Frankenstein discovers that the woman's seductive appetites are being driven by the murdered young man and his passion for revenge. Stars Basil Rathbone, 45 minutes. Screan Factory. $29.99

**4822374** TRICK 'R TREAT. Widescreen. Four interwoven tales set on Halloween night: a high school principal must deal with a serial killer; the quest of a young virgin (Anna Paquin) for that special someone takes a gruesome turn; a group of teens carries out a cruel practical joke; and a cantankerous old man (Brian Cox) battles a mischievous trick or treating demon. Rated R. 82 minutes. Screan Factory. $22.99

**4854307** THE PLAQUE OF THE ZOMBIES. Widescreen. In a remote 19th century Comish village, an evil presence lurks within the darkness of the witching hour. A mysterious plague relentlessly consumes the villagers, and Dr. Peter and Sir James instead find inexplicable horror: empty coffins with the diseased corpses missing! 91 minutes. Screan Factory. $29.99

**4817567** GATE II. Widescreen. In this sequel to the teenage sorcerer's summons being from the other side, whose powers can be used to grant any wish. Unfortunately, before the Gate closes again, a “minion,” a tiny disciple of Satan himself, manages to slip through to our dimension. The creature is kidnapped—all hell breaks loose. Rated R. 93 minutes. Screan Factory. $29.99

**484373** SUPERSTITION. Widescreen. When an alcoholic minister and his family move into a cursed residence, an idiosyncratic priest and a cynical police detective start an investigation into the unexplained violence. Has the daughter of Satan returned for a rampage of vengeance? Is the entire neighborhood headed straight to hell? Not Rated. B&W. 85 minutes. Screan Factory. $27.99

**4864744** THE NESTING. Widescreen. Agoraphobic mystery novelist Lauren Cochran decides to leave the city in an attempt to curtail her writer's block. She rents an old Victorian house in the quiet countryside, unaware of its shocking history. As those around her suffer increasing violence, Lauren begins to unravel the truth. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Screan Factory. $27.99

**4664744** THE NESTING. Widescreen. Agoraphobic mystery novelist Lauren Cochran decides to leave the city in an attempt to curtail her writer's block. She rents an old Victorian house in the quiet countryside, unaware of its shocking history. As those around her suffer increasing violence, Lauren begins to unravel the truth. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Screan Factory. $27.99

**4817567** GATE II. Widescreen. In this sequel to the teenage sorcerer's summons being from the other side, whose powers can be used to grant any wish. Unfortunately, before the Gate closes again, a “minion,” a tiny disciple of Satan himself, manages to slip through to our dimension. The creature is kidnapped—all hell breaks loose. Rated R. 93 minutes. Screan Factory. $29.99

**4821874** MONSTER ON THE CAMPUS. Widescreen. Fear stalks the seemingly tranquil halls of Dunsfield University with the arrival of a prehistoric fish, the coelacanth. Somehow, contact with the fish results in a total collapse of evolution, turning animals and humans into mindless, murderous monsters! Not Rated. In B&W. 85 minutes. Screan Factory. $19.95

**4879929** I SPIT ON YOUR GRAVE. Widescreen. Sends news that........
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>4965023</strong> THE TOOLBOX MURDERS.</th>
<th>Widescreen. In a quiet apartment complex in Los Angeles, a deranged handyman goes on a killing spree, savagely murdering &quot;immoral&quot; women with the tools of their trade—claw-hammers, screwdrivers, power drills and other common household tools. But these gusia gruesome massacres are just the beginning of this landmark epic of violence and 94 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $11.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>482323</strong> TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: The Next Generation.</td>
<td>Widescreen. A group of teenagers get into a car crash in the Texas woods on prom night, and then wander into an old farmhouse that is home to Leatherface and his insane family of cannibalistic psychopaths in this fourth installment of the classic horror franchise. Also includes the unrated directors cut. Stars Rene Russo, Fred Dryer, and Andy Dick. Rated R. 120 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $39.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4956095</strong> BLOODY PIT OF HORROR. Widescreen. A photographer and models go to an abandoned castle to shoot UNFORGIVABLE. Not Rated. 121 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $19.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4688824</strong> GIRLFRIEND FROM HELL. Widescreen. It's a bide date from hell when an already deviant ex-convict (Izzy Schwartz) and his pint-sized girlfriend (Samantha Saint) decide to rob a Texas bank. Stars Izzy Schwartz, Samantha Saint, and Jordan Ladd. Rated R. 94 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $14.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4821947</strong> NIGHT OF THE SEAGULLS. Widescreen. When a doctor and his wife areodynamics to their Texas beach vacation, they encounter strange and terrifying things: the town harbors an ancient evil that demands ritual sacrifice! For seven consecutive nights, the undead come from beyond the grave to fulfill the horrific deaths of the young woman. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4821270</strong> THE CRAFT. Widescreen. Sarah has always been different. So as the newcomer to St. Benedict's Academy, she immediately falls in love with her fellow school girls. But there's something different about her new friends, and it’s not just that they won't settle for being a group of misfits. They have discovered the Craft—and they're going to use it. Stars Robin Tunney. Rated R. 101 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4941667</strong> CHAMBER OF HORRORS. Widescreen. The condemned maniac Jason Cravatte (Patrick O'Neill) escapes capture from the authorities at a bloodbath cost by shipping off his manacled hand! Free to kill once more, he outfits his gruesome stump with tools designed to chop, rip, and skewer a bloody spade of death. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4818829</strong> THE TOOLBOX KILLER. Widescreen. A former cop on parole for a murder he didn't commit is out for revenge. But his violent nature is a hard pill to swallow for the lovely Jessica (Jill Whitlow), who tries to stop him but ends up getting caught in the crossfire. Stars Jim J. Bullock, Cyndy Evans, and Patrick J. Adams. Rated R. 94 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4822021</strong> PIRANHA II: The Spawning. Widescreen. While investigating the mysterious death of a diver, scuba instructor Anne Kimbrough makes a horrific discovery: mutated piranhas, with wings that enable them to fly, are responsible for the death. Stars Lawrence Montaigne and Lisa O'Neil. Rated R. 94 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4828162</strong> MY BLOODY VALENTINE. Widescreen. On Valentine’s Day, someone loses their heart. Twenty years ago, this small town lost more than just that. When a tragedy claimed the lives of five miners. Now, the town is gearing up for another Valentine’s Day. Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH. Includes theatrical version (Rated R) and uncut version (Not Rated). Blue Underground. Pub. at $29.98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4829625</strong> WILLARD. Widescreen. Willard Stiles’ life seems hopeless until he makes an eerie discovery—he shares a powerful bond with the rats that dwell in his basement. Now a guy who has nothing left to lose decides to turn the competition—beginning with his boss. Stars Crispin Glover, 100 minutes. In Wide. Pub. at $29.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4821998</strong> THE PAUL NASCHY COLLECTION. Widescreen. A photo of a bird flown out of place by a dead man. Soon pathologist Dr. Brian Stanley (Peter Weller) finds himself in the middle of a mystery when he discovers the body of a man who has been dead for years. Stars Christopher Lee, Peter Weller, and Susan Dey. Rated R. 94 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $37.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4821548</strong> FRIGHT. Widescreen. Teenage babysitter Amanda (Susan George) arrives at the Lloyd home to watch the 17th century executioner. Not Rated. English dubbed and subtitles. Over 14 hours on five Blu-rays. Scream Factory. Pub. at $59.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4819789</strong> BLOODY PIT OF HORROR. Widescreen. A photographer and models go to an abandoned castle to shoot UNFORGIVABLE. Not Rated. 121 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $19.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4821025</strong> THE ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN. Widescreen. Belongist Dr. John Rollinson (Richard Widmark) sets out on an expedition to a mysterious place to search for the legendary Yeti. Soon after setting up camp, the group is attacked by a large beast which is shot by a trapper. Before long, the strain of the expedition takes its toll on the group and begins to lose control. Not Rated. In Wide. 91 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Horror Blu-ray

**482335 TERROR IN THE AISLES.** Widescreen. A roller coaster ride through the most terrifying movie moments over 70 of Hollywood’s greatest chillers. Donald Pleasence and Nancy Allen are the hosts of this blood-curdling journey through a collection of horror classics like Psycho, Jaws, Poltergeist, The Exorcist, Halloween, and The Texas Chainsaw Massacre. Rated R. English SDH. 84 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.98

**4841705 EIGHT LEGGED FREAKS.** Widescreen. What do you cross toxic waste with a bunch of exotic spiders? Eaten! The townies of Prosperity, Arizona will all become a screaming smorgasbord if mutated arachnids as SUV’s have their way in this comedy/horror crowd pleaser. Stars David Arquette. English SDH. 99 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $32.96

**4822340 THE SPIDER.** Widescreen. Quiet River Falls is the town awakened by an ancient Native American burial ritual. An arachnid’s devastating rampage. Two teens will be hell to pay. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99

**4821655 HOWLING III.** Widescreen. Long ago, the now-extinct marsupial wolf roamed the Australian Outback. Today, a werewolf colony that has descended from these marsupials has taken over the town. Rated R. English SDH. 84 minutes. Troma Team. Pub. at $39.98

**4822334 MASONIC TERROR.** Widescreen. The terror continues with Annabelle: Creation. Creation and debauchery reign in the castle of Prince Prospero (Vincent Price), and when it reigns, it pours! Prospero has only one excuse to his diabolical deeds—the devil made him do it. But when a mysterious, uninvited guest crashes his pad during a masquerade ball, there will be hell to pay. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99

**4824458 ANNABELLE: 2 Film Collection.** Widescreen. In Annabelle John has found the perfect gift for wife, Mia—a rare vintage doll. But Mia’s dreams turn to nightmares. A tale that lingers long. The terror continues with Annabelle: Creation. Creation and debauchery reign in the castle of Prince Prospero (Vincent Price), and when it reigns, it pours! Prospero has only one excuse to his diabolical deeds—the devil made him do it. But when a mysterious, uninvited guest crashes his pad during a masquerade ball, there will be hell to pay. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99

**4821831 MASONIC SENTINEL OF THE RED DEATH.** Widescreen. Death and debauchery reign in the castle of Prince Prospero (Vincent Price), and when it reigns, it pours! Prospero has only one excuse to his diabolical deeds—the devil made him do it. But when a mysterious, uninvited guest crashes his pad during a masquerade ball, there will be hell to pay. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99

**4821599 HELL NIGHT.** Widescreen. In an initiation rite into Alpha Sigma Rho fraternity, four pledges must spend a night in Garth Manor. 12 years after the previous resident murdered his entire family in memory of murdered classmate, the town’s terror begins to disappear one by one, it becomes clear that the murderer’s spirit never left. Stars horror icon Linda Blair. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $34.93

**4821289 THE CRITTERS COLLECTION.** Widescreen. They’re back and ready to devour your Blu-ray player! The terrifying and tiny monsters are out in full force with this four film collection. From the Critter’s first taste of blood to make any fan’s mouth water. Includes: Critters; Critters 2: The Main Course; Critters 3; and Critters 4. Over five hours on 4 Blu-rays. Scream Factory. Pub. at $49.97

**4821939 NIGHT OF THE LEPUS.** Widescreen. A hormone intended to alter the breeding cycle of rabbits overrunning Arizona ranchlands instead turns them into flesh-eating, 150-pound monsters in this horror classic. Stuart Whitman, Janet Leigh, Richard Tee and Wes Studi are among the fiendish humans facing off against the behemoth bunnies. 88 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99

**4822455 URBAN LEGEND.** Widescreen. When New England college student Natalie (Alicia Witt) finds herself at the center of a series of sadistic murders seemingly inspired by urban legends, she resolves to find the truth. As the body count rises, Natalie prepares to celebrate her macabre anniversary. Natalie discovers that she is the focus of the crazed killer’s intentions in the ultimate urban legend. Rated R. 99 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99

**477101X SOLID METAL NIGHTMARES: The Films of Shinya Tsukamoto.** This collection gathers together eight feature-length films and two shorts from one of the most celebrated names in Japanese cinema. Films include Koto: Killing; A Snake of Jun: Vital; Tokyo Fist; Bullet Ballet; Tetsuo, and Tetsuo II. Not Rated. English SDH. 9 hours. Scream Factory. Pub. at $59.95

**4878949 BOARD HOUSEING.** Jim, a psychic-gigolo who wears a leopard-print tshirt, rents a haunted house to “beautiful women with no ties.” From there, this underfed Supremes forms into a sleazy, hallucinogenic maelstrom of gore, sex, chainsaws, pie fights, killer refrigerators and beds that eat people. A second Blu-ray includes two bonus films: Psycho Killer and Psycho Killer II. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. MVD. Pub. at $34.98

**4872282 DEMONS I & II.** Widescreen. In Demons, a masked man offers tickets to a horror movie sneak preview at the mysterious Harry Spalding (Ray Lovelock). When a patron is scratched by a prop displayed in the lobby, she transforms into a flesh-ripping demon! In Demons II, the apocalyptic terror continues with over-the-top English and Italian with English subtitles. Three hours on 2 4K Ultra HD Blu-rays. Synapse. Pub. at $29.95

**4814177 SCREAM FOR HELP!** Widescreen. Terror invades an upper-class New York community as a 17 year old Christie Cromwell cleverly uncovers her stepfather’s horrifying plot to murder her wealthy mother. She’s on a mission to unravel the mystery and find her kidnapped sister. When taken hostage, the family faces a series of shocking events confirming her worst fears. Rated R. 89 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99

**4710517 FADE TO BLACK.** Widescreen. Eric lives for, and if he could, turn into, horror movies. He works at a 35mm print depot as a delivery boy, but spends all of his free time watching classic films and collecting holographic memorabilia. His employers’ teasing prompts him too far, he snaps and literally goes into character, donning the outifts of his big screen idols and killing off his tormentors. English SDH. 102 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.95

**4164639 POLYTHYLENE: Night of the Chicken Dead.** When a fast food chicken restaurant is the site of an ancient Native American burial ground, the displaced spirits unite with the ghosts of exterminated chickens and transform into killers themselves seeking revenge! Not Rated. 103 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.95

**4887840 THE AWAKENING.** Widescreen. Matthew Corbeck is obsessed with finding and opening the tomb of King Kha. When he meets the beautiful Egyptian queen Kara, to the point of neglecting his pregnant wife as she delivers their daughter, and the evil Corbeck freez's from the breath of the baby. Eighteen years later his daughter returns to Egypt to meet her father for the first time. Stars Charlton Heston, and Susannah York. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99

---

**See more titles at erhbc.com/873**
Horror Blu-ray

**4822099 RETURN OF THE LIVING DEAD, PART II.** Widescreen. The horror begins again as our barrel-bouncing, undead Army transport sports a new development and lands near a cemetery. Mischievous neighborhood boys discover the barrels and open them, unaware of the evil therein. $37.95. Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. Scare Factory. Pub. at $29.95. SOLD OUT

**4821432 THE EVIL.** Widescreen. A psychologist (Richard Crenna) and his wife (Joanna Petillo) buy a dilapidated old mansion. House guests attempt to restore the place and turn it into a drug rehabilitation clinic, but they accept the help of some of his patients. But when a secret door in the basement is opened, the make-believe inside is unhealthy. One by one, they are picked off by the unprovable terror. Rated R. 89 minutes. Scare Factory. Pub. at $29.95. SOLD OUT

**4775481 PENNY LOVES YOU.** Widescreen. Jack, a man desperate to improve his life throws away his beloved wool sweater, and his life is changed forever. Rated R. 104 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95. SOLD OUT

**4879910 I SPIT ON YOUR GRAVE.** Wide screen. Jennifer Hills, a young and beautiful career woman rents a backwoods cabin to write her first novel. Attacked by a group of local lowlifes and left for dead, she devises a horror plan to inflict revenge. In this new special edition, ex-re-experience the phenomenon that shocked and divided the world. Stars Camille Keaton, Eron Tabor, and Richard Face. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Rovi. Pub. at $39.95. SOLD OUT

**4956184 DITCHED.** Widescreen. Desperate to escape an overturned ambulance, a group of paramedics are trapped with violent prisoners. The group quickly discover that they are the victims of an ambush with the perpetrators hunting them down one by one. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at $19.95. SOLD OUT

**4956168 DEEP SPACE.** Widescreen. A U.S. satellite transporting a secretly engineered creature crashes to Earth near Los Angeles. Police officers McLemore and Sandbourn are assigned to pursue the escaped mutant beast. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $39.95. SOLD OUT

**4934830 SHOCK.** Widescreen. A couple is terrorized in their new home haunted by the vengeful ghost of the woman’s former husband, who possesses the place with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. SOLD OUT

**9194768 IT.** Widescreen. In the summer of 1989, a group of bullied kids band together to destroy a shape-shifting monster, which disguises itself as a clown and preys on the children of Derry, their small Maine town. Stars Bill Skarsgard and Jaeden Martell. Includes Pennywise Funko pocket POP keychain. Rated R. English SDH. 135 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

**4822013 THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA.** Widescreen. Mysterious misfits believe in a London opera house, but when tragedy strikes during an opening night performance, it’s clear that these "accidents" are the deliberate work of a deranged young man. Herbert Lom stars as The Phantom in this celebrated production of Gaston Leroux's horror classic. Not Rated. English SDH. 65 minutes. Scare Factory. Pub. at $29.95. SOLD OUT

**4790960 NIGHTMARE CASTLE.** Barbara Steele delivered two of her most memorable performances in this tale of obsession, madness and depravity. She stars as a cheating wife who is chained, tortured and tormented to death by her sadistic mad scientist husband and as an unstable blonde stepsiester whose fate may be even more ghastly. Allen Brooks. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Scare Factory. Pub. at $34.93. SOLD OUT

**4821459 EXORCIST II: The Heretic.** Widescreen. Bizaree nightmares plague Regan MacNeil (Linda Blair) four years after her possession and exorcism. Has the demon returned? And if so, can the combined faith and knowledge of a Vatican investigator (Richard Burton) and a young girl (Luisa Ranieri) save her from the grip? Rated R. 117 minutes. Scare Factory. Pub. at $17.95. SOLD OUT

**4821888 SILENT NIGHT, DEADLY NIGHT, PART 2.** Widescreen. Ricky is being released from a mental hospital. He takes with him the terrifying memory of his brother Billy’s death and the memory of Mother Superior, who brought his brother’s demise. For Ricky, starting a new life means avenging his brother’s death, which sets him on a blind journey of relentless revenge. Rated R. 88 minutes. Scare Factory. Pub. at $34.93. SOLD OUT

**4852809 MIDNIGHT.** Widescreen. Fleeting her perky alcoholic stepfather (Lawrence Tierney), a hitchhiking teen (Melanie Verlin) is abducted by a family of crazed homicidal rednecks for an ordeal of graphic butchery, sham carpet and... Directly by John Russo. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $34.95. SOLD OUT

**4973918 THE CELLAR.** Widescreen. The Cashen family has just relocated from the city to a farmhouse in the middle of nowhere. Upon arrival at their new home, their young son explores the area, and soon becomes clear that Irina is in danger with nowhere to escape. Stars Maia Mitchell, Andrew, and Djfood. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Olive. Pub. at $11.95. SOLD OUT

**3905229 ANABELLE.** Widescreen. In this thriller based on the terrifying doll from The Conjuring, John has found the perfect gift for his wife, Mia—a rare vintage doll. But Mia’s delight with Annabelle dotting about the apartment quickly fades when she becomes engaged in a steelbook box case. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

**3933590 HAPPY HELL NIGHT.** Widescreen. On October 31, 1963, seven members of the Phi Delta Kappa Fraternity are trapped with violent prisoners. The group quickly discover that they are the victims of an ambush with the perpetrators hunting them down one by one. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Epic Pictures Releasing. Pub. at $19.95. SOLD OUT

**4841574 THE PRODIGY.** Widescreen. Taylor Schilling stars as Sarah, a mother whose young son Miles’ disturbing behavior signals that a dark force has overtaken him. Sarah is forced to choose between love and saving her son’s life. Fifty-five years later a fracking haze prank goes wrong and the psychotic ghostly hunts. Now a relentless evil has been unleashed. 87 minutes. Orion. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. $5.95

**4810163 BYLETH: The Demon of Incest.** One of the most bizarre European shockers of the 70s. Bar Banom delivers an atypically unhinged performance as a duke consumed by unnatural lust for his beautiful sister (Cristina Mars). Bar Banom delivers a depraved dinner in Trottol’s sex, voyeurism, demonic possession and giallo-style violence and you get the classic Italian horror with English subtitles. Not Rated. 83 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95. SOLD OUT

**4810422 THE OTHER HELL.** At the peak of his ‘80s excess, Italian sleaze master Bruno Mattei stunned audiences with this Nunchakuattoon shocker about a sexual deviant who is trapped in a depraved convent. This stylized bizzaremorphic orgy of stavmata, stigmatism, Satanism, and sexual violence stars Franca Stoppi, Carlo Giannoni, and Grazia Santero. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $21.95. SOLD OUT

**4972570 AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LONDON.** Widescreen. American tourist David (David Naughton) and Jack (Griffin Dunne) discover an unidentified vicious animal whilst hiking on the Yorkshire Moors. David awakens in a London hospital to find his friend dead and his life in danger. Retiring to the home of a nurse (Jenny Agutter), he soon discovers that his adventure has taken a violent and body. Includes fold-out poster, six double-sided postcard-sized lobby card reproductions, and a 60-page booklet. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Slipcased. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. SOLD OUT

**4956206 MUSCULARS.** Widescreeen. 1888. As the hamgang's nose tightens around his neck, Frank Clements, the most feared outlaw in the West, uses his last breath to invoke a group of violent desperados to take the young man (John Terry), whose he makes his new partner. 100 years later, Frank and his gang return from hell to seek their vengeance. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Cinti. Pub. at $17.95. SOLD OUT

**4942671 THE CARD PLAYER.** Widescreen. A Rome policewoman teams up with a British Interpol agent to find a cryptic serial killer who plays a taunting game of cat and mouse with the police by abducting and killing young women and showing it over an internet web cam. Directed by Dario Argento. Not Rated. In English and Italian with English Scorpion. Pub. at $29.95. SOLD OUT

**4941942 A RETURN TO SÄLEM’S LOT.** Widescreen. When fresh blood comes to town in the form of amoral anthropologist Julian, the town’s old folks are taken with the new neighbor Jeremy, who the vampires employ the father to document their story. But when the stakes are raised, Joe must take on the hellish horse and lose his son— and his soul. Stars Michael Moriarty. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Shot factory. Pub. at $32.98. SOLD OUT

**4941616 ALONE IN THE DARK.** Widescreen. A few dangerous and delusional mental patients break out of a mental asylum during a power blackout, and lay siege to their new doctor’s house, who, they believe, killed their previous doctor. Not Rated. In English and Italian with English Scorpion. Pub. at $34.98. SOLD OUT

**4822005 THE PAUL NASCHY COLLECTION II.** Paul Naschy was Spain’s answer to Lon Chaney. He has portrayed classic monsters—the Wolfman, Frankenstein’s monster, Count Dracula, the Mummy and more. This set includes five stellar films from his distinguished career including: The Tarboxian; Hunchback of the Morge; A Drayton for Each Corpse; The Devil's Possessed: Exorcism; and The Werewolf and the Yeti. Not Rated. In English dubbing and subtitles. Over 7 hours on five Blu-rays. Scare Factory. Pub. at $74.95. SOLD OUT

**4821602 THE HILLS RUN RED.** Widescreen. A group of young horror fans go searching for a film that mysteriously vanished years ago but instead find that the film is real, and he’s thrilled to meet fans who will die gruesomely for his art. Rated R. English SDH. 81 minutes. Scare Factory. Pub. at $34.95. SOLD OUT
**SOLD OUT**

**482158 THE MOLE PEOPLE.** Widescreen. Three archaeologists come upon an unusual race of albino beings who shun all forms of light and have mutant mole men as their slaves. Because of their "magical cylinders of fire", these archaeologists are treated like gods—until they try to liberate the mole people. Can they escape this strange underground world? Stars John Agar. Not Rated. In B&W. 87 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.95

**482127 DANCE MACABRE.** WideScreen. Jessica Dussault reluctantly enrolls in a Russian dance academy, where she meets the charismatic choreographer Anthony. What should be the chance of a lifetime becomes a living nightmare as each of her fellow dancers are brutally murdered. Stars Michelle Zeilin and Robert England. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $49.95

**485769 HORRORS OF SPIDER ISLAND.** Produced in 1960 as Body in the Veil it was a notorious Adult film throughout Europe, and was banned in the UK. Three years later, famed of its nudity, it was re-packaged for the American audiences as a skimpy lingerie monster movie. Includes both the complete uncensored version as well as a CD of the original movie soundtrack. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $29.95

**4810236 DEAD & BURIED: Limited Edition Cover C.** Widescreen. In the quiet coastal village of Potters Bluff tourists are warmly welcomed—and then brutally murdered. But even more shocking is when these slain strangers suddenly reappear as normal citizens around town. Now the local sheriff must uncover the horrific secret. Featuring one of three eye-popping (literally) 4K UHD and Blu-ray versions as well. Stars Ken Wahl and Beverly D’Angelo. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $34.98

**4765249 GRIZZLY.** Widescreen. Christopher George, Andrew Prine, and Richard Jaeckel star in this bloody classic, about an 18 foot tall ursus arctos horribilis on a carnivorous rampage through a state park full of campers and the group of crooked and desperate men who must stop it. 91 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $34.95


**4656424 MANIAC COP 2.** Widescreen. The “Maniac Cop” is back from the dead and stalking the streets of New York City. As Officer Matt Cordell, Duane Bradley seems like a pretty ordinary guy. His formerly conjoined twin Belial, on the other hand, is a deformed creature who becomes a living nightmare as each of her tormentors pull a prank that causes the death of someone he loves, the teen uses his newfound abilities for revenge and goes on a bloody rampage to settle the score. Stars Natasha Henstridge and Adam Beach. Not Rated. English SDH. 93 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $22.98

**4988413 THE UNHEALER.** Widescreen. A bullied teenager gains the means to fight back when a botched faith healing bestows supernatural shamanistic powers upon him. When his lifelong tormentors pull a prank that causes the death of someone he loves, the teen uses his newfound abilities for revenge and goes on a bloody rampage to settle the score. Stars John Landis and Robert Englund. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $23.95

**4942043 THE VIGIL.** Widescreen. A man providing overnight watch to a deceased member of his former Orthodox Jewish community finds himself opposite a malevolent entity, in writer-director Keith Thomas’s elegant and stylish English SDH. 89 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.98

**4824167 EYE OF THE CAT.** Widescreen. Wylie and Kassia are loneliness-ridden twins whose parents believe the inheritance of Wylie’s cat-loving, wealthy Aunt Danny. But there is one problem—Wylie suffers from a severe fear of flying. In an attempt to succeed, the pair must first eliminate the legions of feline companions which ends up being much more difficult than expected. Rated R. 102 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.95

**4816765 FRANKENSTEIN: The True Story.** Fullscreen. Victor Frankenstein’s medical experiments result in the shocking discovery that he can revive the dead. But when the creature of his imagination becomes his own killer, is anyone safe? Stars Jane Seymour, Agnes Moorehead, James Mason and Leonard Whiting. English SDH. 7 hours. Three discs. Scream Factory. Pub. at $89.95

**4943556 DAUGHTERS OF DARKNESS.** Widescreen. While passing through a Valhalla resort, a recently divorced couple encounters a mysterious, strikingly beautiful countess and her aide. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $23.95

**4956265 LOON.** Widescreen. When Taylor’s father unexpectedly passes away, he inherits all of his property, including a secluded little lake house. Soon after, Taylor and his new bride Ann decide to honeymoon at the lake for some much needed rest and relaxation. But when a little things are not as serene as they thought. Not Rated. Team Releasing. Pub. at $24.95

**4943385 CENSOR.** Widescreen. While viewing a low budget horror movie, film screen and Babies is struck by its narrative similarities to the disappearance of her own sister. But when she finds another of the filmmaker’s movies which stars her dead and striking resemblance to her sister, End’s life begins spiraling out of control. Not Rated. English SDH. 84 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98

**4942403 FRANKENSTEIN: THE NOVEL.** Widescreen. In Color and Widescreen. Featuring one of three eye-popping (literally!) 4K UHD and Blu-ray versions as well. Widescreen. In the quiet coastal village of Potters Bluff tourists are warmly welcomed—and then brutally murdered. But even more shocking is when these slain strangers suddenly reappear as normal citizens around town. Now the local sheriff must uncover the horrific secret. Featuring one of three eye-popping (literally!) 4K UHD and Blu-ray versions as well. Stars Ken Wahl and Beverly D’Angelo. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $34.98

**4886615 BLOOD CEREMONY.** Widescreen. In 15th century Europe, the prince of darkness in the grip of an undefined force is that vampires run riots through the land. Stars: Lucia Bose. Unrated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Mondotelevision. Pub. at $29.95

**4934504 BRIDES OF SATAN.** Widescreen. When a gang of satanic strippers murder their innocent young couple, a horrifying scenario ensues. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95

**4942167 EYE OF THE CAT.** Widescreen. Wylie and Kassia are loneliness-ridden twins whose parents believe the inheritance of Wylie’s cat-loving, wealthy Aunt Danny. But there is one problem—Wylie suffers from a severe fear of flying. In an attempt to succeed, the pair must first eliminate the legions of feline companions which ends up being much more difficult than expected. Rated R. 102 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.95

**4896464 STENDHAL SYNDROME.** Widescreen. From Director Dario Argento comes a terrifyingly fast-paced thriller that follows a young policewoman slowly going insane while tracking down an elusive serial rapist and killer through Italy when she herself becomes a victim of the Macabre’s obsession. Not Rated. Dubbed and Italian with English Subtitles. Includes bonus Blu-ray. 119 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $29.95

**4828243 PIECE OF DARKNESS.** Widescreen. A group of graduates students and scientists uncover an ancient canister in an abandoned church, but when they open it, they inadvertently unleash a strange liquid and an evil spirit. Rated R. Includes 4K Ultra HD and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 102 minutes. Scream Factory.

**4828374 XPIATION.** Widescreen. In a large isolated cellar, a monstrous aristocrat becomes a terrifying madman while videotaping it. The torture escalates as we find out the secrets the man hold inside of him. Pleasure and pain are all on the menu as we find out the full meaning of The Trilogy of Death. Not Rated. 73 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95

**4905149 XPIATION.** Widescreen. In a large isolated cellar, a monstrous aristocrat becomes a terrifying madman while videotaping it. The torture escalates as we find out the secrets the man hold inside of him. Pleasure and pain are all on the menu as we find out the full meaning of The Trilogy of Death. Not Rated. 73 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95

**4888022 EYES OF A STRANGER.** Blu-ray. A woman becomes a serial killer terrorizing Miami after she suspects a creepy neighbor, who lives in the high rise building across from hers, is the key to her new rise building. Stars Lauren Tewes and Jennifer Jason Leigh. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $32.98

**4988067 HE KNOWS YOU’RE ALONE.** Widescreen. Now you don’t. The face of a killer appears out of the darkness and just as quickly disappears. A young woman has an eerie feeling of being stalked and as an emergency, she takes beauty steps into a show—and the bathroom door handle slowly turns. We’re in a sinister flick territory. Stars Don Scardino. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $32.98

**4888367 A GIRL WALKS HOME ALONE AT NIGHT.** Widescreen. A woman begins torturing women while videotaping it. The torture escalates as we find out the secrets the man hold inside of him. Pleasure and pain are all on the menu as we find out the full meaning of The Trilogy of Death. Not Rated. 73 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95

**4988822 EYES OF A STRANGER.** Blu-ray. A woman becomes a serial killer terrorizing Miami after she suspects a creepy neighbor, who lives in the high rise building across from hers, is the key to her new rise building. Stars Lauren Tewes and Jennifer Jason Leigh. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $32.98

**4988822 EYES OF A STRANGER.** Blu-ray. A woman becomes a serial killer terrorizing Miami after she suspects a creepy neighbor, who lives in the high rise building across from hers, is the key to her new rise building. Stars Lauren Tewes and Jennifer Jason Leigh. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $32.98

**4988822 EYES OF A STRANGER.** Blu-ray. A woman becomes a serial killer terrorizing Miami after she suspects a creepy neighbor, who lives in the high rise building across from hers, is the key to her new rise building. Stars Lauren Tewes and Jennifer Jason Leigh. Rated R. English SDH. 85 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $32.98
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE CHANGELING.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A composer is consumed by grief after his wife and daughter killed in a shocking accident. But when he moves to a secluded Victorian mansion, he will find himself haunted by a paranormal entity that may unleash an even more disturbing secret.</td>
<td>Not Rated</td>
<td>Sevín</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SHOGUN'S JOY OF TERROR.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. From the outrageous imagination of director Teruo Ishii comes this infamous omnibus of three shocking tales of crime and punishment based on true-life documented cases set during the reign of the Tokugawa Shogunate. Ishii's films set a new benchmark for the depiction of sex, sadism and depravity in Japanese exploitation. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles.</td>
<td>96 minutes</td>
<td>Sevín</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PAGANINI HORROR.</strong></td>
<td>When an all-girl rock band records an unpolished song by Niccolo Paganini—the 19th century composer said to have sold his soul—they will unleash a skintight spandex nightmare of extreme violence, cheesy power ballads, and outlandish Satanic havoc. An Italian Shocker directed by Luigi Cozzi.</td>
<td>Rated R</td>
<td>MVD Visual</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE HAND.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A gifted cartoonist's life comes apart as he begins to draw the image of a laughing woman. Slowly and painfully, he tries to adjust but a terrifying evil creeps into his consciousness and then into his way begin to die. Stars Michael Caine. Rated R. In English with SDH.</td>
<td>104 minutes</td>
<td>Sevín</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BADGE OF SILENCE.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. When Officer Kate Sullivan stumbles upon her son's bigamist stepfather, the whole incident is caught on tape. Now in a wide screen restoration.</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Sevín</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PANIC BEATS.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Desperate to salvage his crumbling financial empire, Paul Marnac decides to kill his heiress wife. He enlists the help of an fresh off the swings woman, Julie. Unfortunately, one murderer is not enough to satisfy Julie’s blood lust and greed. As the corpses pile up, she heads to the haunted Cordell takedown upon himself to exact revenge upon those smearing her name. Includes 4K Ultra HD and Blu-ray versions.</td>
<td>Rated R</td>
<td>Sevín</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE FLYING LAMPS.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. In Manhattan, a police captain’s hunt for his missing wife uncovers a series of mysterious disappearances in the area. Extending his search into the tunnels and sewers below, it soon becomes clear that something monstrous lurks beneath the city streets! Stars John Heard and Daniel Stern.</td>
<td>Rated R</td>
<td>MVD Visual</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE TOOLBOX MURDERS.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A deranged handyman goes on a killing spree, savagely murdering &quot;immortal&quot; women with the tools of his trade. But these are just the beginning of this landmark epic of violence and depravity that was vilified by critics, banned by censors and treasured by splatter fans worldwide. Includes K-Blue-ray versions. Not Rated. English SDH.</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Sevín</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LAMP.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. An all-girl rock band records an unpolished song by Niccolo Paganini—the 19th century composer said to have sold his soul—they will unleash a skintight spandex nightmare of extreme violence, cheesy power ballads, and outlandish Satanic havoc. An Italian Shocker directed by Luigi Cozzi.</td>
<td>Rated R</td>
<td>MVD Visual</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MY BLOODY VALENTINE.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A decades old tale surrounding a deranged murderer killing those who celebrate Valentine's Day turns out to be true when a group of the killer’s order and people start turning up dead. Stars Paul Kelman and Lori Hallier. Rated R. English SDH.</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Sevín</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE TOOLBOX.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. In a small Scottish village, horribly murdered bodies begin to pile up. Suspicions falls upon the residents of a nearby castle that is haunted by a curse involving a killer star. Stars Jane Berkin and Hiram Keller.</td>
<td>Rated R</td>
<td>MVD Visual</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAT'S EYES.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. In a small Scottish village, horribly murdered bodies begin to pile up. Suspicions falls upon the residents of a nearby castle that is haunted by a curse involving a killer star. Stars Jane Berkin and Hiram Keller.</td>
<td>Rated R</td>
<td>MVD Visual</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE CHANGING.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A composer is consumed by grief after his wife and daughter killed in a shocking accident. But when he moves to a secluded Victorian mansion, he will find himself haunted by a paranormal entity that may unleash an even more disturbing secret.</td>
<td>Not Rated</td>
<td>Sevín</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE WITCHES.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. Gwen Mayfield (Joan Fontaine) accepts an appointment as headmistress at the Haddaby School for Girls, a local backwater school for girls. Soon she discovers a voodoo doll impaled by pins. The danger that follows brings her face to face with witchcraft as a series of disasters unfold and lead her to the horrible truth. Rated R. 90 minutes.</td>
<td>Rated 83 minutes</td>
<td>AGFA</td>
<td>$34.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANGEL OF DEATH.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. When an attractive pair of young Nazi hunters exploring Uganda accidentally stumble upon the lair of the maniacal war criminal Dr. Josef Mengele, they immediately live to regret it. There, a deranged sadist has continued his hideous human experiments: torturing, murdering and mutilating nubile virgins in the name of creating some sort of master race. Rated NC-17. 90 minutes.</td>
<td>Ultra HD Blu-ray and 94 minutes. Blue Underground.</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MURDERS.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A decades old tale surrounding a deranged murderer killing those who celebrate Valentine's Day turns out to be true when a group of the killer’s order and people start turning up dead. Stars Paul Kelman and Lori Hallier. Rated R. English SDH.</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Sevín</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE TOOLBOX MURDERS.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A deranged handyman goes on a killing spree, savagely murdering &quot;immortal&quot; women with the tools of his trade. But these are just the beginning of this landmark epic of violence and depravity that was vilified by critics, banned by censors and treasured by splatter fans worldwide. Includes K-Blue-ray versions. Not Rated. English SDH.</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Sevín</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOW TO MAKE A MONSTER.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. When the movie slasher and horror series titles are fed up with making movies that fall between musicals instead of horror films, their veteran horror makeup artist loses his job. He decides to get revenge against the executive producer. Stars John H. Scott.</td>
<td>Not Rated. CC.</td>
<td>130 minutes.</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLOOD-RAMA TRIPLE FEATURE.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. In a small Scottish village, horribly murdered bodies begin to pile up. Suspicions falls upon the residents of a nearby castle that is haunted by a curse involving a killer star. Stars Jane Berkin and Hiram Keller.</td>
<td>Rated R</td>
<td>MVD Visual</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE TOOLBOX MURDERS.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A deranged handyman goes on a killing spree, savagely murdering &quot;immortal&quot; women with the tools of his trade. But these are just the beginning of this landmark epic of violence and depravity that was vilified by critics, banned by censors and treasured by splatter fans worldwide. Includes K-Blue-ray versions. Not Rated. English SDH.</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Sevín</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SEVEN DEATHS IN THE CAT'S EYES.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A deranged handyman goes on a killing spree, savagely murdering &quot;immortal&quot; women with the tools of his trade. But these are just the beginning of this landmark epic of violence and depravity that was vilified by critics, banned by censors and treasured by splatter fans worldwide. Includes K-Blue-ray versions. Not Rated. English SDH.</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Sevín</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE TOOLBOX MURDERS.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A deranged handyman goes on a killing spree, savagely murdering &quot;immortal&quot; women with the tools of his trade. But these are just the beginning of this landmark epic of violence and depravity that was vilified by critics, banned by censors and treasured by splatter fans worldwide. Includes K-Blue-ray versions. Not Rated. English SDH.</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Sevín</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE TOOLBOX MURDERS.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A deranged handyman goes on a killing spree, savagely murdering &quot;immortal&quot; women with the tools of his trade. But these are just the beginning of this landmark epic of violence and depravity that was vilified by critics, banned by censors and treasured by splatter fans worldwide. Includes K-Blue-ray versions. Not Rated. English SDH.</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Sevín</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE TOOLBOX MURDERS.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A deranged handyman goes on a killing spree, savagely murdering &quot;immortal&quot; women with the tools of his trade. But these are just the beginning of this landmark epic of violence and depravity that was vilified by critics, banned by censors and treasured by splatter fans worldwide. Includes K-Blue-ray versions. Not Rated. English SDH.</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Sevín</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE TOOLBOX MURDERS.</strong></td>
<td>Widescreen. A deranged handyman goes on a killing spree, savagely murdering &quot;immortal&quot; women with the tools of his trade. But these are just the beginning of this landmark epic of violence and depravity that was vilified by critics, banned by censors and treasured by splatter fans worldwide. Includes K-Blue-ray versions. Not Rated. English SDH.</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Sevín</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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★ 4810538 SHOCKING DARK. A team of badasses marines, a tough female civilian and an orphaned girl battle monsters beneath the Venice canals while being chased by a killer cyborg. Stars Geetta Geretta and Tony Lombardo. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

★ 4788141 LINK. Widescreen. Young graduate student Jane Chase (Elisabeth Shue) becomes trapped in the presence of an eccentric zoologist professor (Terence Stamp) at the remote home he shares with two brilliant chimpanzees and an elderly orangutan named Link. But when one of the chimpanzees falls ill and Link’s professor disappears, Link becomes aggressive towards Jane. Rated R. 103 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

★ 4812377 HAMMER FILMS: THE Ultimate Collection. Featuring 20 cult classics from the infamous Hammer Studios produced in the ’50s, ’60s and ’70s. Includes The Revenge of Frankenstein, The Curse of the Mummy and many more. Not Rated. English SDH. Over 12 hours. MVD Visual. 84 minutes. Sold Out.

★ 482167X I TRAPPED THE DEVIL. Widescreen. Christmas is supposed to be a time for peace and joy, but not for the long-suffering Mathers family. When Matt and his wife Karen show up unannounced at the home of his estranged brother Steve to celebrate the holidays, they are instead greeted with a terrifying surprise: the devil himself is locked in Steve’s basement. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Sold Out.

★ 4821491 FEAR NO EVIL. Widescreen. Lucifer is reborn in modern times and Apparently, a good time is had by all. But when Matt and his wife Karen show up unannounced at the home of his estranged brother Steve to celebrate the holidays, they are instead greeted with a terrifying surprise: the devil himself is locked in Steve’s basement. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sold Out.

★ 479026X WILD BEASTS. When PCP gets into the water supply of a city zoo, the drug-crazed beasts—including tigers, lions, cheetahs, hyenas and elephants—go beserk and rampage through the streets of Rome. What follows is a terrifying mix of actual animal attacks and over-the-top ’80s Italian gore. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Sealed. Pub. at $24.95

★ 479099X SHE KILLED IN ECSTASY. Widescreen. Soledad Miranda—in one of her final performances—stars as the vengeful widow who seduces then murders the men and women responsible for her husband's suicide. Directed by Jess Franco, this film is considered perhaps his most twisted shocker of the ’70s. Also includes a CD containing soundtracks from three Franco Italian English subbed films. Not Rated. In Severin. Pub. at $34.95

★ 4822382 THE UNBORN. Widescreen. A young wife suspects that a mysterious double has inhabited her with mutated sperm in an attempt to create a super human fetus. Unfortunately, there are extreme side effects. Stars Brooke Adams, Lisa Kudrow, and Kathy Griffin. Rated R. 84 minutes. Screen Factory. Pub. at $29.95

★ 4819870 SKINNED DEEP. Fullscreen. A family vacation is turned into a nightmare when they are abducted by a family of deranged killers in this twisted twist from B-movie director, Gabe Bartalos. Rated R. 96 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $34.95

★ 4840917 THIRST. David Hemmings and Henry Silva star as executives of an international blood-drinking cartel known as “The Brotherhood of Blood.” But when they abduct a descendant of Elizabeth Bathory to reboot her devalued legacy, she must escape before the corporation can extract the ultimate blood cop car sides and create a vampire master race. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Sold Out.

★ 4906497 THE LAUGHING DEAD. Widescreen. A busload of travelers and their undead identically Nun disguise friends, are ordered to stop in an all but forgotten Mexican village, on the Day of The Dead. The four leader, a disgraced priest, is enlisted to lead the group on an exercise that brings about a diabolical ritual intended to bring about Hell on Earth. Stars Tim Sullivan and Wendy Webb. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.95

★ 487904X WNFU HALLOWEEN SPECIAL. Fullscreen. Local television personality Frank Stewart leads a group of paranormal investigators as they explore the darkest corners of the supposedly haunted Webber House, trying to prove the house has a supernatural connection. Did they find the horrific truth or simply put the rumors to rest? Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. Terror Vision. Pub. at $44.95

★ 4878930 BLADES. Widescreen. The Tall Grass Country is the setting for a luxury getaway, with all the best in sport and relaxation. But when a mangy body is discovered on the club’s prized golf course, ranked among the world’s finest, the traditionally televised tournament, panic ensues at the possibility of a killer on the loose. All signs point to a bloodthirsty lawn mower. Not Rated. English SDH. 98 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $34.98

★ 4852666 CHILDREN OF THE CORN. Widescreen. A couple on a road trip find themselves lost in a seemingly abandoned town in the backwoods of Nebraska. But empty—it’s inhabited by a twisted cult of murderous children thirsty for a blood sacrifice. Adapted from the classic short story by Stephen King. Rated R. 84 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $27.95

★ 4842689 LUZ. Widescreen. Fleeing from the grasp of a possessed woman, a disinterested caretaker begins a confession in a rundown police station that endangers everyone who crosses her path. Not Rated. In German with English subtitles. 71 minutes. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $27.99

★ 4913701 HOUSE OF Wax. Widescreen. When their car breaks down on a deserted road, four college friends are sidetracked into an eerie backwoods town. Curiosity gets the better of them when they are intrigued by its macabre House of Wax. They soon find out that the town has secrets, and must find their way out. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Sold Out.

★ 4949382 EBOLA SYNDROME. Widescreen. A Chinese restaurant worker, charged with murder in Hong Kong contracts Ebola in South Africa, becomes immune to it, and unknowingly spreads the virus there. Then he comes back to Hong Kong and continues to infect people with it. Not Rated. Includes 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray and Blu-ray Ray versions. In Cantonese with English subtitles. 100 minutes. Vineyard Syndrome. Pub. at $44.95

★ 4937155 SORORITY SLAUGHTER. Fullscreen. Three sorority girls play a prank on their creepy neighbor, Hugo. He is accidentally shot and killed, but returns to life in order to kill them as human sacrifices to grant himself immortality. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Saturn’s Core. Pub. at $34.99

★ 4912195 MILL OF THE STONE WOMEN. Widescreen. The first Italian horror film to be shot in color, Mill of the Stone Women prefigured a raft of other spaghetti nightmares. Presents four different versions of the film: the original 96 minute Italian and English export versions, the 90-minute French version, and the 93-minute version, containing alternate dubbings. Includes a collector’s booklet, fold-out double-sided poster and six double sided postcards. Not Rated. English Subtitles. Slippedase. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95

★ 4978173 DUCK! The Carbine High Massacre. Teen misfits Derick and Derwin spend their days surfing the internet, scripting an arsenal of weapons and raising the ire of the jocks and bullies who choose to rise up against the edge over Derwin is beaten up. They return to school fully armed to enact a bloody and barbaric revenge on anyone that crosses their paths. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Saturn’s Core. Pub. at $29.95

★ 4790995 PATRICIA. Robert Thompson stars in the original Ozploitation classic as a comatose killer seemingly unresponsive in a small provincial hospital when a hot new nurse begins to question his condition. Patrick will unleash a waking nightmare of psychokinetic carnage. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95
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**Horror Blu-ray**

- **48411X FORGOTTEN GIALLI, VOLUME 2.** Widescreen. Presented here are a pair of early 70s gialli directed by filmmakers who had never made one before—or after—and all presenting wildly different approaches to the genre's most prevalent trappings, ranging from deliciously sleazy, to high camp, to unknowingly grind and gory. Films include *The Girl in Room 2A*, The French Sex Murders; and *My Dear Killer*. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Italian with English subtitles. Over four hours on 3 Blu-rays. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $59.98. **$34.95**

- **481028 DEAD & BURIED: Limited Edition Cover B.** Widescreen. In the quiet coastal village of Potters Bluff tourists are warmly welcomed—and then brutally murdered. A Nazi scientist and a woman with a secret must stop working—something terrible is coming. Stars Simon Brent and Neda Arneric. Not Rated. Dubbed and in English with Spanish subtitles. 102 minutes. Dekanalog. Pub. at $29.98. **$11.95**

- **4921440 EXORCISM AT 60,000 FEET.** Fullscreen. We all know that a travel can be hell—but on the last flight of a transatlantic passenger airliner, things turn positively demonic when a pandemic of internal possessions breaks out. The surviving crew band together against the most ungodly turbulence imaginable. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 96 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.97. **$11.95**

- **4790863 JACK THE RIPPER.** In 1959, Joseph E. Levine unleashed this grisly UK thriller on American moviegoers. But audiences were horrified by the film's startling graphic nudity and gore. Today—in its notorious UK cut and American version—you can jump straight into one of the most terrifying tales of terror. Of all time. Not Rated. In B&W (with US color sequence). 84 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.95. **SOLD OUT**

- **490519 SHATTER DEAD.** Fullscreen. When the Angel of Death impregnates a mortal woman, the dead come back and the world becomes populated by morose and disenfranchised zombies whose primary desire is to co-exist with the living during their never-ending plight on Earth. Stars John Eaves and Marina Del Rey. Not Rated. English SDH. 76 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.95. **SOLD OUT**

- **4857690 GIRLS SCHOOL SCREAMERS.** Widescreen. A group of chronically misbehaving girls at all-girls college are tasked with cleaning an old mansion (with a deadly past) in preparation for its grand re-opening by the school. But when the girls discover and use an old Ouija board they accidentally revive a terrifying evil spirit. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.95. **SOLD OUT**

- **4790073 SANTA SANGRE.** Widescreen. The story of a young, the crime of that shatters his soul, and the macabre journey back to the world of his amoral mother, deaf-mute lover, and murder. It is an odyssey of ecstasy and anguish, hell and blasphemy, beauty and madness. Stars Axel Jodorowsky and Blanca Guerra. Not Rated. Director's Cut. Dekanagan. Pub. at $29.98. **$17.95**

- **4858021 TREMORS.** Widescreen. Good-o’boy hand-me-downs (Kevlar Bacon) and Earl (Fred Ward) are sick of their dead-end jobs in one-horse desert town Perfection, Nevada. Just as they’re about to escape Perfection and try one last time to turn their lives around, they start to get really weird: half-eaten corpses litter the road out of town, the phone lines stop working—something terrible is coming. English SDH. 96 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95. **$14.95**

- **492184X MERMAID: Lake of the Dead.** Widescreen. For years, she has lived in the depths, waiting. Curled up to swim the waters in which she met her unlife time death, the mermaid has risen once again—and this unspeakable whalelike creature finally enters her hook for Marina’s romance. Robert Joy. Not Rated. English SDH. 108 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98. **$17.95**

- **4879015 RESURRECTION.** Widescreen. Jaded out-of-work John Prudhomme has been put on the case of a ruthless killer who is hunting the city of Chicago, leaving a trail of horribly mutilated and dismembered corpses. Each one missing at least one body part, along with perversely ironic biblical quotes. Stars Christopher Lambert and Strother Martin. Not Rated. English SDH. 105 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $34.98. **$17.95**

- **4791965 WAR OF THE COLOSSAL BEAST.** Widescreen. After Glenn Manning survived a plutonium blast that triggered his mutation into a 70-foot giant, everyone but Manning survived. He fell from the top of Boulder Dam. But he is very much alive and very angry. When he escapes the clutches of the authorities Manning sets out to wreak havoc on Los Angeles! Not Rated. English SDH. In B&W. 68 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $28.98. **$17.95**

- **4791876 THE BRIDES OF DRACULA.** Widescreen. Vampire hunter Van Helsing returns to Transylvania to deal with bloodsucker Baron Meinster, who has designs on beautiful young school teacher, Marianne. Stars Peter Cushing, Freda Jackson, and Yvonne Romain. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $32.98. **$21.95**

- **4998867 THE MONTAGE OF SUNSHINE/HONEYMOON OF TERROR.** In the Monster of Camp Sunshine a nurse and fashion model head to Camp Sunshine for a weekend of fun, sun, and cigarettes. But little do they know that Hugo, the camp’s gardener, has been transformed into an awe-inspiring bloodsucking blood-sucking blood-sucking blood-sucking blood-sucking bloodsucker Baron Meinster, who has design on beautiful young school teacher, Marianne. Stars Peter Cushing, Freda Jackson, and Yvonne Romain. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $32.98. **$21.95**

- **4949374 DETENTION.** Widescreen. Set during the Taiwanese martial law of the 1960s based on a hugely popular video game. Two classmates go looking for their friend who disappeared immediately after a trip into the wild. Not only to find herself having to fend off a Nazified uniformed man, his Gypsy mummy, a rogue motorcycle, and a pet possessed by the devil. Not Rated. English SDH. 76 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98. **$19.95**

- **4984167 BEYOND DARKNESS.** This box set brings together five Lee’s classics (1964’s Gothic shocker Cry of the Vampire; 1964’s cult hit Castle of the Living Dead; 1962’s celebrated Sherlock Holmes and the Deadly Necklace; 1967’s lurid favorite The Horror Chamber of the Black Museum; the rarely seen 1963 oddity Challenge the Devil; and the 24 surviving episodes of the 1971 Film Polski animation series Theatre Macabre. Also includes a 108-page book and a CD soundtrack. Not Rated. In Japanese. In Color and B&W. Over 11 hours on four Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $149.95. **$99.95**

- **4979890 THE EUROCRYPT OF CHRISTOPHER LEE COLLECTION.** This boxed set brings together five Lee’s classics (1964’s Gothic shocker Cry of the Vampire; 1964’s cult hit Castle of the Living Dead; 1962’s celebrated Sherlock Holmes and the Deadly Necklace; 1967’s lurid favorite The Horror Chamber of the Black Museum; the rarely seen 1963 oddity Challenge the Devil; and the 24 surviving episodes of the 1971 Film Polski animation series Theatre Macabre. Also includes a 108-page book and a CD soundtrack. Not Rated. In Japanese. In Color and B&W. Over 11 hours on four Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $149.95. **$99.95**

- **4972678 I SCREAM ON THE BEACH!** Halloween, 1986. In the small English seaside town of Mellow Coast, Emily tries to distance herself from her father’s disappearance ten years earlier—but as she gets closer to finding the answers, her friends start getting picked off one by one by an unknown killer. Not Rated. 87 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. **$24.95**

- **4972600 DOMINA NOCTURNA.** Haunted by the darkness as she wanders through a dead city, our young, doomed heroine Angelique is stricken with hallucinatory visions as she learns the story of cruel and lovesick vampires. Her visions are of those who insisted that a group of Satanic worshippers in a cycle of dying passion, who seek to survive beyond the grave. In Angelique’s eyes, only the music of cosmic atmospheric flows to augment her quest. Not Rated. 74 minutes. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95. **$24.95**
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**** 4971566 THE GOOD EXORCIST. Widescreen. After a ranch in Texas is bought by a mysterious, demonic presence, its up to an eccentric, wandering priest to find answers and dispel the darkness. As he digs he soon finds that he may be in over his head and out of his league. Not Rated. 56 minutes. Team. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95


** 4968891 THE SCARY OF SIXTY-FIRST. Widescreen. Two roommates' lives are upended after finding out that their new Manhattan apartment harbors a dark secret. Everything changes for both women when an unnamed stranger knocks on their door. The girl tells Noelle that she believes they're living in a place previously owned by influential Jewish Episcopalian. Not Rated. 72 minutes. Saturn's Core. Pub. at $34.99 $21.95

** 4993993 GAMERA: THE Heisei Era. Widescreen. Gamera was reborn for the big screen in a smash hit trilogy masterminded by director Shusuke Kaneko. Trading the campy, 95 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

** 4944546 SAVAGE HARVEST. Fullscreen. Determined to alone for the suffering brought upon his people during the Trail of Tears, a Cherokee elder engaged in dark magic to summon the ancient demon entity known as Retlawkoob. Later after the flood, six teenagers unanimously unleash the demonic force that young Lisa Midgett and Ramona Midgett. Not Rated. English SDH. Fullscreen. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

** 4940618 PREMUTOS: The Fallen Angel. Widescreen. Premutos is the first of the fallen Angels, even before Lucifer. His goal is to rule the living and the dead. His son should pave the way for him to return. A young man begins to suffer from visionary flashbacks of the past lives he lived. On his father's birthday, a case containing an old book is found. When the young man investigates the book, he finds a monster and awakens an army of monstrous can nibals. Directed by Wes Craven. Also includes an illustrated collectors booklet, a 40-page booklet. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $99.95 $59.95

** 4990107 THE HILLS HAVE EYES. Taking an ill-advised detour, the Carter family soon run into trouble when their RV breaks down in the middle of the desert. Stranded, the family find themselves at the mercy of a group of monstrous cannibals. Directed by Wes Craven. Also includes a reversible fold-out poster, and a 40-page booklet. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $99.95 $59.95

** 4969095 SINISTER. Fullscreen. Three petty criminals attempt a botched robbery which culminates in a bloody shoot-out leaving only the getaway driver Simon uncathed. The wounded felon decide to hole up in an isolated, abandoned house deep in the forest. Not Rated. English SDH. 73 minutes. Saturn's Core. Pub. at $34.99 $21.95

** 4944566 SLEEP. Widescreen. Marlene, a woman plagued by horrific dreams, suffers a breakdown in a remote village. As her daughter Mona follows, she discovers her twin sister's secret, and an old curse that ultimately threatens her life—a never-ending nightmare. Includes an illustrated collectors booklet and a double-sided fold-out poster. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $99.95 $59.95

** 4934776 PLANET ZEE. As the Hippie filmmaker Zee–living together with Granny and a affectionate puppy–tries to observe an online Game, they get locked in her room. The game sets them against each other and the room turns into a nightmare full of violence and death. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

** 4970359 ALL THE COLORS OF THE DARK. Widescreen. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

** 4822471 VALENTINE. Widescreen. Scare Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95

** 4790235 WEREWOLF IN A GIRLS’ DORMITORY. Widescreen. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

** 4821904 MURDERS IN THE RUE MORGUE. Widescreen. Scare Factory. Pub. at $22.97 $17.95

** 4728270 THE BIRD WITH THE CRYSTAL PLUMAGE. Widescreen. MVDS Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

** 4821355 DARKNESS RISING. Adults only. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

** 4822218 THE SOUL COLLECTOR. Widescreen. Scare Factory. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

** 4790618 DARK WATERS. Severin. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

** 486843X THE WIDOW. Widescreen. Scare Factory. Pub. at $22.97 $14.95

** 4821211 CAMP COLD BROOK. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

** 4742826 THE DAY OF THE BEAST. Widescreen. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $49.95 $29.95

** 4906489 THE LAST MATINEE. Widescreen. Darkstar. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95


** 4785678 BAPHOMET. MVD Visual. Pub. at $20.95 $13.95

** 4710487 THE AGFA HORROR TRAILER SHOW. Widescreen. AGFA. Pub. at $29.99 $13.95

** 4810525 DEMONIA. Severin. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

** 488812X KINDRED. Widescreen. Scare Factory. Pub. at $22.95 $14.95

** 4771001 THE NEW YORK RIPPER. Blue Underground. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

** 4710525 FORGOTTEN GIALLI, VOLUME 1. Widescreen. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $59.98 $39.95

** 4750115 NIGHTMARE WEEKEND. Widescreen. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

** 4750938 GRADUATION DAY. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

** 4754767 RUSH WEEK. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

** 4710128 JUNGLE TRAP/RUN COYOTE RUN. Fullscreen. AGFA. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

** 4848187 THROUGH THE FIRE. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

** 4750144 MINOR PREMISE. Widescreen. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

** 4978196 NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD. Widescreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

** 4836652 OF THE SOUTH. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $17.95

** 4866193 DYLAN DOG: Dead of Night. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95


** 4861657 CRITTERS ATTACK! Widescreen. Warner Bros. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

** 4822064 THE REC COLLECTION. Widescreen. Scare Factory. Pub. at $59.97 $37.95

** 4657349 GHASTLIES. Camp Motion Pictures. $5.95

** 3966527 LOST IN THE PACIFIC. Widescreen. Medallion. $3.95

** 3984389 THE CONJURING 2. Warner Bros. Enter. $4.95


** 4986150 CHILD OF SATAN. Widescreen. Cinetight. $2.95

** 4767051 CITY OF THE LIVING DEAD. Widescreen. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

** 482881X EVIL DEAD TRAP. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95


** 4816773 THE MANITOU. Widescreen. Scare Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

** 4790545 CASTLE OF THE CREEPING FLESH. Severin. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

** 3997092 THE LAST VICTIM. Widescreen. Dark Force. $11.95

** 4654781 THE UNTOLD STORY. Widescreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

** 3937623 PRIMAL SCREAM. Widescreen. Code Red. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/873
Sci-Fi Blu-ray

4822166 THE MONOLITH MONSTERS. Widescreen. A giant monster arises from the ruins of a spaceship. The cubicleous creature attacks a primitive rural town and arm-twists the local authorities into helping him go after the scientist who created him. C. Anthony Havelock. English SDH. 135 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95

4821549 DEVIL’S GATE. Widescreen. When a huge blizzard brings havoc to a small town, the newly arrived sheriff must work to save his new home from the wrath of the blizzard. Widescreen. Stan Smith. Not Rated. 99 minutes. VVS Films

4830420 SCIENCE FICTION. Widescreen. A scientist discovers a machine that can create life from any organic material, and she uses it to create an army of monsters to protect her city. Lansfield. English SDH. 89 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $22.97

4820298 QUANTUM MASS AND THE PIT. Widescreen. When a group of scientists accidentally open a portal to a parallel universe, they find themselves facing a enemy race that seeks to dominate their world. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 106 minutes. Scream Factory

4818486 CLASS OF NUKE ‘EM HIGH. Widescreen. A group of high school students accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 100 minutes. Scream Factory

4817247 THE LAWMOWER MAN. Widescreen. Dr. Lawrence Angelo (Harrison Ford) becomes a lawnmower to escape the competing interests of his employer and a rival scientist. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 96 minutes. WVS Films

4817491 THE LAST SENTINEL. Widescreen. A group of scientists discover a giant alien statue hidden in the desert, and they must work to uncover its secrets before an enemy race can use it to their advantage. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Scream Factory

4816907 QUANTUM MASS II. Holmes. Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another world, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 98 minutes. Scream Factory

4816872 THE APOTHEOSIS OF MAN. Widescreen. A scientist discovers a machine that can create life from any organic material, and she uses it to create an army of monsters to protect her city. C. Anthony Havelock. English SDH. 135 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95

4816648 SHORT FILM: "THE ZOMBIE KING". Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Scream Factory

4816517 THE HUMANIC EYE. Widescreen. A scientist discovers a machine that can create life from any organic material, and she uses it to create an army of monsters to protect her city. C. Anthony Havelock. English SDH. 135 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95

4816485 SCIENCE FICTION. Widescreen. A scientist discovers a machine that can create life from any organic material, and she uses it to create an army of monsters to protect her city. C. Anthony Havelock. English SDH. 135 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95

4816354 THE LAST OF THE DINOSAURS. Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another world, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 98 minutes. Scream Factory

4816222 STAR MAN. Widescreen. When his spaceship is shot down over Wisconsin, an alien (Jeff Bridges) arrives at the remote cabin of a distant relative, having escaped from a group of soldiers who are programmed to eliminate all enemy life forms. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 115 minutes. Scream Factory

4816190 THE BOLD WARRIOR. Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 98 minutes. Scream Factory

4816068 SCIENCE FICTION. Widescreen. A scientist discovers a machine that can create life from any organic material, and she uses it to create an army of monsters to protect her city. C. Anthony Havelock. English SDH. 135 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95

4815936 THE ROAD TO THE APOTHEOSIS OF MAN. Widescreen. A scientist discovers a machine that can create life from any organic material, and she uses it to create an army of monsters to protect her city. C. Anthony Havelock. English SDH. 135 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95

4815804 SHORT FILM: "THE ZOMBIE KING". Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Scream Factory

4815772 THE ZOMBIE KING. Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Scream Factory

4815640 SHORT FILM: "THE ZOMBIE KING". Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Scream Factory

4815512 SCIENCE FICTION. Widescreen. A scientist discovers a machine that can create life from any organic material, and she uses it to create an army of monsters to protect her city. C. Anthony Havelock. English SDH. 135 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95

4815380 THE BOLD WARRIOR. Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 98 minutes. Scream Factory

4815248 THE BOLD WARRIOR. Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 98 minutes. Scream Factory

4815116 THE ZOMBIE KING. Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Scream Factory

4814984 SCIENCE FICTION. Widescreen. A scientist discovers a machine that can create life from any organic material, and she uses it to create an army of monsters to protect her city. C. Anthony Havelock. English SDH. 135 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95

4814852 SHORT FILM: "THE ZOMBIE KING". Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Scream Factory

4814720 THE ZOMBIE KING. Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Scream Factory

4814588 SCIENCE FICTION. Widescreen. A scientist discovers a machine that can create life from any organic material, and she uses it to create an army of monsters to protect her city. C. Anthony Havelock. English SDH. 135 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95

4814456 SHORT FILM: "THE ZOMBIE KING". Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Scream Factory

4814324 SCIENCE FICTION. Widescreen. A scientist discovers a machine that can create life from any organic material, and she uses it to create an army of monsters to protect her city. C. Anthony Havelock. English SDH. 135 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95

4814192 SHORT FILM: "THE ZOMBIE KING". Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Scream Factory

4814060 SCIENCE FICTION. Widescreen. A scientist discovers a machine that can create life from any organic material, and she uses it to create an army of monsters to protect her city. C. Anthony Havelock. English SDH. 135 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95

4813928 SHORT FILM: "THE ZOMBIE KING". Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Scream Factory

4813796 SCIENCE FICTION. Widescreen. A scientist discovers a machine that can create life from any organic material, and she uses it to create an army of monsters to protect her city. C. Anthony Havelock. English SDH. 135 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95

4813664 SHORT FILM: "THE ZOMBIE KING". Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Scream Factory

4813532 SCIENCE FICTION. Widescreen. A scientist discovers a machine that can create life from any organic material, and she uses it to create an army of monsters to protect her city. C. Anthony Havelock. English SDH. 135 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95

4813400 SHORT FILM: "THE ZOMBIE KING". Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Scream Factory

4813268 SCIENCE FICTION. Widescreen. A scientist discovers a machine that can create life from any organic material, and she uses it to create an army of monsters to protect her city. C. Anthony Havelock. English SDH. 135 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95

4813136 SHORT FILM: "THE ZOMBIE KING". Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Scream Factory

4812994 SCIENCE FICTION. Widescreen. A scientist discovers a machine that can create life from any organic material, and she uses it to create an army of monsters to protect her city. C. Anthony Havelock. English SDH. 135 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $59.95

4812862 SHORT FILM: "THE ZOMBIE KING". Widescreen. A group of scientists accidentally open a portal to another dimension, where they are confronted by a horde of monsters and a sinister alien overlords. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 88 minutes. Scream Factory
**More Blu-ray**

- **493199 THE WONDERLAND.** Widescreen. Akane meets the mysterious giant snake that threatens to destroy humanity. However, their lives are thrown into upheaval when they discover a plot to revive the evil serpent in these three adventures. Not Rated. Includes Blu-ray 3D and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. $17.95

- **4951956 LIZ AND THE BLUE BIRD.** Widescreen. Students and best friends Mizore Yoroizuka and Nozomi Kasai prepare to play a complex musical duet for the upcoming Tokyo Olympics. Standing in their way are three legendary duetists who will do whatever it takes to save their friends, their family, and the game they love. Packaged in a Steelbook case. Rated. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Japanese and English subtitles. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. $7.95

- **4666461 MONSTERS VS. ALIENS.** Widescreen. A woman transformed into a giant almost-lying down by a meteorite on her wedding day becomes part of a team of monsters sent in by the U.S. government to defeat an alien invasion. Takes place over Easter Sunday. Stars: the voice talents of Reese Witherspoon and Seth Rogen. This Blu-ray 3D is also playable in 2D mode. Also includes a DVD version. English SDH. 94 minutes. DreamWorks. $7.95

- **4952006 PENGUIN HIGHWAY.** Widescreen. Budding genius Aoyama is only in the fourth grade when a penguin starts appearing in his sleepy suburban hundreds of miles from the sea, Aoyama vows to solve the mystery. When he discovers that the arrival of the penguins is related to the mysterious young woman from his dentist’s office, they team up for an unforgetable summer. Rated. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Japanese and English subtitles. 118 minutes. Shout! Factory. $7.95

- **4747028 YU-GI-OH! BONDS Beyond Time.** When his world crumbles into chaos, a masked menace known as Paradox travels into the past to eliminate the source for his world’s destruction—the Duel Monsters card game! Standing in his way are three legendary duelists who will do whatever it takes to save their friends, their family, and the game they love. Packaged in a Steelbook case. Rated. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Japanese and English subtitles. 118 minutes. Shout! Factory. $7.95

- **4951972 MAQUA.** Widescreen. Hidden away from the eyes of men, the lorp live out their peaceful lives that span hundreds of years. Directed by the aging beyond the underdog, the young and uninterested in the lust romance. One day in the lives of the lorp are chased by the secret that the world’s long life in this anime film. Not Rated. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Japanese and English subtitles. 89 minutes. Shout! Factory. $7.95

- **4858795 MONSTER HOUSE.** Widescreen. Young DJ always knew there was something strange about the old Nebbcracker house across the street. When the house becomes a living, breathing monster, DJ enlists his pals to learn the secret that keeps the house alive. Suddenly, they find themselves in a hair-raising battle. Also includes 2D version. Stars the voice talents of Steve Buscemi and Kevin James. Columbia. $4.95

- **4951999 NAPPING PRINCESS.** Widescreen. The year is 2030, three days before the opening of the Tokyo Olympics, when a high school senior discovers the events in her waking life begin to parallel events in her dreams. This anime shows that following your dreams is the best way to discover your past. Not Rated. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Japanese and English subtitles. 111 minutes. Shout! Factory. $5.95

- **4952022 SATELLITE GIRL AND MILK COW.** Widescreen. An out of commission satellite picks up on a love come bailed and descends to Earth to find the source of such passion. But on the way she is caught in a raging magical battle and transforms into Satellite Girl! Follow Satellite Girl and a shy cow in this anime adaptation of an alternate world from a black comedy. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Japanese and English subtitles. 81 minutes. Shout! Factory. $5.95

- **4951956 LIZ AND THE BLUE BIRD.** Widescreen. Students and best friends Mizore Yoroizuka and Nozomi Kasai prepare to play a complex musical duet for the upcoming Tokyo Olympics. Standing in their way are three legendary duetists who will do whatever it takes to save their friends, their family, and the game they love. Packaged in a Steelbook case. Rated. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Japanese and English subtitles. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. $7.95

- **4747028 YU-GI-OH! BONDS Beyond Time.** When his world crumbles into chaos, a masked menace known as Paradox travels into the past to eliminate the source for his world’s destruction—the Duel Monsters card game! Standing in his way are three legendary duelists who will do whatever it takes to save their friends, their family, and the game they love. Packaged in a Steelbook case. Rated. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Japanese and English subtitles. 118 minutes. Shout! Factory. $7.95

- **4952006 PENGUIN HIGHWAY.** Widescreen. Budding genius Aoyama is only in the fourth grade when a penguin starts appearing in his sleepy suburban hundreds of miles from the sea, Aoyama vows to solve the mystery. When he discovers that the arrival of the penguins is related to the mysterious young woman from his dentist’s office, they team up for an unforgetable summer. Rated. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Japanese and English subtitles. 118 minutes. Shout! Factory. $7.95

- **4747028 YU-GI-OH! BONDS Beyond Time.** When his world crumbles into chaos, a masked menace known as Paradox travels into the past to eliminate the source for his world’s destruction—the Duel Monsters card game! Standing in his way are three legendary duelists who will do whatever it takes to save their friends, their family, and the game they love. Packaged in a Steelbook case. Rated. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Japanese and English subtitles. 118 minutes. Shout! Factory. $7.95

- **4951956 LIZ AND THE BLUE BIRD.** Widescreen. Students and best friends Mizore Yoroizuka and Nozomi Kasai prepare to play a complex musical duet for the upcoming Tokyo Olympics. Standing in their way are three legendary duetists who will do whatever it takes to save their friends, their family, and the game they love. Packaged in a Steelbook case. Rated. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Japanese and English subtitles. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. $7.95

- **4666461 MONSTERS VS. ALIENS.** Widescreen. A woman transformed into a giant almost-lying down by a meteorite on her wedding day becomes part of a team of monsters sent in by the U.S. government to defeat an alien invasion. Takes place over Easter Sunday. Stars: the voice talents of Reese Witherspoon and Seth Rogen. This Blu-ray 3D is also playable in 2D mode. Also includes a DVD version. English SDH. 94 minutes. DreamWorks. $7.95
**468714 CAMP CAMP: Seasons 1 & 2**
Welcome to Camp Campbell, where dysfunction and fun runs wild. It's also where Max, a wisecracking ten year old is stuck for the summer. Together with his new friends Max will have to survive their annoying cabin, the shady business mogul running the joint, and bizarre surprises at every turn. Includes all episodes of Seasons 1 & 2. English SDH. Over four hours on 2 Blu-Rays. $2.95.

**4824601 JUSTICE LEAGUE: Dark.**
When innocent citizens start committing nightmarish crimes across Metropolis and Gotham, the Justice League suspects an otherworldly cause—magicks! The race is on as Batman seeks the help of the one man who can stand up to these supernatural foes: John Constantine. Rated R. English SDH. 76 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

**3902386 THE SECRET OF NIMH.**
Widescreen. Get ready to meet some runaway rodents with an earth-shattering secret! Surefootful and heartwarming, this animated odyssey stars Stuart, Kevin, and Bob, three underground Territories that keep the house alive. Includes the voice talents of Steve Carell, Kristen Wiig, and Benjamin Bratt. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH. 98 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

**207x206 THE SKY CRAWLERS.**
In the year 3084, a* DELTA SPACE MISSION. *When Zzzax, a seemingly invincible, energy-devouring monster, threatens to destroy the planet, a young orphaned boy, raised by underground cave-dwelling Mandarins, comes the story of Norman, a boy who must use his ability to see and speak with the dead to save his town from a centuries-old curse. In a race against time, Zzzax, he also has to take on mysterious ghosts, wily witches and, worst of all, clueless grown-ups. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 93 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.98

**394851X HEAVENLY SWORD.**
Narko’s clan has long protected the “Heavenly Sword,” a god of immense power whose curse drains the wielder of their life force. The evil King Bohan unleashes an army to steal the sword and control its devastating power. As Narko’s life is spiraling out of control, the beautiful Narko must take up the sword to defend her clan. English SDH. 85 minutes. Cinedigm. $2.95.

**4880455 DESPICABLE ME 2.**
Widescreen. Gru, his adorable girls, and the mischievous Minions are back. Just as Gru has given up being superbad to be superdad, the Anti-Villain league recruits him. Stars the Voice talents of Steve Carell, Kristen Wiig, and Benjamin Bratt. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH. 99 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

**4882461 SUPERMAN VS THE ELITE.**
Widescreen. When catastrophe strikes, Superman once again rushes into action, but this time he gets some unexpected help from a new squad of super-bad guys. Superman learns that the ELITE, comprised of four powerful beings and spearheaded by the brash and calculating Manchester Black. Includes the voice talents of Charlice Theron and Matthew McConaughey. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 102 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.98 $14.95.

**4882447A BATMAN: THE KILLING Joke.**
Based on the controversial graphic novel of the same name. In this dark tale, the psyche of the  *Clown Prince of Crime* Follows his humble beginnings as a struggling comic to the fateful encounter with the Dark Knight and everything. New escape from Arkham Asylum, the Joker sets out to prove that one bad day can make anyone just as insane as he is. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. English SDH. 77 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.
**Animated Blu-ray**

- **4888006** ERNEST & CELESTINE. Widescreen. There is a world where Bears live above ground and in their cities and the rodents live below in their underground homes in mutual fear and hate. Celestine, a mouse, finds at least momentary common cause with Ernest, a bear, that gets them both beaten up by both humans and bears. Includes Blu-Ray and DVD versions. Voice talents of Forest Whitaker and Mackenzie Foy. English SDH. 80 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.98 $14.95.

- **1909098** ALADDIN. Widescreen. Experience the thrilling live-action adaptation that tells you and your family the love from Disney’s animated classic. Stars Will Smith, Naomi Scott. Includes 4K Ultra HD and Blu-ray versions. English SDH, 127 minutes. Disney. $39.95.

- **48976X** DINOTASIA. Legendary filmmaker Werner Herzog conducts this immersive tour of the Mesozoic, lending his distinctive narrative voice to a unique visual experience. Rare footage and historical models transport you to the prehistoric past. 82 minutes. Filmtworx. $2.95.

- **489390** ANDY GOLDWORTHY: Rivers and Tides. This theatrical phenomenon elucidates the vital relationship between art and nature while painting a visually intoxicating portrait of famed artist Andy Goldsworthy. The film captures a bohemian free spirit all over the world as he demonstrates and opens up about his unique creative process. 97 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $29.99.


**Children’s Blu-ray**

- **4839935** THE WILD LIFE. Widescreen. England. A fun packed adventure starring a group of quirky animals and their human castaway, Robinson Cruso. When savage cats invade their paradise, Robinson and the island’s animals must band together to defend themselves and their home in this fun filled film. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 92 minutes. £One. $2.95.

**Documentary Blu-ray**


- **4809726** INTO THE ABYSS. Widescreen. In his latest exploration of a ripple homicide case in Conroe, Texas, filmmaker Werner Herzog probes the human psyche to explore why people kill. He talks to a striking cast of American conversationalists with this willing, involved Herzog achieves what he describes as “a gaze into the abyss of the human soul.” English SDH. 107 minutes. Sundance Selects. SOLD OUT.

**Sports Blu-ray**

- **396120X** SUPER BOWL LI CHAMPIONS: New England Patriots. Widescreen. For the fifth time in franchise history, the New England Patriots are Super Bowl Champions—capping off a triumphant 2016 season with an unforgettable 34-28 victory over the Atlanta Falcons. Relive the excitement of the 2016 season in this thrilling Blu-ray/DVD combo pack. English Widescreen. SDH. 78 minutes. Cinedigm. $29.95.

**UFO & Conspiracy Blu-ray**

- **4818660** CHARIOTS OF THE GODS: 50th Anniversary. Widescreen. Based on Erich von Daniken’s book purporting to prove that throughout history aliens have visited earth. This film takes the viewer into the far reaches of underground caves and tombs, and to the top of the tallest mountains on every major continent to show the evidence von Daniken has been collecting. In German with English subtitles. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95.

**Your Next Movie**


- **4842723** QUEEROCURE. Widescreen. Started in the 1980s as a fabricated movement intended to punk the psychiatric system, Queerocure is a real-life cultural community of LGBTQ music and movie-making revolutionaries. This film is a how to do it guide for the next generation of cultural radicals. Not Rated. English SDH. 80 minutes. Altered Innocence. Pub. at $29.99 $27.99.

- **4890080** TAB HUNTER CONFIDENTIAL. In the 1950s, Tab Hunter is number one at the box office and number one on the music charts. He is Hollywood’s most sought-after star and America’s boy next door. Natalie Wood, Debbie Reynolds and Sofia Loren are just a few actresses he is rumored to have had relationships with. Nothing can conjure his Hunter’s career. Nothing except for the fact he had a secret son. English SDH. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95.


- **4878981** FOR MADMEN ONLY. Widescreen. Utopia. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95.


- **4864439** THE MAN WHO LOVES TO HURT HIMSELF. Widescreen. Grauw Ventures. $6.95.


- **4846044** AWAKEN. Widescreen. Explores humanity’s relationship with technology and the natural world. Shot over a five year period in more than 30 countries, the film pioneers state of the art time-lapse, timelapse, underwater, and aerial photography techniques to give audiences new eyes with which to see the world. Narrated by Liv Tyler. Includes 4K UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. CC. 83 minutes. Gunpowder & Sky. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95.


- **4878981** MADMEN ONLY. Widescreen. Utopia. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95.


- **4854439** THE MAN WHO LOVES TO HURT HIMSELF. Widescreen. Grauw Ventures. $6.95.


- **4816860** CHARIOTS OF THE GODS: 50th Anniversary. Widescreen. Based on Erich von Daniken’s book purporting to prove that throughout history aliens have visited earth. This film takes the viewer into the far reaches of underground caves and tombs, and to the top of the tallest mountains on every major continent to show the evidence von Daniken has been collecting. In German with English subtitles. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $22.95 $29.95.

See more titles at erhbc.com/873
**Sports Blu-ray**

4824350 THE BEST OF SMACKDOWN 2009-2010. $14.95

4824334 WWE OVER THE LIMIT 2011. $14.95

4824339 WWE SURVIVOR SERIES 2010. $7.95

4824326 WWE BEST PAY-PER-VIEW MATCHES 2009-2010. $14.95

3981184 BOSTON RED SOX 2018 WORLD SERIES COLLECTOR'S EDITION. $7.95

**Adult Blu-ray**

878957 DEBBIE DOES DALLAS II. $21.95

477969 SUMMER CAMP GIRLS. $21.95

479012X THE SINFUL DWARF. $17.95

5923724 TABOO IV. $23.95

4790839 THE HOT NIGHTS OF LINDA. $21.95

4876603 THE JELEVS HONEY. $21.95

4754342 FURIES SEXUELLES/PROSTITUTION CLOISTERED. $21.95

4790766 FELICITY. $21.95

**Sports DVD**

4824350 THE BEST OF SMACKDOWN 2009-2010. $14.95

4824334 WWE OVER THE LIMIT 2011. $14.95

4824339 WWE SURVIVOR SERIES 2010. $7.95

4824326 WWE BEST PAY-PER-VIEW MATCHES 2009-2010. $14.95

3981184 BOSTON RED SOX 2018 WORLD SERIES COLLECTOR'S EDITION. $7.95

**Adult DVD**

8789575 DEBBIE DOES DALLAS II DVD. Not Rated. $8.95

4779695 SUMMER CAMP GIRLS DVD. $8.95

4790125X THE SINFUL DWARF DVD. Not Rated. $10.95

5923725 TABOO IV DVD. $12.95

4790839 THE HOT NIGHTS OF LINDA DVD. Not Rated. $10.95

4876603 THE JELEVS HONEY DVD. Not Rated. $10.95

4754342 FURIES SEXUELLES/PROSTITUTION CLOISTERED DVD. Not Rated. $10.95

4790766 FELICITY DVD. $10.95

**Sports Vinyl**

4824350 THE BEST OF SMACKDOWN 2009-2010. $21.95

4824334 WWE OVER THE LIMIT 2011. $21.95

4824339 WWE SURVIVOR SERIES 2010. $11.95

4824326 WWE BEST PAY-PER-VIEW MATCHES 2009-2010. $11.95

3981184 BOSTON RED SOX 2018 WORLD SERIES COLLECTOR'S EDITION. $11.95

**Adult Vinyl**

8789575 DEBBIE DOES DALLAS II. Not Rated. $21.95

4779695 SUMMER CAMP GIRLS. Not Rated. $21.95

4790125X THE SINFUL DWARF. Not Rated. $21.95

5923725 TABOO IV. Not Rated. $21.95

4790839 THE HOT NIGHTS OF LINDA. Not Rated. $21.95

4876603 THE JELEVS HONEY. Not Rated. $21.95

4754342 FURIES SEXUELLES/PROSTITUTION CLOISTERED. Not Rated. $21.95

4790766 FELICITY. Not Rated. $21.95

**Sports Books**

4824350 THE BEST OF SMACKDOWN 2009-2010. $21.95

4824334 WWE OVER THE LIMIT 2011. $21.95

4824339 WWE SURVIVOR SERIES 2010. $11.95

4824326 WWE BEST PAY-PER-VIEW MATCHES 2009-2010. $11.95

3981184 BOSTON RED SOX 2018 WORLD SERIES COLLECTOR'S EDITION. $11.95

**Adult Books**

8789575 DEBBIE DOES DALLAS II. Not Rated. $21.95

4779695 SUMMER CAMP GIRLS. Not Rated. $21.95

4790125X THE SINFUL DWARF. Not Rated. $21.95

5923725 TABOO IV. Not Rated. $21.95

4790839 THE HOT NIGHTS OF LINDA. Not Rated. $21.95

4876603 THE JELEVS HONEY. Not Rated. $21.95

4754342 FURIES SEXUELLES/PROSTITUTION CLOISTERED. Not Rated. $21.95

4790766 FELICITY. Not Rated. $21.95
In Japanese with English subtitles. 71 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $29.95

Police because she’s afraid her affair will be discovered as the killer and thinks the killer saw their tryst. She doesn’t want to go to the police because she’s afraid of what they’ll do to her. She is forced to make a decision.

* 41801632 BUTCH CAMP. Widescreen. After the mysterious deaths of several actors, a young, talented assistant Alas who has a yen for sex-film producer Max, her manipulative agent Camilla begins to groom her into a mirror of the image of Alta. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

* 4176205 ZOOM UP: Murder Site. Widescreen. A violent killer is preying on women and dumping their bodies in an abandoned building. Tomoko cheats on her lover with another man and thinks the killer saw their tryst. She doesn’t want to go to the police because she’s afraid. Camilla continues her murderous spree. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 67 minutes. Adults only. Made in Japan. Pub. at $21.93

* 4180287 ESCAPE FROM WOMEN'S PRISON. When four hardened female convicts escape and take the prison’s former hostage team hostage, they’ll force the girls into a nightmare of lesbianism, Marxism and murder. Stars: Lilli Carati and Zora Kerova. Not Rated. Dubbed in Italian with English subtitles. 83 minutes. Adults only. Made in England. Pub. at $19.95

* 4174294 LIALEH. Widescreen. Adults only. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

* 385048X HARD SOAP. HARD SOAP. Fullscreen & widescreen. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

* 4742285 A SCREAM IN THE STREETS. Widescreen. The still-startling sickie about a pair of L.A.P.D. detectives hunting a transvestite psychopath through a polyester jungle of massage parlor perverts, suburban sex fiends, violent and deranged, is one of the worst examples of cross-dressing ever filmed. (Digitally Obsoleted). Not Rated. CC, 90 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

* 4810090 VIOLENCE IN A WOMEN’S PRISON. When Emanuelle (Laura Gemser) goes undercover in a penitentiary, she will endure a nightmare of sadistic guards, voracious lesbians, rat attacks, feces fights and enough graphic mayhem for a dozen women in prison to stay on top of for 90 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

* 3965230 REVENGE OF THE LIVING DEAD GIRLS. When a trio of vixens is killed by corporate-tainted milk, their nubile corpses will rise from the grave for an orgy of depravity in this extreme French Gore film. In French with English subtitles. Not Rated. CC, 82 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

* 4810260 EMANUELLE AND FRANCOISE. When a cold-hearted stud (George Eastman) drives his sister to suicide (Emmanuelle), she plots a seduction that includes sodomy, torture, lesbianism, cannibalism, and even more depravity. Not Rated. 98 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

* 4972716 KINBAKU: Flower/Moon. Chapter: Flower: Discovering the adultery of his young wife and her secretary, Yamazaki asks Aoyu to help him end his wife’s relationship with his wife’s lover. Chapter: Moon: Mizuho is abducted abruptly and wakes up fully tied up and hanging by a rope over a strange performance stage at the hands of the mysterious bondage master. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 140 minutes. Adults only. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95

* 481052X SHINING SEX. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

* 4790898 LADY LIBERTINE/LOVE CIRCLES. Adults only. Intervision. Pub. at $29.95

* 3989720 INDECENT EXPOSURE volume 1 & 2. Only Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

* 4738205 LALIAH. Widescreen. Adults only. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

* 4592669 SILENT CONSPIRACY: Volume 1 & 2. Only Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

* 4785969 VELVET. Widescreen. Adults only. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

* 4290530 SLAUGHTER. Widescreen. Adults only. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

* 490817102042. Widescreen. Adults only. Code Red. Pub. at $29.95

* 4980140 CRYSTAL. Widescreen. Adults only. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

* 4180300 COMMA. Widescreen. Adults only. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

* 4180301 DANGEROUS TIMES. Widescreen. Adults only. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

* 4180302 MURDER AT THE DOG HOUSE. Widescreen. Adults only. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

* 4908190 NASA/A2: Season 2. Widescreen. Eight years after they finally landed on Mars, this sci-fi space adventure remains more determined than ever to destroy Charlie Marcx. Charlie, having faced her own mortality, emerges deeper after all. As a series of misfortunes begins to occur, she finds that she’s not that far from the alien world anymore. A strange game of sex and desire. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 71 minutes. Adults only. Darkside Releasing. Pub. at $39.95

* 4908191 NASA/A2: Season 1. Widescreen. Vic McQueen is a gifted young woman who possesses an supernatural ability to find lost things. This ability puts her on a collision course with the evil and immoral Charles. Meanwhile, she is raising her children. Collects all 10 episodes of Season One. Stars Zachary Quinto and Ashleigh Cummings. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three Blu-rays. AMC.

* 4908192 NASA/A2: Season 2. Widescreen. Vic McQueen is a gifted young woman who possesses a supernatural ability to find lost things. This ability puts her on a collision course with the evil and immoral Charles. Meanwhile, she is raising her children. Collects all 10 episodes of Season Two. Stars Zachary Quinto and Ashleigh Cummings. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three Blu-rays. AMC.

* 4394093 AMERICAN WANDERER: Faces of a Familiar/The Fifth Woman. Widescreen. Kenneth Branagh returns as Inspector Kurt Wallander in the BAFTA award-winning detective drama based on novels by Henning Mankell. These new feature length episodes add up to a historical mystery set in 1920’s Vampire, a small town in Sweden. The town is rife with black magic, witchcraft and murder. English SDH. Over 4 hours on three Blu-rays. RLJ Entertainment.

* 4394094 AMERICAN WANDERER: Faces of a Familiar/The Fifth Woman. Widescreen. Kenneth Branagh returns as Inspector Kurt Wallander in the BAFTA award-winning detective drama based on novels by Henning Mankell. These new feature length episodes add up to a historical mystery set in 1920’s Vampire, a small town in Sweden. The town is rife with black magic, witchcraft and murder. English SDH. Over 4 hours on three Blu-rays. RLJ Entertainment.

* 4394095 AMERICAN WANDERER: Faces of a Familiar/The Fifth Woman. Widescreen. Kenneth Branagh returns as Inspector Kurt Wallander in the BAFTA award-winning detective drama based on novels by Henning Mankell. These new feature length episodes add up to a historical mystery set in 1920’s Vampire, a small town in Sweden. The town is rife with black magic, witchcraft and murder. English SDH. Over 4 hours on three Blu-rays. RLJ Entertainment.
Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.

To allow the lowest prices, we do no billing and do not accept credit cards. However, the same items may be obtained online from www.HamiltonBook.com using MasterCard, VISA, or PayPal.